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Introduction

Marketing focuses on attracting customers, getting them to buy, and 

making sure they’re happy enough with their purchases that they 

come back for more. What could be more important?

Marketing is part science, part art, and it can be challenging to bottle up 

both parts into a winning campaign. Your business (or nonprofit or service 

agency) needs to do a lot, including

 ✓ Communicating what it does clearly and well

 ✓ Presenting a positive, compelling brand identity

 ✓ Focusing its resources where they’ll do the most good

 ✓ Growing its market share by attracting and retaining good customers or 

clients

Great communications, clear strategies, and tight planning pave the way to 

success, along with creative implementation.

This book is the third edition of Marketing For Dummies. Since I researched and 

wrote the first edition (as well as the companion to this book, Marketing Kit For 
Dummies, 3rd Edition), I’ve benefited from the experiences and questions of 

thousands of readers. Now, in this book, I’m excited to share all the improve-

ments and additions that come with a fresh, new edition. I’ve added many 

more tips and quick-action ideas to help you find solutions and take steps that 

can produce an impact on sales and profits quickly and successfully.

About This Book
I wrote Marketing For Dummies, 3rd Edition, to help you do that critical job 

of marketing as well as you possibly can. I wrote with a variety of marketers 

in mind, including small business owners and entrepreneurs who wear the 

marketing-and-sales hat along with several other hats. I also wrote for manag-

ers and staffers of larger organizations who work on plans, programs, prod-

uct launches, ad campaigns, printed materials, Web sites, and other elements 

of their organizations’ outreach to customers and prospects. Every marketer 

needs to smarten his or her approach, embrace new strategies and media, 

and find ways to increase impact while reducing costs. Those are my goals as 

an author, too.
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Marketing can be a great deal of fun — it is, after all, the most creative area of 

most businesses. In the long run, however, marketing is all about the bottom 

line. So although I had fun writing this book and think you can enjoy using it, 

I take the subject matter very seriously. Any task that brings you to this book 

is vitally important, and I want to make sure that the advice you get here 

helps you perform especially well.

Conventions Used in This Book
This book has a few specific conventions that you should know before diving 

into the pages that follow:

 ✓ Marketing program: This phrase refers to any organized, coordinated 

use of sales, advertising, publicity, customer service, the Web, direct 

mail, or any other efforts to contact and influence customers. Creating a 

marketing program means avoiding random or disconnected activities. It 

also means thinking about how everything interlinks and contributes to 

achieving your marketing goals.

 ✓ Customer: This is whoever buys what you sell. This customer can be 

a person, a household, a business, a government agency, a school, or 

even a voter. Whoever it is, I still call him your customer, and the rules of 

sound marketing still apply to him.

 ✓ Product: This is whatever you sell or offer to customers, whether it’s a 

good, service, idea, or even a person (such as a political candidate or a 

celebrity). Your product can be animate or inanimate, tangible or intan-

gible. Even if you offer a service, that’s considered a product in market-

ing jargon.

 ✓ Sales: I treat person-to-person sales as one of the many possible activi-

ties under the marketing umbrella. You need to integrate selling, which 

is its own highly sophisticated and involved field, into the broader range 

of activities designed to help bring about sales and satisfy customers. 

I address ways of managing sales better as part of my overall efforts to 

make each and every one of your marketing activities more effective.

Last but not least, I also include these standard For Dummies conventions:

 ✓ Bold indicates keywords in bulleted lists.

 ✓ Italics highlight words I’m defining or emphasizing.

 ✓ Monofont indicates a Web address. (I don’t insert extra characters if a 

URL breaks across a line. If you type what you see, you’ll wind up at the 

right spot.)
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Foolish Assumptions
I assume that you’re intelligent, which is great because you need to be clever, 

caring, and persistent to do marketing well. But, although I believe you’re 

intelligent, I bet you don’t have all the technical knowledge you may need to 

do great marketing, so I explain each technique as clearly as I can.

I also assume that you’re willing to try new ideas in order to improve sales 

and grow your organization. After all, marketing requires an open mind and a 

willingness to experiment and try new ideas and techniques.

Of course, I also assume that you’re willing and able to switch from being 

imaginative and creative one moment to being analytical and rigorous the 

next, because being successful at marketing requires both approaches. 

Sometimes I ask you to run the numbers and do sales projections. Other 

times I ask you to dream up a clever way to catch a reader’s eye and com-

municate a benefit to that person. These demands pull you in opposite direc-

tions. If you can assemble a team of varied people, some of them numbers 

oriented and some of them artistic, you can cover all the marketing bases 

more easily. But if you have a small business, you may be all you have, so you 

need to wear each hat in turn. (At least you never get bored tackling market-

ing’s varied challenges!)

I certainly do not assume you have an unlimited budget. Most marketers 

are eager to find low-cost marketing methods, so I emphasize economical 

approaches throughout this book.

How This Book Is Organized
Marketing For Dummies, 3rd Edition, is organized into six specific parts. 

Check out the Table of Contents for more information on the topics of the 

chapters within each part.

Part I: Designing a Great 
Marketing Program
Military strategists know that great battles must be won first in the general’s 

tent, with carefully considered plans and accurate maps, before the general 

commits any troops to the battlefield. Granted, no lives are at stake in mar-

keting, but you do hold the future success of your organization in your hands. 
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I advocate just as careful an approach to analysis and planning as if you were 

a general on the eve of battle. In Chapter 1, I show you how to make sure you 

have an efficient, effective marketing program (meaning a coordinated set of 

marketing activities). In Chapter 2, I show you how to base your program on 

strong, aggressive strategies that maximize your chances of sales and suc-

cess. And in Chapter 3, I help you write your strategies and tactics down in a 

plan of action that you can be reasonably confident will actually work.

Part II: Leveraging Your Marketing Skills
Great marketing requires a wide range of special skills. If you don’t already 

have all of them, this part shores up any gaps and helps you take advantage 

of specialized tools and techniques.

Chapter 4 covers how to find out what you need to know in order to develop 

better strategies and design better ads and other elements of your marketing 

program. Chapter 5 shares that most precious and hard-to-capture of market-

ing skills: the marketing imagination. When marketers can bottle up a little of 

this magic and work it into their marketing programs, good things happen. 

Chapter 6 addresses how to effectively communicate with customers. Good 

ideas plus clear, interesting communications add up to better marketing.

Part III: Advertising for Fun and Profit
Advertising is the traditional cornerstone of marketing. Firms combined 

advertisements with sales calls back in the early days of marketing, and great 

things happened to their revenues. In this part, I show you how to create 

compelling, effective ads, brochures, and fliers on paper — the traditional 

medium of marketing. You can run full-page color ads in national magazines if 

you have a big budget, or you can place small, cheap black-and-white ads in 

a local newspaper. Either tactic may prove effective with the right creativity 

and design. Everyone can access radio and TV these days too, regardless of 

budget, if you know how to use these media economically and well. However, 

you may also want to use perhaps the simplest — and most powerful — form 

of advertising: the sign, from signs on buildings, vehicles, and doors to post-

ers at airports and billboards on roadways.
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Part IV: Finding Powerful Alternatives 
to Advertising
The Web is the new silver bullet for marketers, and this part shows you how 

to maximize its positive impact. It also helps you harness the power of pub-

licity and get editorial exposure. Of course, you can’t forget about real-world 

interactions. Fortunately, special events provide you with a powerful alter-

native or supplement to ad campaigns and can bring you high-quality sales 

leads. Direct forms of marketing are also great alternatives, and this part has 

you covered here as well.

Part V: Selling Great Products to 
Anyone, Anytime, Anywhere
The classic marketing program has five components (the Five Ps), but much of 

what marketers do (and what’s covered in earlier parts) falls into the fourth P: 

promotion. In this part, I take you deeper into the other Ps: product design and 

branding, pricing and discounting to create incentives for purchase, the aggres-

sive use of distribution strategies to place your product in front of consumers 

when and where they’re most likely to buy, and selling and servicing custom-

ers. I want to draw your attention to the all-important product and make sure 

yours is naturally brilliant enough to shine out and beckon customers to you. 

I also encourage you to examine your distribution, sales, and service, because 

these elements can make or break a marketing program (and a business).

Part VI: The Part of Tens
How can you boost sales without spending much money? What should 

you do to come through a downturn in your market or in the economy as a 

whole? Are there guerilla marketing techniques you could be using? The Part 

of Tens is great for answering these sorts of questions. This traditional part 

of any For Dummies book communicates brief but essential tips that don’t fit 

easily into the other parts. I recommend that you look at this part whenever 

you need insights or ideas because it encapsulates much of the essential 

philosophy and strategies of good marketing practice. Reading this part also 

helps you avoid common mistakes that await the unwary marketer.
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Icons Used in This Book
Look for these symbols to help you find valuable stuff throughout the text:

 All marketing is real-world marketing, but this icon means you can find an 

actual example of something that worked (or didn’t work) in the real world for 

another marketer.

 When I want to get you up to speed on essential or critical information you 

need to know in order to succeed, I mark it with this icon.

 This icon flags specific advice you can try out in your marketing program right 

away. And because sometimes you need the right perspective on a problem to 

reach success, this icon also points out suggestions on how to handle the task 

at hand in an easy manner.

 You can easily run into trouble in marketing because so many mines are just 

waiting for you to step on them. That’s why I’ve marked them all with this 

symbol.

Where to Go from Here
If you read only one chapter in one business book this year, please make it 

Chapter 1 of this book. I’ve made this chapter stand alone as a powerful way 

to audit your marketing and upgrade or enhance the things that you do to 

make profitable sales. I’ve packed the rest of the book with good tips and 

techniques, and it all deserves attention. But whatever else you do or don’t 

get around to, read the first chapter with a pen and action-list at hand!

Perhaps you have a pressing need in one of the more specific areas covered 

in this book. If fixing your Web site is the top item on your to-do list, go to 

Chapter 10 first. If you need to increase the effectiveness of your sales force, 

try Chapter 17. Working on a letter to customers? Then Chapters 6 and 13 on 

marketing communications and direct mail can really help you out. Whatever 

you’re doing, I have a hunch that this book has a chapter or two to assist 

you. So don’t let me slow you down. Get going! It’s never too early (or too 

late) to do a little marketing.
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Designing a Great 

Marketing Program



In this part . . .

True, being a successful marketer requires careful plan-

ning and creative strategies — but it also requires a 

solid, focused marketing program (the coordinated activi-

ties that produce profitable sales growth and build your 

brand reputation). Growth and success are the basic 

goals of any marketing program, and a well-designed mar-

keting program produces a reliable flow of orders and 

ensures that marketing spending generates a profitable 

return.

After you wrap your mind around the components of your 

marketing program and find the formulas that produce 

sales and profits for your business, then you can turn 

your attention to the future. How will you translate this 

year’s level of success into greater success in the future? 

The trick to future growth is to have a good strategy and a 

plan for how to accomplish that strategy. You need to 

write a plan and budget carefully to make sure your mar-

keting activities are productive, effective, affordable, and 

controlled.

This part offers you the insight you need to build your 

foundational marketing tools: your program, your strat-

egy, and your plan.



Chapter 1

Optimizing Your Marketing 
Program

In This Chapter
▶ Succeeding by understanding your customers

▶ Finding your winning marketing formula

▶ Leveraging your marketing program with focus and control

▶ Figuring out what to realistically expect from your program

▶ Maximizing the appeal of your product, service, or business

Marketing is all the activities that contribute to building ongoing, profit-

able relationships with customers in order to grow your business. 

The immediate goal of marketing is to make sales. The long-term goal is to 

become increasingly useful or valuable to a growing number of customers so 

as to ensure your future success.

Your marketing program is the right mix of products or services, pricing, pro-

motions, branding, sales, and distribution that will produce immediate sales 

and also help you grow over time. You’ll know when you’ve found the right 

mix for you and your organization because it will produce profitable sales 

and enough demand to allow you to grow at a comfortable rate. This chapter 

serves as a jumping-off point into the world of marketing. By reading it, you 

can begin to design a marketing program that works for you. The rest of this 

book can help you refine the program that meets your needs.

Knowing Your Customer
To make your marketing program more profitable and growth oriented, 

think about how to reach and persuade more of the right customers. When 

you understand how your customers think and what they like, you may 

find better ways to make more sales. The next sections help you get better 

acquainted with your customers.
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Asking the right questions
To better know your customers and find out what they’re thinking, you must 

communicate with them. But before you delve into asking your customers 

what they want, you first have to ask yourself one important question: Why 

will people buy what I offer? You need to provide benefits that customers 

value. For instance, your product may offer benefits such as convenience, 

ease of use, brand appeal, attractive design, or a lower price than the compe-

tition. The right mix of benefits can make your product particularly appealing 

to the group of customers who value those benefits.

Your specific appeal to customers may vary from your product having 

a better warranty to your store being open later than the competition. 

Whatever the specific reasons, if you can’t list at least a few sound, logical 

reasons as to why people should buy from you, then you need to make some 

improvements.

However, even if you’re better from a logical or rational perspective, custom-

ers may still choose the competition. Say your new cola scores better in blind 

taste tests or is made of organic ingredients. So what? Who wants to buy an 

unknown cola rather than the brand they know and love? No, this trust issue 

isn’t rational, but it still affects the purchase — which is why you absolutely 

must take a look at the emotional reasons for why people may or may not 

buy from you. Is your brand appealing? Do you use an attractive design for 

your packaging? Is your presentation professional and trustworthy?

 Image isn’t everything in marketing, but it is just about everything when it 

comes to the emotional impact you make. So pay close attention to your 

image when you’re looking for ways to boost sales. To truly know your cus-

tomers, you also need to explore the answers to these two questions:

 ✓ What do customers think about my product? Do they understand it? Do 

they think its features and benefits are superior to the competition and 

can meet their needs? Do they feel that my product is a good value given 

its benefits and costs? Is it easy for them to buy the product when and 

where they need it?

 ✓ How do customers feel about my product? Does it make them feel 

good? Do they like its personality? Do they like how it makes them feel 

about themselves? Do they trust me?

 To answer these questions, find something to write on and draw a big t to 

create two columns. Label the left column “What customers know about . . .” 

and put the name of your brand, company, or product in the blank. Label the 

right column “How customers feel about . . .” and fill in as much as you can 

from your own knowledge before asking others to give you more ideas. Keep 
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working on this table until you’re sure you have an exhaustive list of both the 

logical thoughts and facts and the emotional feelings and impressions that 

customers have.

If you have access to a friendly group of customers or prospective custom-

ers, tell them you’re holding an informal focus group with complimentary 

drinks and snacks (doing so helps with your recruiting) and ask them to 

help you understand your marketing needs by reviewing and commenting 

on your table. The goal is to see whether your lists of what customers know 

and feel about your product agree with theirs. Do they concur with how you 

described their emotional viewpoint and/or their factual knowledge base? 

(Chapter 4 gives more information about researching customer attitudes.)

Filling the awareness gap
Are prospective customers even aware that you exist? If not, then you need to 

bump up your marketing communications and get in front of them somehow 

to reduce or eliminate the awareness gap, which is the percentage of people in 

your target market who are unaware of your offerings and their benefits. (How? 

That’s what the rest of this book is about, so keep reading!) If only one in ten 

prospective customers knows about your brand, then you have a 90-percent 

awareness gap and need to get the word out to a lot more people.

 If you need to communicate with customers more effectively and often, you 

have some options for bumping up the impact of your marketing communica-

tions and reducing the awareness gap:

 ✓ You can put in more time. For instance, if customers lack knowledge 

about your product, more sales calls can help fill this awareness gap.

 ✓ You can spend more money. More advertisements help fill your aware-

ness gap, but of course, they cost money.

 ✓ You can communicate better. A strong, focused marketing program with 

clear, consistent, and frequent communications helps fill the awareness 

gap with information and a positive brand image, which then allows 

interest and purchase levels to rise significantly. See Figure 1-1 for a 

graphic that illustrates the awareness gap, and consider creating your 

own graph in the same format to see how big your awareness gap is. 

(Communicating better is my favorite approach, because it substitutes 

to some degree for time and money.)

 ✓ You can become more popular. Sometimes you can create a buzz of talk 

about your product. If people think it’s really cool or exciting, they may do 

some of the communicating for you, spreading the news by word of mouth 

and on the Internet (this is sometimes referred to as viral marketing).
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Focusing on your target customer
Your target customer is the person who you design your product and market-

ing program for. If you don’t already have a really clear profile of your target 

customer, make one now — otherwise your marketing program will be adrift 

in a sea of less-than-effective options.

 

Figure 1-1: 
How to 

graph and 
analyze your 

awareness 
gap.
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 To craft your target customer profile, assemble any and all facts about your 

target customer on a large piece of poster paper: age, employer, education 

level, income, family status, hobbies, politics (if relevant), favorite brand of 

automobile, or anything else that helps you focus on this person. Also list 

your target customer’s motivations: what he or she cares about in life and 

how you can help him or her achieve those goals. Finally, cut and paste one 

to three pictures out of magazine ads to represent the face or faces of your 

target customer. This is who you have to focus your marketing program on. 

Everything from product design or selection to the content, timing, and place-

ment of ads must specifically target these people.

 You can further increase your focus on your target customer by deciding 

whether he or she prefers marketing that takes a rational, information-based 

approach; an emotional, personality-based approach; or a balanced mix of the 

two. By simply being clear about whom to target and whether to market to 

them in an informational or emotional manner, you ensure that your marketing 

program has a clear focus.
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Identifying and playing up your strengths
One of the best steps you can take as a marketer is to find your chief 

strengths and build on them so you can add an additional degree of focus 

and momentum to your marketing program. The key is to always think about 

what you do well for the customer (don’t get hung up on shortcomings) and 

make sure you build on your strengths in everything you do. For example, 

imagine that customers say your pricing isn’t as good as larger competitors, 

and you also feel that your brand name isn’t very well-known. That’s the bad 

news, but the good news is that existing customers are loyal because they 

like your product and service. The thing to do here is build on this strength 

by creating a loyalty program for customers, asking for and rewarding refer-

rals, and including testimonials in your marketing materials and on your Web 

site. Building on your strength in this manner can help you overcome the 

weaknesses of your higher pricing and lesser name recognition.

 Focus on your strengths by clearly and succinctly defining what your special 

strength or advantage is. Grab a piece of paper and a pen and start your sen-

tence like this: “My product (or service) is special because. . . .” Take a minute 

to think about what makes your firm or product special and why customers 

have been attracted to you in the past. Then make sure you talk about your 

strengths or show them visually whenever you communicate with customers. 

(Some marketers call the resulting statement of what makes you special a 

unique selling proposition, or USP. As its name implies, it ought to be unique to 

your product, to help differentiate it from your competitors.)

Discovering the best way to find customers
Another aspect of your customer focus is deciding whether you want to 

emphasize attracting new customers or retaining and growing existing cus-

tomers. One or the other may need to dominate your marketing program, or 

perhaps you need to balance the two. Marketing to new prospects is usually a 

different sort of challenge from working with existing customers, so knowing 

which goal is most important helps you improve the focus of your marketing.

 I periodically survey managers of successful businesses to ask them about 

their marketing practices. The first and most revealing question I ask is, 

“What’s your best way to attract customers?” Here are some of the most 

common answers — things that marketers often say are most effective at 

bringing them customers:

 ✓ Referrals: Your customers may be willing to help you sell your product (see 

coverage of word of mouth in Chapter 11 for how to stimulate referrals).
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 ✓ Trade shows and professional association meetings: Making contacts 

and being visible in the right professional venue may be a powerful way 

to build your business (see Chapter 12).

 ✓ Sales calls: Salespeople sell products, so make more calls yourself, or 

find a way to put commissioned salespeople or sales representatives to 

work for you (see Chapter 17).

 ✓ Advertising: Advertising sells the product, but only if you do it consis-

tently and frequently, whether in print, on radio and TV, outdoors, or on 

the Web (see Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10).

 ✓ Product demonstrations, trial coupons, or distribution of free samples: 

If your product is impressive, let it sell itself (see Chapters 14 and 15).

 ✓ Placement and appearance of buildings/stores: Location is still one of 

the simplest and best formulas for marketing success (see Chapter 10 

to position yourself for high Web traffic and Chapter 16 for prominent 

placement in the real world).

As the preceding list indicates, every business has a different optimal for-

mula for attracting customers. However, in every case, successful businesses 

report that one or two methods work best. Their programs are therefore 

dominated by one or two effective ways of attracting customers. They put 

between one-third and two-thirds of their marketing resources into their pri-

mary way of attracting customers and then use other marketing methods to 

support their most effective method.

 To find your business’s most effective way of reaching out to customers, you 

need to ask yourself this important question: What’s my best way to attract 

customers, and how can I focus my marketing program to take fuller advan-

tage of it? You can’t look the answer up in a book, but you can take heart from 

the fact that with persistence you’ll eventually work out what your winning 

formula is, and then you may only have to make minor changes from year to 

year to keep your program working well.

When you answer this question, you’re taking yet another important step 

toward a highly focused marketing program that leverages your resources as 

much as possible. Your marketing program can probably be divided into four 

tiers of activities:

 ✓ Major impact

 ✓ Helpful; secondary impact

 ✓ Minor impact

 ✓ Money loser; very low impact
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If you reorganize last year’s budget into these categories, you may find that 

your spending isn’t concentrated near the top of your list. If that’s the case, 

then you can try to move up your focus and spending. Cut the bottom tier, 

where your marketing effort and spending isn’t paying off. Reduce the next 

level of spending and shift your spending to one or two activities with the big-

gest impact. I call this the marketing pyramid, and in workshops, I challenge 

marketers to try to move their spending up the pyramid so their marketing 

resources are concentrated near the top (which reflects the most effective 

activities).

What does your marketing pyramid look like? Can you move up it by shifting 

resources and investments to higher-impact marketing activities? Figure 1-2 

shows how a marketing program may be viewed as a pyramid made up of the 

building blocks of your marketing activities. Ideally, your program should fit 

this visual model, with clear distinctions between the primary, secondary, 

and tertiary activities so you know where to concentrate your resources for 

best effect.

 

Figure 1-2: 
The ideal 

marketing 
program 

looks like 
this 

pyramid.
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Defining Your Marketing Program
The success of any business comes down to what customers do, and they 

can only act based on what they see. That’s why marketing and advertising 

gurus often say, “Perception is everything.” You must find ways to listen to 

your customers and understand their perceptions of your firm and offerings, 

because your customers (not you) need to define your marketing program.
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 A marketing program should be based on a marketing strategy, which is the 

big-picture idea driving your success (if you don’t have one yet, check out 

Chapter 2). The marketing program is all the coordinated activities that 

together make up the tactics to implement that strategy. To make both strat-

egy and program clear, write them up in a marketing plan (see Chapter 3).

You don’t have to get fully into the technicalities of strategies and plans 

right now, because in this chapter, I go over lots of simpler, quicker actions 

you can take to leverage your marketing activities into a winning program. 

Note: The following sections require you to think about and write down some 

ideas, so get out your pencil and paper, PDA, or laptop to jot down notes 

while you’re reading.

Finding your influence points
From the customer’s point of view, identify the components of your market-

ing program. (The components include everything and anything that the cus-

tomer sees, hears, talks to, uses, or otherwise interacts with.) Each customer 

interaction, exposure, or contact is an influence point where good marketing 

can help build customer interest and loyalty.

If you have a marketing plan or budget already, it probably doesn’t reflect 

this customer perspective accurately. For example, in many larger busi-

nesses, the marketing department is separate from product development, yet 

customers interact with your products so, to them, product development is a 

key component of the marketing program.

 Similarly, some of the people who sell your product may not be in your plan 

or even on your company’s payroll. A salesperson in the field, a distributor, a 

wholesaler, or anyone else who sells, delivers, represents, repairs, or services 

your product is on the marketing front lines from the customer’s perspective. 

All of these people may be seen to represent or even be the product, from the 

customer’s point of view. Are they all representing your business and product 

properly — with the focus and professionalism you want in your marketing 

program? Are they available when and where needed? Are they likeable? Is 

their presentation and personality consistent with your strategy for your mar-

keting program? If not, you must find ways to improve these people’s impact 

on the customer, even though you may not have formal authority over them. 

Make your expectations clear. Start by talking with them about your concerns 

and also offer help in the form of demonstrations or trainings, product infor-

mation, and printed handouts such as brochures and instruction sheets they 

can share with customers.
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Analyzing your Five Ps
What really matters in marketing are the points of contact between the cus-

tomer and your communications, products, and people. These customer 

interactions with you (or influence points) constitute your marketing pro-

gram. I always take care to list these influence points when designing a mar-

keting program. To make a list of your own influence points, use the following 

Five Ps of marketing for your categories.

Product
Determine which aspects of the product itself are important and have an influ-

ence on customer perception and purchase intentions. List all tangible fea-

tures plus intangibles like personality, look and feel, and packaging — these 

are the aspects (both rational features and emotional impressions) of your 

product that influence customer perception. Remember: First impressions 

are important for initial purchase, but performance of the product over time 

is more important for repurchase and referrals.

Price
List the aspects of price that influence customer perception. What does it 

cost the customer to obtain and use your product? The list price is often an 

important element of the customer’s perception of price, but it isn’t the only 

one. Discounts and special offers belong on your list of price-based influ-

ence points, too. And don’t forget any extra costs the customer may have to 

incur, like the cost of switching from another product to yours; extra costs 

can really affect a customer’s perception of how attractive your product is. (If 

you can find ways to make switching from the competitor’s product to yours 

easier or cheaper, you may be able to charge more for your product and still 

make more sales.)

Placement
List the aspects of placement or distribution (in both time and space) that 

influence the accessibility of your product. When and where is your product 

available to customers? Place is a big influence, because most of the time, 

customers aren’t actively shopping for your product. Nobody runs around 

all day every day looking for what you want to sell her. When someone wants 

something, she’s most strongly influenced by what’s available to her. Getting 

the place and timing right is a big part of success in marketing and often very 

difficult (see Chapter 16 for help with placement).
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Promotion
List all the ways you have to promote your offering by communicating with cus-

tomers and prospects. Do you have a Web site? Advertise? Send mailings? Hand 

out brochures? What about the visibility of signs on buildings or vehicles? Do 

distributors or other marketing partners also communicate with your cus-

tomer? If so, include their promotional materials and methods in your mar-

keting program, because they help shape the customer’s perception, too. And 

what about other routine elements of customer communication, like bills? 

They’re yet another part of the impression your marketing communications 

make.

People
The fifth P is perhaps the most important one, because without people, you 

can’t have a marketing program. List all the points of human contact that may 

be important to the success of your program. If you run a small business, this 

list may just be a handful of people, but even so, include this list in your plan-

ning and think about ways each person can help make a positive impression 

and encourage a sale.

Refining your list of possibilities
You need to find efficient, effective ways to positively influence customer 

perception. You want to use elements of your marketing program to motivate 

customers to buy and use your product (service, firm, whatever). The list 

of your current influence points for each of your Five Ps (see the previous 

related sections) is just a starting point on your journey to an optimal mar-

keting program.

Now ask yourself: a) what can be subtracted because it isn’t working effec-

tively, and b) what can be emphasized or added. Think about each of the Five 

Ps and try to add more possible influence points. Look to competitors or suc-

cessful marketers from outside your product category and industry for some 

fresh ideas. The longer your list of possibilities, the more likely you are to 

find really good things to include in your marketing program. But in the end, 

don’t forget to focus on the handful of influence points that give you the big-

gest effect so that your program fits the pyramid design of Figure 1-2.

 Consider the example of GLBargain (stores.ebay.com/GLBargain), 

a computer retailer from Dearborn, Michigan, that experimented with selling 

products on eBay and found a successful formula that led to the shift of the 

company’s marketing focus to eBay and the Web (GLBargain also has a store 

of its own at www.glbargain.com). GLBargain is now a power seller on eBay 
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and has made more than 5,000 sales to eBay buyers all across the United States. 

The store usually lists more than 600 separate items, using eBay-compatible 

store software from ProStores (www.prostores.com). GLBargain’s marketing 

program emphasizes a strong presence and low prices on eBay, along with a 

tightly run warehouse that tests, packs, and ships products very quickly and 

reliably so as to get a high volume of happy customers who give the company 

top ratings in eBay’s feedback system.

To craft your own winning formula, think of one or more new ways to reach 

and influence your customers and prospects in each of the Five Ps and add 

them to your list as possibilities for your next marketing program.

Avoiding the pricing trap
 Don’t be tempted to make price the main focus of your marketing program. 

Many marketers emphasize discounts and low prices to attract customers. 

But price is a dangerous emphasis for any marketing program because you’re 

buying customers rather than winning them. That’s a very, very hard way to 

make a profit. So unless you actually have a sustainable cost advantage (a rare 

thing in business), don’t allow low prices or coupons and discounts to domi-

nate your marketing program. Price reasonably, use discounts and price-off 

coupons sparingly, and look for other tactics to focus on in your marketing 

program.

Controlling Your Marketing Program
Little details can and do make all the difference in closing a sale! Does your 

marketing program display inconsistencies and miss opportunities to get 

the message across fully and well? If so, you can increase your program’s 

effectiveness by eliminating these pockets of inconsistency to prevent out-of-

control marketing.

 To show you how hard it is to control all the influence points in a market-

ing program, I want to share the story of a company whose marketing I once 

evaluated. American Marine is a Singapore-based manufacturer of high-quality, 

attractive Grand Banks motor yachts. Its products are handsome, rugged, and 

seaworthy, and customers have an almost fanatical love of and loyalty to the 

product. (In other words, the product sells itself — if you can find people who 

have enough money to buy it.) This manufacturer showcases the product in 
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its well-designed, full-color brochures and product sheets, with both attrac-

tive color photos of the boats and detailed specifications and floor plans. 

(The company recognizes that customers have both informational and emo-

tional elements in their purchase decision, and it covers both bases well in its 

printed materials.)

However, Grand Banks yachts are sold through regional distributors, who 

occasionally fail to maintain the same high standards when they add their 

own cover letter or other printed materials to the manufacturer’s market-

ing materials. I was asked to evaluate a regional distributor’s presentation, 

so I requested information over the Internet. In response, I received a plain, 

low-quality brown envelope with a boring, black-ink cover letter lacking any 

picture or logo-type drawing of the product. Hidden beneath this unimpres-

sive packaging and form letter were the truly impressive corporate brochures 

about the product. The product in this case costs more than a million dol-

lars. To make a sale like that, you need to put some extra care and effort into 

making sure everything you show a prospective customer is sophisticated 

and impressive.

I see communication problems like this all too often with my clients. The 

Grand Banks mailing would’ve been much more effective if the entire pack-

age were done to the high standards set by the corporate marketing materi-

als and the product itself. My recommendation was that both envelope and 

cover letter ought to

 ✓ Demonstrate high-quality design and materials to represent the fine 

craftsmanship of the product

 ✓ Show the product, because the product makes the sale in this case

To give another example, many eBay sellers fail to take and post high-quality 

photographs of the products they’re trying to sell and then wonder why 

they get few bidders and have to sell for low prices. These sellers can easily 

upgrade their photography, but they fail to recognize the problem, so they 

allow this critical part of their marketing mix to remain poorly managed.

Given the reality that some of your influence points may be partially or fully 

uncontrolled right now, I want you to draw up a list of inconsistent and/or 

uncontrolled elements of your marketing program. I think you’ll find some 

inconsistencies in each of the Five Ps of your program (don’t worry though; 

that’s common!). If you can make even one of your marketing elements work 

better and more consistently with your overall program and its focus, you’re 

improving the effectiveness of your marketing. Answer the questions in Table 1-1 

to pinpoint elements of your marketing mix that you need to pay more atten-

tion to.
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Table 1-1 Getting a Grip on Your Marketing Program
Customer Focus

Define your customers clearly: Who are they? 
Where and when do they want to buy?

Are they new customers, existing customers, or a 
balanced mix of both?

Understand what emotional elements make custom-
ers buy: What personality should your brand have? 
How should customers feel about your product?

Understand what functional elements make cus-
tomers buy: What features do they want and need? 
What information do they need to see in order to 
make their decision?

Product Attraction

What attracts customers to your product?

What’s your special brilliance that sets you apart in 
the marketplace?

Do you reflect your brilliance throughout all your 
marketing efforts?

Most Effective Methods

What’s the most effective thing you can do to attract 
customers?

What’s the most effective thing you can do to retain 
customers?

Which of the Five Ps (product, price, placement, 
promotion, people) is most important in attracting 
and retaining customers?

Controlling Points of Contact

What are all the ways you can reach and influence 
customers?

Are you using the best of these right now?

Do you need to increase the focus and consistency 
of some of these points of contact with customers?

What can you do to improve your control over all the 
elements that influence customer opinion of your 
product?

Action Items

Draw up a list of things you can do based on this 
analysis to maximize the effectiveness of your mar-
keting program.
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Refining Your Marketing Expectations
When you make improvements to your marketing program, what kind of 

results can you expect? As a general rule, the percentage change in your pro-

gram will at best correspond with the percentage change you see in sales. For 

example, if you change only 5 percent of your program from one year to the 

next, you can’t expect to see more than a 5-percent increase in sales. Check out 

the next sections for help refining what to expect from your marketing plan.

Projecting improvements above base sales
Base sales are what you can reasonably count on if you maintain the status 

quo in your marketing. If, for example, you’ve seen steady growth in sales 

of 3 to 6 percent per year (varying a bit with the economic cycle), then you 

may reasonably project sales growth of 4 percent next year, presuming every-

thing else stays the same. But things rarely do stay the same, so you may 

want to look for threats from new competitors, changing technology, shift-

ing customer needs, and so on. Also, be careful to adjust your natural base 

downward if you anticipate any such threats materializing next year. If you 

don’t change your program, your base may even be a negative growth rate, 

because competitors and customers tend to change even if you don’t.

 After you have a good handle on what your base may be for a status quo sales 

projection, you can begin to adjust it upward to reflect any improvements you 

introduce. Be careful in doing this, however, because some of the improve-

ments are fairly clearly linked to future sales, whereas others aren’t. If you’ve 

tested or tried something already, then you have some real experience upon 

which to project its impact. If you’re trying something that’s quite new to you, 

be cautious and conservative about your projections until you have your own 

hard numbers and real-world experience to go on.

Preparing for (ultimately successful) 
failures
Start small with new ideas and methods in marketing so you can afford to fail 

and gain knowledge from the experience; then adjust and try again. Effective 

marketing formulas are developed through a combination of planning and 

experimentation, not just from planning alone. In marketing, you don’t have 

to feel bad about making mistakes, as long as you recognize the mistakes and 

take away useful lessons.
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When it comes to marketing, I’m a positive pessimist. My philosophy is, 

“What can go wrong, will go wrong . . . and we’ll be fine!” I try to avoid being 

too heavily committed to any single plan or investment. I keep as much flex-

ibility in my marketing programs as I can. For example, I don’t buy ads too far 

in advance even though that would be cheaper, because if sales drop, I don’t 

want to be stuck with the financial commitment to a big ad campaign. And I 

favor monthly commissions for salespeople and distributors because then 

their pay is variable with my sales and goes down if sales fall — so I don’t 

have to be right about my sales projections.

Flexibility, cautious optimism, and contingency planning give you the knowl-

edge that you can survive the worst. That knowledge, in turn, gives you the 

confidence to be a creative, innovative marketer and the courage to grow 

your business and optimize your marketing program. And you can afford to 

profit from your mistakes.

Revealing More Ways to Maximize 
Your Marketing Impact

You can improve a marketing program and increase your business’s sales and 

profits in an infinite number of ways. This section looks at some of them, but 

don’t stop here. Keep searching for more ideas and implement as many good 

ones as you can.

 ✓ Talk to some of your best customers. Do they have any good ideas for 

you? (Ignore the ideas that are overly expensive, however. You can’t 

count on even a good customer to worry about your bottom line.)

 ✓ Thank customers for their business. A friendly “Thank you” and a smile, a 

card or note, or a polite cover letter stuffed into the invoice envelope — all 

are ways to tell customers you appreciate their business. People tend to go 

where they’re appreciated.

 ✓ Change your marketing territory. Are you spread too thin to be visible 

and effective? If so, narrow your focus to your core region or customer 

type. But if you have expansion potential, try broadening your reach bit 

by bit to grow your territory.

 ✓ Get more referrals. Spend time talking to and helping out folks who can 

send customers your way. And make sure you thank anyone who sends 

you a lead. Positive reinforcement increases the behavior.
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 ✓ Make your marketing more attractive (professional, creative, pol-

ished, clear, well-written, well-produced). You can often increase the 

effectiveness of your marketing programs by upgrading the look and 

feel of all your marketing communications and other components. (Did 

you know that the best-dressed consultants get paid two to five times as 

much as the average in their fields?)

 ✓ Smile to attract and retain business. Make sure your people have a 

positive, caring attitude about customers. If they don’t, their negativity 

is certainly losing you business. Don’t let people work against your mar-

keting program. Spend time making sure they understand that they can 

control the success of the program, and help them through training and 

good management so they can take a positive, helpful, and productive 

approach to all customer interactions.

 ✓ Offer a memorable experience for your customer or client. Make sure 

doing business with you is a pleasant experience. Also, plan to do some-

thing that makes it memorable (in a good way, please!).

 ✓ Know what you want to be best at and invest in being the best. Who 

needs you if you’re ordinary or average? Success comes from being 

clearly, enticingly better at something than any other company or prod-

uct. Even if it’s only a small thing that makes you special, know what it 

is and make sure you keep polishing that brilliance. It’s why you deserve 

the sale.

 ✓ Try to cross-sell additional products (or related services) to your cus-

tomer base. Increasing the average size of a purchase or order is a great 

way to improve the effectiveness of your marketing program. But keep 

the cross-sell soft and natural. Don’t sell junk that isn’t clearly within 

your focus or to your customer’s benefit.

 ✓ Debrief customers who complain or who desert you. Why are they 

unhappy? Can you do something simple to retain them? (But ignore the 

customers who don’t match your target customer profile, because you 

can’t be all things to all people.)

 Every time you put your marketing hat on, seek to make at least a small improve-

ment in how marketing is done in your organization and for your customers.



Chapter 2

Strengthening Your 
Marketing Strategy

In This Chapter
▶ Taking advantage of market growth and targeting specific customer groups

▶ Competing to grow your market share

▶ Positioning your brand in consumers’ minds

▶ Adjusting your approach as the market matures

▶ Writing a statement to help you implement your strategy

When I teach workshops on marketing, I find that most of my partici-

pants don’t know what a marketing strategy is. If most people don’t 

know what marketing strategies are, how important can they be? Very impor-

tant, actually. A marketing strategy is a way to achieve success. There are only 

a dozen or so main ways to achieve success in marketing.

In this chapter, I explain what the different marketing strategies are and help 

you select the right one for your business or project. I also show you how to 

use strategic thinking to make your marketing program more effective and 

profitable than most.

Finding and Riding a Growth Wave
 The simplest and most reliable marketing strategy you can adapt for your 

business or product is to go where the growth is. Find it and ride the growth 
wave — an opportunity to sell something with increasing demand — for as 

long as you can. Doing so is important because growing and prospering when 

selling into a growing market is much easier than when facing stagnant or 

shrinking demand.
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For example, builders who worked in Arizona and Florida as these states’ 

populations grew between 2000 and 2008 were in great demand because 

construction was at a record high. When a recession struck the real estate 

market in 2008, construction virtually stopped in these states. If you’d asked 

me to write a winning marketing plan for a Florida builder in 2005, I would’ve 

smiled and written it on the back of a napkin — it would’ve been so easy. In 

2010, that same builder would’ve needed a much more carefully crafted and 

cautious plan, and would’ve had to accept greatly reduced expectations.

The following sections help you determine what the growth rate of your 

market is and evaluate other markets to find one that’s growing. With this 

information, you can make sure you’re focused on growth opportunities.

Measuring the growth rate of your market
At any point in time, a minority of markets are growing rapidly. However, 

most markets are growing at a slow pace, and some markets are shrinking. 

Knowing how quickly or slowly your market is growing is vital because it’s a 

key driver of your sales growth and profits. Take a moment to evaluate the 

current growth rate and future growth potential of your market. If it’s not fast 

enough, then find a new and faster market to target (check out the next sec-

tion for how to find a growing market). Your market ought to be experiencing 

at least 5 percent overall annual growth (although my preference is for a 10 

percent or better growth rate). Anything slower than 5 percent makes it hard 

to grow your own business. Figure 2-1 illustrates the market-growth strategy.

 

Figure 2-1: 
Growing 
with the 
market.

 Time
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 To assess your market’s growth potential, think of one or several simple indi-

cators of your market’s overall growth rate and use them to gauge market 

growth. These indicators include the year-to-year trend in industry-wide sales, 

the trend in number of customers, and the trend in type and size of purchases 

per customer. If you find that the market is shrinking or static, then you need 

to look for a growth opportunity.
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Sometimes, finding a direct measure of your market’s size and growth rate is 

difficult. For example, if you sell office equipment and furniture in the greater 

Chicago area, your market is the dollar value of all office furniture purchased 

in that area. Can you find out what that figure is? Not very easily, if at all, so 

you need to find indirect indicators of your market’s growth rate that you can 

use instead. Statistics on business employment in Chicago are useful because 

as business employment grows, so does the need for furniture. If corporate 

headquarters are leaving the downtown area or laying off workers, then you 

can assume the overall market for office furniture is shrinking. In fact, when 

I did a quick Internet search, I found that Chicago lost about a half a million 

jobs in 2008, after experiencing job creation earlier in the decade as software 

and other companies sprang up. So it sounds like the office furniture market 

in Chicago is, at the time of this writing, shrinking.

Responding to a flat or shrinking market
When faced with a declining market, do the following to adjust to the 

growth rate:

 ✓ Reduce retail stores and other major investments to avoid losses.

 ✓ Eliminate low-margin products from your line so you can survive in a 

slow market.

 ✓ Look for other places to sell your product or find another product line to 

sell that offers more growth potential.

 Don’t waste your time trying to grow and prosper in an unhealthy market. 

By keeping a regular eye on market growth rates and focusing on selling into 

growth markets, you simultaneously ensure that you can grow your sales and 

increase the ease of operating at a profit. Slow-growth and no-growth markets 

are brutally competitive. To win sales in either case you often have to slash 

prices, ruining your profit margins. That’s why smart marketers make a stra-

tegic point of focusing on growth markets. They also keep careful track of the 

growth rate in their market so as to be alert to a slowdown that may indicate a 

need to move on again.

 To identify the best market for your future growth, ask yourself where growth is. 

Some types of customers may be increasing in number while others are declining 

(for instance, the United States has a lot of consumers in their 20s, so some mar-

keters are shifting away from older consumers and targeting the newer ones). 

Furthermore, certain types of businesses are expanding (such as healthcare 

businesses), so a business-to-business marketer can grow by providing specific 

products or services to them. Also, geographic areas vary in their economic 

health and strength, so if you’re willing to relocate or expand into new markets, 

you can target cities or states with relatively strong economies.
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Growing with a Market 
Expansion Strategy

Market expansion is the most common strategy in marketing. The idea is to 

start selling to new groups of prospective customers. If you find a way to get 

in front of more prospects than last year, you should be able to make more 

sales than last year, too (see Chapters 10, 12, 13, and 16 for specific ways).

 Two powerful ways to expand your market (and business) involve introduc-

ing more products into the market, which can give you access to multiple new 

customer bases, and taking advantage of a product that’s especially popular, 

which allows you to piggyback sales of other products when customers are 

drawn in by your bestseller. The sections that follow highlight how you can go 

about accomplishing both.

Offering more products
Introducing new products is a strong way to expand your share of a particu-

lar market — eventually. If you sold only 10 products last year, and you offer 

20 this year, you just may find that your sales double, too. Of course, it’s 

quite likely that the new products won’t sell as well as your old ones at first, 

but if you persist, you should be able to ramp up their sales over the course 

of a few years.

When looking to offer more products, you have two options:

 ✓ Add new products simply by reselling or distributing products that comple-

ment your current line and meet some need of your current customer base.

 ✓ Innovate to create one or more new products that nobody else sells.

Either way, you have the two-fold challenge of informing customers that you 

have something new to offer and convincing them to take a look. That’s why 

being especially visible and persistent in the first few months of your cam-

paign to open a new market is so crucial. A concentrated blast of marketing 

communications is the key to opening a new market successfully.

 Create visibility by showing people your brand or product often and in a 

consistent, professional manner. You can do this through advertising, direct 

mail, e-mail blasts, paid placement of your Web address for key-term searches, 

signage (such as billboards and transit ads), sales calls, or presence at confer-

ences and trade shows. Plan to use at least three of these or similar methods 

in the beginning of your campaign to open a new market (see Parts II and III 

for details).
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 Risks and costs increase when you experiment with new products — defined 

as anything you’re not accustomed to making and marketing. Consequently, 

you should discount your first year’s sales projections for a new market by 

some factor to reflect the degree of risk. A good general rule is to cut back the 

sales projections by 20 to 50 percent, depending on your judgment of how new 

and risky the product is to you and your team. It may also cost you double the 

time and money to make each sale when entering a new market, because your 

new prospects won’t be familiar with your brand, and you likely won’t have a 

well-defined marketing formula at the start. Budget accordingly.

Riding a bestseller to the top
If you have a bestseller on your hands — in other words, a product that out-

sells your other products by a multiple, which means it ought to sell at least 

three times as much as anything else — why not make the most of it? Some 

marketing experts look for bestsellers to achieve sales that are at least ten 

times the norm; outstanding bestsellers can achieve a hundred or more times 

the normal level of sales for a product in their category. If you have just one 

bestseller in your line, growing your revenues and profits is a piece of cake.

 How do you create a bestselling product? First, look for one. Don’t be content 

with products that sell moderately well. Keep looking for something that has 

more excitement and potential. Test many alternatives. When you find one 

that seems to have momentum (you’ll know it has momentum when early 

sales figures surprise you by their rapid growth), quickly refocus your market-

ing efforts on that product. Make it the heart of sales calls and ads, feature it 

at the top of your Web site’s home page, talk to the media about it, and offer 

specials for new customers who try it. Bestsellers are found and made by mar-

keters who believe in them. Be a believer!

When you have a product with bestseller potential, your marketing strategy 

should be to ride it as hard and far as you can. Write a marketing plan that 

puts the majority of your budget and efforts behind the bestseller and gives 

the rest of your product line as minimal a budget as you think you can get 

away with. The bestseller will tend to lift all sales by attracting customers, so 

don’t worry about the rest of your products.

After you have a bestseller, you should see your profits grow. Use some of 

these profits to look for the next bestseller. Why? Because eventually, your 

bestseller will lose its momentum. Your best bet is to find another bestseller, 

which may take a while, so you can have it ready and waiting in the wings. 

Test ideas and options, and be patient. If you can’t find another bestseller, 

switch to another marketing strategy. You don’t have to have a bestseller to 

succeed, but it sure is nice if you can find a product that fits this strategy.
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Specializing with a Market 
Segmentation Strategy

A market segmentation strategy is a strategy in which you target and cater to 

(or specialize in) just one narrow type or group of customer. The object of 

this approach is to be so well-suited to that specialized customer that you 

become the top seller in your segment. The main way to develop a segmen-

tation strategy is to take a look at your current customers and identify one 

particular type that seems most profitable for you right now. Or if a subset of 

your customers is growing faster than the rest, consider specializing in those 

types of customers to gain more of their business.

 The advantage of a segmentation strategy is that it allows you to tailor your 

product and your entire marketing effort to a clearly defined group with uni-

form, specific characteristics. For example, the consulting firm that targets 

only the healthcare industry knows that prospective clients can be found 

at a handful of healthcare industry conferences and that they have certain 

common concerns around which consulting services can be focused. Many 

smaller consulting firms target a narrowly defined market segment in order to 

compete against larger, less specialized consulting firms.

If you’re in the consulting business, you can specialize in nonprofits, for 

example, instead of trying to be a consultant to all businesses. If you sell 

office furniture, you can decide whether to focus on corporate sales, small 

businesses, government offices, schools, or home offices. Each segment has 

different needs and buying patterns, and at any particular time, one of these 

segments is going to be easier for you to dominate (and it may be growing 

faster, too). As an added bonus, marketing is usually easier and less expen-

sive when you’re highly specialized because you know exactly where to find 

your customers.

Figure 2-2 illustrates the way you can divide a particular market into segments.

 

Figure 2-2: 
Segmenting 

a market 
can help you 

dominate 
that niche.

 

Office furniture sales:

Corporate offices

Home
offices

Small businesses
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The next sections explain how to determine whether a market segmentation 

strategy is right for you and how to expand your business by focusing on 

more than one specific target customer base.

Gauging whether specializing 
is a good move
Specializing in a specific market segment can give you the momentum you 

need to power past your competition, but it may not always be the right 

approach for your operation. The segmentation strategy may work well for 

you if

 ✓ You think your business can be more profitable by specializing in a more 

narrowly defined segment than you do now.

 ✓ You face too many competitors in your broader market and can’t seem 

to carve out a stable, profitable customer base of your own.

 ✓ It takes better advantage of things you’re good at.

 ✓ You’re too small to be one of the leaders in your overall market or indus-

try. Maybe you can be the leader in a specific segment of your market.

Adding a segment to expand your market
 If you’re running out of customers and market and need to expand (see the 

earlier “Growing with a Market Expansion Strategy” section), one way to do so 

is to decide to target a new segment. For example, the consulting firm special-

izing in coaching healthcare executives can decide to start offering a similar 

service to nonprofits. A different approach and marketing program may be 

needed, because the two industries are different in many ways and have only 

partial overlap (some hospitals are nonprofits, but many nonprofits aren’t hos-

pitals). By specializing in two segments rather than just one, the firm may be 

able to grow its total sales significantly while still maintaining a grasp in niche 

markets that gives it an edge over the competition.

Developing a Market Share Strategy
The bigger you are in comparison to your competitors, the more profitable 

you’ll be. Scale helps. That’s why trying to be relatively big is a good idea. A 

powerful strategy is to increase your market share through your marketing 

activities. In essence, that means taking some business from your competi-

tors. Market share is, very simply, your sales as a percentage of total sales for 
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your product category in your market (or in your market segment if you use 

a segmentation strategy). If you sell $2 million worth of shark teeth and the 

world market totals $20 million per year, then your share of the global shark 

teeth market is 10 percent. It’s that simple. Or is it?

To help you comprehend how increasing your market share can be beneficial 

for you and your business, the following sections provide some basics on this 

strategy and how you can implement it.

Choosing a unit
Before you can completely determine your market share, you must know 

which unit (what you’re measuring sales in) you’re going to reference. 

Dollars, pesos, containers, or grams are fine — as long as you use the same 

unit throughout. Just pick whatever seems to make sense for your product 

and the information you have access to.

Estimating market share
To effectively increase your market share, you must have an accurate picture 

of how large your market is and what your current share of it is. Take a look 

at this simple method for estimating market size and share (you can even 

sketch it out on the back of a napkin if you haven’t the time or money for fan-

cier approaches):

 1. Estimate the number of customers in your market.

  For instance, guess how many people in your country are likely to buy 

toothpaste, or how many businesses in your city buy consulting services.

 2. Estimate how much each customer buys a year, on average.

  Does each customer buy six tubes of toothpaste? Fifteen hours of con-

sulting services? You can check your sales records, or ask some people 

what they do, to make your estimate as accurate as possible.

 3. Multiply the two figures together to get the total size of the annual 

market and then divide your unit sales into it to get your share.

For example, if you import fine English teas to the U.S. market and whole-

sale them to grocery stores and specialty shops, you can look up U.S. tea 

wholesalers by visiting www.census.gov (where the latest U.S. Census data 

is posted), selecting the Economic Census link on the home page, clicking 

on the 2007 Economic Census link under the Get Data heading (left-hand 

side of the page), and clicking on the Search for data sets link under the 

Detailed Statistics bullet (this is where information by industry is posted as 
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it becomes available). Please note that Census.gov is edited fairly often and 

may look different when you visit it. Persist and you can find details on your 

industry.

If you were to research tea sales, you may find out that there are 98 tea 

wholesalers with a total of $3.886 million in annual sales. If your sales of tea 

are $525,000, then your market share is 0.525 ÷ 3.886, or 13.5 percent. (My 

numbers may be out of date by the time you read this, but the source — the 

industry series of the U.S. Census — is a great place for all sorts of market 

statistics. Check it out.)

Alternatively, you may estimate that three-quarters of the wholesalers handle 

low-cost, inexpensive teas and therefore don’t compete directly with you. In 

that case, you can calculate your market share of the quarter of total sales 

that are similar specialty teas as 0.525 ÷ (0.25 × 3.886), which gives you 54 

percent. That’s a much larger share based on a narrower definition of the 

market. Estimating your market share helps you determine which market 

share numbers are correct.

Understanding where your product 
fits in the market
In order to create a market share strategy, you need to clearly identify and 

define your product and where it fits into your market. In other words, you 

need to know your product category: the general grouping of competitive 

products to which your product belongs (be it merchandise or a service). 

Knowing your product category is extremely important. If you don’t know 

where your product fits into the market, you can’t begin to develop a strategy 

to build on and increase your existing market share. For example, if you sell 

specialty teas, are you competing with mass-market brands or not? Should 

you count their sales in your market calculations and try to win sales from 

them?

To get an accurate picture of your product category, you really need to obtain 

feedback from your customers. Doing so helps you create goals to drive your 

planning, as explained in the following sections.

Ask your customers
Your customers can provide you with valuable information and help you 

determine exactly where your product fits in the market. What matters is cus-
tomer perception: how the customer sees the category. So watch your custom-

ers or ask them to find out what their purchase options are (see Chapter 4 if you 

want to conduct a formal study). Get a feel for how they view their choices. 

Then include all the likely or close choices in your definition of the market.
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To stick with the tea example, are they choosing among all the tea options, or 

just some of them? With specialty teas, you may find that a majority of con-

sumers sometimes drink the cheaper mass-market brands too. You may also 

find that you must, as a wholesaler, fight the mass-market brands for shelf 

space in grocery stores and mentions on restaurant menus. So you probably 

do need to use total market sales as your base, not just specialty sales.

On the other hand, you compete more closely against other specialty teas, so 

you may want to track this smaller market share number also and set a sec-

ondary goal for it. A wholesale tea importer’s strategic goals may therefore 

look something like this:

 ✓ Increase dollar sales of our products to U.S.-end tea consumers from 

13.5 percent to 15 percent.

 ✓ Protect our share of the specialty tea market by keeping it at 54 percent 

or higher.

 ✓ Differentiate ourselves even more from mass-market tea brands by 

emphasizing what makes our tea special to avoid having to compete 

directly against much larger marketers.

Make a plan
To achieve your market share goals, you must plan accordingly and look at 

what you need to do to get the market share you want. For starters, a whole-

saler needs retail shelf space, so you may need to push to win a larger share 

of shelf space from retailers. And to earn the right to this shelf space, you 

may need to do some consumer advertising or publicity, provide the stores 

with good point-of-purchase displays or signs, improve your product packag-

ing, or do other things to help ensure that consumers take a stronger interest 

in buying your products.

This plan needs to revolve around the goal of increasing share of tea sales by 

1.5 percentage points. Each point of share is worth roughly $40,000 in annual 

sales (one percent of the total sales in the market), so a plan that involves 

spending, say, an extra $25,000 to win a 1.5-percent share gain can provide 

an extra $60,000 if it works. But will it work? To be cautious, you, as the mar-

keter, may want to discount this projection of $60,000 in additional sales by a 

risk factor of, say, 25 percent, which cuts your projected gain back to $45,000.

Then consider timing. Remember that the plan can’t achieve the full gain in 

the first month of the year. A sales projection starting at the current level of 

sales in the first month and ramping up to the projected increase by, say, the 

sixth month, may be reasonable. Dividing $45,000 by 12 to find the monthly 

value of the risk-discounted 1.5 share point increase gives you $3,750 in extra 

monthly sales for the sixth month and beyond. Lower increases apply to earlier
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months when the program is just starting to kick in. But the marketing 

expenses tend to be concentrated in the early months, reflecting the need 

to invest in advance in order to grow your market share.

Knowing your competitors
So what if your competitors have more market share than you? Don’t fear 

them; use them instead! Study your closest and/or most successful competi-

tors to figure out how you’re going to gain market share. The better you 

understand your competitors, the more easily you can take customers away 

from them.

 Ask yourself what your competitors do well, how they take business from 

you now, and what new initiatives they’re trying this year. Talk to customers, 

suppliers, distributors, and anyone else with good knowledge of your competi-

tors’ practices and gather any online information about them from their Web 

sites. Also, collect their marketing materials and brochures and keep track of 

any information you come across on how they market. For example, if they’re 

picking up good business by having a booth at a trade show you don’t attend, 

consider getting a booth next time to make sure you’re able to compete 

against them there.

Studying market trends and 
revising if need be
Market share gives you a simple way of comparing your progress to your 

competitors from period to period. If your share drops, you’re losing; if your 

share grows, you’re winning. It’s that simple. Consequently, most marketing 

programs are based at least partly on a strategic market share goal, which is 

the percentage of sales you want to win during a specific period, such as a 

year. For example, you can say, “Increase share from 5 percent to 7 percent 

by introducing a product upgrade and increasing our use of trial-stimulating 

special offers,” which is a clear goal.

 You also need to study the market and see how your products compare year 

to year and against your competition. The postmortem on last year’s program 

should always be based on an examination of what market share change 

accompanied it. (If you don’t already do routine postmortems, or careful analy-

ses of what happened and why it differed positively or negatively from your 

plans, you should. The planning process in Chapter 3 takes you through an 
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analysis of past results, along with plans for improving your program and 

results in the future.) If the past period’s program doubled your market share, 

seriously consider replicating it. But if your market share stayed the same or 

fell, you’re ready for something new. Note: Whether or not you make share 

gain the focus of your marketing program, at least keep it in mind and try not 

to lose any share.

Designing a Positioning Strategy
A positioning strategy takes a psychological approach to marketing. It focuses 

on getting customers or prospects to see your product in a favorable light 

and think of it before competitors’ offerings. The positioning goal you articu-

late for this kind of strategy is the position your product holds in the custom-

er’s mind. The following sections break down how to find your position and 

craft your positioning strategy.

 Your positioning strategy can be as simple as saying that you want your brand 

to be the easiest to buy, or as complex as saying your brand is easier to pur-

chase, more affordable, hipper, and more contemporary than the competition. 

Just make sure your claims are truthful and believable.

Envisioning your position: An exercise 
in observation and creativity
Good positioning means your product has a prime parking space in custom-

ers’ minds thanks to its strong, clear image. People recognize your brand and 

know immediately what it stands for. If you’re in a fairly new or uncompeti-

tive market, standing out in customers’ minds should be easy. But if a lot of 

other marketers are involved, as in older, well-established markets, chances 

are they’ve already used positioning strategies and secured their places in 

customers’ minds. That’s why it’s important not to get hung up on what you 

want your positioning to be. Instead, focus on what it needs to be in order to 

resonate and stick.

 To help you figure out your position compared to other brands, start by drawing 

a simple, two-line graph. The two lines represent the range, from high to low, of 

the two core dimensions of your positioning strategy. You find these dimensions 

by asking yourself — and ideally some talkative customers, too — what the main 

differences between different products are. The differences may be price and 

quality, or any number of other possible variables, depending on the product in 
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question. (See Chapter 4 for help conducting your customer research.) Map all 

the major competitors and look for a space where you can fit your brand.

For example, if you’re marketing soap, your dimensions can be how gentle or 

harsh the soaps are, as well as how natural they are. A brand that claims to 

be all natural and as gentle as the rain is obviously in the gentle and natural 

quadrant. Another brand that claims to be tough on dirt and germs is going 

to score low on the all-natural scale and high on the harsh scale, placing 

it squarely in the opposite quadrant. If the marketers of these two brands 

consistently communicate their different positions, the two brands won’t 

compete directly. Consumers who want a gentle, natural soap buy one brand, 

whereas consumers who want a strong soap that kills germs buy the other. 

Both marketers can succeed by virtue of their unique positioning strategies.

Writing a positioning strategy: The how-to
After you’re clear on what the consumer values most (see the preceding 

section, as well as Chapter 4), position your product in relation to that. For 

example, if bank customers say in a survey that they’re desperate for better 

interest rates, then a bank’s advertising can focus on a special, high-interest 

rate introductory offer. To refine your positioning strategy and make sure it 

gets incorporated into all your marketing communications, you need to write 

down a positioning statement. Fortunately, writing a positioning statement is 

pretty easy. Just follow these two simple steps:

 1. Answer the following questions:

 • What type of customer do you target?

 • What attribute does the customer value most?

 • What do you do for that customer with respect to that attribute?

 • How do you fulfill your customer’s wants and needs?

 • Why do you do it better than the competition?

 2. Fill in the following with your own words:

 • Our product offers the following benefit (which the customer 

values):

 • To the following customers (describe target segment):

 • Our product is better than competitors in the following manner:

 • We can prove we’re the best because of (provide evidence/

differences):
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Here are some of the common approaches for a positioning strategy:

 ✓ You may position against a competitor. “Our interest rates are lower 

than XYZ Bank’s.” (This tactic is a natural in a mature product category, 

where the competitive strategy applies.)

 ✓ You may emphasize a distinctive benefit. “The only peanut butter with 

no harmful trans fats.”

 ✓ You can affiliate yourself with something the customer values. “The 

toothpaste most often recommended by dentists.” (Doing so allows 

some of the virtues of this other thing to rub off on your brand.) A celeb-

rity endorser, an image of a happy family playing on the beach, a richly 

appointed manor house set in beautiful gardens, a friendly giant: All 

have been used to position products favorably in consumers’ minds.

 Write your positioning strategy in big print and post it above your desk to 

make sure you stay focused on its execution. Handing out copies of it to your 

ad agency, distributor, publicist, salespeople, and anyone else who works on 

or in your marketing program also pays off.

Considering Other Core Strategies
Are there other winning marketing strategies? Certainly. In fact, strategy, like 

everything in marketing, is limited only by your imagination and initiative. 

If you can think of a better approach to strategy, go for it. The following sec-

tions present a few examples of other proven marketing strategies. Perhaps 

one of them may work for you.

Simplicity marketing
With simplicity marketing, you position your business as simpler, easier to 

understand, and easier to use or work with than the competition. For exam-

ple, I’m usually in a hurry, so I remember being excited when they first intro-

duced gas pumps that allowed you to swipe your credit card. It’s so simple 

and quick — and a perfect example of a simplicity strategy.

Some customers are willing to pay a premium to avoid complexity and make 

purchase decisions simply and quickly. Can this approach be useful to cus-

tomers in your market? Look for technologies or processes that can make 

your customers’ lives simpler and easier. For example, try making it easy to 

reorder on your Web site by storing information about what customers last 

purchased so they don’t have to search through many options to find the 

right item.
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Quality strategies
Most marketers grossly underrate quality. All else being anywhere near equal, 

a majority of customers choose the higher-quality option. But be careful to 

find out what your customers think the word quality means. They may have a 

different view from you. Also, be careful to integrate your quality-based mar-

keting messages with a genuine commitment to quality in all aspects of your 

business.

 You can’t just say you’re better than the competition; you really have to deliver. 

But if customers see you as superior on even one dimension of quality — then by 

all means emphasize that in your marketing. Quote customer testimonials prais-

ing your quality, describe your commitment to quality in your marketing materi-

als, and make trial usage easy for prospective customers so they can experience 

your quality too. And make sure your pricing is consistent with a high-quality 

image. Don’t advertise cheap prices or deep discounts, which signal cheapness, 

not quality.

Reminder strategies
A reminder strategy is good when you expect that people will buy your prod-

uct if they think of it — but they may not without a reminder. A lot of routine 

purchases benefit from this strategy (Got milk?).

Point-of-purchase (POP) marketing is often an effective way to implement the 

reminder strategy. Point-of-purchase marketing simply means doing whatever 

advertising is necessary to sway the consumer your way at the time and 

place of his purchase. For retail products, this often means a clever in-store 

display or sign to remind the consumer about your product.

 Wenger NA promotes its Swiss Army knife product line in jewelry and knife 

stores by offering it in attractive, attention-getting countertop display cases. 

Although the pocketknife market has been mature for decades, POP displays 

remind consumers about the option of buying a Swiss Army knife as a gift — 

for someone else or even for themselves. Another great POP program is the 

displays of Lindt chocolates in the front of Borders bookstores. Next time you 

go to any store, take a look at the wide variety of floor, shelf, and wall racks 

used for POP displays, as well as the wide range of creative signs and designs 

used to highlight a product and remind consumers that it’s available.
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Innovative distribution strategies
Sometimes the most important feature of a purchase is when and where 

people can buy it. With innovative distribution strategies, you can capture 

sales from your competitors by being more convenient or available than 

other options.

For example, can you recall the brand of gas you purchased the last time 

you stopped at a highway rest stop? Probably not, because it didn’t matter. 

Whatever brand was offered, you bought it because you needed gas, and 

highway rest stops only offer one or two options. The gas station owner who 

manages to secure one of the slots at a rest stop is using a distribution strat-

egy. As the old saying goes, there are three secrets of success in retail: loca-

tion, location, location.

The three rules of success actually hold true in all businesses, not just in 

retail. Always consider what you can do to be more present and convenient 

for your buyers. The Internet offers opportunities for innovative distribution, 

and many businesses are building online stores that make it easy to shop at 

midnight from the comfort of your own bed, or whenever and wherever you 

please. See Chapters 16 and 21 for details of how to win the marketing game 

through effective distribution.

Selling Innovative Products
Every product category has a limited life. At least in theory — and usually in 

all-too-real reality — some new type of product comes along to displace the 

old one. The result is called the product life cycle, a never-ending cycle of birth, 

growth, and decline, fueled by the endless inventiveness of competing busi-

nesses. Product categories arise, spread through the marketplace, and ulti-

mately decline as replacements arise and begin their own life cycles. If you’re 

marketing an innovative product that’s just beginning to catch on (in what 

marketers call the growth phase of the life cycle), you can expect rapid growth 

in sales and profits. Fast-growing products are every marketer’s dream.

To visualize the advantages of selling a hot new product, ask yourself 

whether you’d rather be selling record players, tape decks, CD players, or 

MP3 players today. Obviously, the MP3 player, as the newest of these technol-

ogies for playing music (and other digital content), is the hottest. It’s easier 

to succeed when selling new, hot products than when selling faded old ones 

that are being replaced. As a strategic marketer, you need to keep a sharp 

eye on your product line and weed out any fading old products before they 

drag you down with them. Keep looking for adding hot new ones, so your 

marketing efforts will be supplemented by the natural growth of exciting new 

options.
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Some marketers do hardcore product development and regularly file patents 

on their inventions. However, if you don’t, that’s okay. Most marketers source 

their products from elsewhere and resell them. That’s fine, but don’t forget 

to keep looking for new, better options. Make a strategic point of upgrad-

ing your product line (or services if you don’t sell products) to stay on the 

growth curve. Don’t let innovation pass you by. See Chapter 5 for tips on how 

to create innovations. Visit www.insightsformarketing.com for help 

adjusting the marketing of a product to fit the phase of its life cycle.

Writing Down and Regularly 
Reviewing Your Strategy

What’s your marketing strategy? Is it a pure version of one of the strategies 

reviewed in this chapter, or is it a variant (or even a combination) of more 

than one of them? Whatever it is, take some time to write it down clearly and 

thoughtfully. Put it in summary form in a single sentence. (If you must, add 

some bullet points to explain it in more detail.) After you write it down, don’t 

put it away in a drawer and forget about it. Keep it close by and review it on a 

regular basis.

 Write a strategy that’s a clear statement of the direction you want your busi-

ness’s or product’s marketing to take. This statement needs to be a big-picture 

game plan. With this strategy on paper, you can work on designing good prod-

ucts and packaging, friendly services, and impressive ads that communicate 

your quality to consumers. Here’s what one company’s marketing strategy 

looks like:

Our strategy is to maximize the quality of our security alarm products and 

services through good engineering and to grow our share of a competitive 

market by communicating our superior quality to high-end customers.

 After you develop a marketing strategy, be sure to follow it and make it obvi-

ous in all that you do. In fact, I highly recommend that you do some formal 

planning to figure out exactly how you’ll implement your strategy in all 

aspects of your marketing program. (Never fear: I show you how to develop a 

plan as painlessly as possible in Chapter 3.) After you adopt a specific market-

ing strategy, you must actually read it from time to time and check that you’re 

following it. I’m often amazed at the lack of relationship between marketers’ 

strategies and their actions. Everyone involved in your organization’s market-

ing needs to understand how their work ties to the strategy.
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Chapter 3

Writing a Marketing Plan
In This Chapter
▶ Reviewing planning rules, as well as some do’s and don’ts

▶ Crafting an executive summary and refining your strategic objectives

▶ Getting the whole perspective with a situation analysis

▶ Defining your marketing program, including the details

▶ Forecasting and controlling revenues and expenses

If you have a very simple business that makes more sales than it needs to 

and is already growing as fast as it can, then you don’t need a marketing 

plan. However, most businesses are a tad more complex and therefore do 

require a marketing plan. A marketing plan is basically just a description, in 

words and numbers, of how you plan to run your marketing program. Having 

this plan is important because it helps you identify, execute, and control the 

marketing activities that will produce a successful year. You should write one 

if you

 ✓ Have a big enough business that organizing, controlling, and budget-

ing all your marketing activities is difficult without a formal structure: 

Most businesses are too complex for the marketer to hold all the vari-

ables in his or her head. A plan helps you identify the best practices, 

eliminate the unprofitable ones, and keep everything on schedule and 

on budget.

 ✓ Face any challenges or uncertainties that can affect sales or profits: 

The planning process helps you think through what needs to be changed 

in order to improve your results.

 ✓ Don’t already know exactly what the best way is to handle your busi-

ness’s branding, pricing, communications, sales, and other marketing 

matters: Planning helps clarify and control all the elements of your mar-

keting plan.
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Naturally, planning takes time and energy. Yet less than a quarter of all busi-

nesses go to the effort of developing a careful marketing plan. That’s too bad, 

because they miss the benefits, which save so much time and money later 

on that the extra, upfront effort required to create the plan always has big 

returns.

Another big benefit of planning is that it gets you thinking creatively about 

your marketing program. As you plan, you find yourself questioning old 

assumptions and practices and thinking about new and better ways to boost 

your brand and optimize sales and profits.

If your business doesn’t have a marketing plan, or even if it does and you 

want to improve that plan, this chapter is here to help. It shows you how 

to draft your own plan or revise your current plan so you can improve your 

bottom line.

Reviewing the Contents of a Good Plan
Before you can write a successful marketing plan for your business, you need 

to know the ins and outs of what a marketing plan includes. Marketing plans 

vary significantly in format and outline, but all of them have sections about 

the following:

 ✓ Your current position: This is in terms of your product, customers, 

competition, and broader trends in your market.

 ✓ What results you got in the previous period (if you’re an established 

business, that is): You need to look at sales, market share, and possi-

bly also profits, customer satisfaction, or other measures of customer 

attitude and perception. You may also want to include measures of 

customer retention, size and frequency of purchase, or other indicators 

of customer behavior, because they’re often helpful in thinking about 

where to focus your marketing efforts in the future. Identifying the key 

things that customers desire and how your product matches up with 

those attributes are also important considerations.

 ✓ Lessons learned: A postmortem on the previous period helps identify 

any mistakes to avoid, insights to take advantage of, or major changes 

that may present threats or opportunities.

 ✓ Your strategy: This is the big focus of your plan and the way you’ll grow 

your revenues and profits. Keep the strategy statement to a few sen-

tences so that everyone who reads it gets it at once and can remember 

what the strategy is.
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 ✓ The details of your program: You want to cover all your company’s spe-

cific activities in this section. Group them by area or type, with explana-

tions of how these activities fit the company’s strategy and reflect the 

current situation.

 ✓ The numbers: These definitely include sales projections and costs but 

may also include market share projections, sales to your biggest custom-

ers or distributors, costs and returns from any special offers you plan 

to use, sales projections and commissions by territory, and any other 

details that help you quantify your specific marketing opportunities and 

activities.

 ✓ Your experimentation plans: If you have a new business or product, or 

if you’re experimenting with a new or risky marketing activity, set up a 

plan (or pilot) for how to test the waters on a small scale first. You need 

to determine what positive results you want to see before committing to 

a higher level. After all, wisdom is knowing what you don’t know — and 

planning how to figure it out.

 By the time you think through and write down all these elements of a good 

plan, you may feel quite invested in your plan. Be careful! You mustn’t think 

of your plan as written in stone. In fact, your plan is just a starting point. As 

you implement it throughout the coming year, you’ll discover that some things 

work out the way you planned, and others don’t. Good marketers revisit their 

plans and adjust them as they go. The idea is to use a plan to help you be an 

intelligent, flexible marketer, not a stubborn one who refuses to learn from 

experience.

Starting with baby steps
 The more unfamiliar you are with writing a marketing plan, the more flexibility 

and caution your plan needs, so make flexibility your first objective if you’re 

creating a marketing plan for the first time. Consider crafting a gradual plan 

that includes a pilot phase with a timeline and alternatives or options in case 

of problems. For example, instead of taking advantage of cheaper bulk printing 

with a vendor you don’t know for a marketing piece you’ve never tested, use 

short runs of marketing materials at the local copy shop.

Optimizing your plan for flexibility means preserving your freedom of choice, 

avoiding commitments of resources, and spending in small increments so you 

can change the plan as you go. Ultimately, you need to decide how much flex-

ibility you need and build it into the schedule and budget. You may want to 

consider milestones achieved as the mechanism to release additional activi-

ties or budget funds.
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Maximizing efficiencies
If your business has been around the marketing block before and your plan 

builds on years of experience, you can more safely favor economies of scale 

over flexibility. (Economies of scale are the cost savings from doing things on 

a larger scale.) But always leave yourself at least a little wiggle room, because 

reality never reflects your plans and projections 100 percent of the time.

 Adjust your marketing plan to favor economies of scale if you feel confident 

that you can make sound judgments in advance. Advertising is cheaper and 

more efficient if you do it on a large scale, because you get deeper discounts 

on the design of ads and purchasing of ad space or air time. If you know a 

media investment is likely to produce leads or sales, go ahead and buy media 

in larger chunks to get good rates. And don’t be as cautious about testing mail-

ing lists with small-scale mailings of a few hundred pieces. A good in-house list 

supplemented by 20 percent or fewer newly purchased names probably war-

rants a major mailing without as much emphasis on advance testing.

Understanding the Do’s and 
Don’ts of Planning

Marketing programs end up like leaky boats very easily. Each activity seems 

worthy at the time, but too many of them fail to produce a positive return — 

ending up as holes in the bottom of your business’s boat. Get too many of 

those holes, and the water inside the boat starts rising. The next sections share 

some of the common ways marketers lose money (so you can try to avoid 

them), plus two effective strategies for using your cash wisely.

Don’t ignore the details
Good marketing plans are built from details such as customer-by-customer, 

item-by-item, or territory-by-territory sales projections. Generalizing about 

an entire market is hard and dangerous. Your sales and cost projections are 

easier to get right if you break them down into their smallest natural units 

(such as individual territory sales or customer orders), do estimates for each 

of these small units, and then add up those estimates to get your totals.
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Don’t imitate the competitors
You may be tempted to just do what your bigger competitors are doing, but 

don’t fall into that trap. You need to have some fresh ideas that make your 

brand and plan unique. Remember: Imitation isn’t a winning strategy in the 

long run.

Do find your own formulas for success
Start by building on whatever successes you’ve had in the past. For instance, 

if you ran an ad this year that got a good response, double or triple the 

number of ads of this kind in next year’s plan.

Don’t feel confined by last 
period’s budget and plan
When putting together your marketing plan, don’t allow past results to trap 

you in what you want to do. Repeat or improve the best-performing elements 

of the past plans and cut back on any elements that didn’t produce high 

returns. Every plan includes some activities and spending that aren’t neces-

sary and can be cut out (or reworked) when you do it all over again next year. 

Be ruthless with any underperforming elements of last year’s plan! (If you’re 

starting a new business, at least this is one problem you don’t have to worry 

about. Yet.) Also, monitor your plan over the business cycle and adjust it as 

you go so you can catch problems early and avoid wasting too much time 

and money on underperforming activities.

Don’t engage in unnecessary spending
Always think through any spending and run the numbers before signing a 

contract or writing a check. Many of the people you deal with to execute your 

marketing activities are salespeople themselves. Their goal is to get you to buy 

their ad space, use their design or printing services, or spend money on fancy 

Web sites. They want your marketing money — and may care less whether you 

get a good return on it or not. So keep them on a tight financial rein.
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 One of the biggest areas of waste is advertising agencies. Sure, sometimes you 

need a good agency, like when you want to design and run a large ad cam-

paign. But if you’re placing fewer than a thousand ads, you probably can’t 

afford the typical agency with its big upfront fees for consultation and design. 

A local, independent graphic designer who has created successful ads in your 

industry before is a more affordable alternative. In terms of placing the ads, 

you may need to be the one who negotiates good rates, so be prepared to roll 

up your sleeves and do some of the work yourself.

Do break down your plan 
into simple subplans
If your marketing activities are consistent and clearly of one kind, you can go 

with a single plan. But what if you sell services (like consulting or repair) and 

also products? You may find that you need to work up one plan for selling 

products (perhaps this plan aims at finding new customers) and another plan 

for convincing product buyers to also use your services.

 If your plan seems too complicated, simply divide and conquer! Then total 

everything up to get the big picture for your overall projection and budget. 

For example, if you have 50 products in five different product categories, writ-

ing your plan becomes much easier if you come up with 50 sales projections 

for each product and five separate promotional plans for each category of 

product. (This method may sound harder, but it really is much simpler.)

 Every type of marketing activity in your plan has a natural and appropriate level 

of breakdown. Find the right level, and your planning will be simpler and easier 

to do. Following are some methods to help you break down your planning:

 ✓ Analyze, plan, and budget sales activities by sales territory and region 

(or by major customer if you’re a business-to-business marketer with a 

handful of dominant companies as your clients).

 ✓ Project revenues and promotions by individual product and by industry 

(if you sell into more than one).

 ✓ Plan your advertising and other promotions by product line or other 

broad product category, as promotions often have a generalized effect 

on the products within the category.

 ✓ Plan and budget publicity for your company as a whole. Only budget and 

plan publicity for an individual product if you introduce it or modify it in 

some way that may attract media attention. (Of course, exceptions exist 

for every rule. If you have a single bestselling product that carries your 

company, you need a publicity plan for it. You should also plan activities 

on the Web such as blogs and fun videos that go viral, so as to keep a 

buzz going about your star product.)
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 ✓ Plan and budget for brochures, Web sites, and other informational mate-

rials. Be sure to remain focused in your subject choices: Stick to one bro-

chure per topic. Multipurpose brochures or Web sites never work well. 

If a Web site sells cleaning products to building maintenance profession-

als, don’t also plan for it to broker gardening and lawn-mowing services 

to suburban homeowners. Different products and customers need sepa-

rate plans.

Writing a Powerful Executive Summary
A carefully crafted executive summary is an essential component of every 

marketing plan. An executive summary is a one-page plan that conveys essen-

tial information about your company’s planned year of programs and activi-

ties in a couple hundred well-chosen words or less. If you ever get confused 

or disoriented in the rough-and-tumble play of sales and marketing, this clear, 

one-page summary can guide you back to the correct strategic path. A good 

executive summary actually keeps everyone across the entire team (opera-

tions, sales, marketing, and outside contractors) on the same page. It’s a 

powerful advertisement for your program, communicating the purpose and 

essential activities of your plan in such a compelling manner that everyone 

who reads it eagerly leaps into action and takes the right steps to make your 

vision come true.

 Draft a very rough executive summary early in the planning process as a guide 

to your thinking and planning. Then revise it (or, if necessary, rewrite it com-

pletely) after finishing all the other sections of your plan, because the sum-

mary (no surprise here) needs to summarize everything. When summarizing 

the main points of your plan, make it clear whether the plan is

 ✓ Efficiency oriented: A focus on efficiency means you’ll be scaling up 

known success formulas and aiming to increase the volume of busi-

ness. For example, your summary may open with high sales goals and 

then review the various improvements over last year that you think will 

help achieve the new higher goals. If you have a pretty good marketing 

formula already, then the plan should help you refine and scale up that 

formula in order to achieve higher sales and profits.

 ✓ Effectiveness oriented: This means a focus on testing and developing 

one or more new ways of marketing. For example, say your plan identi-

fies a major opportunity or problem and a new strategy to respond to 

it. If you need to make major changes in your marketing program, then 

the plan is a tool for finding new, more effective marketing methods. It 

should include a wider range of marketing activities, along with ways of 

testing to see which ones work best.
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If your plan has to help you overcome a problem, such as shrinking sales due 

to a large new competitor, state the problem clearly in the summary and also 

point out any links to other aspects of the business. Will the marketing plan 

have to be coordinated with a business plan that includes cost controls and 

layoffs? If so, state this fact upfront in your executive summary and make 

sure the rest of your business is working on the necessary changes so you 

aren’t stuck with a problem you don’t have full control over.

At the end of your executive summary, describe the bottom-line results: what 

your projected revenues will be (by product or product line, unless you have 

too many to list on one page) and what the costs are. Also, show how these 

figures differ from last year’s figures. Keep the whole summary under one 

page if you possibly can.

 If you have too many products to keep the summary under one page, you can 

list them by product line. But a better option is to create more than one plan 

because you probably haven’t clearly thought out any plan that can’t be sum-

marized in a page. I’ve worked with many businesses in which marketing pre-

pares a separate plan for each product. Dividing and conquering is always key.

Preparing a Situation Analysis
A situation analysis is the one tool every marketer needs to ensure her mar-

keting tactics are taking advantage of opportunities and solving for problems. 

In other words, it provides the context you need to move forward with your 

planning. Your situation analysis helps you define the context for your market-

ing plan by looking at trends, customer preferences, competitor strengths 

and weaknesses, and anything else that may impact sales. The question your 

situation analysis must answer is, “What’s happening?” To answer this ques-

tion, you should analyze the most important market changes affecting your 

company. These changes can be the sources of problems or opportunities. 

(See Chapter 4 for formal research techniques and sources.)

To prepare a situation analysis, you must consider challenges and trends 

that can affect your marketing program, be prepared for economic cycles, 

and review your competition’s current status. After you identify these threats 

and opportunities, you need to give some serious thought to how to respond 

to them. Your marketing strategies are basically your responses to your 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, so your situation analysis 

feeds naturally into your strategies and plans.
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Knowing what to include in your analysis
One good (and very traditional) way to organize a situation analysis is to 

write something for each of these four categories:

 ✓ Strengths: Identify the strong points of your products, brand image, and 

marketing programs so you know what to build on in your plan. Your 

strengths are the keys to your future success. For example, if your Web 

site is a strength, then your plan should focus on making it even better, 

and your objectives should include increased Web sales.

 ✓ Weaknesses: Pinpoint the areas in which your products, brand image, 

and marketing programs are relatively weak. For example, perhaps you 

have several older products that are losing to hot new competitors, or 

maybe you rely too heavily on newspaper advertising (which is a weak-

ness, because newspaper readership is dropping). Your plan should pro-

pose changes that shore up or eliminate weak products and practices.

 ✓ Opportunities: Your situation analysis needs to look for opportunities, 

such as a hot new growth market you can participate in (see Chapter 2 

for help finding growth markets) or an exciting new way to reach pro-

spective customers (see Part IV for a variety of ways).

 ✓ Threats: A threat is any external trend or change that can reduce your 

sales or profits, or make it hard to achieve your growth goals. Common 

threats include new technologies that create new competitors, large 

competitors that can outspend you, and economic or demographic 

shifts that cut into the size or growth rate of your customer base. Your 

plan needs to respond to threats effectively, so identify the main ones as 

accurately and honestly as you can.

Table 3-1 shows you some of the typical marketing challenges and opportuni-

ties to get you thinking.

Table 3-1 Common Marketing Threats versus Opportunities
Common Threats Common Opportunities

New, tough competitors New products

Economic problems or trends New ways to promote or sell

Aging or loss of a customer base New types of customers to pursue
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 You also want to make sure you review trends in your situation analysis, 

because trends can have a big impact on your business — for better or for 

worse. Identify the trends that can hurt you and plan how to respond to them; 

similarly, note the trends that can help you and plan how to take advantage of 

them. Check on the economic growth rate of the population to which you sell 

(the cities in which you operate if you’re a regional operation, for example). 

Also check the growth rate of the demographic group you sell to. Are there 

going to be more or less people in the age range of your typical customer? 

Then look at technological and social trends. Is the technology you use going 

out of date, or is it increasing in popularity? What new lifestyle choices or 

trends in fashion might affect your customers’ buying habits?

Being prepared for economic cycles
When preparing your business’s situation analysis, you need to be in close 

contact with the pulse of the economy. Watch the leading published eco-

nomic indicators and regularly monitor the numbers. If you notice a decline 

for more than two months in a row, look closely for any signs of sales slow-

downs in your own industry and be prepared to take action.

Try to avoid being lulled into a false sense of security. Even though the econ-

omy in the United States (and many other countries) grew at a fairly steady 

rate for most of the 1990s, the majority of marketers forgot to keep an eye 

on the economic weather. When economic growth suddenly began to slow in 

December 2007, those same marketers faced major problems.

 The Conference Board (www.conference-board.org), a nonprofit in New 

York City, compiles an index of leading economic indicators that has success-

fully predicted the last half dozen recessions. However, it has also predicted 

five recessions that didn’t occur, so if you slavishly cut back every time the 

economists publish negative forecasts, your marketing plans will be too gun-

shy and conservative. You have to take some risk in order to grow, but if you 

watch the economic weather closely, you can scale back sooner than most 

marketers when it becomes obvious that economic growth is slowing.

 When your own sales are weak and economic forecasts are poor, assume the 

worst and cut back aggressively to weather the coming storm. To do so, I sug-

gest you

 ✓ Avoid large marketing commitments. Expensive and/or long-term con-

tracts for advertising, store rentals, and large inventories are dangerous in 

down times. For example, don’t purchase a full year of expensive advertis-

ing. Instead, buy month to month, even though doing so may cost you a 

bit more. The flexibility is well worth a slightly lower discount.
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 ✓ Keep an eye on your mix of fixed and variable costs. A fixed cost is 

one that doesn’t change with sales. For example, if you have a long-term 

lease on an office or warehouse, you must pay the costs of that facility 

no matter if your sales are up or down. Variable costs are costs that can 

fluctuate, such as the cost of goods sold and commissions. A marketing 

plan with a lot of variable costs is relatively recession-proof because 

your costs will go down proportionately to sales. Smart marketers avoid 

big payrolls when indicators make them nervous and instead favor com-

missioned salespeople or distributors over in-house sales staff.

 You know the economy is growing when the leading economic indicators are 

favorable for several months or more, plus you see growth in your own sales 

figures. As economic growth kicks in, ramp up your advertising at a faster rate 

so as to aggressively boost your sales. Marketers who react quickly to a new 

growth cycle can gain at the expense of less flexible competitors.

Taking stock with a competitor 
analysis table
Gathering information about your competitors via an analysis table can help 

you draft a more complete situation analysis. A competitor analysis table sum-

marizes the main similarities and differences between you and your competi-

tors. You can compete more effectively after you have a good understanding of 

how your competitors operate and what their strengths and weaknesses are.

The kinds of information you can collect about your competitors varies 

significantly, so I can’t give you a pat formula, only suggestions. You can 

certainly gather and analyze samples of your competitors’ marketing com-

munications, and you can probably find some info about how they distribute 

and sell, where they are (and aren’t) located or distributed, who their key 

decision-makers are, who their biggest and/or most loyal customers are, and 

even (perhaps) how much they sell. To get their customers’ perspectives, 

try pulling customer opinions from surveys or informal chats and group the 

information into useful lists to help you figure out the three most appealing 

and least appealing factors about each competitor. Ultimately, you want to 

gather any available data you can on all-important competitors and organize 

the data into a table for easy analysis.

A generic competitor analysis table should have entries on the following 

rows in columns labeled for Competitor #1, Competitor #2, Competitor #3, 

and so on:
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 ✓ Company: Describe how the market perceives it and its key product.

 ✓ Key personnel: Who are the managers, and how many employees do 

they have in total?

 ✓ Financial: Who owns it, and how strong is its cash position (does it have 

spending power, or is it struggling to pay its bills)? What were its sales in 

the last two years?

 ✓ Sales, distribution, and pricing: Describe its primary sales channel, 

discount/pricing structure, and market share estimate.

 ✓ Product/service analysis: What are the strengths and weaknesses of its 

product or service?

 ✓ Scaled assessment of product/service: Explore relevant subjects such 

as market acceptance, quality of packaging, ads, and so on. Assign a 

score of between 1 and 5 (with 5 being the strongest) for each character-

istic you evaluate. Then sum the scores for each competitor’s row to see 

which characteristic seems strongest overall.

 ✓ A comparison of your ratings to your competitor’s ratings: If you rate 

yourself on these attributes too, how do you compare? Are you stronger? 

If not, you can include increasing your competitive strength as one of your 

plan’s strategic objectives (see the later “Clarifying and Quantifying Your 

Objectives” section for more on setting your objectives).

 JIAN’s Marketing Builder software has a template for writing a competitor anal-

ysis table. I helped JIAN design the program, and last time I checked, this soft-

ware cost $90. You may want to pick it up if you have to write a detailed plan 

in a hurry. (No, I don’t get royalties if you purchase it — this recommendation 

isn’t self-serving. And because this software is a useful tool, I put a link to it 

on my Web site, www.insightsformarketing.com. Or you can visit JIAN 

Software at www.jian.com.) Also, I offer less expensive but quite extensive 

marketing plan templates and forms on the CD that comes with the compan-

ion volume to this book, Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition (Wiley).

Explaining your marketing strategy
Your situation analysis identifies your weaknesses and threats, but it also 

identifies your strengths and opportunities. You need to take these findings 

and further clarify and build your marketing strategy around them in order 

to have the best chance for success. (Refer to Chapter 2 for help selecting a 

marketing strategy.)

 If you want to help your business grow and prosper, make sure you know your 

marketing strategy like the back of your hand. That way you can explain your 

strategy, which leads to specific marketing objectives that are rolled out into 

marketing tactics to implement the strategy. So edit and clarify the strategy 

section of your plan until you’re certain it explains your marketing strategy 

clearly.
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For example, if you’re small and underfunded, and a major competitor just 

introduced a hot new competing product, then you face a major threat and 

shouldn’t try to go head to head with this competitor. Your strategy instead 

can be to sidestep the competition by targeting a protected, specialized seg-

ment of the market. You can also look for alternative ways to distribute and 

sell your product so that you aren’t competing directly with the competition 

for shelf space.

Clarifying and Quantifying 
Your Objectives

After you have a handle on your current situation and also have one or a few 

marketing strategies in mind to help you succeed, you need to think about 

what objectives (such as brand building or sales growth) are realistic and 

appropriate for you at this time. Marketing objectives are quantified, measur-

able goals such as “grow market share from 5 to 6 percent” and “shift 25 per-

cent or more of our catalog customers over to Web site ordering.”

 Your chosen marketing strategies suggest specific objectives. For example, 

if your strategy involves opening a new territory in order to grow your sales, 

you need to set a specific goal for sales in that territory. This number becomes 

your objective. Unless you specify clear, measurable objectives, you won’t 

have any idea of what the returns from the plan will be, nor will you know how 

to track your performance as you execute the plan.

Objectives are such a key foundation for the rest of your plan that you can’t 

ever stop thinking about them. Yet for all their importance, they don’t need 

a lot of words. Devote a half-page to two pages to your objectives, at most. 

Check out the following sections for what you need to do to come up with 

objectives and then quantify them.

 If you write clear, compelling objectives, you’ll never get too confused about 

what to write in other sections of your marketing plan — when in doubt, 

you can always look back at these objectives and remind yourself of what 

you’re trying to accomplish and why. These points give the plan its focus. For 

instance, what objectives do you want your marketing plan to help you accom-

plish? Will the plan increase sales by 25 percent, reposition a product to make 

it more appealing to upscale buyers, introduce direct marketing via the Web, 

or launch a new product? Maybe the plan combines several products into a 

single family brand and builds awareness of this brand through Web, print, 

and radio advertising in order to cut the costs of marketing.
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Think about the limitations 
in your resources
Don’t make your ambitions greater than the resources you have available to 

pull them off. If you’re currently the tenth-largest competitor, don’t write a 

plan to become the number one largest by the end of the year. Attempting 

that would likely require more marketing dollars, product inventory, and 

such than you actually have.

 Always make sure your objectives are reasonable. Would the average person 

agree that your objectives sound attainable with a little hard work? (If you’re 

not sure, find some average people and ask them.) Also, make sure you have 

enough resources to fulfill the objectives in the available time.

Don’t expect to make huge changes 
in customer behavior
You can move people and businesses only so far with a marketing program. 

If you plan to get employers to give their employees every other Friday off 

so those employees can attend special workshops your firm sponsors, well, I 

hope you have a backup plan. Employers don’t give employees a lot of extra 

time off, no matter how compelling your sales pitch or brochure may be. As 

the owner of a company that does management training, I’ve discovered that 

Clear objectives in action: Dogs doing yoga
Here’s a story of how clear, well-focused objec-
tives helped a product succeed: A marketing 
plan to launch a line of energy-enhancing treats 
for overweight or inactive dogs settled on the 
amusing concept of showing dogs doing yoga 
for exercise. Using the catchy brand name Zen 
Puppy Holistic Dog Treats, the marketers chose 
a logo with a dog on one hind leg in a yoga pose 
to communicate the unique benefit of a treat that 
makes your dog more active and healthy. They 
dressed actors in dog suits and had them doing 
yoga exercises at trade shows. They also com-
missioned amusing cartoon-style print ads show-
ing dogs and their owners out having fun — with 

the dogs often doing the driving or leading the 
owners in difficult yoga moves.

The main objective of the initial plan was to 
build awareness and interest in the new brand 
and its unique benefit. After that was accom-
plished, planners shifted toward building distri-
bution through retail stores and extending the 
product line with new treats aimed at increas-
ing the beauty and intelligence of dogs. The 
entire marketing campaign was also based on 
the objective of attracting younger, hipper pet 
owners to the brand.
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I need to adjust my firm’s products and services so they fit into the training 

time employers are willing to spare. Such adjustments are necessary; without 

them, your marketing program can’t succeed.

The same is true of consumer marketing. You simply can’t change strongly held 

public attitudes without awfully good new evidence and a lot of marketing com-

munications. In your plan, first make sure your strategies are built on strengths 

and opportunities. Then set realistic objectives that fit your time, money, and 

talents. Remember: You want your plan to be 100 percent achievable.

Sales are, of course, the ultimate objective of any marketing plan, so also 

include a realistic objective for how much you hope to sell. People usually 

define sales in terms of dollars of sales revenue, but that’s not all that helpful 

in the strategic part of your plan. Instead, try to find a way to measure how 

well you’re doing at reaching your target customers. For example, if you’re 

launching a new pet treat, you can set an objective of getting at least 100,000 

households to buy and try your product. This objective helps keep you 

focused on the all-important goal of spreading the product throughout your 

market. If enough households try and like your product, then you should 

get plenty of repeat business from them, and future sales should be robust, 

assuming you find ways to remind people to purchase (either by marketing 

on the Web, by sending them direct mail or e-mail about the product, or by 

placing the product in grocery or pet stores where they’ll see it). Check out 

Figure 3-1 for an example of how a marketing strategy leads first to specific 

marketing objectives and then marketing tactics.

 

Figure 3-1: 
Seeing how 

objectives 
and 

tactics 
flow from 

your 
marketing 

strategy.
 

Sample Strategy
Create a hip new brand of dog treats and sell it to younger, active pet owners.

Sample objectives:
Brand the product to appeal to hip, younger consumers.
Build awareness and interest through the Web, advertising, press coverage of events,
and word of mouth.
Get at least 10,000 households to try samples of the product.
Build distribution through the Web and retail grocery and pet stores.

Sample tactics:
Product: Design a product that makes dogs healthier and more energetic. Brand it to
appeal to younger, hip pet owners.
Pricing: Price it slightly above competitors’ products to signal that it is a specialty
product and to fund an aggressive marketing campaign.
Placement: Make it available both on the Web and through pet stores. Expand 
to grocery stores as soon as volume allows.
Promotion: Create a catchy, hip brand and logo. Use events, social networking on 
Facebook, print advertising in magazines with the appropriate demographics, and 
in-store displays to communicate the product’s special image and message.
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Your strategies accomplish your objectives through the tactics (the Five Ps) 

of your marketing plan. (See Chapter 1 for an explanation of the Five Ps.) The 

plan itself explains how your tactics accomplish your objectives through 

your marketing program.

Summarizing Your Marketing Program
A marketing program (which I fully define in Chapter 1) is the combination 

of marketing activities you use to influence a targeted group of customers 

to purchase a specific product, product line, or service. Usually you find it 

useful to include tactics in all five of the marketing Ps: product, price, place-

ment, promotions, and people (refer to Figure 3-1 for a helpful example).

 I suggest you prioritize by picking a few primary marketing activities (such as 

Web advertising, direct mail, and trade show displays) that will dominate your 

program for the upcoming planning period. This approach concentrates your 

resources for maximum impact. Make the choice carefully, and try to pick 

no more than three main activities to take the lead in your program. Use the 

(typically many) other marketing activities in secondary roles to support your 

primary points.

 If you try to use more than three main marketing activities to a high degree, 

you may find it difficult to fund and support them sufficiently to make a big 

impact with each one because you’re competing for attention with so many 

other marketers. The Internet, airwaves, and mailboxes are stuffed full of ads 

and offers, and signs and billboards elbow each other for attention every-

where. To even stand a chance of making an impact in any single marketing 

medium, you need to concentrate your resources so as to be able to buy 

plenty of visibility. A plan that spreads cash, salespeople, or other resources 

across too many activities and products is going to be too thin to make much 

of an impact. Small to mid-sized businesses must be especially careful to keep 

their plans focused, because they lack the deep pockets of giant marketers 

who routinely use many different marketing methods and tactics all at once.

As you think about your plan’s tactics, drill down to the specifics of how to 

execute the plan and do whatever research is needed to work out the details. 

Perhaps you’re considering using print ads in trade magazines to let retail 

store buyers know about your hot new line of products and the in-store 

display options you have for them. That’s great, but now you need to get 

specific by picking some magazines. (Call their ad departments for details on 

their demographics and prices; see Chapter 7 for additional guidance on plac-

ing print ads.) You also need to decide how many and what type of ads to run 

and then price out this advertising program.
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Do the same analysis for each of the items on your list of program com-

ponents. Work your way through the details until you have an initial cost 

figure for what you want to do with each component. Total these costs and 

see whether the end result seems realistic. Is the total cost too big a share 

of your projected sales? Or (if you’re in a larger business) is your estimate 

higher than the boss says the budget can go? If so, adjust and try again. After 

a while, you get a budget that looks acceptable on the bottom line and also 

makes sense from a practical perspective.

 A spreadsheet greatly helps in this analysis process. Just build formulas that 

add the costs to reach subtotals and a grand total; then subtract the grand total 

from the projected sales figure to get a bottom line for your program. Figure 3-2 

shows the format for a very simple spreadsheet that gives a quick and accurate 

marketing program overview for a small business. In this figure, you can see 

what a program looks like for a company that wholesales products to gift shops 

throughout the United States. This company uses personal selling, telemarket-

ing, and print advertising as its primary program components. It also budgets 

some money to finish developing and begin introducing a new line of products.

 

Figure 3-2: 
A program 

budget, 
prepared 

on a 
spreadsheet.

 

Program Components     Direct Marketing Costs ($)

Primary influence points:

 – Sales calls    $450,700

 – Telemarketing      276,000

 – Ads in trade magazines           1,255,000

 – New product line development   171,500

    Subtotal:   $2,153,200

Secondary influence points:

 – Quantity discounts  $70,000

 – Point-of-purchase displays  125,000

 – New Web page with online catalog  12,600

 – Printed catalog  52,000

 – Publicity  18,700

 – Booth at annual trade show  22,250

 – Redesign packaging  9,275

    Subtotal:   $309,825

Projected Sales from This Program  $23,250,000

Minus Total Program Costs  – 2,463,025

Net Sales from This Marketing Program $20,786,975

Overview of Program to Target Retail Store Buyers
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This company’s secondary components don’t use much of the marketing 

budget when compared to the primary components (which use 87 percent of 

the total budget). But the secondary components are important, too. A new 

Web page is expected to handle a majority of customer inquiries and act as a 

virtual catalog, permitting the company to cut way back on its catalog print-

ing and mailing costs. Also, the company plans to introduce a new line of 

floor displays for use by selected retailers at the point of purchase. Marketers 

expect this display unit, combined with improved see-through packaging, to 

increase turnover of the company’s products in retail stores.

 If your marketing plan covers multiple customer groups, you need to include 

multiple spreadsheets (such as the one in Figure 3-2), because each group 

may need a different marketing program. For example, the company whose 

wholesale marketing program you see in Figure 3-2 sells to gift stores — that’s 

the purpose of that program. But the company also does some business with 

stationery stores. And even though the same salespeople call on both cus-

tomer groups, each group has different products and promotions. They buy 

from different catalogs. They don’t use the same kinds of displays. They read 

different trade magazines. Consequently, the company has to develop sepa-

rate marketing programs for them, allocating any overlapping expenses appro-

priately (meaning if two-thirds of sales calls are to gift stores, then the sales 

calls expense for the gift store program should be two-thirds of the total sales 

budget).

Exploring Your Program’s Details
A good plan is nothing without details, and a good marketing plan is no dif-

ferent. After outlining your marketing program (which I walk you through in 

the preceding section), you need to explain the details of how you plan to 

use each component in your program. Devote a section to each component, 

which means the details portion of your plan may be quite lengthy (give it 

as many pages as necessary to lay out all the facts). The more of your think-

ing you get on paper, the easier implementing the plan will be later — as will 

rewriting the plan next year.

Although this portion is the lengthiest part of your plan, I’m not going to 

cover it in depth here. You can find details about how to use specific compo-

nents of a marketing program, from product positioning to Web pages to pric-

ing, in Parts III, IV, and V.

At a minimum, this part of the plan should have sections covering the 

Five Ps — the product, pricing, placement (or distribution), promotion 

(how you communicate with and persuade customers), and people (sales-

people, customer service staff, distributors, and so on). But more likely, 

you’ll want to break these categories down into more specific areas. (If you’re 
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pressed for time or want more guidance, try using the detailed marketing 

plan template that comes with my book, Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd 

Edition [Wiley].)

 Don’t bother going into detail in your marketing plan on program components 

that you can’t alter. Sometimes the person writing the marketing plan can’t 

change pricing policy, order up a new product line, or dictate a shift in distri-

bution strategy. You’re welcome to explore your boundaries and even try to 

stretch them, but you need to admit that they exist if you want your plan to be 

practical. If you can only control promotion, then the details portion of your 

plan should concentrate on the ways you’ll promote the product (in which case, 

never mind the other Ps). Acknowledge in writing any issues or challenges you 

have to cope with, given that you can’t change other factors. Now write a plan 

that does everything you can reasonably do given your constraints. (A section 

called Constraints should go into the situation analysis if your company has 

such constraints; check out the “Preparing a Situation Analysis” section earlier 

in this chapter for the other components of this section.)

Managing Your Marketing Program
The main purpose of the management section of your marketing plan is simply 

to make sure that enough warm bodies are in the right places at the right times 

to get the work done. This section summarizes the main activities that you 

and your marketing team must perform in order to implement your marketing 

program. Use this section to assign these activities to individuals, justifying the 

assignments by considering issues such as an individual’s capabilities, capaci-

ties, and how the company will supervise and manage that individual.

Sometimes the management section gets more sophisticated by address-

ing management issues, like how to make the sales force more productive, 

or whether decentralizing the marketing function is worthwhile. If you have 

salespeople or distributors, develop plans for organizing, motivating, track-

ing, and controlling them. Also, develop a plan for them to use in generating, 

allocating, and tracking sales leads. Start these subsections by describing the 

current approach and do a strengths/weaknesses analysis of that approach, 

using input from the salespeople or distributors in question. End by describ-

ing any incremental changes or improvements you can think to make.

 Make sure you’ve run your ideas by the people in question first and received 

their input. Don’t surprise your salespeople or distributors with new systems 

or methods. If you do, they’ll probably resist the changes, causing sales to 

slow down. So schmooze and share, persuade and propose, maximizing their 

feeling of involvement in the planning process. People execute sales plans well 

only if they understand and believe in those plans. Getting them involved early 

with idea generation and strategy development also helps gain their buy-in 

and implementation.
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Projecting Expenses and Revenues
At this stage of preparing your marketing plan, you need to put on your 

accounting and project management hats. (Perhaps neither hat fits you very 

well, but try to bear them for a day or two.) You need these hats to

 ✓ Estimate future sales, in units and dollars, for each product in your plan.

 ✓ Justify these estimates and, if they’re hard to justify, create worst-case 

versions.

 ✓ Draw a timeline showing when your program incurs costs and performs 

program activities. (Doing so helps with the preceding section, and also 

gets you prepared for the unpleasant task of designing a monthly mar-

keting budget.)

 ✓ Write a monthly marketing budget that lists all the estimated costs of 

your programs for each month of the coming year and breaks down 

sales by product or territory and by month.

 If you’re part of a start-up or small business, I highly recommend doing all 

your projections on a cash basis. In other words, put the payment for your 

year’s supply of brochures in the month in which the printer wants the 

money, instead of allocating that cost across 12 months. Also, factor in the 

wait time for collecting your sales revenues. If collections take 30 days, show 

money coming in during December from November’s sales, and don’t count 

any December sales for this year’s plan. A cash basis may upset accountants, 

who like to do things on an accrual basis — see Accounting For Dummies, 4th 

Edition, by John A. Tracy (Wiley) if you don’t know what that means — but 

cash-based accounting keeps small businesses alive. You want to have a posi-

tive cash balance (or at least break even) on the bottom line during every 

month of your plan.

If your cash-based projection shows a loss some months, fiddle with the 

plan to eliminate that loss (or arrange to borrow money to cover the gap). 

Sometimes a careful cash-flow analysis of a plan leads to changes in underly-

ing strategy. One business-to-business marketer I worked with adopted the 

goal of getting more customers to pay with credit cards rather than invoices 

as the primary marketing objective. The company’s business customers 

cooperated, and average collection time shortened from 45 days to less than 

10, greatly improving the business’s cash flow as well as its spending power 

and profitability.

 Several helpful techniques are available for projecting sales, such as buildup 

forecasts, indicator forecasts, multiple-scenario forecasts, and time-period 

forecasts. Choose the most appropriate technique for your business based 

on the reviews in the following sections. If you’re feeling nervous, just use the 
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technique that gives you the most conservative projection. Here’s a common 

way to play it safe: Use several of the following techniques and average their 

results.

Buildup forecasts
Buildup forecasts are predictions that go from the specific to the general, 

or from the bottom up. If you have sales reps, ask them to project the next 

period’s sales for their territories and to justify their projections based on 

their anticipated changes in the situation. Then combine all the sales force’s 

projections to obtain an overall figure.

If you have few enough customers that you can project per-customer pur-

chases, build up your forecast this way. You may want to work from rea-

sonable estimates of the amount of sales you can expect from each store 

carrying your products, or from each thousand catalogs mailed. Whatever 

the basic building blocks of your program, start with an estimate for each ele-

ment and then add these estimates up.

Indicator forecasts
Indicator forecasts link your projections to economic indicators that ought to 

vary with sales. For example, if you’re in the construction business, you find 

that past sales for your industry correlate with GDP (gross domestic product, 

or national output) growth. So you can adjust your sales forecast up or down 

depending on whether experts expect the economy to grow rapidly or slowly 

in the next year.

Multiple scenario forecasts
If you liked what-if stories as a child, you’ll love multiple-scenario forecasts. 
They start with a straight-line forecast in which you assume that your sales 

will grow by the same percentage next year as they did last year. Then you 

make up what-if stories and project their impact on your plan to create a vari-

ety of alternative projections.

You may try the following scenarios if they’re relevant to your situation:

 ✓ What if a competitor introduces a technological breakthrough?

 ✓ What if your company acquires a competitor?
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 ✓ What if Congress deregulates/regulates your industry?

 ✓ What if a leading competitor fails?

 ✓ What if your company experiences financial problems and has to lay off 

some of its sales and marketing people?

 ✓ What if your company doubles its ad spending?

For each scenario, think about how customer demand may change. Also 

consider how your marketing program would need to change in order to best 

suit the situation. Then make an appropriate sales projection. For instance, 

if a competitor introduced a technological breakthrough, you may guess that 

your sales would fall 25 percent short of your straight-line projection.

 The trouble with multiple-scenario analysis is that . . . well, it gives you mul-

tiple scenarios. Your boss (if you have one) wants a single sales projection, 

a one-liner at the top of your marketing budget. One way to turn all those 

options into one number or a series of numbers is to just pick the option that 

seems most likely to you. That’s not very satisfying if you aren’t at all sure 

which scenario, if any, will come true. So another method involves taking all 

the options that seem even remotely possible, assigning each a probability of 

occurring in the next year, multiplying each by its probability, and then aver-

aging them all to get a single number.

For example, the Cautious Scenario projection estimates $5 million, and 

the Optimistic Scenario projection estimates $10 million. The probability 

of the Cautious Scenario occurring is 15 percent, and the probability of the 

Optimistic Scenario occurring is 85 percent. So you find the sales projection 

with this formula: [($5,000,000 × 0.15) + ($10,000,000 × 0.85)] ÷ 2 = $4,625,000.

Time-period forecasts
To use the time-period forecast method, work by week or by month, esti-

mating the size of sales in each time period, and then add these estimates 

together for the entire year. This approach helps you when your program (or 

the market) isn’t constant across the entire year. Ski resorts use this method 

because they get certain types of revenues only at certain times of the year. 

Marketers who plan to introduce new products during the year or use heavy 

advertising in one or two pulses (concentrated time periods) also use this 

method because their sales go up significantly during those periods.

 Entrepreneurs, small businesses, and any others on a tight cash-flow leash 

need to use this method because it provides a good idea of what cash will be 

flowing in by week or by month. An annual sales figure doesn’t tell you enough 

about when the money comes in to know whether you’ll be short of cash in 

specific periods during the year.
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Creating Your Controls
The controls section is the last and shortest section of your plan — but in 

many ways, it’s the most important because it allows you and others to track 

performance. Identify some performance benchmarks and state them clearly 

in your plan. For example:

 ✓ All sales territories should be using the new catalogs and sales scripts 

by June 1.

 ✓ Revenues should grow to $75,000 per month by the end of the first quar-

ter if the promotional campaign works according to plan.

These statements give you (and your employers or investors) easy ways to 

monitor performance as you implement the marketing plan. Without them, 

nobody has control over the plan; nobody can tell whether or how well the 

plan is working. But with these statements, you can identify unexpected 

results or delays quickly — in time for appropriate responses if your controls 

were designed properly.

Using planning templates and aids
Referring to model plans can help you as you 
develop your marketing plan. Unfortunately, most 
companies don’t release their plans — they 
rightly view them as trade secrets. Fortunately, 
a few authors have compiled plans or portions 
of them, so you can find some good published 
materials to work from.

The following texts show you alternative out-
lines for plans, and they also include budgets 
and revenue projections in many formats — one 
of which may suit your needs pretty closely:

 � The Vest-Pocket Marketer by Alex Hiam 
(yours truly!), published by Prentice Hall, 
now out of print but used copies are avail-
able if you search for the title on the Web

 � Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition, by 
Yours Truly (Wiley), which includes recently 
updated and very thorough planning 
templates

 � How to Really Create a Successful 
Marketing Plan by David Gumpert, pub-
lished by Inc. magazine

 � The Marketing Plan by William Cohen, pub-
lished by Wiley

You can probably order any of these books from 
your local bookstore, or you can go to www.
insightsformarketing.com for these 
and other relevant resources, including plan-
ning software. Also, at the time of this writing, 
the Web site www.mplans.com (maintained 
by Palo Alto Software) is offering dozens of 
sample marketing plans for many different types 
of businesses. The plans are too brief and sim-
plistic to really use, but they’re at least starting 
points for your planning process.
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 A survey by the research firm The Aelera Corporation concluded that only 61 

percent of marketing programs are effective. That’s just a little more than half. 

Those odds aren’t very good, so use plenty of controls and track your market-

ing activities weekly if you can. Look for deviations from the plan and take 

action early to correct or improve it. Good controls allow you to make it into 

that minority of marketers who can look back at the end of the year and actu-

ally rate their plan a success.



Part II
Leveraging Your 
Marketing Skills



In this part . . .

Albert Einstein once said that imagination is more 

important than knowledge. But still, knowledge can 

be useful, too. In Part II, I help you ground your marketing 

efforts in both. I share ways of increasing your knowledge 

of your customers, competitors, and market, and I also 

help you turn your imagination into profitable marketing 

ideas and actions.

Several basic skill sets underlie everything you do in mar-

keting. Great marketing demands skills in analysis, so I 

show you how to do some simple market research in this 

part. Of course, great marketing also requires creativity 

and imagination, so I devote an entire chapter to helping 

you dip into this free and easy-to-leverage asset of your 

business. A little imagination can increase the return on a 

marketing or advertising effort by a factor of ten, so 

please tap into the power of your marketing imagination!

The third essential skill is communications, the key to 

almost every aspect of marketing. In this part of the book, 

I help you translate the insights from your research and 

creativity into really powerful marketing communications, 

no matter which of the many media you choose to com-

municate through. Whether you’re making a sales presen-

tation or writing a description of your product for a Web 

site, your skills as a communicator will determine the 

level of success you achieve in marketing.



Chapter 4

Researching Your Customers, 
Competitors, and Industry

In This Chapter
▶ Identifying what you need to know

▶ Eyeing key decisions and conducting some primary research

▶ Employing effective, inexpensive research techniques

▶ Taking advantage of free information sources

What makes your offering better or worse than that of your competi-

tors? That question, and more like it, can help you clarify your strat-

egy, make more accurate sales projections, and decide what to emphasize 

(visually or verbally) in your marketing program (advertising, sales presenta-

tions, discussions with the media, Web sites, and so on). A little research can 

go a long way toward improving the effectiveness of your marketing.

One percent of companies do 90 percent of the market research. Big busi-

nesses hire research firms to do extensive customer surveys and to run 

discussion groups with customers. The marketers then sit down to 50-page 

reports filled with tables and charts before making any decisions. I rarely rec-

ommend this traditional approach, because people usually have far less time 

and money, let alone patience, than this approach demands.

Instead, in this chapter I help you better understand your customers and 

competitors, and in the process, better understand yourself. I show you how 

to adopt an inquisitive approach by sharing simple, efficient ways of learning 

about customers and competitors. As a marketer, you need to ask questions 

and seek useful answers, and that’s something you can do on any budget.
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Knowing When and Why to Do Research
Research can tell you about your customers, competition, and industry. If 

you can get a better idea or make a better decision after conducting market 

research, then research is worth your while. Moreover, sometimes research 

helps you explore your identity to improve the way you position yourself 

in the market (see Chapter 2 for an explanation of positioning as a market-

ing strategy). Another key reason for conducting market research is to 

identify the attributes or prioritized needs your clients seek and/or value. 

Furthermore, research can tell you whether a communication strategy (the 

way an ad, Web site, or mailing talks to the customer) is appealing and clear. 

The following sections highlight the most common reasons for you to con-

duct market research.

Researching to find better ideas
Information can stimulate the imagination, suggest fresh strategies, or help 

you recognize great business opportunities. Always keep one ear open for 

interesting, surprising, or inspiring facts. Subscribe to a diverse range of 

publications, read interesting blogs, and make a point of talking to people of 

all sorts, both in your industry and beyond it, to keep you in the flow of new 

ideas and facts. Also, ask other people for their ideas.

 Take advantage of the growing world of online social networking to talk to 

people about your product and how they view it. If you’re on MySpace (www.
myspace.com), Facebook (www.facebook.com), Twitter (www.twitter.
com), any of the many blog Web sites, or any other online social network, chat 

up your friends and virtual friends for opinions, suggestions, and ideas. Much 

of what you get back will be chaff, but you may find the grain of a great new 

marketing idea in there, too.

 When asking for input and information on Web sites and in virtual Web com-

munities, be honest about who you are and why you’re asking for advice. If 

you tell people you’re in charge of marketing your product and want to know 

what they think of your new ad, many people will offer their views freely. If, 

however, you pretend to be someone outside the company who’s just trying 

to insert business questions into an innocent chat, people will sniff you out 

and be angry with you for subverting their social network for business pur-

poses. Honesty and transparency are the keys to successful research in online 

communities.

Don’t fall into the trap of spending all your time online, though. Make a point 

of talking to people face to face, too. Carry an idea notebook in your pocket 
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or purse and try to collect a few contributions from people every day. This 

habit gets you asking salespeople, employees, customers, and strangers on 

the street for their ideas and suggestions. You never know when a suggestion 

may prove valuable. Lee Iacocca kept an idea notebook in his early days as a 

marketing guy in the auto industry — and out of those jottings came the idea 

for the Ford Mustang, one of the biggest brand successes in history.

Researching to make better decisions
Do you have any situations that you want more information about before 

making a decision? Then take a moment to define the situation clearly and 

list the options you think are feasible. Choosing the winning ad design, 

making a more accurate sales projection, or figuring out what new services 

your customers want — these are the types of situations in which a little 

research can help you make important decisions. Table 4-1 shows what your 

notes may look like.

Researching to understand love and hate
Consumer reactions to your product or service determine your success and your 

product’s fate. Research can help you understand — and control — consumer 

reactions. Focus on the more extreme views that customers express — both 

positive and negative. If you collect a rating of all the descriptive features of your 

product from customers, many of those ratings will prove quite ordinary. A bank 

branch offers checking, savings, and money market accounts. So what? Every 

bank does. But a few of the features of that bank may be notably exceptional —

for better or for worse. If the teller windows often have long lines at lunch when 

people rush out to do their banking, that notable negative stands out in cus-

tomers’ minds. They remember those lines and tell others about them. Long 

lines at lunch may lead customers to switch banks and drive away other poten-

tial customers through bad word of mouth.

On the positive side of the ledger, if that bank branch has very friendly tellers 

and a beautifully decorated lobby with free gourmet coffee on a side table for 

its customers, plus a counter where a local deli sells to-go sandwiches and 

salads for hurried individuals to grab lunch while getting their banking done, 

the bank’s notable warmth and helpfulness sticks in customers’ minds, build-

ing loyalty and encouraging them to recruit new customers through word of 

mouth.
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Table 4-1 Analyzing the Information Needs of a Decision
Decision Information 

Needs
Possible 
Sources

Findings

Choose between 
print ads in industry 
magazines and 
e-mail advertise-
ments to purchased 
lists.

How many 
actual prospects 
can print ads 
reach?

Magazine ad 
salespeople can 
tell us.

Three leading 
magazines in our 
industry reach 
90 percent of the 
market, but half 
of these aren’t in 
our geographic 
region. May not 
be worth it?

What are the 
comparable 
costs per pros-
pect reached 
through these 
different 
methods?

Just need to get 
the costs for 
each method 
and number of 
people reached, 
divide cost 
by number of 
people, and 
compare.

E-mail is one-
third the price in 
our market.

Can we find out 
what the aver-
age response 
rates are for 
both magazine 
ads and e-mails?

Nobody is will-
ing to tell us, or 
they don’t know. 
May try calling 
a friend in a big 
ad agency; he 
may have done 
a study or 
something.

Friend says 
response rates 
vary wildly, and 
he thinks the 
most important 
thing is how 
relevant the 
customer finds 
the ad, not the 
medium used.

Have any of our 
competitors 
switched from 
print to e-mail 
successfully?

Can probably get 
distributors to 
tell us this. Will 
call several and 
quiz them.

No, but some 
companies in 
similar industries 
have done this 
successfully.

Conclusions?

Seems like we’ll spend less and be more targeted if we design 
special e-mails and send them only to prospects in our region. 
Don’t buy magazine ad space for now; we can experiment 
with e-mail instead. But we need to make sure the ads we 
send are relevant and seem important, or people will just 
delete them without reading them.
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 If you gather customer ratings, you can draw a graph of all the features of your 

product, rated from negative through neutral to positive. Most features cluster 

in the middle of the resulting bell curve, failing to differentiate you from the 

competition. A few features stick out on the left as notably negative — you 

must fix those features fast! Other features, ideally, stand out on the right as 

notably positive. You need to nurture and expand on these features, and don’t 

forget to boast shamelessly about them in all your marketing communications.

Do some research to understand your own brilliance curve (as I call it) by 

asking customers to rank you on a laundry list of descriptors for your busi-

ness/product/service. The scale ranges from 1 to 10 (to get a good spread), 

with the following labels:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very poor Poor Average Good Very good

For example, the list of items to rate in a bank may include checking accounts 

(average), savings accounts (average), speed of service (poor), and friendli-

ness of tellers (very good), along with many other factors you’d need to put 

on the list in order to describe the bank in detail. Getting customers to fill in 

a survey sheet is important enough that I’d consider offering them a reward 

for doing so. You can waive the fees on their checking account for the rest of 

the year if they mail in a completed form. Or (if you don’t mind honest feed-

back) you can ask them to fill in a rating form while standing in a potentially 

long line.

Your high-ranking attributes from the survey represent the features custom-

ers think you do brilliantly. The low scores represent the features you need 

some work on. Sometimes you find yourself with a fairly long list of things 

(product attributes) that you don’t score well on. To clarify which ones are 

most worthy of working on, you can ask customers to rate the importance of 

each listed item. Then you can focus your improvement efforts on the more 

important attributes. (See the later “Conducting Primary Research” section 

for survey techniques.)

Sometimes customers disagree about what’s more and less important (some 

customers may value speed or convenience over price, while others want 

quality at almost any price, for example). When you notice a rift with some cus-

tomers clearly having different priorities from others, then you have an oppor-

tunity to segment the market by catering to one specific group of customers 

and its high priorities (see Chapter 2 for more on segmentation strategies).

 When you design your marketing communications, you definitely need to 

focus on leveraging your high-rated product attributes. Talk them up and 

invest even more in them to maximize their attractiveness.
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Adopting an inquisitive spirit
An inquisitive spirit is at the heart of good 
market research. And it’s free — you don’t have 
to have Procter & Gamble’s research budget to 
take advantage of it! Ask yourself why custom-
ers do what they do, what caused a change in 
your market, or where your lost customers end 
up going. Almost any question works as a start-
ing point. The first — and most important — step 
in any research effort is to ask a penetrating 
question.

Here’s an interesting example: the Whiskas 
brand of cat food (owned by Mars, Inc., and 
based in the UK). In the 1990s, Whiskas found 
itself sandwiched between a growing number 
of inexpensive store brands and an emerging 
set of premium brands. Whiskas was losing 
market share in Britain, the United States, 
and other national markets after many years 
of being an internationally dominant brand. In 
addition, competitors pushed convenience with 
single-serving pouches. To respond, Whiskas 
needed to talk to cat owners and readjust its 
product line and marketing messages for the 
changing market.

For starters, Whiskas added convenience-
oriented packaging so as to avoid losing the 
segment that values convenience over other 
attributes. Next, it retained ad agencies to come 
up with compelling messages to get its sales 
growing again. The two main qualities of the 
brand that came out of their research were that 
owners wanted to give their cats food they liked 
and food that was healthy and would ensure a 
long life. In the past decade, Whiskas’ advertis-
ing and packaging has consistently focused on 
the benefits of happy, long-lived cats that prefer 
to eat Whiskas, and it has revived the brand in 
all its major markets by sticking to these core 
messages.

For example, a 2005 New Zealand TV ad cam-
paign emphasized the slogan “Cats Know 
the Difference” as it highlighted Whiskas 
VitaBites. The campaign produced significant 
sales growth and won an advertising effective-
ness award from the Communication Agencies 
Association of New Zealand. A 2003 Canadian 
campaign made the pitch with a different but 
equally effective slogan: “Cats Crave Whiskas.” 
And in 2006, a UK campaign’s message strategy 
was that the more enjoyable the cat’s food, the 
happier the cat, and its owner, will be.

A 2009 print ad for Whiskas emphasized long 
life over taste by showing playful cats forming 
the shapes of the numbers one through nine, 
followed by a tenth cat at a bowl of Whiskas 
food and the tag line “Longer life for your cat.” 
Everyone knows that cats have nine lives, but 
this clever ad hints at an extra life for cats 
whose owners feed them Whiskas.

Also in 2009, Whiskas’ U.S. strategy involved an 
emphasis on innovative premium products such 
as Purrfectly Chicken, advertised as “Real cuts 
of chicken, prepared in natural juices,” along 
with an appealing photograph of chicken breast 
meat on a white porcelain plate — something 
the pet owner is likely to see as highly appetiz-
ing. The idea of giving cats more choice is cen-
tral to the current U.S. campaign, which offers 
a wide range of flavors and styles of cat food. 
Customer research shows that owners report 
different taste preferences for different cats, so 
Whiskas needs to respond with more choices 
to make good on its promise of happy, healthy 
cats that prefer eating Whiskas. As you can 
see, the Whiskas marketing approach is con-
stantly being updated and improved based on 
conversations with cat owners.
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Defining Your Marketing Decisions 
Before Starting Your Research

Until you know what decisions you must make, market research has little 

point. Effective market research starts with a careful analysis of those deci-

sions. For example, say you’re in charge of a 2-year-old software product that 

small businesses use to develop their marketing plans. As the product man-

ager, what key decisions should you be making? The following are the most 

likely:

 ✓ Should we launch an upgrade or keep selling the current version?

 ✓ Is our current marketing program sufficiently effective, or should we 

redesign it?

 ✓ Is the product positioned properly, or do we need to change its image?

 Before you do any research, you need to think hard about your key decisions. 

Specifically, you need to

 ✓ Decide what realistic options you have for each decision.

 ✓ Assess your level of uncertainty and risk for each decision.

For any uncertain or risky decisions, you need to pose questions whose 

answers should help you reduce the risk and uncertainty of those decisions. 

Only then, with those questions in hand, will you be ready to begin your 

research.

When you work through this thinking process, you sometimes find that you 

don’t actually need research. For example, maybe your boss has already 

decided to invest in an upgrade of the software product you manage, so 

researching the decision has no point. Wrong or right, you can’t realistically 

change that decision.

But some questions make it through the screening process and turn out to 

be good candidates for research. For these research points, you need to pose 

a series of questions that have the potential to reduce your decision-making 

uncertainty or reveal new and exciting options for you as a decision-maker. 

Take the question, “Is the product positioned properly, or do we need to 

change its image?” To find out whether repositioning your product makes 

sense, you may ask how people currently perceive the product’s quality and 

performance, how they view the product compared to the leading competi-

tors, and what the product’s personality is. If you know the answers to all 

these questions, you’re far better able to make a good decision. Figure 4-1 

depicts the market research process in flowchart form.
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Conducting Primary Research
Primary research gathers data from people directly, usually by observing 

them to see how they behave or by asking them for verbal or written answers 

to questions. Primary research is especially important because it helps you 

discover valuable information and determine customers’ satisfaction with 

your product or service. The following sections detail ways you can conduct 

primary research.
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Observing your customers
Consumers are all around you, and they’re shopping for, buying, and using 

products. Observing consumers, and finding something new and of value 

from doing so, isn’t hard. And even business-to-business marketers (who sell 

to other businesses rather than end-consumers) can find plenty of evidence 

about their customers at a glance. For instance, the number and direction of 

a company’s trucks on various roads can tell you where its business is heavi-

est and lightest.

Despite all the opportunities to observe, most marketers are guilty of 

Sherlock Holmes’s accusation: “You have not observed, and yet you have 

seen.” Observation is the most underrated of all research methods. For exam-

ple, years ago, managers from the Boston Aquarium wanted to find out which 

attractions were most popular. They hired a researcher to develop a survey, 

but the researcher told them not to bother. Instead, he suggested they exam-

ine the floors for wear and for tracks on wet days. The evidence pointed 

clearly to certain attractions as the most popular ones: The floors in front of 

those attractions had the most wear, and damp paths led to the attractions 

that visitors preferred to go to first.

 Find a way to observe one of your customers as he uses one of your products 

(note the emphasis on observe; don’t just watch). Be nosey. Bring along a pad 

and pencil and take care to notice the little things. What does he do, in what 

order, and how long does he spend doing it? What, if anything, does he say? 

Does he look happy? Frustrated? Disinterested? Does anything go wrong? Does 

anything go right — is he surprised with how well the product performs? Take 

detailed notes and then think about them. I guarantee that by doing so you 

end up gaining at least one insight into how to improve your product.

You can gain insight into what your consumers care about, how they feel, and 

what they like by observing them in action. Being a marketing voyeur pro-

vides you a most useful and interesting way to do research — at no charge. 

And if you’re in a retail business, be (or ask someone else to be) a secret 
shopper by going in and acting like an ordinary customer to see how you’re 

treated and get a feel for what you do and don’t like.

Asking customers questions
Customer satisfaction changes with each new interaction between customer 

and product. If your product makes customers happy, they come back. If not, 

adios. Recruiting new customers costs anywhere from 4 to 20 times as much 

as retaining old ones (depending on your industry), so you can’t afford to 

lose customers — which means you can’t afford to dissatisfy them.
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 You can gather input from your customers in a variety of easy ways, because 

your customers interact with your employees or firm. You can put a stamped 

postcard in shipments, statements, product packages, or other customer com-

munications. Include three or fewer simple, nonbiased survey questions, such 

as, “Are you satisfied with this purchase? no = 1 2 3 4 5 = yes.” Also, leave a few 

lines for comments in case your customers have something they want to tell 

you. You generally get low response rates with any such effort, but that’s okay. 

If someone has something to tell you, he lets you hear about it. And even a 

5-percent response rate gives you a steady stream of input you wouldn’t have 

otherwise.

 If you interact with customers on the Internet, then you no doubt capture their 

e-mail addresses. Send a follow-up e-mail after each purchase with a request 

to provide feedback and a handful of simple, quick questions such as “What 

do you like most about the product you just purchased?” and “Did anything go 

wrong or frustrate you in the process of purchasing from us?” Customers with 

something to say often e-mail back a few well-chosen words telling you just 

what they think. Even if some of these are rude responses, they can give you 

helpful clues about customer likes and dislikes, which help you make deci-

sions about how to improve your customer Web interface.

Keeping up with customer opinion is a never-ending race, and you need to 

make sure that you’re measuring where you stand relative to those shifting 

customer expectations and competitor performances. The best way to do 

that is by asking questions directly of your customers. The next sections 

offer some advice for asking those questions and some sample questions you 

can use as models.

Asking your questions
Survey research methods are the bread and butter of the market research 

industry — for good reason. You can often gain something of value just by 

asking people what they think. Of course, survey methods do have their 

shortcomings. Customers don’t always know what they think or how they 

behave. And even when they do, getting them to tell you can be quite 

costly. Nonetheless, every marketer finds good uses for survey research 

on occasion. (For the gory details of how to write a customer question-

naire, see the example I’ve posted on the Web page that supports this 

book at www.insightsformarketing.com, under the topic “Improving a 

Questionnaire.”)

 Watch out for overly general questions or ratings. Any measure based on a 

survey that asks customers to “rate your overall satisfaction with our com-

pany on a 1 to 10 scale” isn’t much use. What does an average score of 8.76 

mean? Sure, that’s pretty high. But are customers satisfied? You didn’t really 

ask them. I favor asking a series of more specific questions, such as, “Was it 

convenient and easy to do business with us?” Then track progress on these 

specific measures in a repeat survey after you make changes to see whether 

you’ve improved in ways that customers notice.
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Sample questions to ask
Your customer satisfaction must be high, relative to both customer expecta-

tions and competitors’ ratings, before that customer satisfaction has much 

of an effect on your customer-retention rates. Make sure you ask tough 

questions to find out whether you’re below or above customers’ current 

standards. You can ask customers revealing questions, similar to the follow-

ing list:

 1. Which company (or product) is the best right now?

  Give a long list with instructions to circle one, and give a write-in blank 

labeled Other as the final choice.

 2. Rate [your product] compared to its competitors:

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 3. Rate [your product] compared to your expectations for it:

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 You can get helpful customer responses by breaking down customer satisfac-

tion into its contributing elements, the specific aspects of service that custom-

ers notice and care about. (Focus groups or informal chats with customers 

can help you come up with your list of contributing elements.)

For example, you can ask the following questions about an overnight letter 

carrier:

 1. Rate Flash Deliveries compared to its competitors on speed of delivery.

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 2. Rate Flash Deliveries compared to its competitors on reliability.

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 3. Rate Flash Deliveries compared to its competitors on ease of use.

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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 4. Rate Flash Deliveries compared to its competitors on friendliness.

Far worse Same Far better

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 5. How likely are you to recommend Flash Deliveries to an associate or 

friend?

Not likely Neutral Likely

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The final question addresses word of mouth, what the customer is likely to 

tell other prospective customers about your service or product. If you do 

well on specific questions about attributes of importance to the customer, 

then the customer will likely recommend you to others, thereby helping you 

build your market share.

Doing Low-Cost Research
You don’t have to spend a quarter of a million dollars researching ideas for a 

new ad campaign (or anything else). Instead, focus on ways of gaining insight 

or checking your assumptions by using free and inexpensive research meth-

ods. If you decide you actually want to spend tens of thousands of dollars on 

research, go ahead: Plenty of firms are ready to take your money and produce 

big reports in exchange (and the big New York and London ad agencies do 

good-but-expensive research for their clients, too).

The sections that follow share 12 ideas to help you do useful research with-

out wasting a lot of time, money, and staff.

Compare your approach to that 
of your competitors

 When you compare your marketing approach to competitors, you easily find 

out what customers like best. Make a list of the things that your competitors 

do differently than you. Does one of them price higher? Does another give 

away free samples? Do some of them offer money-back guarantees? Make a 

list of at least five points of difference between your business and its major 

competitors based on an analysis of marketing practices. Now ask ten of your 

best customers to review this list and tell you what they prefer — your way or 
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one of the alternatives — and ask them why. Keep a tally. You may find that all 

your customers vote in favor of doing something differently than the way you 

do it now.

Create a customer profile
Take photographs of people you characterize as your typical customers. Post 

these pictures on a bulletin board and add any facts or info you can collect 

about these people. Consider this board your customer database. Whenever 

you aren’t sure what to do about any marketing decision, sit down in front of 

the bulletin board and use it to help you tune in to your customers and what 

they do and don’t like. For example, make sure the art and wording you use 

in a letter or ad is appropriate to the customer on your board. Will she like it, 

or is the style wrong for her?

Entertain customers to get their input
Entertaining your customers puts you in contact with them in a relaxed set-

ting where they’re happy to share their views. Hold a customer appreciation 

event or invite good customers to a lunch or dinner. Use such occasions to 

ask for suggestions and reactions. Bounce a new product idea off these good 

customers, or find out what features they’d most like to see improved. Your 

customers can provide an expert panel for your informal research — you 

just have to provide the food! Another effective way to do this is to create a 

customer advisory board that recognizes top customers and makes them feel 

appreciated and heard.

Use e-mail to do one-question surveys
If you market to businesses, you probably have e-mail addresses for many 

of your customers. Try e-mailing 20 or more of them for a quick opinion on 

a question. The result? Instant survey! If a clear majority of respondents say 

they prefer using a corporate credit card to being invoiced because the card 

is more convenient, well, you’ve just gotten a useful research result that may 

help you revise your marketing approach.

 Always ask people for their e-mails whenever you interact with them, through 

your Web site or in reality, so as to build a large e-mail list.

E-mailing your question to actual customers or users of your product is far 

better, by the way, than trying to poll users of social networking Web sites 
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for their opinions. Sure, you may be able to get a bunch of responses from 

people on Twitter, but would those responses be representative of your 

actual customers? Probably not. Your best source for quick feedback about 

any marketing question is your in-house list of e-mails, especially if you 

market to businesses.

Surf government databases
Many countries gather and post extensive data on individuals, households, 

and businesses, broken down into a variety of categories. In the United 

States, you can find out how many people earn above a certain amount of 

money a year and live in a specific city or state — useful if you’re trying to 

figure out how big the regional market may be for a luxury product. Similarly, 

you can find out how many businesses operate in your industry and what 

their sales are in a specific city or state — useful if you’re trying to decide 

whether that city has a market big enough to warrant you moving into it.

 If you want to use the Web to explore useful data compiled and posted by 

various agencies of the U.S. government, go to www.census.gov, the main 

gateway into U.S. Census data on households and businesses. This site is your 

portal to U.S. data from the economic census (which goes out to five million 

businesses every five years) and the Survey of Business Owners. Fresh census 

data will be posted to this site in mid-2010, providing a solid base of data you 

can use for at least the next few years.

Another useful way to explore U.S. Census Bureau data is to go to www.
factfinder.census.gov, which has links on the navigation bar to the left. 

Click on People to see breakouts and trends by age, sex, disability, education, 

employment, income, relationships, and so forth, or click on Business and 

Government to find out how many of which types of employers, manufactur-

ers, wholesalers, or retailers are where.

Establish a trend report
Set up a trend report, a document that gives you a quick indication of a 

change in buying patterns, a new competitive move or threat, and any other 

changes that your marketing may need to respond to. You can compile one 

by e-mailing salespeople, distributors, customer service staff, repair staff, or 

friendly customers once a month, asking them for a quick list of any impor-

tant trends they see in the market. (You flatter people by letting them know 

that you value their opinions, and e-mail makes giving those opinions espe-

cially easy.) Print and file these reports from the field and go back over them 

every now and then for a long-term view of the effectiveness of your market-

ing strategies.
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Analyze competitors’ ads and brochures
 Clip and collect marketing materials (brochures, ads, Web pages, and so on) 

from competitors and analyze them by using a claims table. Open up a spread-

sheet (or draw a blank table on a piece of paper or poster board) and label 

the columns of this new table, one for each competitor. Label each row with a 

feature, benefit, or claim. Enter key phrases or words from an ad in the appro-

priate cell. Include one to three of the most prominent or emphasized claims 

per competitor. When filled in, this claims table shows you, at a glance, what 

territory each competitor stakes out and how it does the staking. One may 

claim it’s the most efficient, another the most helpful, and so on.

Compare your own claims with those of your competitors. Are you impressive 

by comparison, or does a more dominant and impressive competitor’s claims 

overshadow you? Do your claims stand out as unique, or are you a me-too 

marketer without clear points of difference? The claims table helps you see 

yourself as customers do — through the lens of your marketing materials and 

in comparison to your competitors. Using this table often delivers uncomfort-

able moments of truth that force you to rethink and improve your marketing 

approach. (But be careful to base your claims on genuine strengths, not just 

advertising fluff, by understanding what makes you strong — see the following 

section.)

Research your strengths
Perhaps the most important element of any marketing plan or strategy is 

clearly recognizing what makes you especially good and appealing to custom-

ers. To research your strengths, find the simplest way to ask ten good cus-

tomers this simple but powerful question: “What’s the best thing about our 

[fill in the name of your product or service], from your perspective?”

The answers to this question usually focus on one or, at most, a few features 

or aspects of your business. Finding out how your customers identify your 

strengths is a boon to your marketing strategy. After you know what you do 

best, you can focus on telling the story about that best feature whenever you 

advertise, do publicity, or communicate with your market in any way. You can 

also concentrate your spending and improvement efforts on the factors cus-

tomers like most about you.

 Investing in your strengths (versus your competitors’ strengths, or your weak-

nesses) tends to grow your sales and profits more quickly and efficiently.
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Probe your customer records
Most marketers fail to mine their own databases for all the useful information 

those databases may contain. Study your customers with the goal of identify-

ing three common traits that make them different or special. This goal helps 

you focus on what your ideal customer looks like so you can look for more of 

them.

A computer store I’m a customer of went through its records and realized 

that its customers are

 ✓ More likely to be self-employed or entrepreneurs than the average 

person

 ✓ More sophisticated users of computers than most people

 ✓ Big spenders who care more about quality and service than the absolute 

cheapest price

This store revised its marketing goal to find more people who share these 

three qualities. What qualities do your customers have that make them spe-

cial and that would make a good profile for you to use in pursuing more cus-

tomers like them?

Test your marketing materials
Whether you’re looking at a letter, catalog, Web page, tear sheet, press 

release, or ad, you can improve the piece’s effectiveness by asking for 

reviews from a few customers, distributors, or others with knowledge of your 

business. Do they get the key message quickly and clearly? Do they think the 

piece is interesting and appealing? If they’re only lukewarm about it, then you 

know you need to edit or improve it before spending the money to publish 

and distribute it.

Customer reviewers can tell you quickly whether you have real attention-

getting wow-power in any marketing piece. Big companies do elaborate, 

expensive tests of ads’ readability and pulling power, but you can get a pretty 

good idea for much less money. Just ask a half dozen people to review a new 

marketing piece while it’s still in draft form. An even simpler (and very effec-

tive) technique is to make a list of possible headlines for an ad on a piece of 

paper and ask potential customers (or anyone in the industry whom you can 

talk into helping) to check the one they like best.
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Interview defectors
 Your company’s records of past customers are an absolute gold mine of infor-

mation that can be easily overlooked. Use these records to figure out what 

types of customers defect, when, and why. If you can’t pinpoint why a cus-

tomer abandoned you (from a complaint or a note from the salesperson, for 

example), try to contact the lost customer and ask him directly.

Tracking down lost customers and getting them on the phone or setting 

up an appointment with them may prove difficult, but don’t give up! These 

lost customers hold the key to a valuable piece of information: what you do 

wrong that can drive customers away. Talk to enough lost customers and you 

see a pattern emerge. Probably three-fourths of them left you for the same 

reason (which can be pricing, poor service, inconvenient hours, and so on). 

That reason is for you to find out.

When your research reveals the most common reason for customers to 

defect from your product or service, do something about it. Plug that hole so 

you lose fewer customers down it. Keeping those customers means you don’t 

have to waste valuable marketing resources replacing them. You can keep the 

old ones and grow every time you add a new one.

Ask your kids about trends
In consumer marketing, it’s best if customers think you’re cool and your 

competitors aren’t. Because kids lead the trends in modern society, why not 

ask them what those trends are? Ask them simple questions like, “What will 

the next big thing be in [name your product or service here]?” Or try asking 

kids this great question: “What’s cool and what’s not cool this year?” Why? 

Because they know, and you don’t. I rely on my teenage daughter to show 

me what the next cool color combo will be so I can recommend it to clients 

whose marketing materials need to be fashion-forward. The way I find out 

is simple: I ask her what colors she wants her room to be. One year it was 

orange walls with pink trim. I hated it, but sure enough, this color combina-

tion came into fashion shortly afterward. More recently, she’s favored mellow 

orange walls with white trim because apparently orange and pink are no 

longer cool. Kids just know these things!

Even in business-to-business and industrial markets, kids and their sense of 

what’s happening in society can be helpful, often giving you early indicators 

of shifts in demand that may have an impact all the way up the line, from con-

sumers to the businesses that ultimately serve them.
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Keeping an Eye on Demographics
Demographics — statistics about a population — seem kind of boring to most 

people. Yet trends in the ethnic makeup of your market, its average age, its 

spending power, and its family structure provide you with good clues as to 

how your marketing ought to change.

By diversifying your marketing messages and imagery, you can appeal to a 

wider range of households, thereby increasing both the diversity and the 

growth rate of your customer base. For example, the United States has one 

of the highest rates of single-parent families of all developed countries: 34 

percent. Also, the number of nontraditional two-parent households is on the 

rise (gay and lesbian parents are increasingly common, for example, as are 

multicultural and interracial couples and families). Many marketers continue 

to target white, heterosexual, two-parent households, ignoring the rapid 

increase in families that fail to fit this stereotyped view.

Income is one of the more important factors in consumer marketing, because 

it has a big impact on how much customers can spend. (Other factors, such 

as health and amount of debt, may also affect spending power to a lesser 

degree.) You can easily gather information on median household income by 

U.S. city or state (go to www.factfinder.census.gov and click on Income, 

under the People heading) and find out where income is lowest (Puerto 

Rico, Mississippi, and West Virginia) and highest (Maryland, New Jersey, and 

Connecticut). You can make a lot of educated guesses about what households 

in these states might like and need based just on knowing that they differ dra-

matically by income.

For example, a household in a relatively low-income state is more likely to find 

a big-box store’s deep discounts appealing, while a household in a high-income 

state may be more likely to shop from expensive specialty boutiques. If you want 

to locate a retail boutique, or promote a virtual boutique over the Internet, you 

may do well to start with a list of the highest-income states and cities in order to 

focus your marketing efforts where they will be most appreciated.



Chapter 5

Engaging Your Marketing 
Imagination

In This Chapter
▶ Achieving breakthroughs by being creative

▶ Putting your creativity to use in advertising, product development, and brand-building

▶ Making meetings and teams more creative

▶ Taking charge of the creative process, from initiation through implementation

Good marketing depends on creativity. Marketers must always seek new 

approaches and reject assumptions and limitations. If circumstances aren’t 

going your way — sales are slow, the boss rejects your proposals, customers 

complain about service, or your Web site isn’t getting enough traffic — then 

remember to take some time out for creativity. The right creative idea at the right 

moment can turn the marketing tide your way. Here are three examples to help 

get your creative energy flowing:

 ✓ Cross-promote with a dissimilar business. A nursery created a spring 

cross-promotion with a local bookshop. It provided the bookstore with 

bookmarks that featured garden plant identifications and photos, along 

with coupons worth 10 percent off all plant purchases. In exchange, the 

bookstore provided the nursery with a reference library of gardening 

books; the nursery included a sign on the rack thanking the bookstore 

for providing the books, along with coupons offering 10 percent off on 

purchases at the bookstore.

 ✓ Create an instant buzz in a target market. The owner of a new pizza 

restaurant used door-hangers (small printed ads on heavy paper with a 

cutout at the top so they can be hung on front door knobs) to promote 

take-out dining. She hired kids from a local college to distribute the 

door-hangers in dorms and on houses and apartments in her neighbor-

hood. The door-hangers included a summary of the menu, a phone 

number and Web site for placing orders, and a code for entering a con-

test to win a dozen party-sized pizzas and three dozen free sodas. The 

door-hangers and contest attracted a lot of attention, and soon business 

was booming.
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 ✓ Make a splash in public. A chiropractor had one side of his car deco-

rated with a gigantic picture of a comfortable-looking sleeping woman. 

On the other side was a picture of the same person, shown as a skeleton 

to illustrate how well aligned her spine was. The car drew considerable 

attention and increased new patient inquiries by 200 percent in the 

month following its introduction.

With the techniques I describe in this chapter, you can harness your organi-

zation’s marketing imagination and spark incredible results — even if you’re a 

small business owner wearing the hats of marketing, sales, service, custodial, 

and so on. Not sure how to get started? I recommend checking your current 

level of creativity to see whether you’re maximizing the benefits creative mar-

keting brings.

Turning the Tide with Creativity
Being creative can make a huge difference in your marketing in more ways 

than you may think. The next sections help you determine whether you’re 

being as creative as you need to be and whether making creative changes is 

worthwhile.

Conducting a creativity audit
A creativity audit can help you see whether you’re taking a creative approach 

as often as you should. Respond to each of the statements in Table 5-1 as 

honestly as you can, circling 1 if your answer is “rarely,” 5 if your answer 

is “frequently,” and the numbers in between if your answer is somewhere 

between “rarely” and “frequently.”

Digging for data gold among loyal coffee lovers
At Starbucks headquarters, marketing man-
agers knew their stores had a core of loyal 
customers who came almost daily, purchased 
frequently, and knew the baristas by name. 
Consequently, they decided these core custom-
ers should be the backbone of the marketing 
program, which meant some kind of loyalty pro-
gram was needed. After looking at a wide vari-
ety of frequent buyer programs, they designed 
the Starbucks Gold program, which featured a 

black card with a gold coffee cup logo on it and 
gave the user 5 percent off at the register plus 
other benefits, such as free access to the in-
store wireless Web connection. Starbucks Gold 
customers paid $25 and registered online to get 
this benefit and load their card with money. You 
know what that means: Starbucks now has a 
good record of everything each of them buys, 
making it much easier to track and understand 
its most loyal customers.
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Table 5-1 Marketing Creativity Audit
Marketing Creativity Actions Rating

(1 = rarely; 5 = frequently)

We make improvements to the selection, design, 
packaging, or appearance of our product(s).

1  2  3  4  5

We experiment with prices, discounts, and special 
offers to achieve our marketing goals.

1  2  3  4  5

We find new ways to bring our product(s) to custom-
ers, making buying or using the product(s) more con-
venient or easier for them.

1  2  3  4  5

We update and improve our brand image and the 
ways we communicate that brand image.

1  2  3  4  5

We experiment with creative new ways of communi-
cating with customers and prospects.

1  2  3  4  5

We improve the look and feel of our sales or market-
ing materials.

1  2  3  4  5

We listen to customer complaints or objections, and 
we find creative ways to turn those complaints into 
our next business opportunities.

1  2  3  4  5

We change our marketing message before custom-
ers get bored with it.

1  2  3  4  5

We reach out to new types of customers to try to 
expand or improve our customer base.

1  2  3  4  5

We share creative ideas and have freewheeling 
discussions with all the people who are involved in 
marketing our product(s).

1  2  3  4  5

Add up all the numbers you circled to get a score between 10 and 50. 

Depending on your score, you can rate your marketing creativity as very low, 

low, medium, or high. You need to be in the medium range at minimum, but 

preferably in the high range, to gain bottom-line benefits from creativity.

 ✓ 10–19 = very low

 ✓ 20–29 = low

 ✓ 30–39 = medium

 ✓ 40–50 = high

As this audit points out, don’t leave anything alone in marketing. If you can 

identify any unchanging elements of your sales, service, advertising, mail-

ings, or anything else that touches the customer, you’ve just found your next 

marketing project, detailed in the following section.
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Changing (almost) everything
The smartest move to make when you have a stunning, timeless, classic 

success in marketing is to leave it alone. But how many of those kinds of 

concepts can you think of? An orange paper box of Arm and Hammer baking 

soda. The IBM logo. A Porsche sports car. A Swiss Army Knife. The Energizer 

Bunny. I can’t easily add many more items to this list, and I’m willing to bet 

your ad campaign hasn’t generated concepts that are in this list of timeless 

classics. If you’re not changing many of the aspects of your marketing pro-

gram, I have to ask you a really tough question: Why not?

The most common reason marketers give for not changing their technique 

is that it takes too much effort. Nobody got around to thinking about it. As I 

bet you already guessed, I don’t consider that much of a reason to leave well 

enough alone.

 Mess with everything. In fact, why not make a quick list of the aspects of your 

marketing program that nobody has looked at or tried to improve for the last 

year or two? Jot down three to six aspects of your program that you tend to 

take for granted (such as your brochures, Web home page, or price list). Tada! 

You’ve just made your creative to-do list. The remaining sections in this chap-

ter can help you come up with creative improvements for the items on that list.

Are you working on the marketing for a start-up? If so, you still have to make 

that to-do list, but you get to backseat drive for the established leaders in 

your new market. What do other marketers ignore or fail to change and 

improve? Perhaps they always mail the same kinds of catalogs to the same 

lists on the same schedule throughout the year (in which case, why not send 

yours two weeks sooner in a larger, more attractive format, with a link to spe-

cial offers on your Web site?). Or maybe the industry you’re entering always 

uses the Web to support its sales but not as its lead marketing medium (you 

can try reversing that formula). Whatever the constants, list them now. Your 

list shows you the assumptions that you must question if you really want to 

become the next industry leader.

Applying Your Creativity
Advertising — whether in print, TV, radio, outdoors, at the point of purchase, 

or elsewhere — is a key area of application for creativity. If you work in the 

advertising industry or use advertising in your marketing, you’re depen-

dent on creativity for your success. Why? Because if your ads just say what 

you want people to remember, people won’t pay any attention to them. Too 

many other ads compete for their attention. Only the most creative ones cut 

through the clutter, attract attention, and make a permanent mark on con-

sumer attitudes.
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Think of the role of creativity in advertising as a vehicle for building relation-

ships between your brand and your prospects. I find this a particularly pow-

erful way to think about advertising’s role in marketing — and you can make 

this role possible with the addition of creativity to your ads. Marketers use 

creativity to add something special and unique that accentuates a brand’s dif-

ferences and helps it stand out in consumers’ eyes.

 To apply creativity to your business, identify your best sources of creative 

ideas and give some thought to the constraints you’ll bump into when apply-

ing creative ideas (such as budget limitations). Applied creativity has a 

purpose — to boost sales and profits and to help your marketing program 

succeed. The more sources you can work with, the better because you’ll get a 

lot of creative ideas. Then you need to check those ideas against a list of your 

major constraints. Do they fit your brand and marketing message? Are they 

unique? Or has some competitor used them recently? You get the idea, so grab 

a chart pad and make a table like the one in Figure 5-1 to help you identify 

your own list of sources and constraints.

To assist you with applying creativity to your marketing, the following sec-

tions provide different options for you to try.

Creative headlines 101: Fitting your brand image
Headlines are a great place to show off your 
creativity. The best headlines are simple and 
to the point, but they make that point with a 
clever, attention-grabbing twist and an unusual 
viewpoint. For example, instead of promoting 
the small size and easy portability of a laptop 
computer (which is hardly a unique thing 
to say about it), one print ad for a ThinkPad 
laptop (originally made by IBM, now made by 
Lenovo) used the following headline: “It’s what 
Shakespeare would have used on a flight to the 
coast.”

The visual for this headline showed the bard 
himself, hard at work on the laptop in question. 
Clever, although not necessarily the right cre-
ative concept for the ThinkPad brand, which 

has a more businesslike personality and more 
likely would’ve been the choice of famous busi-
nessmen of the past. If I’d been in charge of that 
ad, I probably would’ve changed the headline to 
“What Hughes, Getty, and Morgan would have 
used” and shown these three infamous busi-
ness moguls jealously guarding their work from 
each other as they hunched over laptops in 
adjacent airplane seats. (What brand of laptop 
would Shakespeare really have used? Definitely 
a MacBook because Apple has successfully 
designed its products and brand image to appeal 
to creative people such as writers, musicians, 
and artists.) Creativity must be tightly linked to 
the brand image and the marketing message; 
otherwise it doesn’t boost sales.
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Figure 5-1: 
Identifying 

your 
creativity 

sources and 
constraints.

 

Sources

- Metaphors and analogies
- Word play
- Humor
- New trends
- New technologies
- Unmet needs

Constraints

- Your brand’s personality
- Good taste
- Your budget
- What competitors have already
  done
- Other people’s patents, 
  trademarks, and copyrights

Writing a creative brief
Any and all marketing materials, from advertisements and brochures to Web 

sites and packages, benefit from the use of a creative brief, a document that 

lays out the basic purpose and focus of a specific marketing piece and pro-

vides some supporting information that gives you grist for your creative mill.

 Always include the following components in a creative brief:

 ✓ Objective statement: State what the marketing piece is supposed to 

accomplish in your objective statement. Make the goals or objectives 

clear and specific (note that one objective is easier to accomplish than 

many). The objective statement also includes a brief description of 

whom you’re aiming the ad at because this target group’s actions deter-

mine whether you accomplish an objective.

 ✓ Support statement: Include the product’s promise and the supporting 

evidence to back up that promise in your support statement. You use 

this point to build the underlying argument for the persuasive part of 

your marketing piece. The support statement can be based on logic 

and fact, or on an intuitive, emotional appeal — either way, you need to 

include a basis of solid support.

 ✓ Tone or character statement: A distinct character, feel, or personality is 

what you’re going for in your tone or character statement. You choose 

whether the statement should accentuate the brand’s long-term identity 

or put forth a unique tone for the ad itself that dominates the brand’s 

image. The choice generally flows from your objectives, such as wanting 

to pull in a lot of shoppers for a special Labor Day sale. In this case, you, 

as a local retailer, want to give your event a strong identity, so you need 

to define an appropriate tone for your ad. In contrast, a national mar-

keter of a new health-food line of sodas should build brand identity, so 

her creative brief needs to focus on defining that brand identity.
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 ✓ Constraints: Perhaps you face budgetary constraints, or you need to 

avoid certain terms, concepts, or images that your competitors have 

already used. Your brand image or product personality may also con-

strain you to approaches that are consistent with it. Be sure to give your 

constraints careful thought and list them as clearly as possible. Ask 

important questions to ensure you’re aware of any potential constraints. 

Such questions include the following:

 • Are there actions a designer can’t do with your logo, like change 

the color?

 • Are you trying to avoid looking like a particular competitor?

 • Do you have to have vector art so that all images can be scaled up 

for big posters and scaled down for a blog or Web page?

 • Is it important to produce work that can be shown both in full 

color and in black and white, depending on the medium and varia-

tions in your budget?

 Clearly defining your constraints is perhaps the most essential part of writing 

your creative brief. Why? Because knowing the parameters in which your mar-

keting piece needs to operate gives structure to your ideas and can prevent 

you from getting hung up on one that just won’t work.

Say you’re asking a graphic designer to work up an ad concept. You need to 

let her know what the dimensions of the ad will be when it runs and what 

file format it needs to be submitted in. If you’re not sure, have the designer 

talk to the ad rep who’s selling you the ad space to make sure the design is 

consistent with the ad specifications. And don’t forget that those specifica-

tions are more than just technical. They also include important do’s and 

don’ts related to your brand image or personality, constraints imposed by 

the competition and their legal protection over intellectual property (such 

as a branded tag line you can’t use), and so forth. (See Figure 5-1 for an exer-

cise you can do to define constraints that should be mentioned in a creative 

brief.)

To put it all together, think about the task of designing a new booth for a 

trade show. If you write a creative brief first, you have to define what the 

booth should accomplish and what sort of customers you want to aim it at 

(the objective statement demands that you make these decisions). You also 

have to review (and maybe do some creative thinking about) the evidence 

available to support your company’s claims to fame. What may make you 

stand out among exhibitors at a trade show? If you aren’t sure, then use the 

demands of the support statement to do some research and creative think-

ing. Make sure you have your evidence at hand so your ideas for booth 

design can communicate this evidence effectively. Finally, you have to define 

the tone of your booth, or think about your company’s overall image and how 

the booth can reflect that image in its tone. The tone or character statement 

requires this step.
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As this example illustrates, the creative brief forces you to do some helpful 

foundational thinking about the booth before you actually start designing 

it. As a result, you’ve made your designs more focused and objective driven 

than they would be otherwise.

Including creativity in 
product development
After you have your creative brief in hand (see the preceding section for help 

writing one), you’re ready to start brainstorming or using any other creativity 

tools you care to try (see the “Generating Rich Ideas” section later in this chap-

ter for some helpful tools). The creative brief gives you a clear focus and some 

good working materials as you apply your creativity to product development. 

You can use your creative brief for any marketing communication, or for any 

situation in which you must design something creative to communicate and 

persuade. Sometimes what you need to design is a new or improved version of 

your product.

 New products must be innovative to stand out. Managing a product devel-

opment team so that it’s optimally creative and effective means first put-

ting together the right team. That generally means a diverse team, one that 

includes the full range of knowledge that may be relevant. You need to include 

different functions, from sales and marketing to manufacturing and engineer-

ing, in the creative process. Why? Because they all have different knowledge 

bases that help generate good ideas. You need to bring them in eventually 

anyway, so why not now?

 In mid-sized and larger companies, forcing closer interaction between 

research, business planning, marketing, and technical staff — as Kraft Foods 

does — is essential. That company (which generates several new products 

every year) uses a variety of conference-type events, training, and cross-

functional teams to mix up its people and help them make those unobvious 

connections between their different knowledge bases. Small-business market-

ers need to pull together diverse development teams by reaching out to their 

distributors, customers, friends, and acquaintances to broaden their technical 

and social perspectives and fuel their imaginations.

Considering creativity and 
brand presentation
One of the most important steps you can take in marketing is to create a 

strong, appealing, distinctive, and easily identifiable brand image. Everyone 

knows the world’s top brands, such as IBM or Coca-Cola. How did these 
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brands rise to the top? By using creativity appropriately in the development 

of their brand images and logos.

 Creativity doesn’t play quite the role you may think in the creation of a powerful 

brand. Clarity, consistency, and strength seem to be more important than creativ-

ity when developing a brand name and logo, so you need to be careful to avoid 

being overly creative with your ideas. Try being creative in the following ways:

 ✓ Start with clear, simple, strong logos. Logos are supposed to symbolize 

the product, so keep them clear and simple and use them consistently 

until they become highly recognizable.

 ✓ Put these logos in front of consumers in association with appealing 

products. You earn brand equity by doing a good job. Your product and 

service need to be valuable to customers.

 ✓ Include a steady flow of good marketing communications to create a 

brand that everybody knows and respects. This communication can 

include everything from packaging and ads to Web sites and good pub-

licity. Always keep communicating. Never let your marketing program 

fall silent.

 Interbrand (www.interbrand.com) is the largest consultancy specializing 

in branding, and it publishes an annual list of brands ranked by their value. 

For example, Interbrand values the Coca-Cola brand identity more highly 

than any other brand, but finds its value isn’t growing rapidly, unlike more 

creative, faster-moving brands such as Google. Table 5-2 examines the ten top 

brands as of 2009 (you can check Interbrand’s Web site for the most recent 

rankings). The style and coloring notes are based on my observations of 

these brands’ marketing pieces.

As Table 5-2 shows, these top brands and their logos share two important 

common factors:

 ✓ Simple, word-based designs and names: By making the logo readable, 

the designers of these top brands made them especially easy to learn 

and recall. One exception to this simple and easy-to-read or say-out-loud 

plan is the 24th-ranked brand, Apple Computer, Inc. This company’s 

logo, an apple with a bite taken out of it, defies the rule that great brands 

spell out their names.

 ✓ Simple, strong, conservative colors: Blue and red dominate the top 

brands; yellow pops up only every now and then. Brands that use two 

colors (such as 38th-ranked IKEA and 58th-ranked Amazon) usually draw 

from the conservative palate of blue, red, white, and black, with the 

occasional splash of yellow or gold. Having a creative mix of multiple 

colors is rare but not unheard of. Tenth-ranked Google does it, and so 

does 46th-ranked eBay, but most of the top brands favor a single color.
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Table 5-2 Examining Elements of the World’s Ten Top Brands
Brand Style Coloring

Coca-Cola Flowing, classic script Red

IBM Strong block letters Blue with white

Microsoft Strong, clean, conservative 
lettering

Black

General 
Electric

Elegant, traditional monogram 
of initials (GE)

Blue with white

Nokia Modern block lettering Blue

Toyota Clean block lettering combined 
with elegant modern logo of 
elliptical forms

Red in print, often silver 
on vehicles

Intel Lowercase modern letters in an 
energetic circle

Blue

McDonald’s Curving, archlike M Yellow

Disney Whimsical scripted letters, often 
combined with iconic image of 
castle from amusement park

Usually black lettering

Google Unusual lettering Mix of colors that often 
changes from day to day

The goal of this formula (which combines simple, word-based designs and 

simple, strong, conservative colors) is to create a design that’s highly read-

able and clear to anyone, anywhere, whether shown large or small, in print, 

on a product, or on the Web. Although exceptions exist to every good for-

mula, I suggest you start forming your brand identity by following this for-

mula and seeing how it works for you.

 Although great brands usually stick to simple, clear lettering and a conserva-

tive color palate, they build their value through creative advertising, creative 

product designs, and creative distribution to make sure consumers are excited 

about them. Keep your creativity on a fairly short leash when designing your 

brand identity, but let your imagination have a good run when it comes to 

designing other elements of your marketing program.

Generating Rich Ideas
Okay, time to be creative. Ready, set, go. Come up with any good ideas yet? 

No? Okay, try again. Now do you have some good ideas? What? No?
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If you can’t be creative at will, don’t be alarmed. Most people face this prob-

lem, whether in or out of the marketing field. Artists practice creativity every 

day, but people in business generally don’t. As a result, most people have 

remarkably few creative ideas in a day, or even in a year. So when there’s a 

need to be creative in marketing, many people find that they require some 

help. How do you act creative? What’s involved in generating unusually cre-

ative ideas? No worries. The sections that follow can help you develop new 

ideas in all sorts of ways you may never have imagined.

 First and foremost, give yourself permission to be creative in your work. 

Creativity requires you to let the mind’s engine sit in idle. You can’t be creative 

if you’re busy returning e-mails and phone calls or rushing to finish the day’s 

paperwork. If the hands are busy, the mind is distracted from creativity, and 

your imagination may not be able to work. So, for starters, I must ask you to 

budget time for creativity. How much time? Well, if creativity is the most pow-

erful and profitable of the marketing skills, how often do you think you should 

use it? One hour a month? One hour a week? One hour a day? One day a week? 

You have to figure out exactly how much creativity time you need based on 

what your product or company demands. Budget some creative time and use 

it to open yourself up through new and different ways of working, asking ques-

tions, and exploring your marketing problems and opportunities.

Coming up with new ideas 
from simple activities
Creativity isn’t a science; it’s a habit involving the use of a loose collection of 

flaky behaviors. Like soaking up information, questioning the problem, toss-

ing ideas back and forth with an associate, and then setting the whole issue 

aside to incubate in the back of your mind while you do something else. So 

plan to work in different ways when exercising your creativity.

 Here’s a list of great activities that spur you to engage your imagination in new 

and unusual ways (when I lead creative retreats for marketers and ad agen-

cies, I use dozens of ideas like these to get us going):

 ✓ Seek ways to simplify. Can you come up with a simpler way to explain 

your product or your business and its mission? Can you cut your two-

page brochure down to ten words? Can you reduce the length of a 

headline in your print ad from eight words to one? Most marketing and 

advertising is too complicated and can stand to be simplified. Creative 

insight can help simplify and clarify all aspects of your marketing. 

Simple is good because simple helps make your message bold, attract-

ing attention and zapping the key idea immediately into the customer’s 

mind.
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 ✓ Think of a famous person from history and imagine that he or she 

is your spokesperson. How would this person change your packag-

ing, advertising, Web site, and so on? For example, what would George 

Washington do to sell more of your product? Can you tie your brand into 

Washington in some way? Might his famous crossing of the Delaware 

River become a metaphor for competitors’ customers who need to 

be led over to your new and better product? “Follow me, customers. 

Victory awaits us on the other side of the river, where the new XYZ 

Brand has set up a more comfortable camp for you!” (Yes, that’s a silly 

idea, but you’d be amazed how often great marketing starts with silly 

ideas.)

 ✓ Cut out faces from magazine ads and look for one that expresses an 

appealing new personality for your product. See whether you can use 

that personality in packaging and advertising or on the Web.

 ✓ Come up with ways to advertise or communicate to customers with 

really small messages. This constraint forces you to clarify and codify 

your message in interesting ways. Try designing stamps, stickers, one-

second TV or radio commercials, lapel pins, bumper stickers, or a min-

iature book that comes with a magnifying glass. See what else you can 

imagine. One of these ideas may actually prove useful for you. Even if 

you don’t use any of them, the exercise may get you thinking in fresh 

ways about marketing communications.

 ✓ Brainstorm ways to advertise or communicate to customers with 

really big messages. Forcing yourself to change the scale of your think-

ing can free creative ideas, and if you communicate in unusual ways, 

you may attract more attention from customers. Could you advertise 

with dirigibles, oversized billboards or murals, or a message in which 

each word appears on a separate sign, spread along a one-mile stretch of 

road? (You can adapt this old-fashioned concept to e-mail with a series 

of one-word messages.) How about renting a large truck or bus and 

covering it with a marketing message or your brand name? Or maybe 

something simpler and zanier — like sponsoring a contest for who can 

bake and eat the largest cookie and then inviting the media to cover the 

event? Wait, I’ve got it! Why not make the largest alligator in the world 

into your mascot? Think big. You want to have a big impact, right?

 ✓ Come up with interesting but inexpensive gifts you can give custom-

ers. Everyone gets pens with the company name on them — that’s 

boring. But what if your branded pens are different and better? Perhaps 

they’re the only ones that glow in the dark? Or maybe they have riddles 

on them and consumers can win a contest by entering their answers 

on your Web site? Try to think of some novel gift ideas. Focus on items 

that make the customer say, “Wow!” or “Hey, that’s cool, I can really use 

that.”
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 ✓ Find new places to advertise. Can you think of places to put messages 

to your customers that nobody in your industry has used before? An 

auto insurance agency could run an infomercial on the televisions that 

have been installed at some gas pumps. A men’s health clinic could put 

up hanging cases containing its business cards in men’s public rest-

rooms. A computer repair service could offer a free laptop clinic under a 

tent in an urban park as a way to build awareness of its brand and abili-

ties. The possibilities are practically endless.

 ✓ Think of at least ten ways to get a famous person to use your product. 

Go ahead, give this one a try. Maybe you can come up with an idea good 

enough to actually pitch to the celebrity. Celebrities can bring media 

attention to a new product if they decide they like it.

 ✓ Cut out five stunningly beautiful, strange, or otherwise eye-catching 

pictures from an issue of National Geographic magazine. Write a 

headline for each one that relates that picture to your product. This 

exercise may lead you to a great new ad concept that you can then turn 

into a finished design by obtaining the rights to use a similar photograph 

from a stock photography company. (If you want to use nice images like 

these in your advertising, you need to purchase the rights. See Marketing 
Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition [Wiley], for my starter collection of photo-

graphs you can use in your advertising.)

Making creativity a group activity
Most groups of people when confined to a conference room for a morning do 

little more than argue about stale old ideas. Or even worse, somebody sug-

gests an absolutely terrible new idea, and the rest of the group jumps on it 

and insists the suggestion is great . . . thus eliminating the need for them to 

think. If you hope to get a group to actually be creative, use structured group 

processes. That means you need to talk the group into going along with an 

activity such as brainstorming.

In the following sections, I include some of the best group creativity tech-

niques. I know that all of these techniques work because I’ve used them often 

with a wide variety of groups. Note that these techniques generally produce 

a list of ideas. Ideally it’s a long and varied list, but it’s still just a list. So be 

sure to schedule some time for analyzing the list in order to identify the most 

promising ideas and then develop those ideas into full-blown action plans.

Brainstorming
The goal of brainstorming is to generate a long list of crazy ideas, some of 

which may be surprisingly helpful. Brainstorming gets people to do out-of-
the-box thinking — in which they generate unusual ideas beyond their normal 
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thought patterns. Don’t let your group just go through the motions of brain-

storming. To really get into the spirit of it, people must free associate — allow 

their minds to wander from current ideas to whatever new ideas first pop up, 

no matter what the association between the old and new idea may be.

You may need to encourage your group by example. If you’ve stated the prob-

lem as “Think of new ideas for our trade show booth,” you can brainstorm a 

half-dozen ideas to start with, just to illustrate what you’re asking the group 

to do: a booth like a circus fun-house, a booth shaped like a giant cave, a 

booth in the form of one of your products, a booth decorated on the inside 

to look like an outdoor space complete with blue sky and white clouds over-

head, a booth like the Space Shuttle launchpad featuring hourly launches of 

a scale-model of the Shuttle, a booth that revolves, or a booth that offers free 

fresh-popped popcorn and fresh-baked cookies to visitors.

These ideas aren’t likely to be adopted by the average company, but they do 

illustrate the spirit of brainstorming, which is to set aside your criticisms and 

have some fun generating ideas. The rules (which you must tell the group 

beforehand) are as follows:

 ✓ Quantity, not quality. Generate as many ideas as possible.

 ✓ No member of the group can criticize another member’s suggestion. 

No idea is too wild to not write down.

 ✓ No ownership of ideas. Everyone builds off of each other’s ideas.

After you share the rules, set up a flip chart and start listing everyone’s crazy 

ideas for the next trade show booth, catalog mailing, Web-based promotion, 

or whatever else you want your brainstorming session to focus on.

Question brainstorming
Question brainstorming involves generating novel questions that can provoke 

your group into thinking more creatively. This technique follows the same 

rules as brainstorming, but you instruct the group to think of questions 

rather than ideas.

So if you need to develop a new trade show booth that draws more pros-

pects, then the group may think of the following kinds of questions:

 ✓ Do bigger booths draw much better than smaller ones?

 ✓ Which booths drew the most people at the last trade show?

 ✓ Are all visitors equal, or do we want to draw only certain types of 

visitors?

 ✓ Will the offer of a resting place and free coffee do the trick?
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These questions stimulate good research and thinking, and their answers 

may help you create a new and successful trade show booth.

Wishful thinking
Wishful thinking is a technique suggested by Hanley Norins of ad agency 

Young & Rubicam and one that he has used to train employees in his 

Traveling Creative Workshop. The technique follows the basic rules of brain-

storming, but with the requirement that all statements start with the words I 
wish.

The sorts of statements you get from this activity often prove useful for devel-

oping advertising or other marketing communications. If you need to bring 

some focus to the list to make it more relevant to your marketing, just state a 

topic for people to make wishes about. For example, you can say, “Imagine that 

the Web Site Fairy told you that all your wishes can come true — as long as 

they have to do with the company’s Web site.”

Analogies
Analogies are a great creativity-inspiring device. You don’t think I’m serious, I 

know, because the idea sounds so trivial. But many experts define creativity 

as making unobvious combinations of ideas. A good analogy is just that.

 I once saw a great example of an analogy in a drug company’s print ad. The ad 

showed a painting of a person about to put a huge, old-fashioned key into a 

keyhole in the wall. The caption next to this illustration read: “Imagine ‘intel-

ligent’ drugs that could tell sick cells from healthy ones, and then selectively 

destroy the targeted ones.” Illustrations often use metaphors or analogies 

when trying to communicate a complex topic such as selective drug therapies.

To put analogies to work for you, ask your group to think of things similar to 

the subject or problem you’re thinking about. At first, group members come 

up with conventional ideas. But they soon run out of these obvious answers 

and must create fresh analogies to continue. For example, you may ask a 

group to brainstorm analogies for your product as a source of inspiration for 

creating new advertisements about that product.

 In ads and Web site copy describing its FreeMotion line of highly padded 

exercise treadmills, NordicTrack compares using its treadmills to riding a 

snowboard — an effective analogy that helps convey the idea that the prod-

uct is fun to use.
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Pass-along
Pass-along is a simple game that helps a group break through its mental bar-

riers to reach free association and collaborative thinking. You can read the 

instructions here, in case you’ve never heard of the game:

 ✓ One person writes something about the topic in question on the top line 

of a sheet of paper and passes it to the next person, who writes a second 

line beneath the first.

 ✓ Go around the table or group as many times as you think necessary.

This game can be done with any number of people, from 3 to 20. In general, 

you’re trying to fill up a full page of lined paper, so bigger groups need fewer 

cycles. If people get into the spirit of the game, a line of thought emerges 

and dances on the page. Each previous phrase suggests something new until 

you have a lot of good ideas and many ways of thinking about your problem. 

Players keep revealing new aspects of the subject as they build on or add 

new dimensions to the preceding lines.

Say a team of marketing and salespeople meets to generate concepts for the 

product development department of a bank. Sure, that sounds like a tough 

assignment — what in the world can be new about banking? But you, the cre-

ative marketer, pick a subject and pass the paper around:

Subject: How can we make our customers’ personal finances run better?

Pass-along ideas:

 ✓ Help them win the lottery.

 ✓ Help them save money by putting aside 1 percent each month.

 ✓ Help them save for their children’s college tuition.

 ✓ Help them keep track of their finances.

 ✓ Give them a checkbook that balances itself.

 ✓ Notify them in advance of financial problems, like bouncing checks, so 

they can prevent those problems.

One idea leads to another. So even if the first idea isn’t helpful, associating 

new ideas from the first one can produce useful thoughts. A bank probably 

can’t get into the lottery ticket business (I’m sure there’s a law against that). 

But after the members of this group thought along those lines, they came up 

with some practical ways of increasing their customers’ wealth, like plans 

that can transfer money to savings whenever there’s a surplus after regular 

bills have been paid.
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Here’s another fun pass-along idea: Ask people to help you find 20 words that 

rhyme with your company or brand’s name in the hope that this list may lead 

you to a clever idea for a new radio jingle or print ad headline.

Managing the Creative Process
 If you think of creativity as generating wild and crazy ideas, you’re right — but 

only one-fourth right. Yes, you have to do some open-minded thinking to come 

up with creative concepts. But to actually make any money from your creativ-

ity, you need to have a mix of activities that includes exploring for new ideas 

and developing the best of them into practical applications in your ads, prod-

ucts, sales presentations, or other marketing activities.

In my creativity workshops, I show people how creativity needs to follow a four-

step process to actually be of practical use in business. Here’s the process:

 1. Initiate.

  In this step, you recognize a need or opportunity and ask questions that 

launch a focused creative process. For example, you may take a look at 

your brochure(s) and ask yourself whether you can use an illustration 

and a catchy headline to make the brochure more exciting and powerful. 

Or if you run a women’s clothing store, you may recognize the need for 

a January sale to clear out fall and winter styles and make room for new 

spring fashions. Thoughts like these stimulate creative thinking and give 

it a practical focus. A creative brief (see the earlier “Writing a creative 

brief” section) is useful at this stage of the process.

 2. Imagine.

  In this step of the creative process, you engage in the imaginative, wild-

and-crazy thinking that taps into your artistic side. The brainstorming 

techniques I cover in the earlier “Brainstorming” section are good for 

this stage; your goal is to see how many wild ideas you can generate. It’s 

a good idea to assemble a group to help you at this stage.

 3. Invent.

  Now you need to get more practical. Take a critical look at all of the wild 

ideas you imagined and choose one or a few that seem most promising. 

Work on them to see how to make them more practical and feasible for 

your application. For example, if you’re working on a way to announce a 

40-percent storewide discount at a women’s clothing outlet, one of your 

creative ideas from Step 2 may have been “have nude models stand in 

the window, waving to passersby to attract public attention to the sale.” 
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It’s an impractical idea, but can you use it as raw material for inventing 

a good promotion? One store I know of did by putting three full-sized 

mannequins in the window, each wearing only a poster board on a string 

around the neck. The first poster said “40%,” the second one said “OFF,” 

and the third said “EVERYTHING.” It was an eye-catching display, and it 

communicated the message forcefully — but it took an inventor’s per-

sistence and practicality to translate a crazy idea into a good marketing 

communication.

 4. Implement.

  Finally, you need to complete the creative process by pursuing success-

ful adoption or implementation of your new idea or design. You may 

have a great design for a new brochure, but you can’t make money from 

it until you carefully select a printing method and find a way to distrib-

ute that brochure to prospects. Or if you’re designing a window display 

for a retail store, implementation may mean finding the right manne-

quins, signs, lighting, and so on and setting up the display according to 

the creative concept or plan.

 You may need different sets of talents to imagine wild ideas and to implement 

them in a practical way. In fact, each of the four steps in the creative process 

(initiating, imagining, inventing, and implementing) requires different types 

of behavior. By knowing this fact, you can discipline yourself to change your 

style as you move through a round of creativity that follows the four steps of 

the creative process.

 Alternately, you may want to tap into the different creative styles of multiple 

people in order to take advantage of those who are particularly well suited for 

one or another of the steps in the creative process. When I work on creative 

projects in marketing, I’m particularly good at bringing imagination to the proj-

ect, so I usually try to team up with someone who complements me by being 

really good at implementation.

Harnessing All Creative Types
Creative ideas are wonderful, but to profit from your imagination, you need to 

figure out ways to actually make those ideas work. Inventing practical ways 

to implement what you imagine, what I like to refer to as taking creativity to 
the bank, requires a focused effort on your part.
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 The creative process includes four steps (as explained in the preceding sec-

tion) that rely on different types of behaviors. You may be especially suited to 

one or two of the steps, but you probably aren’t suited to all of them. I recom-

mend you figure out which steps you’re best and worst at and then find people 

to help you fill your creative gaps. Read the following list of styles to see 

which suits your temperament best:

 ✓ Entrepreneur: The entrepreneur senses a need or problem and asks 

tough questions to initiate the creative process. (“Why do we do it this 

way? It seems so inefficient.”) The entrepreneur proves valuable in the 

first step of the creative process, the Initiate Step.

 ✓ Artist: The artist is highly imaginative and a free thinker. When given a 

focus for her imagination by the entrepreneur’s initiating question, the 

artist can easily dream up many alternatives and fresh approaches from 

which to choose. (“We could do this, or this, or this, or . . .”) The artist 

comes to the fore in the second step of the creative process, the Imagine 

Step.

 ✓ Inventor: The inventor has a more practical sort of imagination and 

loves to develop and refine a single good idea until she makes it work. 

(“Let’s see. If we adjust this, and add that, it’ll work much better.”) The 

inventor is most productive in the third step of the creative process, the 

Invent Step.

 ✓ Engineer: The engineer is practical and businesslike; she’s also particu-

larly good at getting closure by taking an untested or rough invention 

the rest of the way and making it work smoothly and well. (“Great ideas, 

but let’s come up with a firm plan and budget so we can get this thing 

started.”) The engineer makes sure the creative process reaches its 

essential fourth step, the Implement Step.

Whichever one of these creative roles most closely represents your approach 

to work, recognize that one role alone can’t make great creative marketing 

happen. Be prepared to adjust your style by wearing some of the other cre-

ative hats at times or team up with others whose styles differ from your own. 

That way you have the range of approaches necessary for harnessing the 

power of creativity for all of your marketing efforts.

Head to my Web site, www.insightsformarketing.com, to download a 

sample copy of the Creative Roles Analysis (CRA) activity my firm publishes. 

With this activity, you can design more effective and productive creative 

teams. The CRA helps you make sure that you not only initiate but also com-

plete the creative process often enough to keep your marketing innovative 

and new.
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The case of the singing card
A simple creative idea can take a lot of time and 
care to implement well. Consider the following 
example: The owners of a cleaning service felt 
they were invisible to their customers because 
they entered offices at night to clean them 
when nobody was working. How to reach out 
and forge a more personal relationship? One 
idea they came up with was to collect informa-
tion on the birthdays of their main contacts at 
these client companies and to leave them nice 
gifts or cards on the eve of their birthdays — 
to be discovered when the contacts came in to 
work the next day.

Getting even more creative, they thought about 
giving their customers personalized sing-
ing cards, containing a message that says, 
“Because we aren’t there during your workday 
to sing to you, we put our song into this card!” 
A nice way to add a human touch, but imagin-
ing this idea and making it happen were two 

different things. The cleaning service owners 
had to find a source of spring-operated musical 
chips they could put into a card. Then they had 
to work with a designer at their local print shop 
to perfect the card and make sure it worked 
well (they found they needed a heavy paper to 
keep the music chip in place). Finally, they had 
to track down the birth dates of the individuals 
in their customer database and figure out which 
desk belonged to which customer. Obtaining 
this information took several weeks of subtle 
questioning and snooping around. Finally, three 
months after the owners came up with their 
simple, creative idea, the singing cards were 
implemented to rave reviews from custom-
ers, many of whom left thank-you notes for 
the cleaning service to find. The cards helped 
create a personal relationship with customers 
that increased customer loyalty and referrals. It 
was worth the effort to implement this creative 
idea.



Chapter 6

Pumping Up Your Marketing 
Communications

In This Chapter
▶ Grabbing attention with impressive communications

▶ Persuading by communicating to the whole brain

▶ Rising above the marketing-writing muck

▶ Developing visual appeal

You need to communicate constantly in marketing. If you communicate 

better (read: more effectively), you’ll build sales and attract new 

customers.

What’s the difference between good and poor marketing communications? 

The single most important difference is impact. Good communications have 

the desired impact; poor communications don’t. The goals of your market-

ing communications should be twofold: to build awareness of your brand 

and offerings, and to stimulate interest in and purchases of them. You can 

accomplish these closely related goals by increasing the quality and quantity 

of your marketing communications. This chapter helps you do just that by 

showing you how to prioritize your communications, improve your writing, 

select stellar visuals, and more.

Pursuing Your Communication Priorities
The best marketing communications are frequent, clear, consistent, attention-

grabbing, persuasive, and accurate. To gauge how well you’re incorporating 

these priorities in your marketing communications, you need to conduct a 

marketing communications audit. This section goes into depth on these six 

priorities and how you can conduct an audit.
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 Perform your own marketing communications audit by first gathering exam-

ples of the ways in which you communicate with customers and the market in 

general. Include everything anyone sees, hears, or even smells and touches, 

including traditional advertising, mailings, Web communications, packaging, 

signs, and so forth. Don’t forget to add snapshots of public communications — 

or lack thereof — on your building and vehicles to the pile of samples.

After you have your samples of all the ways in which you communicate, 

create a spreadsheet or table. Starting on the left-hand side of your table and 

moving to the right, create columns for the following items:

 ✓ Each example or type of communication

 ✓ Your estimate of what you spend per year on that type of communication

 ✓ The frequency (quantity) of that communication, rated as very low, low, 

medium, high, or very high

 ✓ The clarity and consistency of each communication (which I group 

together because they’re very closely related), rated as very low, low, 

medium, high, or very high

 ✓ The stopping power of the communication (in other words, how attention-

grabbing it is), rated as very low, low, medium, high, or very high

 ✓ The persuasiveness of the communication, rated as very low, low, 

medium, high, or very high

 ✓ The accuracy of the communication, rated as very low, low, medium, 

high, or very high

You can reference your table while you read this chapter and work on making 

your marketing communications more effective.

Achieving high frequency without 
sacrificing quality
Quantity and quality are equally important in marketing communications. 

The goal of quantity (or frequency, as it’s referred to in the marketing world) 

is to get your marketing message out repeatedly to the majority of people 

in your potential market. On the flip side, quality is the effectiveness of the 

communication (how powerfully it brings the message home to the target 

reader, viewer, or listener). You never want to trade quantity for quality by 

cutting back on writing, design, and production costs. The trick is to create 

high-quality communications that lend themselves to frequent, inexpensive 

placement.
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 Follow these steps to increase the frequency of your exposures:

 ✓ Look for ways to piggyback a marketing message on anything and 

everything that has exposure. For instance, at the bottom of all of your 

e-mails, add a one-sentence marketing message (complete with a live 

link to your Web site) just below your brand name. Literally anything 

that people see, from your mailings to your building, is an avenue for 

your marketing message.

 ✓ Seek out new media that offer prime exposure at a very low cost. 

New media — whether they’re new social networking sites or blogs, or 

more traditional outlets that are just emerging on the scene — are a 

bargain until they mature, so take advantage of the low cost of advertising 

with ’em. Additionally, newly launched magazines (especially business-

oriented titles and regional or city-oriented monthlies and weeklies) 

usually offer bargain rates on advertising for the first year or two of their 

existence.

 ✓ Promote your Web site constantly. Billions of Web sites exist, so don’t 

think the various Internet search engines will do the job of driving cus-

tomers to your Web door. Instead, bid on key terms and spend a little 

money every month to drive searches your way. (See Chapter 10 for the 

inside scoop on Web marketing tactics.)

 ✓ Maximize your Web exposure with multiple narrowly focused Web 

sites, blogs, and ads. Many marketers think they need just one big, 

well-done Web site. Sure, such a site is the hub of your Web marketing 

wheel, but don’t stop there. Create informational blogs and Web pages. 

Dedicate a Web site to one particular product. Join Web communities 

with high traffic (such as eBay and craigslist) and set up listings, stores, 

or auctions according to their rules. The Web is an inexpensive place to 

communicate, so it’s a natural avenue for increasing your frequency of 

exposures.

 ✓ Revisit print advertising with an eye for bargains. Newspapers are 

desperate for advertising these days because a lot of their business 

has migrated to the Web. See whether you can cut a deal for a high-

frequency ad campaign. Also, look at free industry-based or local con-

sumer magazines and weekly publications. These outlets often have lower 

ad rates and can help you achieve high frequency for a modest budget.

 ✓ Consider postcards for customer mailings. Most postcards (except for 

the oversized ones) receive a lower postage rate and are quick and easy 

for the recipient to digest. Instead of mailing infrequent, expensive let-

ters or catalogs, send creative, eye-catching postcards to your list every 

week and see what happens.
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 To keep your frequent marketing communications high in quality, avoid offer-

ing deals every time you communicate. When you mail coupons or advertise a 

special discount, you add the lost profit from the discounts to your costs of 

communicating. Make your core communications be about the brand, not the 

price. Build awareness. Remind people of the one, two, or three things that 

make you special; then remind them that you’re here and ready to do business. 

Coupons, special offers, blow-out sales, and other aggressive price-oriented 

messages should not be the main focus of your marketing communications. (I’m 

warning you because I see this mistake made all too often.) If you need to stim-

ulate an immediate response, promote a special event that isn’t about price 

cuts or discounts.

Being clear
Clarity is the first job of the marketer. Successful marketing communications 

have a clear, solitary marketing message: what’s great about your brand or 

product. Sure, many people remember the highly attention-getting ads, but 

the more routine marketing communications do most of the heavy lifting in 

your average marketing program. And what makes these heavy lifters suc-

cessful? Clarity.

To create your single, clear message that focuses on your brand or product’s 

best attribute, follow these steps:

 1. Position the product in your customers’ minds.

  You need the right positioning strategy as a foundation — along with 

products that follow through on the promises you make. A positioning 
strategy is a statement of how you want customers to think and feel 

about your brand, product, or service. It describes how you’re posi-

tioned in their minds and hearts. You can describe your positioning with 

attributes and adjectives (such as fast, helpful, reliable, or sexy). You 

can also describe your positioning with comparisons to competitors 

(faster than a BMW) or metaphorical comparisons (faster than a speeding 
bullet). See Chapter 2 for details if you don’t already have a clear posi-

tioning strategy taped to the wall above your desk.

 2. Craft a basic appeal (motivational message) that gets that positioning 

across.

  You need to figure out what you can say that clearly conveys the gist 

of your positioning strategy. Take the basic statement of how you want 

people to think of your product and convert it into a message that may 

actually convince them. For example, if you want to introduce a new, 

healthier kind of pizza made solely with organic and low-fat ingredients, 

your positioning statement may be: “healthier pizza that doesn’t sacri-

fice taste.” Okay, now craft the basic appeal that may convince others to 
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see the pizza that way. Here’s a possibility with appeal: “Instead of fighting 

to keep your kids from eating the unhealthy junk-food pizzas they love, 

why not give them healthy pizzas that are actually better tasting too?”

 3. Find a creative idea — something that packages your appeal in a mes-

sage so compelling that people get it immediately.

  The message should persuade people of your point or convince them to 

give your product or service a shot. Try to find a clear, simple way to state 

your message that’s also creative enough to make it memorable. For exam-

ple, suppose you’re marketing pizza whose basic positioning is “organic 

and low-fat, so it’s healthy and it also tastes good.” A basic appeal you want 

to use to convince people of that positioning strategy is to tell parents, 

“Instead of fighting to keep your kids from eating the unhealthy junk-food 

pizzas they love, why not give them healthy pizzas that are actually better 

tasting too?” Now, what creative idea can you come up with to turn this 

appeal into a compelling communication? Here are some options:

 • Mother goes to pick-up window to get prescription for child and 

is shocked when the pharmacist reads the doctor’s note and then 

pulls a fresh-baked pizza out of a big oven, boxes it, hands it across 

the window, and says, “Give him as many pieces as he wants, day 

or night.”

 • Kids stare longingly through the glass-fronted case of a candy 

store, in such a crowd that it’s hard to even see what has drawn 

their attention. It turns out to be the newest flavor of the low-fat, 

organic pizza.

 • A journalist is interviewing swimmers on a remote tropical island 

where the average age is higher than anywhere else in the world. 

In response to the question, “What’s the secret to your amazing 

health and longevity?” a tanned and fit grandmother says, “We 

don’t do anything special. We just order out for pizza every night.” 

She then dives off a cliff into a pool of tropical water. The pizza, 

of course, is from a little old mud hut with the logo of your brand 

over its door and a crowd of village children outside a window, 

hands out, happily receiving slices of the magical pizza.

 4. Develop, edit, and simplify your creative idea until it’s clear and fits 

the medium you want to communicate it in.

  Note that your choice of medium is partially determined by your mes-

sage — and by the creative idea you select to get it across. To tell a 

story, you may choose television advertising if your budget is large. A 

streaming video version for your Web site or a radio ad version of the 

story will cut your costs compared to TV advertising (see Chapter 9). 

If you prefer the really low-cost option, you can have a cartoonist do a 

series of drawings in comic-strip format and place them on your Web 

site or turn them into a print ad or flier.
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 What if you can’t come up with a really clever, creative idea that gets the point 

across clearly and simply? Then don’t force it. Don’t focus so much on creativ-

ity that you fail to make your point clearly. If you have to make a choice 

between creativity and clarity, opt for clarity. Simply communicate the basic 

message in clear language. Repeat a clear message often enough (see the pre-

ceding section, “Achieving high frequency without sacrificing quality,” for 

more info), and people will remember it even if you haven’t entertained or 

wowed them with your creativity.

For example, a Web-based distributor of office supplies wanted to tell office 

managers that its warehouses were located all across the country and that 

it delivered on a next-day basis even though it didn’t have traditional retail 

stores to make its presence visible. The distributor eventually settled on a 

simple but clear message — “We’re always here when you need us” — and 

used it in all of its communications, from catalogs and packaging to the Web.

Being consistent
After you craft your marketing message and come up with one or more ways 

to communicate it clearly, be consistent! If you repeat a clear, well-focused 

message, people will eventually get it. Make sure you ask yourself how con-

sistent your marketing communications are.

 To check your consistency, gather a diverse sample of your own marketing 

communications (mailings, Web site printouts, photos of signs, print ads, and 

so forth). Lay them out on a conference table or post them around a room. 

Enlist one or more helpers, preferably people who have keen eyes for detail 

and are good at editing. Examine your samples for variations and inconsisten-

cies. Look closely at how you describe the product and its benefits, as well as 

the verbal and visual style of each communication. If some are informal and 

others are formal, that counts as an inconsistency. If print ads use bold black 

Rockwell Extra Bold (a type style) for their headlines and your Web site uses 

blue Helvetica, note this inconsistency too. Also look closely at how the brand 

name and contact information are presented. They should always appear in 

exactly the same form and style.

 Even if an individual ad, Web page, mailing, sign, or other communication is 

clear and well designed, it won’t work well unless it’s consistent with your 

other communications. Nobody remembers what you say in marketing unless 

you repeat yourself frequently, clearly, and consistently. Work on making your 

presentation more consistent, and you’ll be amazed at how much better your 

results become.
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Adding stopping power to 
catch the customer’s eye
Stopping power is the ability of an advertisement or other marketing com-

munication to stop people in their tracks, or to make them sit up and take 

notice. Communications with stopping power generate “What did you say?” 

or “Did you see that?” responses.

 You can be sure that thousands of other marketing messages beside your own 

bombard your customer. This high level of noise in the marketing environment 

means that most efforts go unnoticed by most of the people they target. That’s 

why adding a little stopping power to your marketing communications is helpful.

Your stopping power can come from a really clever, attention-getting, creative 

concept, such as a great visual or a play-on-words type of headline. Some 

other realistic and easily achievable ways of getting stopping power on a 

daily basis include the following:

 ✓ Presenting your brand name and logo clearly and boldly whenever and 

wherever it appears

 ✓ Using strong, large type in ad headlines, brochure and catalog titles, 

and blog and Web page banners, and surrounding that type with enough 

white space to make sure it pops out of the surrounding page or screen

 ✓ Placing ads and other forms of marketing communications where they 

aren’t surrounded by similar messages from competitors, even if that 

means pioneering the use of new media for your marketing and advertising

 You can achieve stopping power by using other methods as well, but these 

methods have their downsides:

 ✓ Humor: Most jokes fall flat, so building your entire marketing program 

around the idea of trying to be funny isn’t realistic. (Even comedians 

can’t be funny all the time!) However, if you think you have a really great 

joke that works perfectly for your marketing communications, give it a 

try by testing it on at least a dozen customers. If they also love it, then it 

may be worth a shot.

 ✓ Celebrity endorsements: Big-budget marketers use celebrity endorse-

ments to gain stopping power (if you had Angelina Jolie promoting your 

new line of children’s clothes, you can bet everyone would watch and 

remember your ads). But celebrity endorsements are expensive, and 

most marketers don’t find them practical. (A fun, no-cost way to tap into 

the appeal of a celebrity is to run a tongue-in-cheek ad featuring a long-

dead public figure such as a former president, but see my caution about 

humor in the preceding bullet.)
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The following sections give you some do’s and don’ts to follow when creating 

your ads to achieve greater stopping power without overdoing it.

Giving an ad greater stopping power
 Incorporating stopping power in your ads doesn’t have to be difficult. You can 

give your ads for magazines, the Web, TV, or radio (as well as catalogs and 

Web sites) stopping power by

 ✓ Being dramatic: Tell an interesting story, create suspense, or draw the 

audience into an event in the life of an interesting character. The prin-

ciples of good storytelling work well. After all, who doesn’t love a good 

story?

 ✓ Creating an emotional response: Often people relate to an ad or other 

message on the emotional level first; their emotional response then 

draws them into the ad, encouraging them to take the time to digest its 

information. (This principle holds true even if you’re making a rational 

appeal; see the later “Communicating to the Entire Brain” section for 

more on the concept of rational appeal). So give your ads emotional 

impact, like by showing a beautiful picture of a tropical beach with foot-

prints leading down it or by using a cute, charming child as a spokesperson.

 ✓ Stimulating curiosity: Your ad should make the audience want to know 

more. This desire gets viewers to stop and study the ad and follow up 

with further information searches afterward. One of the secrets to stimu-

lating curiosity is not flooding each communication with information. 

Be brief. Use the least amount of info necessary to be persuasive; you’ll 

leave viewers curious and looking for more.

 ✓ Surprising the audience: A startling headline, an unexpected visual 

image, an unusual opening gambit in a sales presentation, or a weird dis-

play window in a store — all have the power to stop people by surpris-

ing them. So, for example, a headline that says “We go out of business 

every day” has more stopping power than a headline that says “We have 

everyday low prices,” even though both headlines communicate the 

same marketing message.

 ✓ Communicating expected information in a detcepxenu way: (Here’s 

a hint: Try reading that mystery word backward.) A creative twist or a 

fresh way of saying or looking at something makes the expected unex-

pected. Yes, you have to get the obvious information in: what the brand 

is, who it benefits, and how. But you don’t have to do so in an obvious 

way. If you do, your communication won’t reach out and grab attention, 

causing your audience to ignore it.

Crafting an ad that has drama, surprises people, or says the expected in an 

unexpected way takes creativity. When you need to get those creative juices 

flowing, flip to Chapter 5.
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(Not) using sex appeal to attract attention
Advertising research reveals another secret of stopping power: sex. The word 

itself definitely catches the eye. So does showing someone who people think 

is sexy. Consequently, marketers often assume they just need to give their 

ads sex appeal to give them stopping power.

 Here’s the hitch with that plan. The same research that shows sex-based ads 

have stopping power also shows that these same ads don’t prove very effec-

tive by other measures. Brand recall — viewers’ ability to remember what 

product the ad advertised — is usually lower for sex-oriented ads than for 

other ads. So although these ads do have stopping power, they don’t seem to 

have any other benefits. They fail to turn that high initial attention into aware-

ness or interest, and they don’t change attitudes about the product. In short, 

they sacrifice clear communication for raw stopping power.

The only exception to the rule that sexy ads are bad communicators is when 

sexiness is relevant to the product. If you’re marketing a lingerie store, run-

ning some print ads of scantily clad, attractive female models in the Sunday 

newspaper makes sense. Those same lingerie-clad models could conceivably 

also belong in an ad run in the same newspaper by a local auto dealer who 

wants to sell bright-red convertible sports cars, because the brand personal-

ity of this product can include sexiness. However, I suggest you leave sexy 

models out of ads for hardware stores, lawn care, or office supplies.

Being as persuasive as possible
If you don’t like being harangued, then you should assume your customers 

don’t either. So you have a problem: You need to make your communications 

persuasive, but you also need to admit that most people don’t like being per-

suaded. The solution? The very soft sell, in which you let people persuade 

themselves by giving them the information they need to make their own pur-

chase decision — in your favor, of course!

 Here are my favorite ways of making marketing communications persuasive 

without bugging people:

 ✓ Avoid sales clichés. Never say, “Have we got a deal for you!” or tell 

people they “won’t believe their eyes!” Sounding like a charlatan or an 

old-fashioned, fast-talking, door-to-door salesman is all too easy. Take a 

thick black pen to your marketing communications and cross out every 

sales cliché you can find. (I maintain a posting of sales clichés to avoid 

at www.insightsformarketing.com.)
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 ✓ Steer clear of so-called “power words” from the books and seminars 

on how to be a super salesperson. Power words are terms the so-called 

experts tell marketers to use (they also date back to the 1950s — talk 

about being out of style). Some examples include incredible, guaranteed, 
amazing, unlimited, immediately, proven, limited time, and exclusive. 
Such power words are so incredibly overused that I positively guarantee 

you’ll receive amazingly poor results and be incredibly disappointed by 

them immediately.

 ✓ Show the evidence through clear, simple language and illustrations. 

The way to be persuasive is to show that your product is a success 

rather than tell people that it is. Share the statistics that show how good 

it is. Provide a sample of what it can do. Quote a happy customer’s tes-

timonial. Show and tell, with an emphasis on the “show” part, and your 

communications will be naturally persuasive. Just be sure to focus on 

the facts, not your opinions.

 ✓ Make your brand’s personality appealing. Give your brand a face that 

others will get to know, trust, and like. A sale always has an emotional 

component, and the best way to make people emotionally comfortable 

with their purchase is to build up a likeable, trusted brand personality 

through consistent presentation of that personality in all of your mar-

keting communications. Do so by first making a list of the things that 

contribute to your brand’s unique and appealing personality. Then pick 

colors, type styles, words and phrases, photographs, and/or music that 

reinforce that personality. Delete anything that clashes with the per-

sonality profile you’ve chosen for your brand. (Check out the Big Five 

personality traits in Chapter 14 for specifics on how to define a brand’s 

personality.)

 If you do everything right, your communications will be naturally persuasive. 

Clear, concise, well-written copy is naturally compelling. Accurate, informative 

messages are persuasive. Professional, clean graphics and designs are con-

vincing. If you look, sound, and read like a top brand or a leading professional 

in your field, people will assume you are. You don’t have to tell them that you 

are (nor should you). Let the professionalism of your presentation show how 

good you are. I consider this strategy as the quiet dignity strategy of commu-

nicating. Some marketers are parading down the sidewalk in sandwich-board 

signs handing out cheap fliers and shouting their pitch to anyone who’ll listen. 

But the ones who wear neatly pressed business suits and make their presenta-

tions in conference rooms on the third floor of the office building above that 

sidewalk are the ones who go home with the most business. Be a pro, and 

people will find you naturally persuasive.
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Checking the accuracy of 
your communications
Verifying that your communications are accurate may seem like a boring 

step, but I urge you not to neglect it. Marketing communications are full of 

errors, some of them obvious to the viewer or listener, others less obvious 

but equally damaging. Typos, incorrect prices and dates, misspelled Web 

addresses and phone numbers, inaccurate specifications, and other factual 

errors plague marketing communications and cost billions of dollars a year 

for businesses that have to live with lost customers, angry customers, con-

fused customers, and customers who can rightly claim that they were offered 

an absurdly low price due to an error in the production of a coupon.

 To reduce errors, always check and double-check your work. In fact, check 

everyone’s work! Be the irritating marketing manager with the red pencil who 

insists on reviewing everything before it goes out. Accurate communications 

are one of the essential priorities any marketer needs to pursue. For more 

information on editing your work, check out the “Tightening Your Writing” sec-

tion later in this chapter.

Communicating to the Entire Brain
When creating your marketing communications, you need to think about 

how your customers and prospective customers will respond to your ads. To 

do so, you need a basic understanding of the human brain. Essentially, the 

human brain has three parts (shown in Figure 6-1):

 ✓ Left hemisphere: This is the logical, analytical side of your mind.

 ✓ Right hemisphere: This is the creative, intuitive side of your mind.

 ✓ Basal brain: This is the equivalent of a storeroom for your feelings.

 All human beings are mixtures of thoughts and feelings. Those thoughts derive 

from the left and right hemispheres of the brain, whereas those feelings come 

from the basal brain. In order to communicate fully and richly with your cus-

tomers and prospective customers, you need to make people think, but you 

also need to balance all that thinking with some feeling. Not all marketing com-

munications touch all parts of the brain, but the really great ones that have 

memorable impact certainly do.
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Figure 6-1: 
The three 

parts of 
the human 

brain.
 

Right hemisphere:
Creativity,
playfulness

Basal brain:
Emotions,
senses, faces,
feelings

Left hemisphere:
Information,

analysis

Of course, you still need to select a part of the brain through which you want 

your message to enter. Any one of the brain’s three parts can be your front 

door into a person’s mind. You just need to decide which one promises the 

most effectiveness based on your target audience (see Chapter 4 for help 

determining your target audience).

For example, if you’re selling industrial equipment to a very analytical, 

thoughtful buyer, you want to enter the left hemisphere of his brain by show-

casing a large bar chart, an impressive performance statistic, or some other 

piece of factual information about your product. If you want to sell Caribbean 

vacations to families, you want to enter on the other side — the right hemi-

sphere. Your appeal is probably dominated by a photograph of a happy 

family playing on a beach, or by some other image designed to trigger a reac-

tion from the brain’s playful right hemisphere.

Here’s an example of what the whole package can look like. The imaginary 

marketer has chosen an entry point (the basal brain) and crafted his message 

so that it touches all three parts of the brain.

Imagine a short streaming video clip of a piece of chocolate cake sitting 

by itself on a plate in the middle of a corporate Web site’s home page. 

Perhaps a stopwatch or timer is ticking down next to it. At zero, a puppy 

leaps into the frame and devours the cake in two huge, messy bites. Then 

a voice-over and scrolling text tell you, “Don’t let the opportunity get 

away. Only three more days until the end of our Spring Sale.”

This Web ad engages the basal brain first (you salivate over the cake), takes 

a quick trip to the humor center in the right brain, and finally hits home with 

an informative message that the left brain can digest and remember.
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 Don’t discount the basal brain as an entry point. It’s one of the best ways to 

draw attention to your communication and gain entry into the busy inner 

world of your prospect’s brain.

Exploring Four Strategies for Boosting 
Your Communications’ Appeal

What else can you do to make your marketing communications more effec-

tive? Here are four good strategies, each of which takes a different approach to 

informing prospective customers and can be used to craft an effective market-

ing communication such as an ad, brochure, mailing, or e-mail offer. The trick 

to using these strategies is to pick just one of them and then stick to it so that 

your communication has a sharp focus and does one thing well. Good appeals 

often rely on one of these strategies, so if you’re stuck, give one of ’em a try:

 ✓ Image strategy: An image strategy shows people your product and its 

personality. It presents a good image of your brand, product, service, or 

business. For example, a day spa may develop a sophisticated logo and 

color scheme and work sophistication into everything, from its print ads 

and Web site to its decor, towels, bathrobes, and bottled water. To use 

this strategy, ask yourself these questions: What’s our image? How can 

we communicate that image in an appealing way through all points of 

contact with our customers and prospects?

 ✓ Information strategy: An information strategy communicates facts that 

make you appealing. For example, a truck rental company may want to let 

prospects know how many of what kind of trucks it has available, in what 

condition it keeps those trucks, and how reasonable it makes its terms of 

rental. The facts should make the sale. And if you know you’re particularly 

strong in a certain area, then communicate the facts of your brilliance 

instead of wasting effort on more ordinary information. To use this strat-

egy, ask yourself these questions: What three facts are most impressive 

and compelling in trying to make a sale? How can we present and support 

these three facts effectively in our marketing communications?

 ✓ Motivational strategy: A motivational strategy builds a compelling argu-

ment or feeling that should lead prospects to take action and make a 

purchase. For example, a life insurance company may tell some stories 

about people who had insurance and others who didn’t, and what hap-

pened to their loved ones after they died. Prospects often experience 

strong emotional responses to such stories, so this approach should 

lead to new sales. To use this strategy, ask yourself these questions: 

What motivates our customers to purchase? What stories or facts can 

we use to tap into this motivation?
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 ✓ Demonstration strategy: A demonstration strategy leverages the fun-

damental appeal of the product itself by simply making that product 

available to prospects. For many people, seeing is believing. If you don’t 

already have a demonstration of at least one product up and running 

on your Web site, put one there today (or as soon as you can create a 

reasonably good-quality digital video of the demonstration). To use this 

strategy, ask yourself these questions: What forms of demonstration are 

most effective for our product? Where and how can we stage such dem-

onstrations so as to reach the maximum number of prospects?

Pull Power: Building Customer Traffic
Pull power is the ability of a marketing communication to draw people to a 

place or event. Smaller or local marketers usually concern themselves with pull 

power more than brand equity (building the value of your brand) or position-

ing. After all, somebody has to actually sell a product at the ground level — in 

the local market and customer by customer. At this level, you really need to 

draw in those customers, which makes pull power important.

Pull power is often the primary goal of local advertising. (By local advertis-
ing, I mean advertising focused on a specific city or county — which includes 

almost half of all advertising in the United States.) Marketers use publicity, 

personal selling, direct mail, price-based promotions, and point-of-purchase 

spending to try to exercise effective pull power. Not only that, marketers use 

more than half of all the money spent on all forms of marketing communica-

tions to pull consumers in.

 The trick to effective pull power is to include at least one call to action in every 

marketing communication. Having three calls to action is even better so long 

as each of the three is a little different to suit different needs and tastes. For 

example, a free-standing insert in the local newspaper’s weekend edition can 

promote a garden center’s master class on bonsai trees, which is a pull appeal 

based on a special event. But it can also include other calls to action, such as 

a reminder to purchase spring perennials before the end of June in order to 

receive a free bag of organic fertilizer and, of course, a basic reminder of the 

store’s hours, location, phone number, and Web address. With multiple, varied 

calls to action, this ad can generate increased store traffic and Web site visits.

 For maximum pull power, give people a strong reason to act. Tell consumers 

your location and that you have what they need. Ask them to come by, call, 

return a coupon, or visit your Web site. And keep inviting them, sometimes in 

new and creative ways, so they never forget you. Also, make it easy for con-

sumers to take action. Give them convenient hours, multiple locations, and 

the choice of buying however they prefer (in person, by phone, by e-mail, and 

so on). The more ways you offer for people to contact you and shop, the more 

traffic you can expect.
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Tightening Your Writing
Marketing communications work mostly with words and pictures, and of the 

two, words are the most common. Although the right photograph or video 

clip can be powerful, even the most appealing image can be sabotaged by 

poor writing. A sure way to improve the impact of your marketing communi-

cations is to edit them carefully.

 How do you achieve great writing in your marketing communications? The 

answer’s simple: Keep the writing direct and, well, simple. And make sure it 

reaches out and grabs the reader by relating directly to his concerns, experi-

ences, and questions.

Great writing is, first and foremost, clear, but typical marketing writing isn’t 

all that great. Much of it

 ✓ Fails to come to the point

 ✓ Uses passive sentences (where you can’t tell who does what to whom)

 ✓ Employs sophisticated vocabulary without sufficient cause — meaning it 

uses big words needlessly

 ✓ Uses difficult verb tenses as opposed to the present tense (writing would 
have to communicate rather than writing communicates, for example)

 ✓ Bores or confuses its readers

If you tighten up your writing by putting everything in clear, simple, direct, 

present-tense sentences and by cutting anything extra, you can edit your way 

to success!

 If you can find a novel way to make your point, do. Remember that you need 

originality and surprise if you want your writing to have stopping power (see 

the earlier “Adding stopping power to catch the customer’s eye” section for 

more on this communications priority). But above all else, make sure you 

write simply and clearly. When the customer relations manager at my firm, 

Insights for Training, decided to send our customers an announcement about 

new features on our Web site, we worked together on that e-mail for two 

weeks before sending it. At first, the e-mail was a full page long, with a lot of 

exciting (to us) information and graphics. But who reads a full-page e-mail? In 

the end, we boiled it down to two sentences that said, very simply, what the 

change was and why we thought they’d want to know. Clear and simple — and 

much more likely for potential consumers to actually read, understand, and 

act on.
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 You can only get to the essence of a communication by writing — and then 

rewriting and rewriting. Keep reworking, keep rethinking, keep boiling your 

words down until you have something that penetrates to your point with star-

tling clarity. And then, after you make your point, shut up!

Creating Great Visuals
Pictures can truly be worth a thousand words. Imagine the following: A kid 

is playing tennis against a backboard when a dog runs up and steals the ball. 

The ball, bright yellow and fuzzy, overflows the dog’s mouth as the camera 

zooms in to show the ball and mouth, filling the TV screen.

This visual image is simple, but it communicates a lot. Like how much fun 

kids, and dogs, have when playing with tennis balls. The image also offers 

drama. How does the kid feel when the dog takes his ball? How does the dog 

feel when he gets the ball? Most of all, the image reminds viewers that tennis 

is good fun for everyone, regardless of skill level, age, or even species!

 The visual image I’m describing is at the heart of a U.S. Tennis Association 

television spot that promoted tennis. This spot illustrated the power of a good 

visual image or sequence of images to capture attention, tell an interesting 

story, and communicate a point. No words necessary. The spot also illustrated 

a key to successful visuals — a focus on one strong, relevant image. In this 

case, that image is the tennis ball, proudly framed in the dog’s jaws. In your 

case, well, the image can be anything as long as it’s (a) visually compelling, (b) 

easily recognizable, and (c) relevant to your appeal.

The next sections show you the best way to add punch to your visual market-

ing communications and explain how to keep your designs from looking ama-

teurish and unprofessional.

Embracing hierarchy in design
A good rule of thumb when designing anything visual — be it a brochure, 

Web page, logo, ad, sign, package design, label, and so on — is to know what 

you want people to see first, second, and third.

 People see the visually dominant aspect of an image first. Therefore, this 

aspect needs appeal, to stop prospective customers in their tracks and draw 

them closer so they look at the second and third aspects of the ad. The second 

aspect they see should explain the basic appeal in a simple, clear way. And 

third, they should get some consistent, supporting evidence or feelings to back 

up what numbers one and two tell them. Now, with this hierarchy in mind, one 

image needs to be visually dominant. Not two images or ten images — one 

image. Always have a focal point or entry point for the eye.
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What’s the number one image or design element in your existing ads, bro-

chures, or other visual communications? Does it clearly dominate, or do 

many elements compete for the top spot? Is the dominant visual element 

appealing and attractive enough to deserve this top spot? And does it clearly 

show how your product benefits the customer? In most cases, existing mar-

keting communications fail this hierarchy test and need to be redesigned.

 Here’s a simple and powerful suggestion: Make a visual image of your product 

the most visible feature of your design. If you have a physical product, get a 

really, really great photo of it and place that in a dominant position in your ad, 

brochure, Web page, or other marketing device. If you provide an intangible 

service or process, give your service a visual identity by creating a really, 

really nice diagram, flowchart, picture of someone using or doing it, or a strik-

ing picture of something that can represent it (a rose can represent a dating 

service, for example). Now place that image as the biggest, most noticeable 

feature of your communication. (See Chapter 7 for details on laying out print 

ads and brochures.)

Relying on experience to avoid 
homemade design disaster

 Unless you’re an artist, you really need to work with one to create effective 

visual imagery. Most of the homemade designing I see coming off of people’s 

desktop computers stinks. Sometimes these efforts waste the paper they’re 

printed on, insult the customer, and embarrass the profession of marketing. 

Don’t let your designs be among them!

Still, you may find yourself having to take on some of the design tasks in your 

marketing department or business. A catalog sheet, brochure, store window 

display, or other visual design may have to be done right now, without the 

budget for a creative agency or graphic designer. If you have a Macintosh 

or PC running Adobe Photoshop software and Adobe Illustrator, along with a 

small budget for downloading images from stock photography vendors (see 

the nearby sidebar), you can play designer pretty effectively.

 My assistant, Stephanie, and I become the designers often when a project 

is too small to justify bringing in the pros. (However, we both happen to be 

trained in graphic design, and I have a shadow career as an artist and pho-

tographer, so we may bring more skills to desktop design than the average 

marketer.) My point is that the basic equipment is available to almost any 

marketer, and some of your coworkers may also have the visual training or 

sensibility to do good design work on their own. If so, why pay someone else?
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Doing design work yourself is now technically easy, but if you don’t know 

much about design, you can get into trouble really quickly with the new 

technologies. You can find more information about designing-it-yourself in 

Desktop Publishing and Design For Dummies, by Roger C. Parker (Wiley). I also 

go into more detail about design (and provide ad and brochure templates) in 

my book Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition (Wiley), and on the site that 

supports these books, www.insightsformarketing.com.

A world of stock photos at your fingertips
Great photography has never been so available 
and affordable to marketers as it is now. The 
Web and digital imagery have combined to put 
millions of images at your fingertips, most of 
them priced in the $50 to $250 range, depend-
ing on how you use them. Take a look around 
sites like www.fotosearch.com, www.
photodisc.com, www.photolibrary.
com, www.corbis.com, www.jupiter
images.com, and www.istockphoto.

com, all of which support keyword searches 
and can supply images in digital format for your 
use. If you’d rather not browse the Web for 
images, I include a starter set of high-resolution 
photographs on the CD that accompanies my 
book Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition, so 
you may want to purchase it and take advan-
tage of those images. In short, you have no 
excuse for not using great photography in your 
marketing.



Part III
Advertising for 
Fun and Profit



In this part . . .

Many people quote Jerry Della Femina, the well-

known advertising executive, as saying that 

“advertising is the most fun you can have with your 

clothes on.” I’m not going to ask you to take your clothes 

off for this part of the book, but I am going to ask you to 

have some serious fun. Advertising needs to be creative 

and have that special spark to really work well.

In Part III, I outline the essentials of effective, eye-catching, 

attitude-altering communications that can build your 

brand or reputation, attract great leads, or actually make 

a sale. The essence of great advertising communications 

remains the same across all the dozens of possible media — 

from the lowly business card or the simple brochure to the 

sophisticated print ad, local television spot ad, or Web 

page. This part can help you pump up your marketing 

communications and put advertising to better effect in 

your business.



Chapter 7

Perfecting Your Printed Materials
In This Chapter
▶ Crafting great print pieces with good font selection and flow

▶ Creating brochures with focused impact

▶ Designing and testing effective print ads

Marketers traditionally budget more for print advertising than for any 

other type of advertising, with the exception being the major national 

or multinational brands that market largely on television. For most local and 

regional advertising, print traditionally provided the most flexible and effec-

tive all-around advertising medium. Although print is shrinking due to the 

competition of Web-based advertising and promotions, it’s still a major part 

of your marketing program and needs to be done right.

This chapter helps you integrate printed material, which isn’t limited strictly 

to print advertising, into your business’s marketing plan. Even if you’re a 

small mom-and-pop business, you can make an impact on customers (both 

current and potential) with professional-looking printed materials that rein-

force your brand image and overall marketing message.

 When designing anything in print, your purpose is to stimulate a sale. Think 

ahead to that goal. If your product sells in stores, create signs, packaging, 

displays, or coupons that echo the ad’s theme and remind the buyer of that 

theme. If the sale occurs on a Web site, make sure the ad sends prospects to a 

landing page where the offer from the ad is highlighted and it’s obvious what 

to do next. If you make the sale in person, supply the salespeople or distribu-

tors with catalogs, order forms, PowerPoint presentations, or brochures (see 

the “Producing Quality, Effective Brochures” section later in this chapter) that 

are consistent with your design to remind them of the ad that began the sales 

process. Roll the ad’s design forward to the point of purchase and beyond if 

you plan follow-up mailings, a mail-in warranty card, or other post-purchase 

contacts.
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Designing Printed Marketing Materials
Many marketers start with their printed marketing materials (think ads, bro-

chures, product literature as PDFs, and so on) and then work outward from 

there to incorporate the appeal and design concepts from their printed mate-

rials into other forms of marketing. Brochures, tear sheets (one-page, catalog-

style descriptions of products), posters for outdoor advertising, direct-mail 

letters, catalogs, and even blogs and Web pages all share the basic elements 

of good print advertising: good copy and visuals mixed with eye-catching 

headlines. They also all require a common look and feel that unites the sepa-

rate pieces. Therefore, all good marketers need mastery of print advertis-

ing as a vital part of their knowledge base. The following sections cover the 

essentials of what you should know.

Including the eight necessary parts
Before you can create great printed marketing materials, you must dissect 

an ad, brochure, tear sheet, or similar piece to identify its parts. Fortunately, 

you won’t find anything gross or disgusting inside most printed marketing 

materials. Just parts. And each part has a special name, as you can see from 

this list:

 ✓ Headline: The large-print words that first attract the eye, usually at the 

top of the page.

 ✓ Subhead: The optional addition to the headline to provide more detail, 

also in large (but not quite as large) print.

 ✓ Copy or body copy: The main text, set in a readable size, like what print-

ers use in the main text of a book or magazine.

 ✓ Visual: An illustration that makes a visual statement. This image may 

be the main focus of the ad or other printed material (especially when 

you’ve designed an ad to show readers your product), or it may be sec-

ondary to the copy.

 ✓ Caption: Copy attached to the visual to explain or discuss that visual. 

You usually place a caption beneath the visual, but you can put it on any 

side or even within or on the visual.

 ✓ Trademark: A unique design that represents the brand or company (like 

Nike’s swoosh). You should always register trademarks; see Chapter 14 

for more info.

 ✓ Signature: The company’s trademarked version of its name. Often adver-

tisers use a logo design that features a brand name in a distinctive font 

and style. The signature is a written equivalent to the trademark’s visual 

identity.
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 ✓ Slogan: An optional element consisting of a (ideally) short phrase evok-

ing the spirit or personality of the brand. Timberland used a series of 

print ads in which the slogan “Boots, shoes, clothing, wind, water, earth 

and sky” appeared in the bottom-left corner, just beneath the company’s 

distinctive signature and logo — which marketers displayed on a photo 

of a rectangular patch of leather, like patches that appear on one of their 

products.

Figure 7-1 shows most of these elements in a rough design for a print ad (a 

brochure’s layout is a bit more complicated and is covered later in this chapter). 

I use generic terms in place of actual parts of an ad (headline for the head-

line, for example) so you can more easily see all the elements in action. This 

fairly simple palette for a print ad design allows you endless variation and 

creativity. You can say or show anything, and you can do so in many differ-

ent ways. (And even if you aren’t buying space to run the ad in a magazine or 

newspaper, you can use this layout for a one-page marketing sheet to include 

in folders or as handouts at trade shows.)

 

Figure 7-1: 
A sample 

print ad 
featuring 

most of the 
eight 

elements.
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Putting the parts together: 
Design and layout
Design refers to the look, feel, and style of your ad or other printed marketing 

materials. Design is an aesthetic concept and, thus, hard to put into precise 

terms. But design is vitally important: It has to take the basic appeal of your 

product and make that appeal work visually on paper (see Chapter 6 for 

details on how to develop appeal). Specifically, the design must overcome 

the marketer’s constant problem: Nobody cares about advertising. So your 

design must somehow reach out to readers, grab their attention, and hold 

it long enough to communicate the appeal of the product you’re advertising 

and attach that appeal to your brand name in readers’ memories.

A memorable photograph is often the easiest way to grab the reader. If you 

don’t have a better idea, try using a photo of an interesting face or of a child, 

as long as you can make the image relevant in some way to your product. 

Beautiful nature scenes are also good eye-catchers. (I’ve included a selec-

tion of photos on the CD in this book’s companion volume, Marketing Kit For 
Dummies, 3rd Edition, published by Wiley.)

 Great advertising has to rise off the page, reach out, and grab you by the 

eyeballs. In the cluttered world of modern print-based marketing, this design 

goal is the only one that really works! So I want you to tape up a bunch of ads 

from the same publication(s) yours will go in (or use samples of competitor 

brochures, catalog sheets, or whatever it is you’ll be designing in print). Put 

a draft of your design up along with these benchmarks and then step back — 

way back. Now, does your design grab the eye more than all the others? If not . . . 

back to the drawing board!

 One good way to make your design stand out from the rest is to edit it down 

so you can have fewer words that are set in larger type. Less is often more 

when it comes to good print marketing design and writing.

Going with a professional designer
If you don’t have the talent or desire to design ads and other printed materi-

als, know that it’s okay to delegate this work to skilled designers. This section 

walks you through the process of working with a designer.

First, a designer crafts several thumbnails, rough sketches used to describe 

layout concepts. Traditionally thumbnails were created as small, quick 

sketches in pen or pencil, but nowadays designers are using computer pro-

grams such as Adobe InDesign to create more impressive-looking thumbnails. 

Younger designers call them mockups rather than thumbnails, but both serve 

the same purpose.
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After you sign off on a thumbnail or mockup you like, the designer traditionally 

develops it into a rough, a full-sized sketch or high-quality computer-generated 

mockup with headlines and subheads set in an appropriate font style (the 

appearance of the printed letters). The rough may have sketches for the illus-

trations, or the designer may pull low-resolution pictures off the Web to give 

you an idea of proposed illustrations. (To finalize the design, you’ll probably 

need to either purchase the right to use a high-resolution image from a stock 

photography provider or hire a photographer or artist to create an image.) 

At this time, the designer also shows you where the body copy will go, but 

she won’t use actual copy unless you already have some drafted that she can 

drop into the rough design.

 Sometimes clients of ad agencies insist on seeing designs in the rough stage, 

to avoid the expense of having those designs developed more fully before 

presentation. I recommend that you ask to see rough versions of your designs, 

even if your agency hesitates to show you its work in unfinished form. After 

the agency realizes that you appreciate the design process and don’t criticize 

the roughs simply because they’re rough, you can give the agency more guid-

ance and help during the design process.

After a rough meets your approval, the designer develops that rough into 

a comp (short for comprehensive layout). A comp should look pretty much 

like a final version of the design, whether it’s created as a full-color proof on a 

computer or whether it’s done by hand. Today most comps are neatly printed 

on color laser printers, unless the designer is remote, in which case you may 

receive a PDF file by e-mail that you’re expected to review from your end.

 If you’re working on a brochure or a special insert for a magazine, ask to see a 

dummy, which is a form of comp that simulates the feel — as well as the look — 

of the final design. By doing a dummy comp, you can assess the feel of the design 

while you’re evaluating its appearance and decide whether you like the paper, 

ink, size, and any other physical elements of the design, such as folds, die cuts, 

or perforations.

Doing the design on your own
Anyone with a basic computer and printer can now set up shop and create 

his or her own fliers, brochures, business cards, and ad layouts. In fact, 

Microsoft Word includes a number of excellent templates that simplify layout 

and allow you to bang out a new brochure or other printed marketing piece 

quickly.

If you want to try your hand at designing your own printed materials and 

are good at thinking visually, invest some time and effort into honing your 

computer-based design techniques. I cover a lot of the basics of brochure 

and ad design in Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition (Wiley); I also pro-

vide templates I designed to make a variety of options fairly easy for you.
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 Designers often experiment with numerous layouts for their print ads or other 

printed materials before selecting one for formal development. Whatever 

approach you take to becoming a do-it-yourself designer, I strongly recom-

mend that you experiment with layouts the way pro designers do. The more 

layouts you look at, the more likely you are to get an out-of-the-box idea that 

has eye-grabbing power.

Finding your font
Deciding on a font (not to be confused with a typeface) is perhaps one of the 

most important choices you make regarding your printed marketing materi-

als. Typeface refers only to the distinctive design of the letters (Times New 

Roman, for example). Font, on the other hand, actually refers to one particu-

lar size and style of a typeface design (such as 10-point, bold, Times New 

Roman). It’s the particular attributes for the characters (letters, numbers, and 

symbols) used in printing your design.

The right font for any job is the one that makes your text easily readable and 

that harmonizes with the overall design most effectively. For a headline, the 

font also needs to grab the reader’s attention. The body copy (see “Including 

the eight necessary parts” earlier in this chapter) doesn’t have to grab atten-

tion in the same way — in fact, if it does, the copy often loses readability. For 

example, a reverse font (light or white on dark) may be just the thing for a 

bold headline, but if you use the reverse font in the body copy too, nobody 

reads your copy. It’s just too hard on the eye to read more than a line or two 

in reverse font. The following sections help you find the font that will make 

your printed marketing materials pop.

Choosing a typeface
Finding the right font for your needs starts with figuring out what sort of 

typeface you want. You have an amazing number of choices, because design-

ers have been developing typefaces for as long as printing presses have 

existed.

A clean, sparse design, with a lot of white space on the page and stark con-

trasts in the artwork, deserves the clean lines of a sans serif typeface — meaning 

one that doesn’t have any decorative serifs (those little bars or flourishes 

at the ends of the main lines in a character). The most popular body-copy 

fonts without serifs are Helvetica, Univers, Optima, and Avant Garde. Figure 7-2 

shows some fonts with and without serifs.
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Figure 7-2: 
Fonts with 

and without 
serifs.

 

Serifs

Serifs

A richly decorative, old-fashioned sort of design needs a more decorative 

and traditional serif typeface, like Century or Times New Roman. The most 

popular body-copy fonts with serifs include Garamond, Melior, Century, 

Times New Roman, and Caledonia. Table 7-1 shows an assortment of typeface 

choices, in which you can compare the clean lines of the sans serif typefaces 

with the more decorative designs of the serif typefaces.

Table 7-1 Popular Typefaces for Ads
Sans Serif Serif

Helvetica Century
Univers Garamond

Optima Melior

Avant Garde Times New Roman

 In tests, Helvetica, Times New Roman, and Century generally top the lists as 

most readable, so start with one of these typefaces for your body copy; only 

change it if it doesn’t seem to work. Research also shows that people read 

lowercase letters about 13 percent faster than uppercase letters, so avoid long 

stretches of copy set in all caps. People also read most easily when letters 

are dark and contrast strongly with their background. Thus, black 12-point 

Helvetica on white is probably the most readable font specification for the 

body copy of a printed marketing piece, even if it seems dull to a sophisticated 

designer.
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Generalizing about the best kind of headline typeface is no easy task, because 

designers play around with headlines to a greater extent than they do with 

body copy. But as a general rule, you can use Helvetica for the headline when 

you use Century for the body, and vice versa. Or you can just use a bolder, 

larger version of the body copy font for your headline. You can also reverse 

a larger, bold version of your type onto a black background for the headline. 

Anything to make the headline grab the reader’s attention, stand out from the 

body copy, and ultimately lead vision and curiosity into the body copy’s text. 

(Remember to keep the headline readable though. Nothing too fancy, please.)

 Sometimes designers combine body copy of a decorative typeface (one with 

serifs, like Times New Roman) with headers of a sans serif typeface (like 

Helvetica). The contrast between the clean lines of the large-sized header and 

the more decorative characters of the smaller body copy pleases the eye and 

tends to draw the reader from header to body copy. This book uses that tech-

nique. Compare the sans serif bold characters of this chapter’s title with the 

more delicate and decorative characters in which the publisher set the text 

for a good example of this design concept in action.

Making size and style choices within the typeface
Any given typeface presents a ton of choices, so selecting your typeface is 

just the beginning. How big should the characters be? Do you want to use the 

standard version of the typeface, a lighter version, a bold (darker) version, or 

an italic (right-leaning) version?

Believe it or not, making your style and size choices is really rather easy. Just 

look at samples of some standard point sizes (12- and 14-point text for the 

body copy, for example, and 24-, 36-, and 48-point for the headlines). Many 

designers make their choices by eye, looking for an easy-to-read size that 

isn’t so large that it causes the words or sentences to break up into too many 

fragments across the page — but not so small that it gives the reader too 

many words per line. Keep readability in mind as the goal. Figure 7-3 shows 

a variety of size and style choices for the Helvetica typeface. As you can see, 

you have access to a wonderful range of options, even within this one popu-

lar design.

Keep in mind that you can change just about any aspect of a typeface. You 

can alter the distance between lines — called the leading — or you can 

squeeze characters together or stretch them apart to make a word fit a 

space. Assume that anything is possible and ask your printer, or consult the 

manual of your desktop-publishing or word-processing software, to find out 

how to make a change.
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Figure 7-3: 
Some of 

the many 
choices 
offered 
by the 

Helvetica 
typeface.

 

 Now, having said that anything is possible, I want to warn you that your cus-

tomers’ eyes read type quite conservatively. Although most of us know little 

about the design of typefaces, we find traditional designs instinctively appeal-

ing. The spacing of characters and lines, the balance and flow of individual 

characters (with some white space around them or an appropriate illustration 

to break up the text) — all of these familiar design elements please the eye 

and make reading easy and pleasurable. So when you need to provide empha-

sis, try to do so in a conservative manner. For example, try simply bolding 

your body copy before resorting to a new style of type. Too many type styles 

may reduce your design’s readability.

 A good design uses two type families and varies the size of them, mixing in 

appropriate italics, bold, or reverse type if the overall design benefits from 

it. Figure 7-4 shows a black-and-white print ad laid out using Garamond and 

Helvetica, which are traditional, easy-to-read fonts. Some graphic designers 

avoid them because they like to be less traditional and more creative, but as 

the figure shows, these two type families lend themselves to clean, attractive, 

appealing, and (most important) readable designs.

 Don’t just play with type for the sake of playing (as all too many designers and 

do-it-yourselfers do). Stick with popular fonts, in popular sizes, except where 

you have to solve a problem or you want to make a special point.
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Figure 7-4: 
A print ad 

that makes 
good use of 

traditional 
type styles 
and simple 

illustrations.
 

Selecting a point size
When designers and printers talk about font sizes, they’re referring to a 

traditional measure of the height of the letters (based on the highest and 

lowest parts of the biggest letters). One point equals about 1/72 of an inch, so a 

10-point type is 10/72 of an inch high, at the most.

Personally, I’ve never measured a character with a ruler. I just know that if 

the letters seem too small for easy reading, then I need to bump the typeface 

up a couple points. Ten-point type is the smallest size you can use for body 

copy, but you may want to use 11- or 12-point for brochures, especially if 

your readers are middle-aged or older.

 Your eye can’t distinguish easily between fonts that are only one or two sizes 

apart, so specify a larger jump than that to distinguish between body copy 

and subhead, or subhead and headline. For example, if your body copy is set 

in 10-point Times New Roman, then you need to set subheads at least two 

steps up (steps being defined by standard point sizes: 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 24, 36 

and 48, although in-between sizes can also be used).
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Bringing it all together in a perfect flow
As you put your ad together, think about your entire page as an artistic com-

position that has to have certain qualities. It must have balance, meaning that 

nothing should be so heavy or large as to prevent you from seeing the other 

elements. However, perfect balance is boring, so use differences in size and 

placement of type, white space, and illustrations to create flow. Flow is the 

smooth movement of attention from an entry point, around the page, and to 

an end point. In marketing, the entry point is almost always the headline, and 

the end point is either the brand name and logo, or a call to action, depend-

ing on whether you want to emphasize brand-building or generate traffic.

The ad in Figure 7-4 has great flow. The eye starts with the headline, is drawn 

down by the lemon to body copy that has a gentle sweeping curve to its 

ragged right side, until the eye is temporarily arrested by the bolder punch 

line. But it doesn’t end there. The larger scale of the second lemon makes it 

jump up off the page, and the boxed, contrasting type of the call to action 

also demands attention so that the eye goes down and to the left for another 

batch of reading.

Notice how Figure 7-4 has a subtle flow cue in the way the second lemon has 

been cut. It seems to be telling a sequential story in which the service the ad 

describes has processed the “lemon” or problem and found the “lemon aid” 

or the solution within it. The flow doesn’t quite stop at the call to action. The 

eye wants to finish the journey by moving to the right (a natural way to read), 

where it encounters the big lemon again before ending on the signature. The 

last thing you see in a list is the most memorable, so this exit point ensures 

maximum recall of the brand name.

 In a really well-designed print ad, brochure, Web site, or blog page, the writ-

ing and the selection of type styles are just a part of the bigger-picture design, 

which ought to draw the viewer through a well-planned flow of reading and 

viewing experiences. Modern designers lay out their designs on imaginary 

grids (where each section, like a headline, or a column, fills a rectangular 

zone in the layout grid; see Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition, [Wiley] for 

examples). However, ensuring good flow is more important than worrying too 

much about establishing an elaborate grid or underlying architecture. As long 

as the ad attracts attention and flows the reader through its component parts, 

the design is working.
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Producing Quality, Effective Brochures
Word-processing or graphics software, a good inkjet or laser printer, and the 

help of your local photocopy or print shop (which also has folding machines) 

allow you to design and produce brochures, fliers, and more quite easily. 

In the sections that follow, however, I focus largely on the classic business 

staple: the basic brochure. Why? Because it’s an easy, effective way to market 

your company. (Note: Although I focus on brochures, the guidance provided 

in the following sections is also applicable to producing a variety of printed 

pieces, including fliers and catalog sheets.)

Knowing the purpose of your brochure
Marketers often order a brochure without a clear idea of what purpose the 

brochure should serve. They just think a brochure is a good idea. “Oh, we 

need them to, you know, like, put in the envelope along with a letter, or, um, 

for our salespeople to keep in the trunks of their cars.”

 Many brochure designs foolishly waste money because they don’t accomplish 

any specific marketing goals; they just look pretty, at best. To avoid produc-

ing a pretty-but-pointless brochure that doesn’t achieve a sales goal, know the 

answers to the following questions (which focus your brochure design and 

make it useful to your marketing):

 ✓ Who will read the brochure?

 ✓ How will they get the brochure?

 ✓ What should they do after reading the brochure?

 Without a specific focus, your brochure can’t be properly suited to any single 

use. It becomes a dull, vague scrap of paper (read: waste of money) that talks 

generally about your company or product but doesn’t hit readers over the 

head with any particular appeal or call to action.

A good general rule is to define up to three specific purposes for the bro-

chure. Don’t go past three though, because your design can’t accomplish 

more than three purposes effectively. The most common and appropriate 

purposes for a brochure are to
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 ✓ Act as a reference on the product, or technical details of the product, for 

prospects

 ✓ Support a personal selling effort by lending credibility and helping over-

come objections (to find out more about sales, check out Chapter 17)

 ✓ Generate leads through a direct-mail campaign (I cover direct-mail cam-

paigns in Chapter 13)

Say you want to design a brochure that does all three of these tasks well. 

Start by designing the contents. What product and technical information 

must be included? Write the information down or collect necessary illustra-

tions so that you have the fact base (the essential information to communi-

cate) in front of you.

The next sections highlight the essential elements your brochure should con-

tain to achieve its purpose(s).

A realistic acknowledgement of strengths and weaknesses
When creating your brochure, you need to be able to realistically address 

your product’s strong points and weaker points. Organize your fact base to 

highlight your product’s greatest strengths and overcome its weaknesses. 

The copy should read as if you’re listening to the reader’s concerns and 

needs and answering each one with an appropriate response. You can write 

subheads like “Our Product Doesn’t Need Service” so that salespeople or 

prospects can easily see how your facts (in copy and/or illustrations) over-

come each specific objection and highlight all the major benefits.

Also consider any of these options as you decide what to write in order to 

make your brochure’s copy powerfully persuasive:

 ✓ The main benefits your product offers

 ✓ Key points of difference that make your product better than the 

competition

 ✓ Customers’ favorite reasons for buying or aspects of your product

 ✓ Customer testimonials or case histories

 Product benefits, points of difference, reasons for buying, and customer tes-

timonials are all good ways of explaining why your product is great because 

they make the case based on evidence.
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A clear, compelling appeal
A little basic appeal (see Chapter 6) communicated in a punchy headline and 

a few dozen words of copy, along with an appropriate and eye-catching illus-

tration, help your brochure stand on its own as a marketing tool. The appeal 

needs to project a winning personality. It can be fun or serious, emotional 

or factual — but it must be appealing. The appeal is the bait that draws the 

prospect to your hook, so you need to make sure your hook is well baited!

Laying out your brochure
An effective brochure follows this standard layout:

 ✓ The appeal, with its enticing headline and compelling copy and visual, 

goes on the front of the brochure — or the outside when you fold it for 

mailing, or the central panel out of three if you fold a sheet twice.

 ✓ The subheads that structure the main copy (which responds to objec-

tions and highlights strengths, as explained earlier in this chapter) goes 

on the inside pages.

 ✓ The fact base, needed for reference use, goes in the copy and illustra-

tions beneath your subheads.

 If you don’t know what each part of your brochure does, then you need to 

redesign it. Otherwise that brochure becomes a waste of time and money.

Although you can lay out a brochure in many ways, I often prefer the format 

shown in Figure 7-5. It’s simple and inexpensive because you print the bro-

chure on a single sheet of legal-sized paper that you then fold three times. 

You can fit this brochure in a standard #10 or #12 envelope, or you can tape 

it together along the open fold and mail it on its own. This layout allows for 

some detail but not enough to get you into any real trouble. Larger formats 

and multipage pieces tend to fill up with the worst, wordiest copy, and people 

rarely read them. (For some actual brochure templates, check out Marketing 
Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition [Wiley].)

 To convert Figure 7-5’s design into an even simpler, cheaper format, use 

81/2-x-11-inch paper and eliminate the return mailer (the left-hand page on 

the front, the right-hand on the back). It’s the part that can be returned with 

the blanks filled in to request information or accept a special offer. If you do 

remove the return mailer, however, be sure to include follow-up instructions 

and contact information on one of the brochure’s inside pages. You can point 

readers to a Web address where you have a form they can fill in to receive 

more information. An electronic form can thereby take the place of the tradi-

tional return mailer.
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Figure 7-5: 
A simple, 

multipurpose 
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Printing your finished product
You can print and fold a brochure (like the one shown in Figure 7-5) at the 

local photocopy shop. Most copy stores now accept e-mailed copies of files 

and can produce short runs of your brochures (as well as pamphlets, catalog 

sheets, and other printed materials) right from your files. However, if you 

need thousands of copies, you should look into offset printing, which is a 

more cost-effective option at that quantity. Offset printing is how most books, 

magazines, and newspapers are printed. The printer makes a plate of each 

page, and the printing press automatically inks the plate, transfers or “offsets” 

the ink to a rubber blanket, and then transfers that to the page.

You can also do smaller runs (100 or less) right from your own color printer. 

Buy matte or glossy brochure paper designed for your brand of printer (HPs 

work well for this) and simply select the appropriate paper type in the print 

dialog box. Today’s printers can produce absolutely stunning brochures, but 

you have to fold these brochures yourself, and the ink cartridges or toners 

aren’t cheap, so print as needed rather than inventory a large number of 

brochures.

Placing a Print Ad
Ad agencies and the marketing departments of big companies have special-

ists who do nothing but buy media, and some brokers specialize in it for mid-

sized or smaller marketers. But if you’re a smaller-scale marketer, you can 

easily figure out how to buy media space on your own. The following sections 

cover a marketing specialty called media buying, with an emphasis on buying 

print ad space.

Determining whether you can afford an ad
Print ads can be quite expensive, so before you run out and start placing 

them, you need to know whether buying one is a smart financial move for 

your business. Make sure you acquaint yourself with all the costs before 

making any decision.

If you’re marketing a small business, start by collecting magazines or news-

papers that you’re sure your prospective customers read. Then look for the 

information in them that identifies the publisher and gives a phone number 

for advertisers to call. Call or visit their Web sites to obtain a rate sheet (a 

table listing the prices of ads by size of ad and also showing the discount rate 

per ad if you buy multiple ads rather than just a single one). If the publication 
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is a magazine, also ask for the schedule, which tells you when ads for each 

issue need to be placed and what the topics of future issues will be.

After you’ve collected a selection of rate sheets from magazines or newspa-

pers, take a hard look at the pricing. How expensive is the average ad (in the 

middle of the size range for each publication)? The answer may be a broad 

number. If a single ad costs one-twentieth (5 percent) or more of your market-

ing budget for the entire year, throw that rate sheet away and forget about 

advertising in that publication. You need dozens of ad placements per year to 

make a good print ad campaign, so don’t begin with a publication unless you 

can easily afford to keep going.

 In addition to finding a publication you can afford to advertise in regularly, 

use economical print media such as brochures, blogs, mailings, and e-mails. 

(I help you figure out how to design a brochure earlier in this chapter.) If you 

operate on too small a scale or budget to afford print advertising, try turning 

your ad design into a good flier and mailing it. You can send it to 500 names 

and see what happens. That’s a lot less risky and expensive than buying space 

in a magazine that goes to 200,000 names — some of whom may not care at 

all about what you’re offering. Or you can search for smaller-circulation pub-

lications with a more local or specialized readership, where the rates may be 

much cheaper.

Finding inexpensive places to advertise
Every business looks for ways to save money on advertising. You may be sur-

prised to know that several options are available to you if you’re trying to save 

some cash. Consider the following less-expensive options for advertising:

 ✓ Local theater program: I recently went to the theater, and I noticed that 

many local businesses had purchased ad space in the program. What 

did this cost? Less than $100 for many of them. Compare that to an ad 

in a major magazine, which can cost $100,000. My point is this: If buying 

ads in the best publications to reach your market is too expensive, you 

can always find smaller-circulation publications that charge less, but be 

sure to pick publications your customers and prospects read.

 ✓ A professional association’s monthly newsletter: Professionals are 

people who have buying power, so even if you don’t sell a product just 

for them, they may still respond to your ad. Some insurance agents have 

advertised successfully in newsletters that go to doctors, for example. 

Increasingly such newsletters are published in Web versions in addition 

to — or even instead of — print versions. With a Web publication, you 

can take advantage of the larger reach of the Web and the lower price of 

a small publication.
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 ✓ Local and small-town newspapers: You can find hundreds of newspapers 

and weeklies with circulation (readership) only in the tens of thousands, 

which means their rates for ads are one-fifth to one-tenth the price of big-

city newspapers (and even less expensive when compared to major 

national magazines). Of course, you don’t reach as many people, either. 

Advertising tends to be priced on a cost per thousand readers basis (the 

cost of buying that ad divided by the number of readers who read the pub-

lication and then multiplied by 1,000), so you generally get as much expo-

sure as you’re willing to pay for. But by buying ads in small-circulation 

publications, you avoid taking huge risks and minimize your investment.

Keep the scale of your print advertising (or any advertising for that matter) 

at such a level that you can afford to run an ad that may produce zero sales. 

Although zero sales certainly isn’t your goal, it’s always a possibility, and you 

want to base your buying decision on that possibility while you’re experi-

menting to find an effective venue for your ads.

Selecting the ad size
What size ad should you buy? The answer depends in part on the design of 

your ad. Does the ad have a strong, simple visual or headline that catches the 

eye, even if it’s only a third of a page in size? Or does the ad need to be dis-

played in a larger format to work well?

In addition to your (or your designer’s) judgment about the specifics of your 

ad, also take into account some general statistics on what percentage of read-

ers notice an ad based on its size. As you may expect, the rate goes up with 

the size — bigger ads get more notice (all other things being equal), accord-

ing to a study by Cahners Publishing Co. (see Table 7-2).

Table 7-2 Selecting the Right Size Ad
Size of Ad Percent of Readers Noticing Ad

Fractional (part-of-page) ad 24%

One-page ad 40%

Two-page spread 55%

The bigger the ad, the bigger the impact. But also consider the fact that the 

percentage of readers noticing your ad doesn’t go up in proportion to the 

increase in size. Doubling the size of your ad gives you something like a quar-

ter more viewers, not twice as many. That’s partly why the cost of a full-page 

ad isn’t twice the cost of a half-page ad. For example, a full-page, four-color 

ad in Health magazine costs 59 percent more than a 1/2-page, four-color ad. 

The same ad, run at full versus half size, probably attracts, at most, about a 
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third more reader notices, meaning your cost per reader exposed to the ad is 

higher for that full-page ad than for the half-page ad (although your impact on 

each of those readers may be greater with a larger ad, which is why the cost 

per reader can be set at a higher level for a larger ad).

Testing and improving your print ad
You may be wondering how you can tell whether anybody is actually read-

ing your ad. If you run a direct-response ad (one that asks readers to take 

a measurable action such as calling, faxing, or going to a store), then you 

should have a clear indication of that ad’s effectiveness within days of its first 

appearance. Say you expect to receive a lot of inquiries and orders over the 

telephone or on your Web site’s landing page (the page where you send read-

ers of the ad; see Chapter 10) during the week the issue with your ad goes 

on sale. If you don’t receive those calls, you know you have a problem. Now 

what? The next sections tell you what you can do.

Pretest your ad for a fee
Much brand advertising is indirect, leaving it to the retailer or local office to close 

the sale. No phones ring, whether consumers liked the ad or not, so in order 

to know whether your ad worked, you may need to go to a market research firm 

and have your ad tested for effectiveness. In fact, if you plan to spend more than 

$200,000 on print ads, you can probably consider the $20,000 or so needed to hire 

a research firm to pretest the ad money well spent. (Pretesting means exposing 

people to the ad in a controlled setting and measuring their reactions to it.)

 Firms such as Readex Research (www.readexresearch.com), Marketing 

Research Services, Inc. (www.mrsi.com), Decision Analyst (www.decision
analyst.com), and PreTesting Group (www.pretesting.com) provide pre-

testing research. The PreTesting Group even uses a hidden camera to track 

subjects’ eye movement while they read magazines with a test ad in them, 

which is a good way to measure the ad’s stopping power, or its ability to grab 

and hold reader attention.

Sometimes pretesting allows you to find a problem that can be fixed without 

starting from scratch. Maybe your headline and photo get high scores, but 

the body copy flunks. You can try rewriting and shortening the copy, and you 

may also try changing the layout or your choice of fonts. Perhaps the body 

copy is in reverse font, which consumers find hard to read. In that case, try 

switching the text to dark letters on a white or light background.

Or maybe you need to switch from a black-and-white or two-color visual to a four-

color one. Cahners Publishing Co. reports from its studies that black-and-white 

ads and two-color ads attract the notice of about a third of readers, and four-color 

ads attract almost half of readers — 46 percent, to be precise. So as with size, 

more is better when it comes to colors. However, you need to run the numbers to 

see how the extra costs and extra readers affect your cost-per-thousand figure.
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Conduct your own ad analysis for free
You may not really need to spend good money on a research service to find 

out whether your ad is working. Here are some free research alternatives that 

you can do all on your own:

 ✓ Run three variations on the ad and see which one generates the most 

calls or Web site visits (offering a discount based on a code number tells 

you which responses come from which ad).

 ✓ Conduct your own ad tests. Ask people to look at your ad for 20 seconds 

and then quiz them about what they remember. If they missed much of 

the ad, you probably need to rewrite it!

 ✓ Assemble your own panel of customers and ask them to rate your ad 

and give you feedback about why they do or don’t find it appealing.

 ✓ Run the same ad (or very similar ones) in large and small formats and 

see which pulls in the largest number of consumers.

 Any experiments you can run as you do your marketing give you useful feed-

back about what’s working and what isn’t. Always think of ways to compare 

different options and see how those options perform when you advertise, 

giving you useful insight into ad effectiveness.

Simple ads work wonders
Marketers generally assume that they have to 
work hard with colors and text to make their ads 
noticeable and persuasive. Statistically, they’re 
right. But don’t discount the power of imaginative 
design to simplify the task. You can do a simple 
two-color ad with very little text that actually 
works better than other, more elaborate ads.

Marketers printed a vertical half-page ad for 
Altoids (“the curiously strong mints” that come 
in a distinctive white metal tin with red trim 
around its edges) in only black and red, yet more 
than 90 percent of magazine readers noted that 
ad (according to a survey of the magazine’s 
readers). The ad’s 12 inches of height showed 
the figure of a person clad in a shiny silver suit 
and helmet, like the outfit worn by a welder 
repairing a containment vessel at a nuclear 
power plant. A dark-tinted glass visor and 

full helmet totally concealed the figure’s face 
and head. The figure’s heavily gloved hands 
held . . . a box of Altoids, slightly open, as if the 
figure planned to reach in and pop one into his 
mouth (don’t ask me how).

The copy was strikingly simple. Across the 
bottom appeared, in bright red, large, 3-D, out-
lined capitals, the product’s name. Only the 
trademarked slogan (in white, outlined in black) 
appeared beneath the name: “The curiously 
strong mints.” That’s all the copy, except for an 
Internet address (it’s www.altoids.com, 
just in case you want to see what they do with 
readers who follow up on their ads). Two colors. 
Five words. A person in some kind of weird suit. 
This very simple, inexpensive ad built brand 
awareness and effectively created a quirky 
personality for the brand.



Chapter 8

Signing On to Outdoor Advertising
In This Chapter
▶ Creating successful signs for your business

▶ Designing posters and billboards that make a large impression

▶ Opting for portable advertising with T-shirts, shopping bags, and more

▶ Embracing the power of flags, banners, and awnings

▶ Using transit advertising to your advantage

Signs are one of the most important, but least noticed, forms of market-

ing communication. Although signs used to be a narrow category, today 

you have a broad range of options. For example, you can supplement the 

simple professional sign plate beside your door with digital billboards beside 

the highway, banners and tote bags with your message, subway and airport 

posters, T-shirts with your brand on them, and a great deal more. Any way to 

get your message out in a public place is valuable to your marketing program 

and may produce added sales. This chapter looks at the different ways you 

can use signs in your organization’s marketing.

Whenever you review your marketing program, stop to do an inventory of 

your signs, posters, T-shirts, and other outdoor ads. How many do you have 

displayed? Are they visible? Are they clear and appealing? Are they clean and 

in good repair? Can you find an easy way to increase the number and impact 

of these signs? When you need to make your brand identity and marketing 

messages visible, you can never do too much. Although potential customers 

may see an ad you’ve placed in their favorite magazine once or twice, they’re 

likely to walk or drive by a sign over and over, making that sign a great way to 

get the message to them regularly.
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Heading Back to Basics: 
The Essential Sign

Signs are all over — if you’re in an office right now, step to the nearest 

window, and you can probably see a handful with ease. Signs are also undeni-

ably important. Even if they serve only to locate a store or office, they do a 

job that marketers need done. If your customers can’t find you, you’re out of 

business. And in many cases, signs also provide daily exposure to the brand 

name, helping to boost awareness and recognition. But most marketing refer-

ence books don’t bother to cover signs. So why do marketers — or at least 

those marketing experts who write the books — tend to ignore signs?

No national or international set of standards for signs exists. Nor can you find 

a major association that promotes standards and champions best practices. 

When evaluating signs, I can’t easily send you to the experts like I can with 

radio, TV, print, or other outdoor media. You’ll probably end up working with 

a local sign manufacturer, which means you and your designer will have to 

specify size, materials, copy, and art. You need to take charge of the design 

and placement of your signs, because no one else seems to know or care how 

to do it well. The next sections show you how.

Knowing what your sign can do
Signs have a limited ability to accomplish marketing goals — but perhaps 

not as limited as you may think. You can use signs to help people find you, 

starting with a sign near the freeway exit and ending with signs marking the 

entrance to your store or parking lot.

Numerous businesses make finding themselves difficult. Case in point: My 

office in Amherst, Massachusetts, is near the main campus for the University 

of Massachusetts at Amherst, the biggest college in the state and home to a 

top business school. Why do thousands of visitors a year have to pull over 

in downtown Amherst and ask for directions to the campus? Well, no signs 

downtown point the way. Hmm. Maybe I should send a copy of this book to 

the president of the university with a bookmark stuck in this page.

Aside from their practical value (letting people know where you are), signs 

can and should promote your image and brand name. An attractive sign on 

your building or vehicle can spread the good word about your business or 

brand to all who pass by. Don’t miss this brilliant opportunity to put your 

best foot forward in public every day — and night, if the sign is lit or in an 

indoor public space such as a mall or subway station.
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 Don’t forget to maintain your signs! About a third of all commercial signs are in 

poor condition. Signs sit out in the weather, and when they fade, peel, or start 

to fall over, they give negative advertising for your business. Don’t let your 

sign give the public the impression that you’re going out of business. Maintain 

and refresh your signs at least four times a year.

Finding reputable sign producers
The best, most effective signs usually aren’t do-it-yourself jobs. Take the time 

to seek out a reputable sign maker to ensure you spend your money wisely. 

Following are some suggestions for tracking down an expert who can pro-

duce your sign:

 ✓ Consult your local or regional business telephone listings when you 

need to have a sign made. You should find several options.

 ✓ Ask friends, family, and business associates for personal references. 

They may have had good experiences with certain sign makers.

 ✓ Consider modern copy shops. Copy shops increasingly provide cheap, 

high-tech solutions for smaller or temporary signs. (In the United States, 

FedExOffice and FASTSIGNS stores are helpful.)

 ✓ Have your sign designed and painted by an artist. Most signs have 

little real art about them, so when a business hires an artist to carve 

its name and logo into a big piece of mahogany, the result is something 

truly special!

 Unusual and beautiful signs tell the world that your company is special, too. 

In fact, a really special sign that’s well displayed in a high-traffic area has more 

power to build an image or pull in prospects than any other form of local 

advertising.

Writing good signs
As a marketer, you need to master the strange art of writing for signs. Too 

often, the language marketers use on signs is ambiguous or overly wordy. The 

following sections can keep you from falling into those traps.

 All across the United States are millions of street signs that say Ped Xing. Who 

writes a sign using two made-up words? Only someone who wants to force the 

viewer to decipher his code. Ever notice that cars don’t stop for people cross-

ing? Why should they? The sign doesn’t actually tell them what to do (lacks a call 

to action), doesn’t give drivers a good reason to stop (lacks a benefit or cost), 
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and doesn’t even use any words they know (lacks clarity). In marketing, you 

can’t get away with such bad writing. To make the meaning crystal clear, a 

marketer can use something like: “Always STOP for People in Crosswalk” or 

“Let people cross the road safely.” Adding a smaller-print reminder of the fine 

for not stopping may add even more power to this clear call to action. If this 

wording requires a slightly bigger sign to be readable, then use a bigger sign! 

The sign’s design must fit the message, not the other way around.

 Before you approve any sign design, review the copy to make sure the writing 

provides a model of clarity. Try misinterpreting the wording. Can you read the 

sign in a way that makes it seem to mean something you don’t intend to say? 

Also, try thinking of questions the sign doesn’t answer that seem obvious to 

you — remember that the consumer may not know the answers. For example, 

some people have a terrible sense of direction, so a sign on the side of a store 

leaves them confused about how to enter that store. The solution? Put an 

arrow and the instructions “Enter from Front” on the sign!

Designing an informational sign
Marketers design some signs to convey substantial information — directions, 

for example, or details of a store’s merchandise mix. Informational signs are 

often either too brief or too lengthy. To craft the most effective sign possible, 

divide the copy and design into two sections, each with a separate purpose:

 ✓ Have a header. The first section is like the header in a print ad (see 

Chapter 7). You design it to catch attention from afar and draw people to 

the sign. Be brief and use large, catchy type. (Often the header is simply 

the name of the business, but if not, include the name and logo else-

where on the sign.)

 ✓ Communicate essential information. The second section of the sign 

needs to communicate the essential information accurately and in full. If 

the first section does its job, viewers may go right up to the sign to read 

the informational part, so you may not need to make that type as large 

and catchy. The consumer should be able to easily read and interpret 

the wording and type though. This section also needs to answer all likely 

questions.

 Most signs don’t have both a distinct header and essential info; therefore, they 

fail to accomplish either purpose very well. They neither draw people very 

strongly nor inform them fully. Unfortunately, most sign makers have a strong 

urge to make all the copy the same size. When pressed, the sign makers some-

times make the header twice as big as the rest of the copy. But going further 

than that seems to upset them. Well, to get a good sign, you may have to upset 

some people. As in many aspects of marketing, if you want above-average per-

formance, you may have to swim against the current.
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Getting creative to make your sign stand out
The average downtown street in the average city has more than 500 signs per 

block. Try walking such a block and then listing all the signs you remember 

seeing. One or two may stand out, but most go unseen. To avoid having your 

sign be lost in this sea of similar signs, you need to make yours stand out.

 Signs permit innovation in two interesting areas. You can innovate in the copy 

and artwork, just as you can in any print medium. You can also innovate in the 

form of the sign itself. Experiment with materials, shapes, lighting (revolving or 

variable lighting is rare but amazingly eye-caching), location, and other creative 

ways of displaying signs. Remember: Signs should be creative and impressive!

Here are some of the many variations in form that you can take advantage of 

when designing a creative sign:

 ✓ Hand-painted (personal look and feel)

 ✓ Wood (traditional look; routing or hand carving enhances the appeal)

 ✓ Metal (durable and accurate screening of art and copy, but not very 

pretty)

 ✓ Window lettering (hand-painted or with vinyl letters/graphics)

 ✓ Lighted boxes (in which lettering is back-lit; highly visible at night)

 ✓ Neon signs (real wow-factor here)

 ✓ Magnetic signs (for your vehicles)

 ✓ Electronic displays or digital signs (also known as electronic message 
repeaters; movement and longer messages, plus a high-tech feel; often 

these displays take the form of LED signs that make it relatively inexpen-

sive to change your message at will)

 ✓ Small screen- or laser-printed boards with metal brackets for standing in 

lawns near roads (an inexpensive short-term option for promoting an event)

 ✓ Flat-panel TV screens (with shifting sign content and images or video)

 If you want to quickly and easily place large lettering on a wall (perhaps the 

lobby of your office building?), you can contact firms such as Words Anywhere 

(wordsanywhere.com), one of many suppliers of custom vinyl letters. Figure 

a cost of around a dollar per letter for foot-high letters, and you won’t be too 

far off in your budgeting. This fairly new medium is a great way to get a mes-

sage posted quickly and at modest cost.

Each of the options presented in this section requires a different source or 

supplier, so you need to do some homework after you decide to explore a 

particular sign design. But have faith that you can find good commercial 

sources for any and all types of signs.
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Researching the regulatory constraints 
before posting a sign

 Many towns and cities regulate the display of signs in public places (you can 

usually get a list of the restrictions from local zoning boards). And if you rent 

retail or office space, your landlord may also have put some restrictions (or 

a right of review) into your lease. Research these possible constraints before 

spending money on design and construction of signs, and run a sketch or plan 

by the relevant authorities before you invest in having a sign made.

Going Big: Posters and Billboards
Posters and billboards are two of the most popular ways people use signs in 

their marketing. These two methods are popular because you can view them 

from a distance and they can be displayed in public places where traffic is 

high. However, large posters on billboards, bus kiosks, and other such public 

spaces offer a difficult design challenge because they need to be readable 

from far away. The next sections give you some important pointers to ensure 

that if you decide to include posters and billboards in your marketing, you do 

so successfully.

Deciding on formats for outdoor ads
You have several choices regarding the size of your outdoor ad and its dis-

tance from the average viewer:

 ✓ 30-sheet poster: A standard 30-sheet poster (a billboard-sized ad) mea-

sures 21 feet 7 inches wide by 9 feet 7 inches high in the United States. 

(With the advent of modern printing, they don’t have to use 30 separate 

sheets anymore.)

 ✓ Bulletin: A bulletin is a huge version of the poster that usually mea-

sures 48 feet wide by 14 feet high (these ads may be 10 x 30 feet or 10.6 

x 30 feet in places). You can extend bulletins with extra panels on the 

bottom, sides, or top (see Figure 8-1 for details). A bulletin is four times 

as big as a 30-sheet poster, giving it incredible impact close-up. Bulletins 

also make the text readable from a greater distance, so they work well 

along high-speed roads where the viewer isn’t near your ad for long 

enough to read anything requiring close attention.
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 ✓ 8-sheet poster: Also referred to as a junior poster, a standard 11-x-5-foot 

8-sheet poster is perfect for sidewalk-level viewing. This poster is about 

a sixth the size of the standard 30-sheet poster. But when you place an 

8-sheet poster closer to viewers than a standard-sized poster can be, 

it’s sometimes even more effective than the bigger formats. Advertisers 

seem to think so anyway; the format is very popular with them.

 ✓ Spectacular: If you really want to make an impression, you can choose 

something oversized (and not standard). In other words, you can use a 

huge spectacular, a custom-made, often building-sized display such as 

the ads that grace Times Square in New York City. These massive ads 

cost a bundle, and you should generally treat them as long-term, image-

building investments. Few rules apply to spectaculars — aside from the 

rules of gravity and engineering — so you can have some fun with this 

unusual form of outdoor advertising.

Figure 8-1 shows the proportions and relative sizes of the standard outdoor 

ad formats. Note: Spectaculars don’t have standard sizes, so they don’t 

appear in this figure.

 

Figure 8-1: 
Three 
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outdoor 

advertising 
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States.
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 You can also explore the growing number of variations on these standards. 

Want your message displayed on the floor of a building lobby, on a kiosk at a 

mall, or alongside the notice boards at health and fitness centers? Or how 

about on signs surrounding the arenas and courts of athletic events? You can 

use all of these options, and more, by directly contacting the businesses that 

control such spaces or by using one of a host of ad agencies and media-buying 

firms that can give you larger-scale access.

Grasping the limitations of outdoor ads
Outdoor or public-space advertising must be kept simple because people 

view it from a distance and usually in a hurry. The message should be simple 

enough to grasp in a second; the art and copy must also be simple and clear.

 Here’s a useful exercise to help you understand the design requirements for 

a billboard. Draw a rectangular box on a sheet of blank paper, using a ruler as 

your guide. Make the box 1/4 inches wide and 1 inch high. That’s the propor-

tion of a standard outdoor poster (a large, printed advertisement posted on 

a signboard or building). Although an actual poster is much larger, from a 

distance it may look as small as the box on your sheet (see Figure 8-2). Now 

hold your paper (or Figure 8-2) at arm’s length and think about what copy 

and artwork can fit in this space, while remaining readable to passersby at 

this distance. Not much, right? Be careful to limit your message to a few bold 

words and images — otherwise your poster becomes a mess that no one can 

read. Perhaps you’ve driven behind a car with a bumper sticker you couldn’t 

read. It’s frustrating, but nowhere near as costly a design mistake as when a 

billboard is hard to decipher. Be simple, bold, and clear!

Maximizing the returns on 
outdoor advertising
The costs of outdoor advertising vary widely. In the United States, billboards 

typically range between $1,000 and $5,000 per month, depending on the 

quality and quantity of traffic. (The new digital billboards cost a little more 

but offer the advantage of lower production and setup costs.) When you get 

down to it, you want to make sure you’re getting your marketing money’s 

worth out of this investment. The following sections help you do just that.

Making cost-effective billboard buys
Given the high traffic rates on many expressways, you can get a pretty good 

buy for a billboard on a cost-per-thousand-impressions (CPM) basis. For 
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example, a bulletin in Denver, Colorado, delivers about 34,100 exposures, 

which is a multiple of the reach (number of viewers) times the frequency (how 

many times viewers see your ad). The frequency for a roadside sign gener-

ally ranges from 15 to 30 times per month, according to surveys. The Denver 

example has a price of $3,815 ÷ 34,100, or $0.11 per thousand exposures. 

Although prices vary — and I picked a moderately priced billboard to illus-

trate my point — outdoor advertising often does give you cheap exposure on 

a CPM basis.

The average U.S. 30-sheet poster reaches adults 18 years and older at a CPM 

of $1.50 per thousand impressions. Although that’s a far higher number than 

my quick estimate for that Denver billboard, it’s still far cheaper than most 

other media. (Radio costs about twice that figure; TV and print ads cost at 

least three times as much.)

Of course, the CPM figures I’m providing here give you only the beginning 

point for cost estimates. Be sure to factor in your estimate of the percent of 

exposures that reach your target market, which may be small given the num-

bers of people the ad can potentially reach (in which case, the divisor in that 

CPM equation goes down, and the price goes up). For example, the average 

CPM for reaching women aged 25 to 49 with a 30-sheet poster is about $7 — 

more than four times as costly as when you don’t care what sort of adults see 

your poster.

Boosting your reexamination rates
Always consider the likelihood that your billboard exposures lose value after 

commuters have seen your billboard many days in a row. Do you get the same 

effect from the 30th viewing of a billboard as you do from the first half-dozen? 

Will anyone even bother to look at the same billboard multiple times? Maybe 

not. In outdoor advertising, marketers talk about reexamination rates — the 

average number of times viewers bother to read the same outdoor ad.

 

Figure 8-2: 
From a 
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no bigger 
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 The best billboards have higher reexamination rates because people find them 

interesting enough to look at again and again. If your ad is clear, easy to read, and 

attractive or amusing, its reexamination rate will be higher. Keep this goal in 

mind as you design any billboard (or any banner, sign, or poster for that matter).

Blanketing the area with a 100 showing
In most urban markets, you can readily purchase enough outdoor advertising 

to (theoretically, at least) cover the entire market. The out-of-home advertis-

ing industry calls this practice a 100 showing, meaning you have enough bill-

boards at viable locations to supposedly expose 100 percent of the people in 

that market to your message. (Similarly, a 50 showing gives you a maximum of 

50-percent coverage.)

 If you’re looking to introduce a product with a broad target market, such as 

a new Internet service or a new soft drink, then a 100 showing is a good goal. 

Search for an agency that handles outdoor advertising in your target city or 

cities and ask it for a proposal that includes 100-percent coverage. However, 

if you’re targeting a more narrow market, such as business managers, then 

don’t worry about percentages. Instead, ask for placement where you can 

expect the largest concentrations of your target market, such as along a 

major commuter route.

Taking advantage of location to buy smaller, cheaper bulletins
As in print advertising (see Chapter 7), the costs of billboards vary based on 

both ad size and audience size. A bulletin costs about four times as much as 

the standard poster ad — reflecting the fact that a bulletin is about four times 

as big as a poster. A junior poster (which is about a sixth the size of a stan-

dard poster) costs roughly a quarter of a poster ad.

 Not all outdoor advertising is equal. Location makes a huge difference in the 

effectiveness of your ad. A smart shopper can find good locations that give 

a bigger bang for the buck than the average outdoor ad space. If you or your 

media buyer care enough to shop around (and possibly wait your turn) for 

locations with low-speed traffic, you can get a billboard that a higher percent-

age of passersby read more slowly and carefully.

Putting Your Name on Portable Items
A broad definition of a sign may include any public display of your brand or 

marketing message. Your message can appear on quite a few items people 

carry around with them or even wear. To me, these messages are just as legit-

imate as a message on a signboard. And they’re often a lot easier and cheaper 

to make. The following sections share simple, small-scale ways to get your 

message across, including T-shirts and bags.
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Trying your hand at T-shirts
Your customers may think of a nice T-shirt as a gift for them, but you know 

the truth: That T-shirt is a body billboard! It’s amazing how many people 

are willing to go around with your advertising messages on their clothes (or 

even on their bodies — temporary tattoos are also a marketing option). Don’t 

overlook this concept as a form of outdoor advertising. In fact, use it as much 

as you can. People happily display marketing messages if they like them.

You can easily implement this quality premium strategy by looking for good-

quality T-shirts made of good-quality fabric and by having a real designer 

create your compelling, fresh design. (A cool design on your T-shirt is practi-

cally guaranteed to get your target audience to want the shirt.) Make sure 

you use an experienced, quality-conscious silk-screener to put that fine 

design on those good T-shirts.

 To find companies that provide customized T-shirts, try your local Yellow 

Pages or Web directories for listings of silk-screening shops near you. (Although 

silk-screening shops screen onto many different materials and products, 

directories generally list these shops under the T-shirts heading.)

Getting slapped on with bumper stickers
Don’t overlook bumper stickers and car-window stickers. If you make your 

stickers clever or unique enough, people eagerly seek them out so they can 

deface their nice new cars with them. Don’t ask me why. But because people 

do, and because the cost of producing bumper stickers is very low, why not 

come up with an appealing design and make stickers available as giveaways 

on store counters or as bill stuffers?

 Commercial or brand-oriented bumper stickers are used by people who think 

the brand is so cool that it enhances the car — a hard thing to achieve. An 

alternative is to keep your brand identity small and star an appealing message 

instead. A clever joke, an inspiring quote, or something similar is appealing 

enough to get your message displayed.

 You can even include a nice bumper sticker in a direct-mail piece, where that 

sticker can do double duty — acting as an incentive to get people to retain 

and read the mailing and giving you cheap outdoor advertising when they dis-

play the sticker on their vehicles. (Contact local print shops, sign makers, or 

T-shirt silk-screeners; any of these businesses can produce bumper stickers.)
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Putting your name on bags
Department stores believe in the importance of shopping bags as an advertis-

ing medium. But many other businesses fail to take advantage of the fact that 

shoppers carry bags around shopping malls, sidewalks, subways, trains, and 

buses — giving messages on those bags high exposure.

To use bags effectively, you need to make them far easier to read and far 

more interesting than the average brown paper or white plastic shopping 

bag. You should also favor designs with comfortable carrying handles, even 

though these cost two or three times as much. Why? Because if you do, 

people will carry the bags at their sides where they’re easy to read instead of 

hugging them to their chests or stowing them in someone else’s bag that has 

better handles.

 A modern take is to order high-quality reusable shopping bags with your name 

and logo, plus attractive artwork or a message about green shopping, and give 

them to your customers. Reusable bags bring your message out shopping, not 

only in your store but in many others, time after time.

 You’re not just designing a bag — you’re designing a form of outdoor adver-

tising. So apply the same design principles. Come up with a hook (a striking 

image or attention-getting word or phrase that gets everyone looking at that 

bag) and try alternative colors or shapes. (By the way, most bag suppliers can 

customize their bags; check with suppliers in your local area. If no suppliers 

around you can, contact printers and silk-screeners. They can always handle 

bag orders for you, too.)

Staying dry (or shaded) with umbrellas
Similarly, umbrellas (available from premium companies; see Chapter 11 for 

more on premiums) can broadcast your logo, name, and a short slogan or 

headline — although only in especially wet or overly sunny weather. The 

advantage of putting your logo on a high-quality umbrella is that people are 

likely to keep and use the umbrella for a long time. Plus, umbrellas are a lot 

more businesslike than T-shirts, so they make good gifts when formality is 

called for. (A bank could offer a free umbrella to each person who adds a new 

account, for example.)

 If it rains in your region, consider offering custom golf umbrellas as a particu-

larly striking and durable premium item.
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Taking Your Message to the Streets
What better way to get your message to your prospective customers than 

to place it right in front of them as they walk around and do their daily busi-

ness? Most marketers don’t take full advantage of the many options for out-

door advertising. The most obvious one — the full-sized billboard beside a 

busy road — is great if you want to target drivers with a daily message and 

you have enough sales to justify the cost of giant signs (see the earlier sec-

tion “Going Big: Posters and Billboards” for more info). But you can also con-

sider other types of messages, including flags, awnings, and mobile signs on 

vehicles. The next sections take a closer look at these options and more.

Leveraging your vehicle fleet
Everybody likes free advertising, and you can get great free exposures from 

signs. A magnetic sign on the side of a car or truck, like those you see on the 

cars of real estate agents, can reach thousands of people a day at minimal 

cost. You basically have three choices if you want to use your vehicle fleet for 

signage:

 ✓ A magnetic sign: This sign is the cheapest and most flexible because it 

can be moved from vehicle to vehicle, but it doesn’t make as strong an 

impression as a painted sign on the side of your vehicle.

 ✓ A painted sign: Airbrush artists are available through body shops and 

local Web searches to decorate your car with durable painted lettering 

and images. Review a portfolio (photos of earlier jobs) first to make sure 

you like the artist’s work. The cost ranges from a few hundred dollars for 

simple designs to more than a thousand dollars for elaborate images.

 ✓ A shrink-wrapped sign: Even more impressive, but also more expen-

sive, is a shrink-wrapped sign that decorates most of your vehicle with 

your brand identity and marketing message. You can blow up a photo, 

a logo, or any other artwork as big as your vehicle can handle. The art 

is printed on special plastic sheets that are then shrink-wrapped right 

to the vehicle for high-quality art that makes a big impact. Although the 

setup costs are in the low thousands, you can apply the same design to 

multiple vehicles (such as a fleet of vans), and the cost per added vehi-

cle is far less.

Figure 8-3 shows examples of these three options.
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Flagging down your customers
I have a theory that the first branding by human beings took the form of a 

flag. Powerful back then, a flag (an outdoor message on canvas or synthetic 

cloth) is still a simple but strong way to communicate an identity or brand. 

Think of a flag as a more dynamic kind of sign and try to find ways to use it to 

build brand awareness, make your location(s) more visible, or get a market-

ing message displayed in more forms and places than you could otherwise. 

Also, note that the costs of cloth-based forms of advertising can be surpris-

ingly reasonable.

 If you find yourself in a community where you may encounter problems with 

public acceptance of a large billboard message, try a more low-key, decora-

tive approach by using multiple flags and banners instead. Just know that you 

need to find lower, nearer locations to display them because they’re smaller 

than a billboard. Check with a local realty firm to line up building owners will-

ing to fly your flags.

A number of companies specialize in making custom-designed flags and ban-

ners. Of course, you see tacky paper banners — often produced by the local 

photocopy store — hanging in the windows of retail shops on occasion. But 

I’m not talking about those banners (because they probably don’t help your 

image). I mean a huge, beautiful, cloth flag flapping in the breeze. Or a bold 

3-x-5-foot screen-printed flag suspended like a banner on an office or trade-

show wall. Or a nylon table banner that turns the front and sides of a table 
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into space for your marketing message. Or a streetwide banner, suspended 

from a wire cable, complete with air vents, tie-downs, and even sand pockets 

to keep the message readable in any weather. Figure 8-4 illustrates the most 

common standard options and terminology of the flag and banner industry.

 

Figure 8-4: 
The typical 
options for 

flags and 
banners.
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Flag companies give you all of these options and more. These businesses 

regularly sew and screen large pieces of fabric, and they can also supply you 

with cables, poles, and other hardware you need to display flags and ban-

ners. In recent years, silk-screening technology and strong synthetic fibers 

have made flags and banners brighter and more permanent, expanding their 

uses in marketing.

 For superior outdoor performance, order a custom flag or banner printed on 

nylon. Some forms of nylon are protected from deterioration by the sun, so 

ask your supplier about that. If you want, you can also specify the method 

used to put your logo or message on the sign. An appliquéd sign is sewn and 

looks traditional and elegant from close up, but it may come apart in wind. 

Silk-screened signs are inexpensive and durable. Dye sublimation is a more 

expensive way to print on cloth, but it allows you to reproduce a photograph 

or other detailed piece of artwork, which can be very impressive.

 Consider using a flag or banner as a sign for your store or business. So few 

marketers take advantage of this way to use a banner that it can help you 

stand out. A flag or banner is less static and dull than the typical metal or 

wood sign. Cloth moves, and even when it isn’t moving, you know it has the 

potential for movement — giving the banner a bit of excitement. Also, flags or 

banners often seem decorative and festive. People associate flags and banners 

with special events because these decorations are traditionally used in that 

context rather than for permanent display.

You can find a full line of stock and custom products available from Arista 

Flag Corporation (www.aristaflag.com). Flags Unlimited, Inc. (www.
usflags.com) also offers custom flag production. A number of large-format 

printers — including DPI (www.dpi-sf.com) and Blue Wave Printing & 

Display (www.bluewaveprinting.com) — are now promoting high-quality 

banner and flag production too.

Capturing attention with 
canopies and awnings
If appropriate for your business, consider using an awning or canopy (most 

telephone directories list providers under the Awning and Canopy head-

ing). For retailers, awnings and canopies often provide the boldest and most 

attractive form of roadside sign. Office sites may also find awnings and cano-

pies valuable.
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 Awnings combine structural value with marketing value by shading the inte-

rior; they can even extend the floor space of your store by capturing some of 

the sidewalk as transition space. An awning can perform all the functions a 

sign can, and more, and it can do so in a way that’s highly visible but not 

intrusive. Yards and yards of awnings don’t look as crass and commercial 

as huge signs because your eye accepts an awning as a structural part of the 

building. So you get the same amount of advertising as with a big sign — without 

looking pushy.

Eyeing different alternatives
Although flags and awnings may be the main types of outdoor messages that 

immediately pop into your mind (see the previous sections), you can also 

maximize other types of outdoor advertising. Take a look around you to see 

some of the many creative, and often less expensive, alternatives available, 

including the following:

 ✓ Banners in metal stands (which can be placed temporarily at crowded 

events)

 ✓ Bicycles pulling small signs through downtown areas

 ✓ Carpet and rug graphics

 ✓ Cinema ads

 ✓ Fuel pump signs and handle markers

 ✓ Garage-door vinyls

 ✓ Hubcap ads

 ✓ Human statues (hired dancers) and pavement artists

 ✓ Inflatable signs, blimps, and models of your product

 ✓ Shopping center and kiosk signs

 ✓ Sports stadium signage

 ✓ Urinal advertising (perfect for the male audience)

As you walk, ride, and drive around, take note of any such signs that catch 

your eye and may fit your marketing program. You may be amazed at how 

many options are available to you. If you can imagine it, you can probably 

find someone who brokers the option. All of the options presented in this 

section can probably be found in your city of choice with a short Internet 

search.
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Keeping Your Message on the Move 
with Transit Advertising

Transit advertising is any advertising in or on public transportation systems. 

These ads can appear in buses, taxis, commuter trains, and subway systems, 

along with airport, bus, train, and ferry terminals. Transit advertising deliv-

ers high frequency of viewer notices in a short period of time. Public transit 

vehicles generally travel the same routes over and over, so almost everyone 

along the route sees an ad multiple times.

  Keep this high frequency in mind when designing transit ads — you want to 

make sure your ad doesn’t become tedious or irritating upon repeated expo-

sures. Avoid cheap humor and overly simplistic gimmicks.

  Transit ads work well if you get the people in transit to take an interest in 

your product, from consumer products to business services. I’ve seen transit 

ads generate sales leads for local real estate agents and for international con-

sulting firms. Yet few marketers make use of them. Consider being an innova-

tor and trying transit ads, even if your competitors don’t.

Standard options — the ones most easily available through media-buying 

firms and ad agencies — include shelter panels, bus and taxi exterior signs, 

and posters and back-lit signs in airports.

In most U.S. cities, shelter panels are 46-x-67-inch posters that appear at bus-stop 

shelters. (Different standards may apply in other cities.) You can mount them 

behind a Lucite sheet to minimize the graffiti problem. In many cities, designers 

have back-lit some of the shelter panels for nighttime display. A one-month show-

ing typically costs anywhere from $500 to $1,500, depending upon the city. You 

may need as many as 100 to 300 panels to achieve enough exposures to reach 

a 100-percent showing in a city, depending upon the city’s size (see the earlier 

“Blanketing the area with a 100 showing” section for more on this tactic).

Bus signs come with well-accepted standards in North America — although 

some local bus services now offer the option of full-bus painting or shrink-

wrapping too. Here are the typical bus sign standards:

 ✓ Large bus poster: Also called a king-size ad, a large bus poster is a 

30-x-144-inch poster in a frame mounted on the side of the bus. This 

poster can be displayed on the street side or curb side (in the United 

States, the street side is generally the right-hand side).

 ✓ Medium bus poster: Sometimes called a queen-size ad, a medium bus 
poster is a 30-x-88-inch poster that’s especially suited for the curb side of 

a bus. If you want to make sure bus passengers and other pedestrians on 

the route see your poster, then the curb side is for you.
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 ✓ Small bus poster: Also referred to as a traveling display, a small bus 
poster is a 21-x-44-inch poster on the side of a bus. If you have a simple 

message and a tight budget, this format may be big enough to give you 

the visibility you need.

 ✓ Front and rear bus displays: These ads measure 21 x 70 inches and give 

high visibility to drivers near the bus. A front bus display can also go by 

the name headlighter. A rear-end poster (or tail-light ad) gives great expo-

sure to people in cars behind the bus. But if the bus exhaust is messy, 

your ad may not look so great after a few days. Check that out before 

buying a rear bus display.

 ✓ Combinations: Sometimes advertisers combine a front bus display with 

a curb-side ad to maximize impact on pedestrians as they watch the bus 

go by. Add a shelter poster to the mix, and you have incredibly good 

coverage! Such combinations can be effective, especially if you think 

your ad may be challenging to read or if you want to display two or 

three complementary ads to the same viewer.

  

If you’re advertising in a European or other country, these U.S. standards 

may not apply. Outdoor ads in general, and especially transit ads, aren’t fully 

standardized in all countries. So check with the bus line, billboard owner, or 

whoever controls the ad space before you design your ad.

Want a relatively well-to-do audience with a rich mix of tourists and profes-

sional travelers? Then enquire about airport advertising options. Contact 

media firms such as Clear Channel Outdoor (www.clearchanneloutdoor.
com), which can place your posters in hundreds of airports. Also, note that 

some airports are making video advertising available at baggage carousels to 

reach travelers while they wait for their luggage. (For tips on creating a video 

ad, flip to Chapter 9.)

 When engaging in transit advertising, consider breaking the rule of outdoor 

advertising that says you have to make your design clear and simple. You 

may be better off layering your design so you provide a clear, large-scale, 

simple message for first-time viewers plus a more detailed design and mes-

sage for repeat viewers to find within the poster. You can do something like 

hide a Waldo-like character in your ads for people to find or include a riddle 

or puzzle for viewers to solve. Do whatever you can to allow viewers to go 

deeper into the design each time they see it. This attraction should help keep 

the ad fresh and build viewers’ interest in the ad and its message.
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Chapter 9

Broadcasting Your Message
In This Chapter
▶ Designing radio ads and audio podcasts

▶ Figuring out cheaper, alternative ways to use video

▶ Creating emotional TV ads that show more than they tell

Many marketers are intimidated by video and audio and don’t use these 

powerful communication channels enough. National television adver-

tising is expensive, of course, and only one out of a hundred marketers has 

the budget for it. For everyone else, there’s spot television and radio adver-

tising (including in-store radio), Internet video advertising (including ads on 

YouTube and podcasts), demonstration videos on your Web site or MySpace 

page, video brochures whose links are sent to e-mail and digital cellphone 

addresses, large-screen TV displays at trade shows and conventions . . . the 

list goes on and on.

I want to encourage you to be open-minded about radio, video, and TV, 

because new and easier ways to produce in these media are emerging all the 

time, along with a growing number of low-cost ways to broadcast your ads. 

And even if you don’t use these commercial media, you can quite possibly 

create your own ways to share audio-visual information with prospects. In fact, 

more and more marketers use CDs or Web sites that communicate in digital 

video or with PowerPoint-type slides and radio-style voice-overs. Modern tech-

nology is making these media more flexible and affordable for all marketers.

Producing Ads for Radio
Conventional wisdom says you have only three elements to work with when 

you design advertising for the radio: words, sound effects, and music. That’s 

true in a literal sense, but you can’t create a great radio ad unless you remem-

ber that you want to use those elements to generate mental images for the 

listener. And that means you can often perform the same basic plot on radio 

as on TV. Really. Radio isn’t as limited as people think — it’s just rarely used 

to full advantage anymore now that society’s love affair with radio has been 

eclipsed by its love of TV and movies.
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For example, I own a collection of old radio shows featuring that amateur 

sleuth known as The Shadow. My children and I used to listen to these clas-

sic radio dramas repeatedly. Why were these old radio dramas so engaging? 

Because you could see the action so clearly as it unfolded. The script and 

sound effects (SF or SFX in radio lingo) create a string of powerful visual 

images in your mind as the story unfolds (note that the script tells you what 

supposedly makes the sound effects to make sure you can picture what’s 

going on).

“Oh no, the giant black cat is coming toward us! My God, its eyes are 

glowing!” (SF: Meeeowww. Snarl, snarl.) “Help, it’s backing me toward the 

edge of the roof of this ten-story building!” (SF: Snarl, spit, snarl.) “Look 

out, Margo. You’ll fall off!” (SF: Sound of falling, with a woman’s scream 
fading into the distance.)

You can see what’s happening, can’t you? A dangerous situation creates sus-

pense with dialogue, sound effects, and narration just as well as if you could 

literally see the situation unfolding.

 If you decide to create a radio ad, consider creating a story complete with 

sound effects, dialogue, and narration because these elements make your ad 

engaging and entertaining — which means people will listen to it and remem-

ber it. However, don’t try to finalize a script or record an ad yourself. These 

are specialized skills requiring a sound studio technician. Instead, bring your 

concept to the staff of a local radio station for production (for local advertis-

ing) or to a production company or ad agency that does a lot of radio ads (for 

national radio network advertising).

The following sections provide you with helpful information and options you 

should think about if you’re considering radio advertising for your business 

or product.

Recognizing the cost value of radio time
Radio offers a broader reach for less cash than other media in the United 

States (and many other nations, as well), and I often find myself urging 

marketers to buy radio due to this incredible reach/value combination. 

According to Arbitron Inc.’s radio network audience ratings, between 70 and 

75 percent of people in the United States are reached by one or more ads on 

national radio networks each week for a total audience of nearly 190 million 

(data from June 2009; see www.arbitron.com for free executive summaries 

of the company’s latest surveys). There are also local, independent radio 

stations in many markets (for example, most larger colleges and universities 

have radio stations).
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If you’re targeting adults, your audience is probably served fairly well by 

radio ads. However, younger listeners are tending to tune out radio in favor of 

their own playlists, which they download from the Web and play on MP3 play-

ers, cellphones, and computers. Consequently, traditional radio no longer 

reaches the under-30 crowd as well as it used to. (The exception to this rule 

is the college radio station. A popular show hosted by students often attracts 

student listeners.)

 You can target radio advertising quite narrowly — both by type of audience 

and by geographic area. This fact helps make radio a very good buy. The 

general lack of appreciation for this medium also helps by keeping ad prices 

artificially low. Radio ads are cheaper than television and newspaper ads in 

the United States. Radio programmers don’t charge more for advertising slots, 

partly because of the problem that people may not be paying any attention 

to the radio they have on in the background. But a well-designed ad can often 

capture folks’ attention for a few seconds.

Going the direct route with your goals
When creating your radio ad, you have the choice of being direct or indirect. 

Direct-action advertising aims to stimulate an immediate shopping response; 

on the flip side, indirect-action advertising informs listeners about a brand, 

store, or business. The most effective radio ads call for direct action (such as 

attending an event or picking up the phone), so you generally want to favor 

direct over indirect action goals for your radio ads.

The best way to go the direct route is to give out a Web address (if the lis-

tener can remember that address easily) or a toll-free number in the ad. If 

you want to push people toward an event or blowout sale, use your radio ad 

to announce the event and drive attendance. Run announcements of events 

in the week leading up to them, not earlier. Early announcements are better 

made through print or Web advertising (see Chapters 7 and 10, respectively), 

which allow people to clip or bookmark the ad. Radio ads tend to be forgot-

ten after a few days, so keep them timely.

 Put your brand name into your radio ad early and often, regardless of the 

story line. If you fail to generate the desired direct action, at least you build 

awareness and interest for the brand, which supports other points of contact 

in your marketing program. Radio is a great support medium, and not enough 

marketers use it that way.
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Targeting your radio advertising
I like the fact that radio stations make a real effort to target specific 

audiences — after all, most advertisers try to do the same thing. With a 

little research, you can get good data, both demographic and lifestyle- or 

attitude-oriented, on radio audiences. And you can often find radio stations 

(or specific programs on those stations) that reach a well-defined audience 

that’s rich in those people you want to target.

 Arbitron Inc. is the leading source of audited information about audience size 

and composition for television and radio stations in the United States. It now 

also provides information and assistance for those who want to purchase 

radio and video ad time on Webcasts. Visit Arbitron on the Web at www. 
arbitron.com.

Prefer data straight from the source? Simply call any local station and ask for 

its audited report on its listeners, a document the station gives a potential 

advertiser free of charge.

 One way you can target radio advertising is by running ads over the inter-

nal broadcasting systems used in many stores. This opportunity gives you 

another great way to target a particular audience, like advertising your 

brand of tires at an automotive store. Marketers call this kind of ad in-store 
audio advertising. It’s an entirely different medium from a buying perspective 

because the store or a specialized service provider develops and controls the 

programming. As a result, most marketers don’t know how to use in-store 

audio programming. An ad agency may be able to help you gain access, or you 

can turn to a specialized media-buying firm that handles this kind of adver-

tising. For example, Pennsylvania-based Attention Shoppers produces and 

places 30-second radio ads in grocery and other stores (877-227-3901; www.
attention shoppers.com).

Looking into audio podcasts
An audio podcast is a radio program that people may download and listen 

to at their convenience (however, many are subscribed to and broadcast on 

specific schedules). Podcasts play on a variety of portable media players, 

such as iPods or other MP3 players. You can also listen to a podcast on your 

computer and store it in iTunes or a similar music management program. For 

marketers, podcasts are a way to make informational or educational radio-

style broadcasts available for anyone interested in them. You can advertise 

on other people’s podcasts (visit Podtrac’s podtrac.com site and click on 

Advertisers at the top to find out how) or you can try your hand at creating 

your own podcast.
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 Podcasts are a good alternative to editorial publicity in traditional media 

because you get to create the content and produce the “show” without having 

to convince some journalist that your content is newsworthy. But, of course, 

your content should still be newsworthy! Keep your podcast informational and 

avoid hard selling, or else no one will choose to download and listen to it.

Here are some tools you can use to produce your very own podcast:

 ✓ Apple Podcast Producer: Designed for marketers who want to self-produce 

simple audio or video content (such as a virtual tour of the latest offer-

ings in a store) that their customers can subscribe to. Visit www.apple.
com/business/podcasting for more info.

 ✓ Final Cut Pro: Many professional Web designers and audio and video 

producers favor this cool desktop production software by Apple. It’ll

set you back around $500 and require you to have plenty of memory 

(I suggest a big external hard drive). But even if you have to upgrade 

your hardware to use the program, you’ll be able to produce audio and 

video for the Web for less than $1,000 in editing equipment, making this 

option a must-have for the contemporary marketer.

 ✓ ePodcast Creator: Industrial Audio Software (www.industrialaudio
software.com) offers this podcast producing software for less than 

$200.

 ✓ Hipcast: This audio and video podcasting service is perhaps the sim-

plest way I’ve ever heard of to produce an audio recording. If you don’t 

want to have to learn new software and make and edit your own record-

ing, just contact the folks at Hipcast (www.audioblog.com) and let 

them record your podcast message.

 Don’t forget the obvious: Make your podcasts available on your Web site so 

regular visitors (who include your core customers) will notice them.

 You can also post your podcasts at a site like Podcast Alley (www.podcast
alley.com), one of a new breed of sites on which you can post your podcast 

and make it available for members to rate and listen to. (You have to register 

on the site to post podcasts, but at the time of this writing, registration is 

free.) I recommend posting on such a site if you want to broaden your audi-

ence beyond your own list.

You can also create video podcasts, terminology sometimes used to refer 

to on-demand video clips and Web television series. Check out the later 

“Identifying Less Expensive Ways to Use the Power of Video” section for more 

info on video podcasts.
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Considering Web radio
Web radio is audio programming delivered over the Web on a regular daily 

schedule. It’s very much like traditional radio except that traditional radio is 

delivered over the airwaves. Listeners like Web radio because it gives them 

more control and selection than traditional radio. This is good for advertisers 

because it means that audiences sort themselves out according to tastes and 

interests, allowing advertisers to target very well-defined groups of listeners — 

which makes reaching these groups quite economical. Also, Web radio is inex-

pensive to produce (no costly radio transmitters here); low production costs 

translate into low ad rates.

Web radio is an increasingly good advertising option, reaching close to 40 

million people each week. Visit Web sites such as AOL Music (music.aol.
com), Live365 (www.live365.com), Radio-Locator (www.radio-locator.
com), or RadioTower.com (www.radiotower.com) to identify Web radio sta-

tions that might match your customer base. These sites catalog thousands of 

Web radio programs from the United States and elsewhere. Other companies 

act as brokers for radio ad buyers. One company, TargetSpot, has a Web site 

(www.targetspot.com) that makes it easy to place your own ads on appro-

priate Web radio stations.

 To get the most for your money, try combining traditional and Web radio 

advertising. You can easily reach a larger audience this way than through print 

or TV advertising.

Identifying Less Expensive Ways 
to Use the Power of Video

If you’re thinking of skipping this section because it’s about video, consider 

this: Video can cost $2,000 per minute to produce — or even $20,000 if you’re 

making a sophisticated national TV ad. But it can also cost $100 a minute 

or less. Most videos on YouTube are made for free by someone with a basic 

digital video camera. And although many YouTube videos look homemade, a 

surprising number of them are quite good.

 If you’ve never shot and edited a video, you may not be the right person to do 

it for your marketing program, so consider hiring someone with experience 

and a portfolio you like. However, if you have some experience yourself, you 

may want to forge ahead on your own. If you’re thinking of making your own 

video podcast, spot ad, how-to video, or video brochure, take the YouTube 

tutorial: Review a few dozen of the most popular YouTube videos to see why 

people are choosing to watch them. In doing so, you’ll see a wide range of 
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ways to win the interest of your audience. Sure, some of those YouTube videos 

feature people making fools of themselves, but others are good, solid pieces of 

video theater that may give you an idea for a good ad campaign.

Basically, if you think video is out of your ballpark, think again. You can (and 

probably should) make how-to instructional videos, as well as video ads. The 

next two sections give you some helpful hints in preparing for your video 

shoot and making sure the actual shoot goes well — without you having to 

spend big bucks.

Planning your video shoot
Shooting good video takes more than competent lighting, sound, and camera-

work. You need to do some advance planning to optimize the shoot. Here are 

some tips to keep in mind if you decide to shoot video yourself:

 ✓ Write a simple, clear script and time it before you bother to shoot any 

video. Keep your script brief because the typical spot ad’s length is mea-

sured in seconds, not minutes (when you purchase ad time, you’ll see 

the options, which usually range from 15 or 20 seconds to a minute). See 

the later “Designing Ads for TV” section for advice on how to write an 

effective video script.

 ✓ Make sure you have the right supplies. A fairly new hand-held digital 

video camera and a high-quality microphone are capable of producing 

effective video for your marketing, especially for use on the Web where 

low-resolution video files are usually used, making camera quality less 

important. Additionally, plenty of software programs are available for 

editing video, although I recommend hiring an eager young videogra-

pher who already has the needed software and camera and can take 

direction from you but do most of the technical work herself.

 ✓ If you want actors, consider recruiting them locally and even asking 

people to volunteer. I hate to promote this idea, but if you can avoid 

paying union rates for your actors, you’re better off. Paying union rates 

and residuals is appropriate for major national campaigns but can be 

prohibitive for small marketers.

For information on video editing and production, check out the many For 
Dummies books that help you better understand what’s involved. Or hire a 

media production firm (I’ve used MediaPro in San Francisco, California) that 

can do high-quality work at moderate rates. With plenty of smaller production 

firms around, try interviewing some in your area and getting samples of their 

work plus price quotes — you may find that by the time you master the writ-

ing, shooting, and editing of a video, you’d rather have saved the time for other 

business activities and let an expert do it for a few thousand dollars or less.
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 If you want an easy way to produce a video suitable for podcast or Web site 

use, go to Hipcast’s site, www.audioblog.com, and click on the Create Video 

link. You can record video footage of you delivering a message into any digital 

video camera, send it to this Web site, and simply follow the instructions to 

turn your footage into a video podcast. The result may not be stunningly high 

quality, but it’ll be done in a short while and cost almost nothing to make. 

Most marketers prefer something with higher production quality, but it’s nice 

to know you can do video production for cheap (or even free!) if you’re willing 

to use your computer to do it yourself.

Shooting your own high-quality video
Poor video quality due to lack of light. Inferior sound quality. Shaky camera-

work. These are just some of the common problems plaguing amateur video. 

Avoid these pitfalls and create good-quality video (even if you’re using a 

camera that costs just a few hundred dollars) by doing the following:

 ✓ Clean up the background. Most amateur efforts to shoot video pod-

casts or ads are plagued by stuff that shows up in the background. 

Eliminate trash cans, competitors’ signs, and anything else that’s 

unsightly.

 ✓ Light the subject brightly and well. Cameras need more light than your 

eyes do, and any camera will give you good results if a lot of light is 

available. Bright, hazy sunlight (through a light cloud cover) is optimal 

if you’re shooting outdoors. Indoors, the low-budget producer can use 

high-powered but low-cost halogen work lights (careful, they get too hot 

to touch). Put two lights at about 45 degrees from your subject’s face, 

preferably on her right (the viewer’s left). This is your main source of 

light. Then fill with a lower-powered light on the subject’s other side at 

about the same distance and angle. If you have a backdrop (such as a 

cloth or a set of some kind), you can light that with smaller lights from 

the side, top, or bottom, which helps reduce the impact of shadows from 

the main lights.

 ✓ Use a dedicated microphone close to anyone who’s speaking. Don’t use 

the video camera’s built-in microphone. You need to be much closer to pick 

up good-quality sound than you do to take a good still or video picture.

 ✓ Set the camera on a solid surface. Ideally, this means a heavy, nonwig-

gly tripod. If you don’t own one, use a heavy table instead.

 ✓ Do multiple takes. Capture enough footage so you can edit out the bad 

and use the best.
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 If you’re making a simple, low-cost or free video podcast, you may be tempted 

to simply sit down in front of your computer’s built-in camera and start 

recording. However, the rules of good video production still apply. Check the 

lighting! Make sure you look good! After all, you’re representing your brand.

 Please don’t shoot faces from a low angle. Many video podcasts show way too 

much chin, distorting the speaker’s face oddly. The camera should be at or 

slightly below your eye level if you don’t want to look like an alien.

Designing Ads for TV
Television is much like theater — it combines visual and verbal channels in 

real-time action, making it a remarkably rich medium. Yes, you have to make 

the writing as tight and compelling as good print copy, but the words must 

also sound good and must flow with the visuals to create drama or comedy.

TV ads must use great drama (whether funny or serious), condensed to a 

few seconds of memorable action. Think of a really powerful, moving, and 

memorable scene from a movie. How about (if you’re a Bogart fan) the scene 

from To Have and to Have Not, in which Lauren Bacall tells Humphrey Bogart, 

as she slinks out of his hotel room, that all he has to do is whistle if he wants 

her back. It’s one of the most well-known sequences in the movies.

These few seconds of drama seem to etch themselves into the memory of 

anyone who watches that film because they feature a good script with just 

the right touch of just the right emotion, great acting, good camerawork, and 

a good set, plus the most important element of all — the suspense of a devel-

oping relationship between two interesting characters. You don’t need to 

achieve this level of artistry to make a good TV ad, but you certainly need to 

achieve a higher-than-average level to stand out. And if you can create truly 

great TV, your ad pays off in gold.

If you’re interested in pursuing TV ads, check out the following sections, 

which cover important points to help you in your journey.

Proceeding with TV ads
TV ads look simple when you see ’em, but don’t be fooled — they aren’t 

simple at all. If you want to advertise via TV, you need to make sure you know 

what you’re doing. Consider the following tips to help you as you begin the 

process:
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 ✓ Hire an experienced producer or production company to help you do 

the ad or hire a big ad agency (at big ad agency dollars) to design and 

supervise the production of your ad. Hiring experts does add to your 

costs, but it ensures quality work. Just remember that you ultimately 

decide whether the script has that star potential or is just another for-

gettable ad. Don’t let the production company or ad agency shoot until 

you have something memorable to make the investment worthwhile.

  Strapped for cash but still want some assistance? Film students at the 

nearest college with a film or media department are usually eager to 

help produce ads. To them, it’s an opportunity to show they can do pro-

fessional work. For you, it may be an opportunity to get near-professional 

work at very low prices. Just make sure the students and their profes-

sors agree upfront (in writing) that you own the finished product and 

can use it in your marketing.

 ✓ Aim for a TV ad that looks high quality and professional. Sure, you can 
go to a local cable station and shoot your own talking-head ads in its 

studio at little cost, or even sit down and talk at your computer’s digital 

camera to make a podcast-style ad. But boy do those ads look cheap 

when shown on the local network affiliate right next to expensive ads 

from national advertisers. Without high-quality production, even the 

best design doesn’t work. Why? Because people watch so much TV that 

they know the difference between good and bad ads — and they don’t 

bother to watch anything but the best. This is true of ads on podcasts 

too because podcast viewers are often downloading high-quality movies 

or TV shows.

 ✓ Create a spoof ad if you’re on a shoestring budget. A spoof ad makes 

fun of one of the silly TV ad genres, like the one where an overenthusiastic 

salesman does a frantic 30-second sell. Because the whole point is to 

make a campy spoof, you don’t need (or want) high production value, 

but you do still need help from someone with experience in setting up 

shots and handling camera and lights, plus a good enough actor to make 

the ad entertaining.

Getting emotional
 Regardless of your personal stance on TV as a mind-numbing waste of time or 

a good way to relax and unwind, one fact is true: TV can do emotion — often 

better than any other media, because it can showcase the expressiveness of 

actors’ faces — and emotion makes for highly effective advertising. So when 

you plan to use TV as your marketing tool, always think about what emotion 

you want your audience to feel.
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Select an emotional state that fits best with your appeal and the creative con-

cept behind your ad. Then use the power of imagery to evoke that emotion. 

(This strategy works whether your appeal is emotional or rational.) Always 

use the emotional power of TV to prepare your audience to receive that 

appeal. Surprise. Excitement. Empathy. Anxiety. Skepticism. Thirst. Hunger. 

The protective instincts of the parent. You can create all of these emotional 

states and more in your audience with a few seconds of good TV. A good ad 

generates the right emotion to prime viewers for your appeal. For instance, 

the classic Prudential commercial (“Own a piece of the rock”) is a strictly 

emotional appeal, designed to give viewers a feeling of permanence and 

dependability about the investment products the company pitches.

Modern marketing with RiceBunny
If you ever wonder whether YouTube, MySpace, 
Twitter, and other new Web media can really 
build brand identity as effectively as tradi-
tional television and radio spot ads, consider 
Michelle Phan’s phenomenal success story. As 
of July 2009, more than 190,000 people had sub-
scribed to Phan’s YouTube channel (the term 
for a YouTube home page), and channel visitors 
have viewed her how-to makeup videos more 
than 6 million times. The college student started 
posting videos when she was a teenager, and 
by the time she turned 21 and decided to launch 
her own skincare line, she was already a minor 
celebrity.

Phan’s family and friends know her as a 
Boston-based design student, but millions of 
other people know her as the face in the cool 
how-to videos on YouTube or as RiceBunny, 
which is her chat name on Twitter, where 
her bio reads “I am chic and nerdy.” (That’s a 
subtle but effective positioning statement, by 
the way; flip to Chapter 2 for more on positioning 
statements.) Phan combines a chic personal pre-
sentation with a nerdy brilliance about her topics, 

offering unique tips such as how to make a 
better face mask out of aspirin and honey. She 
also tackles real-world problems like how best 
to apply makeup if you wear glasses.

Phan’s pages on the various social network-
ing Web sites are well linked to reinforce each 
other and point back to the YouTube videos. 
For example, she provides a link from Twitter 
to her blog at Xanga (www.xanga.com/
RiceBunny), which has a top-of-the-screen 
link to her YouTube videos.

Considering Phan built a following of tens of 
thousands of blog readers and YouTube viewers 
before launching her skincare products, I have 
a hunch the line is going to be a success — and 
at a tiny fraction of the cost of a conventional 
launch on network television. However, to make 
sure she succeeds, she’s been asking her Web 
friends for advice. She even posted a question 
on Xanga about how to price her cosmetics and 
received surprisingly wise input from peers who 
are her future customers, including suggestions 
on how much they’d be willing to pay for the 
products. Welcome to 21st century marketing!
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Some marketers measure their TV ads based on warmth. Research firms gen-

erally define warmth as the good feelings generated from thinking about love, 

family, or friendship. Emotions, especially warm, positive ones, make TV ad 

messages far more memorable. Many marketers don’t realize the strength of 

this emotional effect because it can’t be picked up in the standard measures 

of ad recall. That is, in day-after recall tests, viewers recall emotional-appeal 

TV ads about as easily as rational-appeal ads. But in-depth studies of the 

effectiveness of each kind of ad tend to show that the more emotionally 

charged ads do a better job of etching the message and branding identity in 

viewers’ minds.

Being visual: Show, show, show
Be sure to take full advantage of TV’s other great strength: its ability to show. 

In a TV ad you can demonstrate a product feature, show a product in use, 

and do about a thousand other things just with your visuals.

 Some people in your audience think visually, whereas others favor a verbal 

message, so you have to cover both bases by using words and images in your 

advertising. In a TV ad, you must show and tell (note the emphasis on show-

ing). Compare this with radio, where you show by telling, or with print, where 

the two modes balance each other out, so the rule becomes simply to show 

and tell. The visual and verbal modes reinforce each other.

 To make sure you keep the “show” part of the formula top of mind, do what 

TV ad designers do: Rough out your ideas in a visually oriented script, using 

quick sketches to indicate how the ad will look. You — or preferably the com-

petent agency or scriptwriter you hire — should prepare rough storyboards 

as you think through and discuss various ad concepts. A storyboard is an easy 

way to show the key visual images of film, using pictures in sequence. The 

sketches run down the center of a sheet of paper or poster board in most 

standard storyboard layouts. On the left, you write notes about how to shoot 

each image, how to use music and sound effects, and whether to superimpose 

text on the screen. On the right, you include a rough version of the script (the 

words actors in the scenes or in a voice-over say). See Figure 9-1 for a sample 

storyboard.

Answering the question of style
You can use a great variety of styles in your TV advertising. A celebrity can 

endorse the product. Claymation fruit can sing and dance about it. Animated 

animals can chase a user through the jungle in a fanciful exaggeration of a 
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real-life situation. Imagination and videotape know no limits, especially with 

the growing availability of high-quality computerized animation and special 

effects at a reasonable cost. But some of the common styles work better — 

on average — than others in tests of ad effectiveness. Table 9-1 shows styles 

that are more and less effective.

 

Figure 9-1: 
Roughing 

out a TV 
ad on a 

storyboard.
 

Lightning and thunder.
Rabbit pops out of
top hat. Zoom in.

Inset product
in slide.

Cut to dark room.
Lights come up on
birthday party.
Zoom in on cake.

Cut to dark; sudden
flash of lightning
illuminates new
product. Zoom in.

Surprise!

ANNCR: Until you
try the new *** from
***, you don’t know
what a surprise is!

Many voices:
Surprise!

Even more voices:
SURPRISE!

(SLIDE)

Company name and logo

VIDEO AUDIO
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Table 9-1 Comparing the Effectiveness of Common Ad Styles
More Effective Styles Less Effective Styles

Humorous commercials Candid-camera style testimonials

Celebrity spokespeople Expert endorsements

Commercials with children Song/dance and musical themes

Real-life scenarios Product demonstrations

Brand comparisons

Most studies show that both the humor and celebrity endorsement styles work 

best. So try to find ways to use these styles to communicate your message. On 

the other hand, making ads that are the exception to the rule may give you an 

edge, so don’t give up hope on other styles. Just make sure your ad lands well 

above average if you don’t want the rule of averages to apply to it.

Purchasing ad time on TV
Before you buy any ad time on TV, you need to know the answers to ques-

tions such as these: Which television venues work best for your ad? Should 

you advertise on a network or cable station? Should the ad run in prime time, 

evening, or late nighttime slots? What programs provide the best audience 

for your ad?

As with other media, you should rely on surveys to find out about audience 

size and characteristics. Experian Simmons (www.smrb.com) and Mediamark 

Research & Intelligence (MRI; www.mediamark.com) both provide useful 

data in publications, which you can get by subscription. SRDS’s TV and Cable 
Source is another excellent source of data (you can find out more about this 

publication at www.srds.com). Note: The SRDS publication is the only one 

I’ve seen that combines data on Asia, Europe, and Latin America, along with 

U.S. listings. Of course, the golden boy of all data sources is Nielsen Media 

Research (www.nielsenmedia.com), which provides the key data for North 

American television markets. The Nielsen Television Index rates programs 

based on sweeps (four-times-a-year surveys of viewership in major media 

markets).

Nielsen’s viewer studies provide the following statistics by geographic area:

 ✓ How many TV sets are in the market in all (television households, or 

TVHHs)

 ✓ How many TV sets are turned on at any given time (households using 

TV, or HUTs)
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 ✓ What percentage of the HUTs are tuned to a specific program (audience 

share)

 ✓ What percentage of the TVHHs are tuned to a specific program (rating)

Say a city has 800,000 TVHHs. If 200,000 (or 25 percent) of these TVHHs are 

tuned to a particular program, then that program gets a rating of 25. If half of 

all televisions are on, then HUT equals 400,000 households (or 50 percent), 

and that program’s share of market is 200,000 ÷ 400,000, or 50 percent.

 In general, advertisers pay more attention to ratings than to share of market 

data, because ratings tell them how big the audience is, and they usually try to 

reach the largest audience possible with their ads.

A gross rating point (GRP) is the total rating points achieved by your media 
schedule (all the times you run an ad over a specific period). When media 

buyers purchase a series of time blocks on TV for your ad, they add up all the 

ratings from each of the times/places where your ad runs and give you the 

total — your campaign’s GRPs. The number is big, but it doesn’t tell you very 

much.

 The GRP number doesn’t distinguish between new exposures (reach) and 

repeat exposures (frequency). Maybe your ad reached 10 million television 

households, but did it reach the same 1 million households, ten times over — 

or did it reach 10 million households, one time each? The answer probably lies 

somewhere in between. You can find out the exact answer by obtaining reach 

and frequency estimates for any TV ad schedule. In some campaigns, you may 

want 50 or 100 repetitions. In others, 10 or 15 repetitions may be your goal. Let 

your agency or media buyer know what your goal is.

 I recommend adding one further refinement to audience data. Rating points 

emphasize the size of the program’s audience, not the match between the 

audience and your target market. So be sure to convert — or ask your ad 

agency to convert — ratings into figures that represent reach into your target 

market and exclude those households outside of your target market that you 

don’t need to advertise to. When you look at the TV-buying decision in this 

way, you often end up advertising on a wider variety of channels and pro-

grams than if you relied on straight rating points.

Buying spot television and Web video 
ads on a shoestring budget
Spot advertising runs in local markets instead of nationwide. You can buy spot 

ad time for your commercial from a local TV station or you can ask for local-

ized broadcast from a cable TV company. Web video ads aren’t spot advertis-

ing because in theory they can be seen by anyone on the Internet anywhere 
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in the world, but in practice you can target them fairly specifically by viewer 

interests and geography. Consequently, they offer much the same benefits of 

traditional spot advertising: narrow targeting to specific audiences, often at 

modest prices.

Here are some options you can try if you want to consider spot television and 

Web video ads:

 ✓ Spot Runner: This media planning engine (found at www.spotrunner.
com) creates custom media plans targeting customers by demographics, 

networks, and neighborhoods. Use it to purchase 15-, 30-, and 60-second 

spots on prime time, local broadcast, and cable channels. Many spots 

cost less than $100 dollars. For a local campaign in a modest-sized 

market, a budget of $10,000 is sufficient to run a spot ad more than a 

hundred times. Major cities cost more, but they offer more customers, 

so they’re worth the added expense.

 ✓ Apple TV: This service connects any high-definition television to the 

Internet and provides access to a wide range of video programs and 

broadcasts, both live and on demand. The user base is growing rapidly, 

making this a great new advertising medium. To place your ad on Apple 

TV alongside movies, YouTube videos, TV shows, podcasts, and other 

Internet video content, as well as to tap into iPod-using podcast viewers, 

look into advertising options offered by Blip.tv (www.blip.tv).

 ✓ YouTube ads: Users of YouTube may post their videos for free, but you’ll 

have to pay a modest fee to show your ads on the site. Fortunately, it’s 

easy to place ads (either embedded text or video) on YouTube, which 

has millions of viewers each day.

 ✓ InVideo advertising: Google offers this option, which allows you to 

embed an ad message in any Web video based on its content, thereby 

allowing you to target your ad more effectively to people with a specific 

interest in it. The ad pops up as an overlay in the bottom fifth of the 

video viewing area if there’s a content match — hence the name InVideo.
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In this part . . .

The Japanese poet Matsuo Basho advised, “Do not seek 

to follow in the footsteps of the men of old; seek what 

they sought.” In marketing, the goals never really change. 

We’re always eager to find new customers and grow our 

revenues. But the means of achieving these goals can and 

do change, so always look for alternatives and fresh 

approaches to traditional advertising.

You especially have to stay on top of your game in today’s 

advertising because entirely new ways of communicating 

with customers and prospects have emerged. E-mail, Web 

sites, blogs, paid listings on search engines, and many 

more innovations are transforming marketing and expand-

ing your options for publicity. If you want, you can actually 

design an effective marketing program that completely 

skips conventional advertising in favor of one or more of 

the many alternative media out there. The chapters in this 

part help you figure out how to make the most of advertis-

ing alternatives.



Chapter 10

Maximizing Your Web Marketing
In This Chapter
▶ Developing your Web identity and keeping control of it

▶ Creating a strong hub Web site and relevant satellite sites

▶ Making your site visible to Internet search engines

▶ Exploring the world of online advertising — and budgeting for it appropriately

▶ Using e-mail correctly and effectively in marketing and sales

The Internet creates a versatile medium for direct marketing that, when 

used correctly, can make a huge impact on your marketing. You may be 

surprised at all the different ways you can use the Web to market your busi-

ness and product line. This chapter covers the many options the Web offers, 

including the following: a hub Web site and a variety of satellites on separate 

Web pages and social networking sites; visitor registration so you can market 

to people via e-mail or send them postcards and catalogs through regular 

mail; the opportunity to track and boost your visibility on search engines; 

and the ability to reach a larger audience through live Webcasts of marketing 

events.

Whether your marketing budget is $600 or $60,000, you can use the Web to 

build sales in lots of exciting ways, and this chapter shows you how. (Also 

check out Chapter 21 to find ten tips for boosting Web sales.)

Creating and Managing a Web Identity
Your Web identity is the sum of your appearances on your own and others’ 

Web sites, including search engines that may list your Web sites, any banner 

or other ads you may be running on the Web, and blogs and other online 

conversational or social appearances. Just like in good real-world brand man-

agement, you need to have a clear, consistent name and image in the virtual 

world of Web marketing.
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 The core of your Internet marketing strategy (literally!) is a good hub Web site, 
the main Web site for your business or product that supports a range of uses, 

from general customer inquiries to press visits, and that also provides access 

to your online store. Your hub Web site’s structure should stay relatively con-

stant. Don’t worry about it getting old because you’ll always be updating it 

with new products, new press releases, and banners or boxes that highlight 

any special promotions you may be doing elsewhere on the Web or off of it. 

Around this hub and connected to it through reciprocal links, you may have a 

wide range of smaller and/or shorter-term Web pages for specific promotions, 

as well as pages you may maintain on social networking and blog sites. Your 

ads on high-traffic Web sites and in Web directories are additional spokes that 

direct traffic to your hub. (See “Developing Your Hub Web Site” later in this 

chapter for help with the design of your site.)

The next sections take a closer look at what you can do to set and manage 

your Web identity.

Standardizing your Web identity
When establishing your Web identity, make sure the message you’re sending 

is clear and consistent. To achieve the latter, remember that you want your 

brand to be recognized and reinforced everywhere people run into you, both 

on the Web and off. Start with your URLs — the Web addresses that identify 

and link people to your Web pages — as well as any corporate or personal 

business names you may use on blogging sites and social networking sites. 

These Web identities need to match and reinforce your brand identity. If you 

can’t create Web identities that are exactly equal to your brand name (the 

product or company name you wish to promote), then embed that name in a 

longer name so it’s still visible.

 If you use a variety of names on the Web that don’t really add up to one 

simple, clear, single identity, then you need to pick the strongest name and 

migrate the others toward it. For instance, if your business is named Forest 

and Stream Natural Landscaping, having your main Web site address be www.
forestandstream.com and your blog name be ForestandStreamGardener 

may make perfect sense. You can even create a MySpace identity using this 

same name and also load lots of photographs of your successful landscape 

projects on Flickr (www.flickr.com) under the same moniker. If you’re using 

AOL, Gmail, or another common e-mail platform, you can add e-mail capability 

to your hub Web site address so that anyone who sees your e-mails will see 

the brand name and know what your Web identity is, too.
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Using the top inch to advantage
When creating your Web identity, maximize the amount of screen space your 

customers see. The top of your Web page is where you get to hammer home a 

consistent, memorable, clear brand identity on the Web. In fact, Web design-

ers and users generally accept that the top inch or two of every Web page is 

branding space for whoever controls that page. You want to use that top inch 

or two to present your brand name plus a short tag line, logo, and special 

promotional links and messages. Be careful though, because this space can 

easily get cluttered with multiple logos, messages, and promotions.

 To ensure that you’re taking full advantage of this top inch or so, select type, 

colors, and a visual logo that tie into your overall branding. Repeat this banner 

design with only minor variants whenever you control the appearance of the 

top of a Web page. You can do a quick audit of your Web brand identity right 

now by looking at the top inch of every page you control. Is it as consistent 

and as strong as it can be? If not, clean this area up immediately.

Registering domain names
If you don’t have the right domain names (also called Web addresses or URLs) 

already, you need to create one or more new ones. Select candidate names 

based on your off-Web brand name, which can be combined with a descriptive 

word or short phrase if need be to make it more unique. To test the availability 

of a possible domain name, go to sites such as www.register.com and enter 

the domain name in question to see whether it’s available.

 As you search for potential domain names, keep the following criteria in mind 

to make sure you obtain a good one for your hub site:

 ✓ A good domain name relates to your business or brand. I can reg-

ister the domain name www.lookmanohands.com if someone else 

hasn’t already. It’s catchy. It amuses me. Should I use it for my Web site 

address? No. It fails my first test because it doesn’t relate to my business 

or brand. My corporate training business is called Trainer’s Spectrum, 

so I use the domain name www.tspectrum.com. It’s not clever, but it’s 

clearly relevant to my business.

 ✓ A good domain name is memorable. Someone who wants to remember it 

can. Using your company or brand name makes the Web site memorable 

to anyone who knows the name of your business. For instance, customers 

can easily remember that Crayola’s Web site address is www.crayola.
com. Or you can simply combine two or three easy words and make the 

string into a memorable URL. A firm selling UV filtering glass and Plexiglas 

for framing valuable art could choose a sufficiently relevant and memo-

rable domain name like www.uvprotectionglass.com.
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 ✓ A good domain name is unique. If your company name is similar to 

others, add a unique term or word in your domain name to make it 

more unique. For example, Ford Insurance Agency has to avoid acci-

dentally losing Web visitors to Ford Motor Company’s www.ford.
com, so the agency uses www.fordinsurance.net. Also, make sure 

your domain name doesn’t violate someone’s trademark. Check Web 

addresses against a database of trademarks (in the United States, you 

can do this search for free by going to patents.uspto.gov, clicking 

on the Trademarks link on the left-hand side of the page, and clicking on 

#3 [the Search TM database link]) or ask a lawyer to do a more detailed 

analysis if you think you may run into an issue. The trademarked domain 

name you want may be available, meaning you can register it at a site 

like www.register.com because nobody else has yet, but if you begin 

using it, the owner of the trademark may sue you.

Developing Your Hub Web Site
Your hub Web site is your main site where you provide broad coverage of all-

important topics (each under a separate tab). It’s also home to your e-commerce 

site (if you plan to sell products on the Web, that is). Your hub Web site 

should look and feel a lot like a traditional business Web site, because it’s the 

all-in-one site for customers, employees, the media, and the just plain curi-

ous. What makes it a hub is that it links all of your smaller, single-purpose 

sites and places, including landing pages to support Web ads, your blog, your 

MySpace page, your Facebook page, your Flickr albums, and your YouTube 

videos.

 Whether you ask for professional proposals from design firms or design your 

own site by using templates, make sure your Web site has a custom look built 

around your logo. Your Web site needs to put your logo and business name or 

brand name out there consistently and clearly. Don’t compromise your brand 

identity just to accommodate a cheap template or a snazzy design concept. 

(See the earlier “Standardizing your Web identity” section for more on the 

importance of consistency in your brand’s presentation online.)

 No matter whether you design your own hub Web site or have someone 

design one for you, you should also consider adding an online shopping cart. 

Many basic hosting plans include a shopping cart, so you can implement this 

feature fairly easily by using theirs. And note that you need to have a dedi-

cated merchant banking account linked to the shopping cart. Talk to your 

banker about this. If he looks at you blankly when you ask, then you need a 

more modern bank — switch at once.
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Designing a hub Web site on the cheap
Creating your hub Web site doesn’t have to cost you thousands of dollars. If 

you want to save a little money, just try creating it yourself.

To create your own hub site, start small and consider the following:

 ✓ Look for providers of Web site templates and select the one that offers 

the features, style, and pricing you like best. Many sources are avail-

able, so examine them closely to determine which one is the best fit for 

you. Some options include

 • Google: I like the options that Google offers, including an assort-

ment of easy-to-use, professional-looking templates.

 • Firms that register domain names, such as Register.com: These 

companies generally offer do-it-yourself packages.

 ✓ Hire an Internet service provider (ISP). You can find an ISP to host 

your site quite easily. In fact, dozens of ISPs may be trying to find you to 

make a sale. Pick one that offers the fee structure, services, and flexibility 

you want — and change ISPs if that ISP winds up not satisfying you. If 

you’re planning to build your own site using a template, then search for 

an ISP (working with only one is easier, if possible) that offers a template 

you like. Also, if you plan to set up a store on your Web site, look for an 

ISP that offers a shopping cart template. Many of the basic Web site tem-

plates do not include a shopping cart, so make sure you find one with 

a cart you like. (A low-cost alternative is to use an eBay store for your 

shopping cart function and link to it from your hub site.)

  Consider using your domain name and ISP to provide your own e-mail 

addresses, too. Having your e-mail done through your own domain looks 

more professional and helps you promote your brand name and Web 

address. For example, if you register www.excellenthairproducts.
com, then you may also want to have your personal e-mail be alex@
excellenthairproducts.com.

 ✓ Check out the latest edition of Building a Web Site For Dummies 

(Wiley). In this book, David Crowder discusses everything from design 

and implementation to e-commerce.

Hiring a professional designer or firm
A sophisticated Web site design may be beyond the reach of a do-it-yourself 

marketer and the available templates. If that’s the case for you, you pretty 

much have two options when hiring a professional:
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 ✓ A young freelance designer: If you need a good custom site and can 

afford at least a few thousand dollars for it, look for a young freelance 

designer who’s about to finish college and has already designed a number 

of good commercial Web sites on the side. I’ve used several up-and-coming 

designers on Web projects and saved my clients a lot of money this way. 

Note: I find young freelance designers need fairly close supervision, so if 

you don’t have the time or patience for that, look elsewhere.

 ✓ A professional design firm: If you have a relatively large business already 

(that is, you gross at least half a million dollars a year), then don’t mess 

around with amateur Web site designers just to save money. Instead, 

visit several dozen design firms’ Web sites and look at their sample work. 

Choose a handful of firms that have good examples of the kind of Web 

work you want. Past work is the best predictor of future work.

  After you have some candidates in mind, ask these firms to provide 

detailed proposals based on a specific list of objectives you provide. The 

clearer you are about your objectives, the more focused and affordable 

your candidates’ proposals will be. Don’t let any firm talk you into three 

times as much work than you think you need. Stick to your objectives. If 

a firm can’t offer a proposal that addresses your needs specifically, then 

cross that firm off of your list. No matter how impressive its proposal, 

the firm’s inability to follow your instructions will only end in over-

budget disaster if you go ahead and work with it.

Looking at the core elements 
of a good hub site
The best hub Web sites are easy to navigate and feature clean, uncluttered, 

appealing design, despite having a great many options embedded in them. 

Be sure to include the following elements in your site if you want to increase 

your chances for success:

 ✓ Simple, clear navigation: Before you do any designing, you want to 

ensure that people who visit your site can find what they need. To guar-

antee your hub site is easy to navigate, make a list of between three and 

six main categories or topics around which your site will be organized. 

In my opinion, when a home page has too many tabs or buttons, nobody 

can find anything, and viewers tend to get frustrated and migrate away 

to some competing site that’s easier to use.

 ✓ Streaming video, animation, and database management: You can 

use these technologies as important delivery methods, like showing a 

speaker in action, demonstrating a new product or providing services, 

and supporting the consumer online.
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 ✓ Photographs: If you have good photos of your product in use, candid 

shots of customers, or any other relevant pictures, post them to illus-

trate your site. Or budget another $500 to $1,000 to add stock photo-

graphs to your site. Sites with relevant images — especially of real 

people — are graphically more appealing and hold the visitor’s attention 

longer. Stock photography houses sell low-resolution images (at a lower 

price I might add) that are optimal for the Web and load quickly.

 ✓ An About Us button or tab: This button or tab links to a simple page 

featuring contact information, company history, customer testimonials, 

media clips, and photos and bios of key personnel. Try substituting 

short video statements for those boring photos of key people. The video 

footage can live on YouTube (www.youtube.com) and be called to your 

hub Web site when someone wants to view it — this is a cheap and easy 

way to offer streaming video.

 ✓ Bestsellers and special offers: This element is important if you’re selling 

products on your hub site. Feature bestsellers and special offers on the 

first page, along with links (in the form of buttons or tabs) to the handful 

of main product categories.

Fashioning a registration-based site
A registration-based site is one that locks visitors out of the bulk of its pages 

until they input their name and some identifying information, such as an 

e-mail address, title and business, or other useful information for your mar-

keting activities. A registration-based site builds a list of visitors for you. You 

can then use this list to send marketing messages by e-mail or regular mail.

 Think about what you want to do with the names before deciding what infor-

mation to ask people to provide. If you may want to mail or call visitors, then 

collect their full addresses and phone numbers.

To do so, create a form for visitors to fill in, linked to a database that cap-

tures each field (a field is a specific bit of information, such as name, title, 

street address 1, street address 2, state, zip code, e-mail address, daytime 

phone, evening phone). HTML programmers know how to program these 

forms, or you can use an off-the-shelf version from an ISP.

 People won’t register on your hub Web site unless you offer them something 

that a) reduces the perceived risk they may feel they’re running by giving up 

their contact information and b) seems worth the minute or two registration 

takes. A credible, well-designed site and a well-known brand or business name 

reduces the sense of risk. As for what you give them to reward them for regis-

tering, that’s up to you — apply your marketing imagination to the challenge. 
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If you have useful information, you can allow people access to it after they 

register. If you normally charge a fee for some service, offer a discount for visi-

tors who register. A frequent-customer discount is another great way to entice 

people to fill in your form.

Getting Your Site Noticed 
in Search Engines

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the practice of making your Web site as vis-

ible as possible to Internet search engines. Various consultants specialize in 

SEO, and if your Web traffic is too low, you can ask several of them for propos-

als. However, there are things you can do first that may be sufficient for building 

your search engine–driven traffic. The sections that follow give you some help.

Taking advantage of header 
and META magic
You can make sure your Web site is easy to find by tagging it with appropriate 

titles and terms describing its contents for the various search engines to pick up.

The first thing you need is a header block or head — a technical section that 

contains descriptive information about your Web page (it isn’t considered 

part of the page’s viewable content). Your Web pages must have heads, and 

these heads must include a title element. The title should be quite specific 

about what content will follow and include several descriptive terms or 

words to help search engines match your content to relevant searches.

Each page needs a title that’s relevant to its unique content (not a duplicate 

of the first page’s header) and has an H1 tag around it (an identifier that tells 

Google and other search engines what it is). For example: <h1>Boost Web Site 

Traffic via Search Engine Optimization Techniques</h1>. If you’re working in 

a template, the coding for the H1 tag should be there already, so all you have 

to do is type the descriptive header in the right place. Limit your header to 

66 characters because Google will cut it off if it’s longer.

Next, your Web site developer (or you, if you’re trying to do Web development 

on your own) needs to think about what META tags your site needs. META 
tags are lines of HTML code that identify properties of the document — often 

by using keywords that may turn up in a search. For example, the author of a 

how-to article on a Web site may want to include a META tag such as, META 

name=“Author” content=“Alex Hiam.” Some templates prompt you to type in 

META tags. If working with a designer, ask him to include relevant terms as 

META tags.
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 Don’t expect your META tags to guarantee that people using any of the 

common search engines get to see your site. Way too many sites are out there 

these days, and yours may be listed on the 15th page, after 140 other listings. 

META tags can help put you in the running, but they can’t ensure a prominent 

page-one placement in a search engine’s results. You have to combine them 

with other search engine optimization tactics.

Boosting visibility on search engines
Search engines locate (or index) billions of sites from user queries each day. 

Consequently, you’re a needle in an immense haystack. Here are some strate-

gies for boosting the visibility of your Web site on search engines and to Web 

users in general:

 ✓ Make sure you have a strong presence on the Web and then manage 

that presence. A strong, consistent brand, with well-selected Web 

addresses and other identifying names (such as usernames on MySpace, 

YouTube, Facebook, a blogging host of your choice, and Flickr), can help 

make you visible on the Web. Refer to the earlier section “Creating and 

Managing a Web Identity” for more.

 ✓ Provide a site map. The fewer links a search engine has to navigate 

to find content relevant to a specific search, the higher it’ll rate your 

site. A well-designed site map cuts the search engine’s journey down to 

just two links. A large Web site needs a separate page for its site map, 

whereas simpler pages can place the map on a navigation bar that’s vis-

ible from every page. On your map page or navigation bar, list all pages 

by title or topic and provide a direct link to each one.

 ✓ Communicate directly with your customers to build traffic. Search 

engines look at traffic when ranking pages, so anything you do through 

direct communication with your customers to build traffic can help. 

Offer free informational or entertaining content people will want to visit 

and download. Consider hosting a bulletin board about your industry or 

product. Make your Web site a resource for customers and noncustom-

ers alike, so as to maximize the amount of interaction with visitors.

 ✓ Collect, post, and update a page of links to related sites to improve your 

ranking. Put a tab or button on your home page that’s labeled Links, or 

if you want to pump up its appeal, label it The Best Links, Recommended 

Links, Our Pick of Links, or something like that. To find sites to link to, do 

your own searches and see what sites appear in the top ten listings. Then 

visit each of them and see whether you can find appropriate places and 

ways to link to them from your site (and vice versa, if possible). A company 

that distributes products for you or a professional association in your 

industry is a natural to link to your site. Build such links and the higher-

ranked sites tend to draw yours up toward them. But make sure you have 

useful content to justify those links! Very brief reviews of the linked-to sites 

may increase the value of your links page and thus build usage and traffic.
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 ✓ Build a family of sites and social networking site pages around your 

hub Web site. Doing so may capture traffic out on the rim of your Web 

presence and direct it toward your hub. Include single-purpose, single-

topic satellite pages and optimize the META tags for these pages so they 

rank higher than your hub site in searches specific to their topics. Check 

out the “Adding Satellites around Your Hub Site to Draw Visitors” section 

later in this chapter for more info.

 ✓ Advertise to build traffic. Traffic increases rank on most search 

engines, so a promotion that drives traffic to your Web site gets ampli-

fied by follow-on traffic that comes from search engine visibility, which 

in turn creates more visibility. I cover advertising options in the later 

“How to Advertise on the Web” section.

Driving traffic with content
To increase the length of time users spend on your Web site, and to ensure 

high involvement and return visits, you need to think like a publisher, not 

an advertiser. For this reason, I consider strong content to be the hidden 

factor for increasing Web site traffic. Unless you have valuable and appealing 

content, you may have difficulty building up traffic on your site. If you don’t 

know how to write (or film) and publish great content for the Web, enlist the 

help of eager young writers, videographers, and others who do. However you 

do it, make sure you enrich your hub site (and/or satellite sites) with valu-

able content visitors will want.

 You basically have two kinds of content you can offer on your site. I’ve coined 

these terms because there don’t seem to be appropriate terms in the Web 

lexicon. (You may need to explain these terms and the content strategies they 

represent if you’re working with a Web designer.) They are as follows:

 ✓ Durable content: It holds its value and may be kept on your Web site in 

an easy-to-access archive.

 ✓ Ephemeral content: It’s useful for a few days to a week but has to be 

replaced regularly, or else it gives your site an abandoned, neglected feel.

 I suggest you try to have a mix of durable content (such as useful facts for 

your customers) and ephemeral content (such as commentaries on recent 

events). Update the durable content at least once a year and renew the 

ephemeral content every day or week, deleting out-of-date content as you add 

the new stuff. (Most Web sites have a lot of out-of-date ephemeral content on 

them; don’t let yours be one of them.)
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If you don’t have a ton of time to keep updating ephemeral content, focus on 

putting durable content on your Web sites. This useful information accumu-

lates on your sites and builds traffic more durably than ephemeral content. 

And unless you’re a journalist or an insomniac blogger, it’s hard to do your 

real work and also post fresh new content on the Web every day. Durable 

content works for you while you ignore it. I like that. Your durable content 

should include reference materials of use to your customers, such as

 ✓ A glossary of technical terms

 ✓ A list of readings, Web pages, and other useful references

 ✓ White papers and how-to instructional pages and blogs

 ✓ Instructional videos and photos (which you can post on YouTube, 

Google Videos, or Flickr and call up to display on your hub Web site)

Reaching your traffic tipping point
 The tipping point concept applies to Web visibility. You have to do a lot of work 

initially to build traffic, and that hard work often seems difficult and costly. 

But as soon as you begin to be one of the more visible sites in your topic area, 

the traffic starts to sustain itself. So have faith and keep plugging away until 

your site’s traffic is high and you appear among the top dozen sites for key 

searches relating to your product or service.

Succeeding as a niche Web marketer
If you’re a specialty marketer and need to have 
only a few hundred or thousand customers, the 
rules of mass Web marketing don’t apply to you. 
Instead of building traffic, you need to focus on 
people who’re interested in your specific offer-
ings. Do so by selecting META tags and bidding 
on Google search terms that are highly specific 
to your niche (small, specialized) market, and 
therefore cost less to bid on. Tailor your Web 
copy to your niche market by using the jargon 
your audience uses and offer sophisticated, 
specialized informational content on your Web 
site(s).

As a niche marketer on the Web, you may also 
find it more effective to emphasize your own 

expertise as the spokesperson for your brand. 
Blog in your own name and post a short video 
seminar or how-to demonstration on YouTube. 
Don’t worry whether the average YouTube 
viewer thinks your video is boring or can’t 
follow it technically, giving it a low YouTube 
ranking; you’re targeting the people in your 
niche market, not everyone who visits YouTube 
for the latest Will Ferrell bit. In addition, look for 
ways to build visibility in professional online 
venues, perhaps by offering content to news-
letters and signing up to be listed with profes-
sional associations and then linking those sites 
to your hub Web site.
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What if you do everything you can to build traffic but your Web site continues 

to be ignored? Then you may be tempted to hire one of the many companies 

that offer search engine optimization (SEO) consulting services. Most of these 

firms (such as Wpromote, which has a service called QuickList; see www.
promote.com/quicklist for details) work for a fairly reasonable fee, and 

there’s little harm in trying them for a month or two to see what happens.

Adding Satellites around Your 
Hub Site to Draw Visitors

Many opportunities are available for increasing your Web reach and pres-

ence. For starters, you can put smaller or more specialized Web sites and 

pages in orbit around your hub site to attract more and different types of visi-

tors and draw them toward your hub. Interested in knowing more about how 

such satellite Web sites can help your main hub site? The following sections 

have you covered.

Using landing pages effectively
If you advertise on the Web (and I suggest you do; see the later “How to 

Advertise on the Web” section for tips), then you probably need one satellite 

Web page for each ad campaign. A campaign is a run, also referred to as a flight, 
of ads that deliver the same basic message or offer but may do so in different 

formats or styles depending on where they’re placed. Because the campaign 

has the same basic message or offer, all the ads can include a link to one land-
ing page (the name for the satellite Web site that supports an ad campaign).

Two types of landing pages exist. Pick the one that supports your ad cam-

paign best:

 ✓ A transactional landing page (also called a lead capture page) finishes 

the job the ad started by persuading visitors to complete some kind of 

transaction, such as making a purchase or signing up for a membership 

or special offer. Special trial offers are often effective on transactional 

landing pages. Write a transactional landing page like you would any 

good ad or catalog copy (see Chapters 6 and 7), but keep the copy 

simple and short because people don’t like to read at length on the Web. 

Also keep in mind that a majority of those folks who click on the ad and 

arrive at your landing page will then move on without taking further 

action. You may want to give some of these defectors a lower-level way 

to engage (like offering to send them free information if they simply sign 

up for your database).
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 ✓ A reference landing page aims to fill the visitor’s informational needs by 

providing useful content, such as links, reviews, and professional list-

ings. Marketers for associations and nonprofits tend to use reference 

landing pages more than for-profit marketers do, but this type of page 

can be helpful in a wide range of ad campaigns. If you build a reference 

landing page that has rich enough content to attract a steady flow of 

thousands of visitors a month, you can sell advertising on it and turn it 

into a revenue stream. Use Google AdSense to sell ad space on your Web 

site or go through broker sites such as www.direct-link-ads.com. 

Marketers with valuable information may be able to subsidize their own 

advertising by selling ads on a reference page.

 Regardless of the type of landing page you employ, be sure to track visitor 

statistics with an eye to conversion rate (the percentage of visitors who sign 

up for your list, accept your special offer, or make a purchase). Ultimately, you 

want to optimize this ratio. Experiment with ads that attract people who’re 

easy to convert; also experiment with the copy, layout, and offer on your land-

ing page. The more you experiment, the more you discover about how to con-

vert visitors at a good rate.

 Conversion rates on successful landing pages may range from 1 to 50 percent 

depending on the type of site, offer, and visitor, so there’s no magic number to 

shoot for. The best way to know you’re succeeding is to document an improve-

ment over your own past performance.

Note that you don’t always have to create a physically separate site for your 

satellite. A page within your hub site that can be linked to (and that offers 

navigation to a registration page, your home page, and a shopping cart page) 

can provide an appropriate landing page. The key is to create a dedicated 

landing page that draws people further in by getting them to sign up or begin 

using something right away.

Building relationships by blogging
Many of my readers are experts in their fields with interesting viewpoints, 

anecdotes, and tips. In other words, they’re people who can write good col-

umns or blogs. A blog is really just a modern-day column posted on a Web 

site rather than printed in a newspaper. I recommend blogs over traditional 

columns because they’re easier to set up and because they tend to attract 

more readers, thus creating new marketing relationships with prospec-

tive customers. However, note that the average blog —a personal rant that 

doesn’t seem very professional — isn’t what I’m talking about. Most market-

ers need professional blogs, which take the same form as personal blogs but 

with content that’s more consistent and professional (think how-to advice, 

tips, and interesting facts aimed at potential customers).
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 To help you get your own business blog started, compare blog services (such 

as blog.com) to find one that offers the platform you want. Many are free, but 

if you upgrade to fee-based blogs, you can get rid of the ads that pop up on the 

freebie services — and on a corporate site you may not want other compa-

nies’ ads mixing with your message. For current examples of popular execu-

tive blogs, check out Corporate Leaders Blogs (www.corporateleaders
blogs.com), which posts a list of the top ten CEO blogs and offers commen-

tary on each one. (If you follow the links to the featured blogs, you’ll see what 

blog hosting services they use.)

Take a look at Adobe’s blogs (blogs.adobe.com), where the software com-

pany aggregates technical and how-to blogs by many of its employees. The 

look is amazingly simple and clean considering this company makes software 

such as Illustrator and PhotoShop. (I don’t know why Adobe uses a simple text 

format for its blog site; perhaps the goal is to emphasize that the blog is all 

about serious content.) Many designers and artists visit these blogs regularly 

for ideas and tips, making them an important link to the customer community.

Also look at airplane maker Boeing’s blog (boeingblogs.com/randy), 

which is written by one of its top executives and speaks to employees as well 

as customers and the general public. This is a good example of brand man-

agement on a blog page. The banner features the Boeing logo on the left and 

a product — an airplane in flight — along with the more specific brand name 

for this blog: Randy’s Journal.

My favorite example of a corporate blog is the one maintained by the photogra-

phy Web site Flickr (blog.flickr.net/en). It features interesting examples of 

photographs on Flickr, and it has a well-done subscription form on the top-left 

corner that you can use as a model. I recommend adding a subscription option 

to your blog so you can capture readers’ names for your marketing activities.

Getting active on social networking sites
If you’re targeting a young audience, a cool social networking site such as 

Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, or LinkedIn can be the core of your Web market-

ing strategy. But even if you’re not aiming your product at twenty- or thirty-

somethings, I urge you not to overlook the value of social networking sites.

 To brand yourself on these sites, make honesty your number one priority. 

Regular users of social networking sites quickly see through fake personas and 

reject insincere and inappropriate friend requests. Don’t engage in astroturfing, 
the term for marketers who try to create fake grassroots buzz on social net-

working sites. Leave astroturfing to ruthless political campaign consultants 

whose huge budgets make up for their lack of morals. Real marketers don’t 

create a buzz unless genuine interest exists in them and their message.
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The foundation of brand development on the various social networking sites 

is either to create and maintain pages in your own name or in the name of 

your brand. Any number of businesses, ranging from destination resorts 

to local hair salons, have MySpace pages where they post fun information, 

photos, or videos about their work and customers. (You can do the same on 

Facebook, but I recommend creating a personal page in your own name there 

and adding information about your work along with the personal information 

that normally makes up a Facebook page.)

If you’re already communicating with peers and friends on a social network-

ing site, then you shouldn’t have a problem creating a brand presence there 

too. On the other hand, if hopping on Twitter or Facebook is totally foreign 

and unappealing to you, then you’re probably not going to succeed in inte-

grating your business or brand into the site’s Web community. Instead 

of giving up, find someone (preferably a person under age 30) who loves 

these social networking sites and hire him part time to establish your brand 

identity for you.

 After you have one or more pages set up on social networking sites, you can 

use them as a platform to launch a viral marketing campaign, which is simply 

the introduction of some piece of content that others will enjoy or find useful 

enough to pass along. An obvious option is a how-to video that demonstrates 

one or more of your products. Post it on YouTube and then link to it on your 

blog, Web site, and MySpace page. Tada! It’s now available for anyone on the 

Web. If the video has legs — appeal that makes others want it — then links 

to it will begin popping up on other people’s Web sites and social networking 

pages; in other words, the video will go viral (spread on its own). If it doesn’t, 

make another video with more appeal. Making something that lots of people 

love isn’t easy, so be persistent if you want to use this strategy to good effect.

How to Advertise on the Web
To make your hub and satellite Web sites (see the earlier sections in this 

chapter for the scoop on these specific sites) visible to anyone searching for 

them, you need to spend some advertising dollars. In fact, most marketers 

have to turn to Web advertising at some point. If you’re one of them, the sec-

tions that follow can set you off on the right foot.

 As with all advertising, start small with your Web campaign, look for profitable 

returns, and only scale up when you’re fairly sure you have a winning ad that 

won’t lose money for you.
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Starting with pay-per-click search ads
People punch in search terms millions of times a day, so a great way to 

attract prospective customers is to make sure your Web site pops up when 

they do an Internet search. Lots of search engines exist, but the largest ones 

are (in order) Google, Yahoo!, MSN, and Ask.com. Together these four sites 

account for more than 99 percent of all English-language searches. To see 

what comes up when someone searches for a product or business like yours, 

make a list of the sorts of key terms a prospective customer might use and 

punch them into any of these search engines. You’ll get pages and pages of 

listings, some of them commercial in nature. The commercial listings are usu-

ally paid for on a usage basis, meaning that the marketer pays a fee each time 

someone clicks on his listing. Basically, you never pay for ads unless they’re 

used. Isn’t pay-per-click advertising a great concept?

 Pay-per-click advertising (also sometimes referred to as key-term advertising) 

should be the foundation of your Web advertising because it reaches people 

when they’re actively looking for something — either information or a product 

or service to buy. The fact that they’re actively searching means they’re likely 

interested in buying, which means you can turn them into your customers 

relatively easily.

Here’s how pay-per-click ads generally work:

 1. You write a very short (one-line only) text-based description of your 

product, service, or special offer.

  This is the foundation of your pay-per-click ad.

 2. You link your ad to key terms you think people will use in searches.

  Do this by following a specific search engine’s instructions for advertis-

ers and entering your bids for specific search terms in the relevant form.

 3. You tell the Internet search engine how much you’ll pay for a click on 

your ad.

  This is your bid. For example, I might commit to a bid of 50 cents for a 

click on the search term “marketing advice.” So if someone follows my 

link from his search to my Web site, I owe Google 50 cents. If my bid is 

higher than anyone else’s bid, my listing appears before any other com-

mercial listings at the top of the searcher’s screen, which increases the 

probability of that person clicking on my listing.

 4. You sit back and track the results.

  Based on your findings, you may have to adjust the wording of your 

ad, the selection of key terms, and the amount you bid on them. Keep 

experimenting day by day until you find a formula that works for you. 

Then revisit your formula once a week or so to make more minor 

adjustments as needed.
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All Internet search engines these days offer pay-per-click advertising. I sug-

gest you start by experimenting with Google AdWords (adwords.google.
com). Google has the biggest share of the search engine market, so you’ll 

probably reach more prospective customers through Google than any other 

search engine. Also, it’s easy to look at monthly and year-to-year trends in 

searches on Google by using Google Trends (www.google.com/trends). 

This site can alert you to slow periods (searches for many business-oriented 

terms fall off sharply in December), allowing you to time your pay-per-click 

advertising to peak search periods.

Adding banner ads to your repertoire
Banner ads (those brightly colored rectangles at the top of popular Web 

pages) are the Web’s answer to display advertising in a print medium or out-

door advertising on a billboard. They’re good for building awareness of your 

brand, but not much more than that.

Think of designing a banner ad the same way you would a billboard poster 

(see Chapter 8) — as a way to get across a very simple, clear, and engaging 

message. Use only a single, brief headline, perhaps supported by a logo and a 

couple lines of body copy. Alternately, you can use a brand name and an illus-

tration. In either case, the ad must be simple and bold — able to attract the 

viewer’s attention from desired information elsewhere on the screen for long 

enough to make a simple point.

 Whatever you do, don’t let your banner ad get too lengthy; Web viewers don’t 

want to read a ton of copy, and you’ll lose their interest in a flash if you use 

more than a handful of engaging words.

You can create your own banner ads by searching for and selecting any of the 

many banner ad templates that are for sale over the Web. Or you can hire a 

Web design firm to create a banner ad that’s designed to fit your marketing pro-

gram more exactly. A good Web design firm often adds enough value because 

of its experience and expertise to make paying the firm’s fees worth it, so don’t 

be afraid to ask for proposals and consider the option of hiring a pro.

 If you decide to use a banner ad for direct-action advertising, be sure to 

include a clear call to action in your ad. Typical Web banner ads don’t give 

enough information about the product to stimulate an urge for immediate 

action. Nor do they make taking action easy.

After you design a good banner ad, you need to give even more thought to 

where it sends the interested viewer. Usually a dedicated landing page is nec-

essary (see the earlier section “Using landing pages effectively” for more on 

landing pages). You also need to determine the best sites on which to place 
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your banner ad. The three criteria to keep in mind are traffic (favor sites with 

lots of visitors), a good fit with what you do (favor sites where your custom-

ers are likely to be), and cost (compare sites where traffic is high and the fit 

is good, and shop around for the best ad rates).

 MySpace’s ability to deliver a specific profile makes it a good place to experi-

ment with banner ads. Search “MyAds on MySpace” for a current entry link or 

try advertise.myspace.com for specific information and instructions. You 

can then target your MyAd toward a specific profile consisting of age, gender, 

location, hobbies, and other variables. For example, a dating and relationship 

coach can target single women in the Miami area who like outdoor recreational 

sports with a banner ad that says “Looking for a ‘sensitive, single man’ who’ll 

keep up with you on a weekend bicycle trip?” Even better, you can set a daily 

limit on the budget for your ad so you won’t have a nasty surprise on your 

credit card bill at the end of the month.

Furthering your Web campaign 
with creative display ads
Previously, Web ad campaigns used to be based almost entirely on banner 

advertising (which is a form of Web display advertising). Now the best cam-

paigns integrate multiple forms of advertising, including

 ✓ Buttons: Very small, clickable ads.

 ✓ Half-banners: Half-sized banner ads that provide significant cost savings.

 ✓ Square pop-up ads: These open on top of the active Web page in their 

own small browser windows.

 ✓ Pop-under ads: These open as larger windows beneath the current Web 

page.

 ✓ Skyscrapers: These are tall, thin ads that look like vertical banner ads.

In addition, Web ad agencies offer lots of creative new options, including 

interactive ads such as widgets, which are banners with an overlay of a 

pop-up interactive box that usually asks for an e-mail address in exchange 

for a chance to win some contest or prize. You can also animate a pop-up or 

regular display ad or include video in it. Or you can use one of the skyscraper 

formats to create something that looks like an old-fashioned printed coupon, 

with the addition of a live form for entering an e-mail address and linking to a 

landing page where the offer’s details are provided and the deal is sealed.
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Then there’s the interactive, a Web display ad that invites the viewer to try 

his hand at something entertaining or useful. For example, a kitchen design 

company may run an interactive display ad on Web sites whose content is 

aimed at homeowners and remodelers. The copy might say something like 

“Click here to use our kitchen design software for free.” The trick with inter-

active Web ads is to quickly send people to a landing page where they fill in a 

short registration form, allowing you to capture their information before you 

give them access to the free tool or toy.

 If your initial experiments with Web advertising (pay-per-click ads, banner ads, 

and other display ads) are at all encouraging, consider hiring a Web design 

and advertising firm to develop a more extensive program that includes a wide 

variety of Web display ads. Search for a firm in your area so you can sit down 

face to face and make sure you like and trust the personnel involved. Then 

set very specific objectives and budgets so the campaign doesn’t get out of 

control. Of course, if you really want to manage your own Web marketing cam-

paign, you can, but it takes time and a willingness to roll up your sleeves and 

learn how to do it yourself. I recommend using display ad templates unless 

you want to spend all of your days programming in HTML rather than running 

your marketing campaign.

As for where to place your Web display ads, follow the same general crite-

ria that you would for placing Web banner ads (see the preceding section): 

Target high-traffic sites that are a good fit with your brand and offer competi-

tive ad prices.

Knowing How Much to Budget
When asked how much of a marketing budget should be set aside for Web 

marketing, I tell people to strive for between 10 and 25 percent. However, this 

is a very broad generalization. I’ve suggested to some clients that they spend 

100 percent of their net profits on Web marketing for a year or two, in order 

to boost themselves up to national or international visibility. For clients 

whose business comes largely from word of mouth, I’ve recommended they 

keep their total Web spending at 1 or 2 percent of revenues.

You have to determine what percentage is right for you by trying different 

marketing initiatives and seeing what happens. If you’re a fairly small busi-

ness right now and you run a banner ad that swamps you with great leads 

and orders, then maybe you should borrow money to run that banner ad all 

over the place and scale up your business to meet the demand it produces. If 

so, then you may actually decide to spend more than your last year’s revenue 

on this year’s Web marketing. Sounds radical, but in the right circumstances, 

it can be sensible. No point allowing opportunity to pass you by!
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 The one thing I can say with absolute certainty about ad budgets is this: Don’t 

send good money after bad. If you run an ad, invest in a Web site, or do any other 

Web marketing that loses money and doesn’t seem to boost your leads and 

build your brand, admit defeat and refuse to spend more on the same kinds of 

activities. You can and should see positive results from your Web advertising. 

Increase your spending in response to positive feedback from your market. If 

an ad doesn’t work on a small scale, it’s not going to work on a big scale. Try 

something else — on a small scale, of course — and keep experimenting until 

you find an approach that produces positive results.

Understanding E-mail Etiquette
You can create, or hire your Web site designer to create, an e-mail that looks 

like a well-designed Web page, with animation and clickable buttons link-

ing to your site. Then all you have to do is blast it out to millions of e-mail 

addresses and surely you can make millions overnight.

Not so fast! Okay, so you have this great marketing message or sales pitch, 

and you want to send it to everyone in the world who has an e-mail address. 

You can do that, but I don’t advise it. The more specific and narrow your 

use of e-mail for marketing, the better. And U.S. marketers must be careful to 

avoid violating federal restrictions on spam (junk e-mails). I help you stay on 

the sunny side of these laws in the following sections.

Sending appropriate individual e-mails
 The best marketing e-mail is a personal communication with a customer 

you know, sent individually from you with an accurate e-mail return address 

as well as your name, title, company name, full mailing address, and phone 

number. It may read as follows:

Subject: Thanks for your order!

Dear so-and-so,

I wanted to follow up after your purchase of (your product) on (date) to 

see how it’s working out for you and to thank you for your continuing 

business. If you have any concerns or questions, please let me know by 

return e-mail, or feel free to call my private cellphone number, (xxx) 

yyy-zzzz. Thanks!

Best,

Your Name

Your customer is going to receive, open, read, and appreciate an e-mail like 

this one. He may even respond to it, especially if he has any current concerns 
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or questions or has another order on its way. Even if he doesn’t reply to it, 

however, he appreciates that e-mail. And that message doesn’t bug anyone or 

look like spam.

 Use e-mail as much as you can for legitimate, helpful, one-on-one contact and 

support of customers or prospects.

Going over the guidelines for mass e-mails
Sometimes sending an e-mail to a list rather than an individual is appropri-

ate, but please make sure you have a clear purpose that benefits everyone on 

the list. Also make sure your list is as focused as possible to avoid angering 

people. Goodwill is a valuable asset, so don’t destroy it!

The following list has some additional guidelines for good mass e-mailing that 

I think all marketers should follow. My inspiration for them comes from the 

Association for Interactive Marketing and the Direct Marketing Association, 

which have guidelines for the responsible use of e-mail. These guidelines for 

bulk e-mailing also take U.S. federal regulations into account:

 ✓ Send e-mails only to the people who ask for them. Your bulk e-mails 

should ideally go only to those people who’ve given you permission to 

contact them. You get the most solid form of consent when someone 

asks you to include him in your mailing. You can get these requests by 

creating a useful e-newsletter and advertising it on the Web as a free sub-

scription. Those people who sign up really want it, and they’re happy to 

see the next issue arrive.

 ✓ Remove addresses from your list immediately when people ask to be 

removed. Why? See the earlier rule about not angering your customers 

and recall that in the United States, refusing to allow people to opt out is 

illegal. Also, people have such widespread distrust of Web marketers that 

you may consider writing the person a brief, individual e-mail from you 

(identify yourself and your title for credibility), letting him know you’ve 

eliminated him from the list and are sorry if you’ve inconvenienced him. 

Don’t say any more in the e-mail or try to make a sale — you’ll just make 

the person even madder. By being so responsive to his complaint, you 

generally leave a positive impression, so don’t be surprised if your special 

attention to his request leads him to initiate a sale later on.

 ✓ Test purchased e-mail lists before using them. This guideline is applica-

ble only if you absolutely insist on buying a list. If you do, try e-mailing a 

very simple, short, nonirritating message to the list, like an offer to send 

recipients a catalog or free sample, and ask for a few pieces of qualifying 

information in return. See what happens. Cull all the many bounce-backs 

and irritated people from the list. Now your list is a bit better in quality 

than the raw list was. Save those replies in a separate list — they’re 

significantly better and more qualified and deserve a more elaborate 

e-mail, mailing, or (if the numbers aren’t too high) a personal contact.
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 ✓ Respect privacy. People don’t want to feel like someone’s spying on 

them. After all, real people live at the end of those e-mail addresses and 

deserve to be treated as such! Never send to a list if you’d be embar-

rassed to admit where you got the names. You can develop an e-mail list 

in plenty of legitimate ways (from customer data, Web ads, inquiries at 

trade shows, return postcards included in mailings, and so on), so don’t 

do anything your neighbors would consider irritating or sleazy.

 ✓ Send your bulk e-mails just like you send individual ones. Use a real, 

live, reply-able e-mail address. I hate it when I can’t reply to an e-mail — 

it makes me mad! And as any good marketer knows, you don’t want to 

make customers and prospects mad.

 ✓ Include your company name and a real mailing address. If you’re 

in the United States, federal law now requires that you include this 

contact information. Also give recipients an easy way to opt out of 

future e-mailings — another legal requirement in the United States.

 ✓ Make sure the subject line isn’t deceptive. U.S. law now requires you to 

make your subject line straightforward (that’s just good sense anyway). In 

marketing, you want to know right away if someone isn’t a good prospect 

instead of wasting your time or his when he has no interest in your offer.

 ✓ Keep your e-mail address lists up to date. When you get a hard bounce-
back (a notice that a message was undeliverable) from an address, 

remove it and update your e-mail list for the next mailing. A soft bounce-
back is an undeliverable message resulting from some kind of temporary 

problem. Track it to see whether the e-mail eventually goes through. If it 

doesn’t, eliminate this address from your list.

  People change their e-mail addresses and switch servers, so you can 

easily have bounce-backs on your list who may still be good customers 

or prospects. At least once a year, check these inactive names and try to 

contact them by phone or mail to update their e-mail addresses. Some of 

them are still interested and don’t need to be cut from your list; they just 

need their e-mail addresses updated.

  If you’re e-mailing to an in-house list of people who’ve bought from you, 

gone to your seminar, or asked for information in the past, remind them 

of your relationship in the e-mail. They may have forgotten.
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Interpreting click-through statistics
You may find click-through statistics (data on 
the number of people who actually select and 
click on your ad) a useful and easy-to-obtain 
indicator of how well an ad or search engine 
placement is performing. If a lot of people are 
clicking through to your site from an ad, that ad 
is clearly doing its job of attracting traffic for 
you. So, all else being equal, more clicks are 
better.

However, “all else” isn’t equal all the time. Here 
are a few wrinkles to keep in mind when inter-
preting click-through rates:

 ✓ When a pop-up ad pops up, the companies 
you buy the ad space through usually report 
it as a click. But don’t believe the numbers 
because you have no indication that some-
one actually read or acted on that pop-up. 
He may have just closed it without looking. 
Dig deeper into the statistics from whoever 
sold you that pop-up ad to find out how it 
actually performed. You can probably get 
some more detailed data if you ask, but you 
need more than the simple click-through 
count.

 ✓ Some ads have multiple elements that load 
in sequence, creating a countable click with 
each loading so that one ad may generate 
several click-through counts. This counting 
method may lead you to think that the more 
complex ad is better, but the higher number 
can be an artifact of the way those who 
sell ad space on the Web count the clicks. 
(Ask your ISP whether it can sell Web ad 
space to you or visit any really popular 

site and look for the section in it that’s for 
advertisers.)

 ✓ Quality is more important than quantity. Who 
are these people who clicked through to 
your site? That information is harder to know 
but more important. On one of my business’s 
Web sites, trainerspectrum.com, 
I’m seeking the top thousand purchasers 
of employee and manager training mate-
rials and programs in North America. If I 
get ten thousand clicks in a week, that’s 
nice — but do they include top-tier pros-
pects or not? Only by digging into detailed 
reports on who goes where and looks at 
what on my Web site, plus information on 
what types of e-mailed questions I get and 
the average order size in that week, can I 
really begin to evaluate the quality of those 
clicks.

 ✓ If poor-quality traffic is clicking through, you 
either need to experiment with putting ads 
in other places or redesign your ads to spe-
cifically focus on your desired target. Keep 
working on it until you have not the most 
click-throughs, but the best click-throughs.

You can evaluate performance of Web advertis-
ing every day or week, and you can get statis-
tics on each and every ad that you run. So use 
this data intelligently to experiment and adjust 
your approach. Aim to increase both the quan-
tity and the quality of click-throughs week by 
week throughout your marketing campaign and 
track the impact on inquiries and sales.
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Becoming an eBay vendor
The simplest, least-expensive way to get a 
store up and running on the Web is to become 
an eBay seller. Most of your costs are variable 
(you incur them when you advertise or sell 
an item), and the start-up costs are quite low. 
In return, you receive a full-blown shopping 
basket function and the ability to both put items 
up for bid on eBay and offer list-priced items in 
your own store.

Here are some of the key marketing strategies 
for selling well on eBay:

 ✓ Build a store of your core products, priced 
fairly, and with clear, accurate, informational 
copy and plenty of clear photographs.

 ✓ Describe yourself better than most eBay 
vendors do. Buyers will trust you if you tell 
them who you are. (It also helps build your 
brand when you’re clear about your busi-
ness name, location, and focus.)

 ✓ Place loss-leaders (inexpensively priced 
items that attract shoppers) up for bid at 
low starting prices to attract attention to 
your store.

 ✓ Contact buyers immediately when their bids 
win and let them know how their orders are 
progressing. Fast, polite, frequent, personal 
e-mails build good customer relationships 
and ensure 100-percent positive feedback 
ratings. Without those, your eBay store will 
go out of business, so pay extra attention to 
customer satisfaction!

 ✓ Don’t sell to anyone who has a bad eBay 
history. You can spot the occasional dead-
beat or angry buyer from his profile and 
feedback. Reserve the right (in your ad 
copy under Store Policies or something of 
that sort) to refuse a sale if you’re uncom-
fortable with the customer’s profile or lack 
of history on eBay. Weed out angry buyers 
before they buy so they can’t ruin your 
feedback ratings.

 ✓ Complete all transactions! Even if you think 
your product should’ve gone for a much 
higher price, you have to ship it off as 
promised. Think of it as building your brand 
and ask your accountant whether you can 
deduct the loss as a marketing expense on 
your next tax return.

On eBay, most vendors use PayPal (www.
paypal.com) to handle the banking of their 
transactions. I highly recommend PayPal and 
suggest you set up an account before you try 
to sell anything on eBay. It’s an easy way to do 
business with assurance that you aren’t getting 
a fraudulent credit card or a bad check, and you 
have access to clear records on PayPal’s Web 
site, which is a nice convenience, too.

As of 2009, eBay’s University Learning Center 
featured a great tutorial on using its site. Head 
to pages.ebay.com/education/
selling.html to check it out. Best of luck!



Chapter 11

Making a Positive Impression 
in Low-Cost Ways

In This Chapter
▶ Using viral marketing to generate word-of-mouth publicity

▶ Thinking like a journalist so you can score positive media publicity

▶ Knowing how to choose quality premiums with high impact

If you can work your way into the environment of prospective customers 

in positive ways that don’t have the costs and stridency of advertising, 

you can make a positive impact in an effective, low-cost manner. In this chap-

ter, I present three complementary ways of winning the right to be visible and 

liked. If managed well, each tactic can make a positive impression for surpris-

ingly low cost.

 ✓ Word of mouth is what people say about you to others. If you give good 

service and make a friendly, positive impression on people, they’ll be 

motivated to share their enthusiasm with others. Viral marketing is a 

current word-of-mouth trend that I cover here.

 ✓ Publicity works you into the editorial part of the media, where exposure 

to or mention of your company, service, or product can become a part 

of the news.

 ✓ Premiums are products identified with your brand (and often with your 

company’s contact information). If people like the premiums, they hold, 

use, and share them, generating considerable positive exposures for 

you, again without you having to pay for each exposure.

 All three tactics have one very powerful commonality: They get people talking 

about your product or brand. Many marketers ignore or give only minor atten-

tion to them, but all three belong in the front lines of your marketing program 

because of their ease of use, simplicity, low cost, and potential.
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Making the Most of Word of Mouth
If you survey customers to find out why they decided to buy a product, you 

generally find that answers like “my friend told me about it” outnumber 

answers like “I saw an ad” by ten to one. When customers talk, other custom-

ers listen.

 Word of mouth gives a consumer the most credible source of information 

about products, aside from actual personal experience with those products. 

What consumers tell each other about your products has a huge impact on 

your efforts to recruit new customers. Word of mouth also has a secondary, 

but still significant, impact on your efforts to retain old customers.

The following sections give you the lowdown on word of mouth and explain 

what you can do to keep some control over it. I also cover the phenomenon 

of viral marketing.

Managing word of mouth
Many marketers automatically assume that there’s no way to effectively 

encourage customers to say nice things about a product or prevent them 

from slamming it. However, you actually can influence word of mouth to a 

considerable degree.

 Here are some ideas for how to manage word-of-mouth communications about 

your product:

 ✓ Make your product special. A product that surprises people because of 

its unexpectedly good quality or service is special enough to talk about. 

A good product or a well-delivered service wins fans and turns your cus-

tomers into your sales force.

 ✓ Do something noteworthy in the name of your product or company. 

If no aspect of your product is incredibly wonderful and surprising, do 

some cool activity and associate that activity with your product. Get 

creative and think of some way of helping improve your world that sur-

prises people and makes them take notice of the good you’re doing in 

the name of your product. Support a neat nonprofit organization in your 

neighborhood. Stage a fun event for kids. Let your employees take short 

sabbaticals to volunteer in community services. All of these strategies 

have worked well in the past to generate positive publicity and word of 

mouth. And don’t forget to post a couple minutes of video footage of the 

event on YouTube and your Web site (just be sure to get permission if 

there are any close-ups of individuals).
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 ✓ Use exciting sales promotions and premiums, not boring ones. A 24-cent 

coupon isn’t worth talking about. But a sweepstakes contest in which 

the winners get to spend a day with the celebrity of their choice can get 

consumers excited. A premium like that generates positive PR and a lot of 

word of mouth. As an added bonus, if you can think of something really 

unusual to give winners, that item becomes a talking point, especially 

if folks can wear or prominently display the premium in their home or 

office. Why? Because people are guaranteed to ask them about it!

Capturing the power of viral marketing
The latest buzz word for word-of-mouth marketing is viral marketing. Okay, 

okay, so it’s technically a phrase, not a word. Is there such a thing as a buzz-

phrase? Anyway, viral marketing aims to build word of mouth by giving people 

something (either in the real world or on the Web) that they’ll pass on to 

multiple other people because they like it. The object is to get your message 

to spread naturally, like a cold virus, except with many more positive benefits 

for society — and your business, of course!

 Good viral-marketing campaigns target decision influencers, also known as 

alphas. These are the folks whose opinions matter the most. In business-to-

business marketing, the decision influencers are often obvious. A handful 

of prominent executives, a few editors working for trade magazines, and 

some of the staff at trade associations probably exert a strong influence over 

everybody else’s opinions. You can find identifiable decision influencers in 

consumer markets, too. For example, in the soccer-equipment market, youth 

coaches, league managers, and the owners of independent sporting goods 

stores are important decision influencers.

 To take advantage of decision influencers, develop a list of the people who fall 

into that category for your product or service and then make a plan for culti-

vating them. Match them with appropriate managers or salespeople who can 

take them out to lunch or to events. The goal is to get people associated with 

your business into the decision influencers’ personal networks.

Alternately, why not consider developing a series of giveaways and informa-

tional mailings to send to these folks? For example, if you want to sell a new 

soccer cleat to youth players, send free samples to youth coaches. You may 

even hold a contest (with video coverage on YouTube) for which team striker 

can score the most goals in the new cleat in one season. When you know 

who’s talking and who’s listening, you can easily focus your efforts on influ-

encing the talkers.
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You can reach the decision influencers of your viral content through any 

medium, from the Web and giveaways to local newspapers and sales of prod-

ucts containing or displaying your viral content. The trick to viral marketing 

is to come up with something that people will think is cool or useful enough 

to share with others.

Here are some examples of viral marketing:

 ✓ A great design incorporating your logo and additional art or text that 

people think is fashionable enough to wear or use in public (think 

T-shirts, temporary forehead tattoos, shoulder bags, or caps). If the 

design “gets legs” and starts to become fashionable, everyone will 

want one, and soon you’ll see your logo on the chests of teenagers 

everywhere.

 ✓ An amusing, fascinating, or beautiful digital video of one to three min-

utes in length that attracts a large number of viewers and copycats.

These examples of viral-marketing content illustrate the simplicity of viral 

marketing and its range of possibilities. Remember: Something simple and 

appealing can always spread, especially if you take care to launch it in ways 

that make it easy for the right decision influencers to find and share.

Using Publicity to Your Advantage
Publicity is coverage of your product or business in the editorial portion of 

any news medium. If, for example, Consumer Reports runs an article praising 

your product as best in a category, that’s publicity. Good publicity. If, in con-

trast, the evening television news programs run a story saying that experts 

suspect your product caused numerous accidents, that’s also publicity — the 

bad kind.

Honesty pays
A week after I bought my last new car, I received 
a surprise in the mail — a note from the sales-
woman apologizing for a computational error and 
a check for a small amount of money to refund the 
difference. The amount involved was a tiny frac-
tion of a large purchase price. But I remember the 
refund most vividly because I was so surprised 

that the dealership voluntarily found the error and 
fixed it. This action violated my basic mistrust of 
car dealerships and salespeople. I’ve told this 
story to many people, and some of them may go 
to that dealership to buy a car with my story of 
its staff’s thoughtful treatment in mind. That’s the 
power of word of mouth — and honesty.
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These examples illustrate two common reasons for journalists to cover a 

product as a story — because the product is better or worse than expected. 

In both cases, product quality is the key to the publicity. If you have a unique 

product or service and can make any interesting performance or quality 

claims, they may be newsworthy, so share them with local, industry, or 

national media and bloggers.

Public relations (PR) is the active pursuit of publicity for marketing purposes. 

You use PR to generate good publicity and minimize bad publicity. For exam-

ple, you may send editors a press release, which is a letter summarizing a 

suggested news story. Or you may write a short, informational e-mail summa-

rizing your newsworthy claim to fame and send it to your favorite bloggers 

for a more modern spin on releasing your content to the news media.

 Many businesses hire publicists or PR firms — experts who do PR on a freelance 

or consulting basis. A regional or smaller PR firm can often do a decent job for 

you on a retainer of $1,000 to $3,000 a month. If your marketing budget is at 

least ten times this much, then you can probably afford PR representation. If 

not, then you need to write your press releases and communicate your stories 

to the media yourself. (But first, however, you have to come up with something 

newsworthy to send.)

The following sections help you identify which stories are worth promoting 

and how to go about putting together a press release that will get you results.

Sniffing out good stories
To a journalist, a good story is anything that has enough public interest to attract 

readers, viewers, or listeners and hold their attention. A good story for a jour-

nalist covering the plastics industry must hold the attention of people in that 

industry. I’m sorry to say that most of what you want to communicate to your 

market (the great features of your product, why your service is better than your 

competitor’s, and so on) doesn’t fall into the category of a good story.

 To get good publicity, you have to give reporters what they want. Sniff out a 

good story, put together sufficient information to back it up, and script a ver-

sion of the story that reporters in your target media can run, almost without 

doing any work.

 Although the specifics of what the journalists you’re targeting want vary 

depending on the beat they cover, here are a few standard characteristics of a 

good story:
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 ✓ Timeliness: Pay attention to trends and current events and weave your 

product or service into them. You don’t want to be the marketer pitch-

ing the benefits of high-quality parkas in July (unless of course you live 

in Alaska).

 ✓ Solid information: The story you pitch needs to have the right facts and 

quotes within a clear, well-written narrative.

 ✓ Novelty: Your story should be something that hasn’t already been talked 

about. If it is, try to give it a fresh twist. Old news isn’t news.

Reporters and editors do not want stories about

 ✓ Your new product or service and how it differs from previous models 

or your competitors’ product or service (unless that’s their coverage 

specialty)

 ✓ Why you or your company’s senior executive think your products are 

really great

 ✓ Your version of an old story — one that they’ve covered in the same way 

before

 ✓ Anything that seems boring or self-serving to anyone who doesn’t work 

for your firm

Finding the hook: Think like a journalist
Journalism is all about finding the hook that makes your story appealing. 

Basically the hook is a fresh, interesting piece of information that catches and 

holds attention. When you start sniffing out good stories, you have to look for 

something interesting, new, and news- or gossip-worthy because without a 

hook, you don’t have a real news story, and the press more than likely won’t 

pick up your story. Journalists don’t want to help you communicate with 

your target market, but they happily use any good stories that you’re willing 

to write for them. And often your product gets mentioned or you get quoted 

as a result of the good story you pitched.

 So what’s the secret, the key, the essence of good publicity? Develop stories 

with effective hooks and give those stories away to journalists and bloggers, 

both of whom eagerly accept a little help from time to time.

 Looking at the situation logically, you need to design hooks to convert your 

marketing message into stories that appeal to journalists. Your hooks need to 

be just like the ones that attract your attention to interesting news stories, with 

one exception: You need to somehow tie them to your marketing information. 
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You have to make sure that at least a thin line exists connecting the hook 

to your brand identity, the news that you’ve just introduced a new product, or 

whatever else you want the public to know. That way, when journalists use 

your hook in their own work, they end up including some of your marketing 

info in their stories.

Try this simple exercise to help you get an idea for your story’s hook. Scan 

today’s newspaper (whichever one you like to read) and rank the top five sto-

ries based on your interest in them. Now analyze each one in turn to identify 

the one thing that made that story interesting enough to hold your attention. 

The hooks will differ, but each story will have one. And I guarantee that all 

five hooks you find will have certain elements in common:

 ✓ Hooks often give you new information (information you didn’t know or 

weren’t sure of).

 ✓ Hooks make that new information relevant to your activities or interests.

 ✓ Hooks catch your attention, often by surprising you with something you 

hadn’t expected.

 ✓ Hooks promise some benefit to you — although the benefit may be 

indirect — by helping you understand your world better, avoid some-

thing undesirable, or simply enjoy yourself as you read the paper.

 If coming up with newsworthy hooks proves challenging for you (and you 

don’t have the budget to hire an expensive PR expert), consider hiring a jour-

nalist who has written dozens of stories for one or more media outlets in the 

past. Writers don’t cost that much to hire, so run an ad saying you’re looking 

for a writer with journalism experience to develop press releases and see 

who responds. I bet you’ll find plenty of people are eager to help you come 

up with interesting content about your business or brand and turn it into 

usable stories that the media will pick up.

Communicating a story to the media
To effectively communicate your story to the media, you need to keep both 

format and content in mind. Put your story into an appropriate and profes-

sional format so reporters and editors can know the subject of the story 

and find that story easy to work with. The most important and basic format 

for communicating a story is the press release (also called a news release), 

a short, written document with a clear headline at the top, sufficient facts 

and quotes to support a short news story, brief supporting background on 

the company/product involved, a date, and contact information for journal-

ists who want to follow up with a phone call or e-mail to get more info or to 
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arrange an interview. If you include all of these elements — and you have a 

good hook to start with, as explained in the preceding section — you can 

write an effective press release.

 Reporters and editors throw away more than 90 percent of the releases they 

receive. So you need to beat the odds by writing a release that stands out from 

the junk in their inboxes. Figure 11-1 includes all the essential elements of 

press release format and style. Feel free to use the release shown in the figure 

as a template for your own press releases.

 

Figure 11-1: 
An example 

of a killer 
press 

release.
 

September 1, 2009

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

For more information, contact:
Stephanie Sousbies, (877) 549-5200 or stephanie@tspectrum.com

Free Web Site Teaches Verbal Self-Defense Against “Sharks”

Trainer’s Spectrum announced that it will begin offering its popular
Negotiating With Sharks workshop for free on the Web site, 
www.negotiating with sharks.com. “research shows that one in five
people use underhanded, deceptive or overly competitive behaviors
when negotiating, and that other poeple feel ripped off by them,”
according to Alex Hiam, author of the Negotiating With Sharks
workshop and Web site,

 In addition to a good format, your press release also needs to have good con-

tent (as explained earlier in this chapter). Always do the following to help you 

secure pickup (coverage) in the media:

 ✓ Include something helpful that the media can quote, such as a list of 

tips, rules, or principles. For example, a chiropractor’s practice may 

offer five ways to have a healthier back, or a home inspection firm may 

give ten tips to avoid costly surprises when buying a home.

 ✓ Offer yourself as an expert commentator on industry-related matters 

in case the reporter needs a quote for another article. She may just 

include one sentence from you, but if she mentions your company name, 

you just got some good publicity.

 ✓ Keep it brief. Journalists are quick on the uptake and work fast, so let 

them call or e-mail if they need more information.

 ✓ Post your press releases on your Web site. Your press releases can do 

double duty on the Web, providing information for both curious journal-

ists and potential customers.
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 ✓ Send releases to every local editor in your area, no matter how small 

the publication or station. Local coverage is typically more attainable 

than regional or national coverage, and that local coverage can be sur-

prisingly helpful.

 ✓ Deliver your release electronically as an e-mail attachment unless you 

know that a particular reporter or editor prefers the old-fashioned 

printed release sent by mail. Most journalists like electronic releases 

because they can directly cut and paste text.

 ✓ Collect examples of good coverage of your type of product or service 

and build a mailing list of journalists and media that cover your type 

of business. Sending your releases to these people makes sense because 

they’ve already proven they give similar stories coverage.

 ✓ Check electronic databases of media contacts to see whether you can 

send your release to more names. You can expand your list by using 

services such as Cision MediaSource (us.cision.com/products_
services) and BurrellesLuce (www.burellesluce.com/Media_
Contacts).

Whatever you do, be sure to avoid these common press release errors that 

journalists complain about:

 ✓ Don’t send inappropriate or late releases. Target the right contacts. 

The food critic doesn’t need a release about a new robotic factory. And if 

the facility opened two months ago, the business correspondent doesn’t 

need the release either because it’s old news.

  Take the time to build up an accurate database of media contacts and 

mail your press release first class on occasion to validate it (with first-

class mail, you get envelopes back if addresses aren’t valid; with e-mail, 

you get a bounce-back if the address is bad). E-mailing your release can 

be sensible because journalists work on tight deadlines, so include a 

field for e-mail addresses in your database. Think about developing a 

list identifying authors of stories you like that may be similar to stories 

related to your business. Now you have a smaller list that’s a much 

tighter match with your content and target audience.

 ✓ Don’t make any errors. Typos throw the facts into question. You want 

the journalist to trust you to do her research for her, which means she 

really has to trust you. Prove that you’re worthy.

 ✓ Don’t give incomplete contact information. Always include up-to-date 

names, addresses, and phone numbers. Also, give journalists instructions 

for how to reach you directly by phone or e-mail. (Note: Your personal 

cellphone is easier than a company phone that rings to a directory.)

 ✓ Don’t ignore reporters’ research needs. The more support you give 

them, the more easily they can cover your story. Consider including 

photographs of the expert you quote in a mailed release (include the 

date, name of the person, and information about the supplier of the 
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photo on the back or margin of the photo). If you want to e-mail a photo, 

make it a TIFF format of 300-dpi resolution or higher. Also, consider 

offering plant tours, interview times, sample products, or whatever else 

may help journalists cover your story.

 ✓ Don’t pester journalists. You won’t get your story picked up by being 

a salesperson for it. After your targeted reporters or editors have your 

pitch, let them do their job without frequent, interrupting phone calls 

from you.

 ✓ Don’t bother reporters who actually run your story. Journalists don’t 

want to send you clippings of the articles they write, so don’t bother 

asking. Nor do they care to discuss with you why they didn’t run a story, 

or why they cut off part of a quote when they did run a story. They’re 

busy with the next story. You should focus on the next story too.

 ✓ Don’t forget that journalists work on a faster clock than you do. When 

a journalist calls about your release, return the call (or make sure that 

somebody returns it) in hours, not days, or she’ll have found another 

source by the time you get back to her.

Considering the hodgepodge of video 
releases and wire services
E-mailing or mailing a traditional press release to a reporter isn’t the only 

way to get your story out there. You can generate a video release with useful 

footage that a television producer may decide to run as part of a news story. 

Video works well for stories that have a strong visual component. Opt for 

video if you can provide the media with footage that viewers will find com-

pellingly interesting. (Hint: It should involve plenty of action.) You can also 

put a written press release on PR Newswire, or any other such service that 

distributes hard copy or electronic releases to its media clients — for a fee, 

of course. You can even pitch your stories to the Associated Press and other 

newswires (but I recommend hiring a major PR firm before trying to contact a 

newswire).

 When it comes to online distribution of a news story, a photo or short video 

clip is helpful for attracting attention if (but only if) there’s clearly something 

worth illustrating. If the story doesn’t need an illustration, then leave out the 

photo or video clip for fear of annoying journalists with extra content they 

don’t want in their inboxes. PR Newswire offers the option of online photo or 

video distribution in which your headline and visual are displayed on the Web 

sites of major newspapers (such as the Los Angeles Times), MarketWatch, and 

even the Reuters sign above Times Square in New York City.
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Premiums: The Most Abused and 
Misused Medium of All!

A premium (referred to in some circles as a giveaway) is any product with a 

marketing message somewhere on it that you give away. (Actually, sometimes 

you may want to sell a valuable premium, but you need to at least make get-

ting it easy so as to spread your message as widely as possible.) Classic pre-

miums include T-shirts, coffee mugs, pens, wall calendars, and baseball caps 

with your company name or logo on them. But you don’t have to confine 

yourself to these choices by any means. In fact, businesses have used these 

classics for years, so offering something more innovative may be just the 

route you want to take. The next two sections focus on identifying the premi-

ums that work best and how to make sure people notice whatever premiums 

you choose to use.

Creating an impact with your premiums
As with any other marketing initiative, you want a premium to change some-

one’s behavior. And you can’t do that very easily with a cheap pen or ugly mug. 

To make a premium really work, you must think through an impact scenario, 
which is a realistic story about the premium and its user in which the pre-

mium somehow affects that user’s purchase behavior.

PR Newswire and Business Wire
Want a cheap way to distribute press releases? 
Visit prtoolkit.prnewswire.com for 
instructions on how to create and distribute 
your own press release. For pricing informa-
tion, head to the main site, www.prnews
wire.com, click on the Our Services link at 
the top of the page, and then click on the Rate 
Cards link (found in the left-hand navigation bar 
on the Our Services page). Generally, prices 
are around $1,000 for national distribution in the 

United States and less than $500 for regional 
distribution. (PR Newswire also offers a tool-
kit for nonprofits.) A similar service at compa-
rable to slightly higher price points is available 
at www.businesswire.com. Business 
Wire provides quite similar coverage, so you 
may simply want to shop for price or look for a 
special introductory offer from one or the other 
company.
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 An impact scenario starts with your wish list of what the target customer 

should understand and do. It ends with you thinking of ways that premium 

items can accomplish your wish list goals. For instance, perhaps your goal is 

to stimulate and strengthen feelings of pride in a brand. If you’re doing market-

ing for a college or museum, simply putting the institution’s name and logo on 

a mug may accomplish this purpose. Some examples of impact premiums 

include coffee mugs, pens, T-shirts, calendars, notepads . . . the list is endless.

Say you’re marketing a new set of banking services for small businesses, and 

you want to spread the word about these services to business owners who 

currently have checking accounts with your bank. Specifically, you want to 

let these businesses know that you’ve made a variety of helpful new services 

available, and you want the business owners to call or visit their branch 

offices to find out more about these services.

Why not have the bank’s name and the slogan “Servicing small businesses 

better” printed on pens, which you can then distribute in the next mailing of 

checking account statements? Sounds like this premium item will give you an 

easy and cheap marketing tactic, but try to imagine the scenario before jump-

ing the gun:

The small business owner opens her bank statement, and a pen falls 
out. She grabs the pen and eagerly reads the slogan. Then, curious about 
what the slogan means, she immediately dials her local branch and waits 
patiently on hold for a couple minutes. When she finally gets someone on 
the phone, she says, “Hey, I got your pen! Please tell me all about your ser-
vices for small businesses!”

Somehow that scenario doesn’t seem too plausible. In fact, I think most 

people would just toss the pen into a drawer, or even into the trash can, with-

out reading the message or thinking about what the slogan means. And if you 

really look at most premiums, you see that they’re a part of equally unlikely 

scenarios. Sure, they often cost little, so marketers often fall for them. But 

they usually don’t work too well, causing even that little bit of money to go to 

waste.

Don’t give up hope! You can find some way to use a premium so that people 

actually get the message about your business or product and, as a result, 

take some action. In the earlier bank example, a coffee mug may work better 

than a pen. A mug gives you room to print more information about the ser-

vices you offer, such as a “Did You Know?” headline followed by short, bul-

leted facts about the problems the bank can solve for a small business owner 

(“Miser National Bank offers automatic bill paying” and so on). A customer, 

drinking coffee from that mug at the office, sees the information you print 
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on it more often and may become curious enough about one of the services 

listed to ask for details the next time she goes to the bank. But why will she 

keep the mug at the office and use it? Because it’s attractive, and perhaps 

because it has something appealing (a nice picture, for example) on the 

opposite side of your marketing message.

Prizing premium quality over quantity
A premium is a gift from you to your customer — which means it tells your 

customers a great deal about you and what you think of them. A cheap, tacky 

gift may look good when you run the numbers, but it doesn’t look good to the 

customer who receives it. Yet most premiums are of low or medium quality. 

Few are as good as, or better than, what you’d buy for yourself. Make sure 

whatever premium item you choose is of good quality.

Pop-up surprise: Make your premium interactive
An interesting, interactive premium item can 
create involvement and communicate infor-
mation. A variety of sources for interactive 
premiums exist, such as the Illinois-based 
American Slide Chart Corporation (www.
americanslidechart.com; 800-323-
4433). It can provide a customized slide chart, 
wheel chart, or pop-up (when you open it, it 
unfolds to become a three-dimensional object) 
to include in your next mailing. For example, a 
bank could send customers a slide chart that 
says “How to Solve the Five Most Common 
Financial Problems of Small Business” on the 
outside, along with a listing of those five prob-
lems. An inner sheet would have pointer arrows 
next to those handy solutions (each solution, of 
course, involving the use of one of the bank’s 
new services).

To use the chart, the recipient slides the inner 
sheet until a black dot appears in a hole through 
the outer sheet next to the problem the cus-
tomer selects. Doing so aligns the appropriate 

solution in a window on the bottom of the outer 
sheet. You can also add other pages to the 
chart, such as a tear-off mailer to sign up for 
services or request info. And don’t forget to put 
a Web address on the chart too so the virtually 
inclined can head there to play with the chart.

Here’s the impact scenario for this slide chart: 
The recipient pulls an odd object out of its 
envelope, glances at it (unfamiliarity generates 
curiosity), sees that the object claims to solve 
financial problems for small businesses, and — 
at least sometimes — starts fooling around with 
the chart. Soon the recipient selects one of those 
five financial problems — presumably the most 
relevant one — and now reads in the display 
window about how one of your new services 
solves the problem in a jiffy. Perhaps the recipi-
ent even picks up a pen (not noticing that the pen 
has the name of a competing bank imprinted on 
it), fills in the tear-off postcard, and tosses it in the 
outbox for mailing.
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 You can make your premium stand out by simply selecting an item of higher-

than-usual quality. One health spa, for example, orders the nicest terry-cloth 

robes money can buy, with an elegant embroidered version of its logo on the 

chest, and sells them at cost to customers, who view them as prized posses-

sions. A customer remembers a better gift more easily, and that gift creates a 

stronger and more positive image of the marketer. And more customers keep 

and use higher-quality items for a lengthy period of time.

Of course, a better premium usually costs more. But you can justify this cost 

by selecting a premium that makes a greater impact — and reduce the cost 

by distributing it to a better-quality, more selective list. Consider the follow-

ing example:

 ✓ Premium A (Cheap premium with direct-mail solicitation)

 • Cost of Premium A = $5 each, or $5,000 for a distribution of 1,000.

 • Response Rate (customer orders within 1 month) = 1.5 percent, or 

15 per thousand.

 • If profit from each order is $1,000, premium gross = $15,000.

 • Return = gross of $15,000 per thousand minus cost of $5,000 per 

thousand = $10,000 per thousand.

 ✓ Premium B (Expensive premium with direct-mail solicitation)

 • Cost of Premium B = $25 each, or $25,000 for a distribution of 1,000.

 • Response Rate (customer orders within 1 month) = 12 percent, or 

120 per thousand.

 • If profit from each order is $1,000, premium gross = $120,000.

 • Return = gross of $120,000 per thousand minus cost of $25,000 per 

thousand = $95,000 per thousand.

If the $25 premium is of significantly higher quality, you can expect a more 

positive impact on your customers — and higher response rates in any 

direct-response program. Thus, the return is often considerably higher on a 

high-quality premium — provided you target the premium to the right cus-

tomers (those likely to respond according to your scenario) and don’t just 

blast it out to a poor-quality list.

For a quality take on some classic premiums, plus a broad assortment of 

high-quality clothing and luggage options, try Lands’ End Business Outfitters 

(visit www.landsend.com and click on the Business Outfitters tab or call 

800-587-1541). It offers everything from aprons and sweaters to canvas bags 

and beach towels; it can even neatly embroider your logo and message. I 

recommend the company for screen-printed T-shirts too.



Chapter 12

Leveraging Face-to-Face 
Marketing Opportunities

In This Chapter
▶ Making face-to-face marketing work for you

▶ Supporting someone else’s special event

▶ Creating your own events

▶ Marketing in person at trade shows

There’s an old saying that goes like this: Half the secret of life is simply 

showing up. It may not be true in all aspects of life, but it certainly applies 

to marketing. To be a successful marketer you need to be where things are 

happening and make yourself and your brand visible and accessible to both 

prospective customers and others in your industry and community. If you’re 

not sure how to maximize your brand’s visibility, never fear. This chapter gives 

you the lowdown on making the most of face-to-face marketing opportunities 

for your current and prospective customers. (Face-to-face marketing describes 

all the many ways of having a personal impact on individuals and groups.)

Harnessing the Power of Face-
to-Face Marketing

Face-to-face marketing has a personal, warm, human element to it that gives 

it special marketing leverage and considerable drawing power. Think of it as 

theater — a performance that entertains or stimulates people in a satisfying 

way (and sometimes includes people as participants, not just an audience).
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The possibilities for face-to-face marketing are endless and varied, but no 

matter what you do, they should all attract people and hold their attention. 

After all, you need that attention to communicate and persuade as a mar-

keter. The next sections help get you started making the most out of your 

face-to-face interactions with customers by highlighting some options you 

can try and by showing you how to keep marketing events interesting.

Considering your options
Face-to-face marketing can take a number of forms, which can be simplified 

by placing them into one of two categories: You may either participate in 

someone else’s event (such as a trade show) or stage your own event. Here 

are several ideas for face-to-face marketing that you may want to promote:

 ✓ A trade show: Trade shows allow you to buy exhibitor space and get in 

front of a lot of prospects in a hurry. If you can’t afford booth space, plan 

to attend anyway and do plenty of informal networking. Remember: The 

more visible you are at your own industry events, the more customer 

attention and credibility you can generate. (See the later “Exhibiting at 

Trade Shows and Exhibitions” section for more.)

 ✓ A client-appreciation event: A party aimed at entertaining and recogniz-

ing your customers can be a great way to strengthen relationships. If you 

invite a broad range of people, they may enjoy the event’s friendship 

and business networking opportunities.

 ✓ A musical performance: Sponsoring a concert your customers and 

prospects might like, or organizing your own concert or other perfor-

mance, can be a great way to draw a crowd and get a chance to mingle 

with prospects. For maximum marketing impact, add a food and/or bev-

erage counter in the lobby along with a table or counter where you give 

out information and answer questions about your products or services.

 ✓ A weekend at a golf resort for your top customers, along with prizes 

for the winning golfers — and everyone else, too: Many business-to-

business marketers find that their prospects enjoy golf and find such 

events entertaining opportunities to socialize. Make sure your staff is 

visible and mingling during the event to maximize networking. (The later 

“Putting On Your Own Public Event” section offers ideas to help make 

your event manageable.)

 ✓ A fundraising dinner for an important charity: Philanthropy is a great 

unifier, drawing people together and making them feel good about their 

contributions. Participate in or sponsor social events that benefit nonprof-

its, and you may find the brand visibility and networking opportunities 

worthwhile. (See the “Sponsoring a Special Event” section, later in this 

chapter, for direction on choosing an organization to get involved with.)
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 ✓ A community event, like a fair or children’s workshop: If you market to 

families, events that attract and entertain or educate children are a great 

opportunity for sponsorship and volunteering because they get you in 

front of your target audience in a positive way.

 ✓ A community talent show: The idea is to think of creative events that 

attract publicity and draw crowds, raising your visibility and creating 

natural opportunities to meet and network.

 ✓ A client advisory board: Invite a select group of good customers to join 

your advisory board and offer them quarterly dinners at a nice restau-

rant (private room recommended) in exchange for their input, feedback, 

and ideas.

 ✓ A how-to or expert commentary video on your blog page: The Web can 

extend your face-to-face marketing by bringing your smiling face to pros-

pects and other interested parties. However, a video isn’t interactive, so 

invite people to e-mail their questions to you.

 ✓ A workshop in which you share your expertise or solve problems for 

participants: This workshop can be in person or it can be an interac-

tive Web workshop. For example, if you own a store, you can bring in an 

expert and hold a day or weekend workshop. If you run a consulting firm, 

this advice may mean offering a special one-hour seminar, led by your 

principals, that’s accessible to all clients and prospects via the Web.

 Whatever the business-oriented opportunity, remember that you’re still trying 

to attract and hold the attention of people, not businesses. You’re interested 

in the people in any business who make the purchase decisions. Corporations 

have only legal lives. They’re dead as doornails when it comes to marketing. 

So, above all, make sure your business-oriented events interest the people 

involved.

Avoiding boredom to ensure 
interesting events
If you’re planning your own event and want it to attract customer attention, 

keep in mind that it needs to be entertaining as well as professional and 

informative. Getting stuffy and businesslike is very easy, but no one really 

wants to sit through two days of lectures on the impact of new technologies 

in the industry. You’re better off offering optional, one-hour panel discussions 

on the topic, with a backbone of outdoor sports and recreation events or a 

visit to a nearby golf course. And yes, it’s true: Attendance is always high at 

conferences and other corporate events if you hold them in Las Vegas or any 

other venue that attracts tourists in high numbers.
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 Some events and sponsorships become staples that gain visibility and impact 

with each repetition. However, the majority of face-to-face events are one time 

only; don’t repeat them because they’ll fail to attract as much attention after 

people view them as outdated and their novelty has worn off. Creativity adds 

impact in face-to-face-marketing, just as it does in other aspects of your mar-

keting program.

Sponsoring a Special Event
One great way to create face-to-face marketing opportunities is to sponsor a spe-

cial event. (Think of event sponsorship as piggybacking on others’ investments.) 

The right special event — that is, an appropriate one that’s well publicized — is 

often many times more effective than a paid advertisement.

Sports get the biggest share of sponsorship spending (about 70 percent), but 

there are lots of other options too, including entertainment, tours, attrac-

tions, festivals, fairs, and the arts. To decide what sort of event is best for 

your marketing program, think about your customers and what events they 

like to go to or watch. If your product, service, or customer base is related to 

the arts, or if you happen to be interested in the arts, you may want to ignore 

sports events and sponsor the arts, leaving your competitors to compete 

over more costly sports sponsorships.

The following sections break down the four actions you should take if you’re 

considering sponsoring a special event. If you follow them, odds are your 

experience will be worthwhile.

 Whatever special event you decide to sponsor, make sure you get a clear, 

detailed agreement in writing about where, how, and how often the event iden-

tifies your brand name. That identification is the return on your sponsorship 

investment. Too often sponsors end up complaining that they didn’t get as 

much good exposure as they expected, so make sure you and the event direc-

tors understand the exposure level upfront.

Know your options
Your first step when determining whether a sponsorship is a good idea is to 

look at all of your options. The more informed you are, the better a decision 

you can make. The following sources can help you discover and identify your 

options:
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 ✓ IEG: IEG is the International Events Group. It publishes a sourcebook 

listing many of the special event options out there, including just about 

every large-scale event. Check out www.sponsorship.com for more 

info. (Note: IEG’s emphasis is on U.S. sponsorship opportunities.)

 ✓ Local chambers of commerce: Chambers offer lists of local events that 

may be the biggest things in town, even though you’ve never heard of 

them.

 ✓ Organizations that seem like a good match with your product and cus-

tomer base: These groups may know about or put on special events that 

are appropriate for your sponsorship. For example, if you market sports 

equipment, educational games, or other products for kids, you may 

want to call the National Basketball Association to see whether you can 

participate in one of its many events geared toward children (perhaps a 

Stay-in-School event featuring popular musicians and basketball stars?).

 ✓ Schools and colleges: These institutions usually have a strong base of 

support in their communities, and some add a broader reach through 

their alumni, sports teams, prominent faculty, and the like. So try calling 

their public relations offices to see what kinds of events they have that 

may benefit from your sponsorship.

 ✓ The Web: A number of Web-based companies now help you locate pos-

sible events to sponsor. For example, check out www.eventcrazy.com 

for hundreds of possibilities in everything from sports and the arts to 

reenactments and museum shows. At this site, you can enter your zip 

code and limit the distance away from your location if you want to find 

smaller, local events to sponsor.

 ✓ Local television stations: Call the local television stations and ask them 

what local events they expect to cover in the coming year. These events 

are naturals for your sponsorship because television coverage makes 

the potential audience bigger.

Run the numbers
When deciding on a special event to sponsor, you need to be careful to 

choose one that reaches your target customers effectively. Carefully analyze 

the marketing impact of each candidate for sponsorship. Cut any from your 

list if their audiences aren’t a good match with your target market. You may 

also want to cut controversial events that are likely to generate negative pub-

licity. Last (but certainly not least), axe any events that don’t seem to have 

strong positive images. (After all, a strong nonprofit brand combines well 

with your goal of building your own brand.) Now compare what’s left by cal-

culating your cost per thousand exposures for each one.
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 Like any marketing communication, an event sponsorship needs to deliver 

reach at a reasonable cost. So ask yourself how many people will come to the 

event or hear of your sponsorship of it. Then ask yourself what percentage of 

this total is likely to be in your target market. That’s your reach. Divide your 

cost by this figure, multiply it by 1,000, and you have the cost of your reach 

per thousand. You can compare this cost with cost figures for other kinds of 

reach, such as a print or radio ad or a direct mailing (see Chapters 7, 9, and 13, 

respectively, for more information on the costs of these types of reach).

Supporting cause-related events
You can attract a lot of positive attention from 
the media and the community by sponsoring 
a fundraising event for a charity. This type of 
event sponsorship is, for obvious reasons, 
called cause-related event sponsorship. 
Businesses in North America alone spend an 
unbelievable $5 billion on cause sponsorship 
per year. You can generate extremely valuable 
goodwill through cause sponsorship — so long 
as the cause and event are appropriate to your 
target market.

Be careful to pick causes that appeal not only 
to you and your associates but also to your 
target customers. Maybe your CEO gets really 
excited about those United Way campaigns. 
But have you checked with your customers to 
see what charities they’re excited about? Don’t 
throw your money away by forgetting to take 
into consideration the causes your customers 
hold dear.

Warning: Be careful to examine a charity’s 
books and tax-exempt status before sponsor-
ing it or running an event to benefit it. Make 
sure it has full charitable status (defined as 
a 501c3 corporation in the United States, for 
example) and that its audited financial state-
ments show it has relatively low overhead and 
moderate-looking executive salaries. You don’t 
want to support a charity that turns out to be 
poorly or dishonestly run. I’m on the board of 

a charitable foundation that gets hundreds of 
applications for funding from charities, and I’ve 
gone through this due-diligence process many 
times. It has taught me that some charities are 
more effective and well run than others and that 
you never really know until you look. A charity’s 
records and financials should be available for 
public inspection, so all you have to do is ask. If 
an organization hesitates to share this informa-
tion, don’t get involved with it.

Tip: If you think the event sponsorship is more 
credible and convincing than an ad because of 
its affiliation with an appealing cause, you can 
adjust your cost figure to compensate. Doing so 
is called weighting the exposure. For example, 
say you decide one exposure to your company 
or brand through a cause sponsorship is twice 
as powerful as exposure to one of your ads. Just 
multiply the number of people the event reaches 
by two before calculating the cost. That way 
you compare the cost of reaching 2,000 people 
through the sponsorship to the cost of reaching 
1,000 people through advertising, which adjusts 
for the greater value you attach to the cause-
related exposure.

Don’t have the marketing budget to sponsor 
a local charity? Consider donating your time 
instead. You can join the board of a charity and 
offer your energy and business savvy rather 
than your cash.
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Screen for relevance
 Relevance is how closely the event relates to your product and its usage by 

customers, and it’s the most important yet least considered factor. A chance 

to use the product, or at least to see the product in use, makes any event 

highly relevant. And the more relevant the event, the more valuable those 

exposures. Make sure you pick events that tie into your product or service in 

some obvious way. For example, a healthcare organization may logically spon-

sor a blood drive, and a bank can reasonably sponsor a first-time homebuyers’ 

clinic. These events clearly reinforce the sponsor’s brand image in its industry.

Sometimes going beyond direct relevance is okay, but always consider the 

pros and cons first. For example, the local branch office of a bank may spon-

sor a local youth soccer team because many of its customers have children in 

the league and doing so creates goodwill in the community.

Express your values and convictions
Whatever charities you support, make sure they’re working on issues that 

matter to you. Sponsorship is a great way to align your personal values with 

your business interests. For example, sponsoring events and charities aimed 

at making business greener might excite you — and also attract like-minded 

customers.

Putting On Your Own Public Event
Sometimes the best alternative is to stage a special event yourself. Perhaps 

none of the available sponsorship options fit your requirements. Or maybe 

you really need the exclusivity of your own event, a forum in which no com-

petitors’ messages can interfere with your own. If you want to put on your 

own special event, check out the following sections for some sage advice.

Selling sponsorship rights
Many of the events you may want to hold — such as a workshop, open house, 

or clinic — are small in scale and easy to stage on even a small budget. However, 

if you want to put on a larger event, you’ll inevitably run into bigger costs and 

may want to find ways to defray those costs. A possible way to make your event 

pay for itself is to find other companies that want to help sponsor it (not your 
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competitors, of course). Many companies often have an interest in the same 

event as you do but for different reasons; these firms make good cosponsors. 

Basically, if the event is relevant, novel, and likely to draw in those companies’ 

target audiences, then you have a good pitch. Now you just need to go out and 

make sales calls on potential sponsors.

 Be sure to publicize your event well by listing it in Advertising Age (visit www.
adage.com) and your industry’s trade magazines and by posting it on the 

Web. You can also consider hiring an event management firm that sells spon-

sorships in addition to helping organize and run events.

Getting help managing your event
Some people specialize in managing special events; they work on a consulting 

basis, from the initial brainstorming sessions through teardown and cleanup, 

to make sure that everyone comes and everything goes just right. Many such 

specialists exist, from independent experts (check your city’s business-to-

business Yellow Pages directory or post an ad on your local craigslist.com site) 

all the way to major companies.

 I recommend bringing in a specialist of some sort to help you design and 

manage any event that involves a lot of people, shows, speeches or activities, 

meals, conference and hotel room reservations, security, transportation, and 

all those sorts of details that you have to do right when staging a major event. 

Large events are challenging, and even if you can run one by yourself, doing so 

probably will take most of your time for several months, leading you to neglect 

your other duties.

Exhibiting at Trade Shows 
and Exhibitions

A great way to get face-to-face contact is through trade shows and exhibi-

tions. If your industry has regional or national trade shows or other pro-

fessional events, you need to attend them, and you should present and/or 

exhibit at one or more of them too. Exhibiting is almost always necessary, 

even if you only do so to keep competitors from stealing your customers at 

the show! Business-to-business marketers in the United States devote a fifth 

of their marketing budgets, on average, to trade shows; in Europe the figure 

is even higher — one quarter of the budget goes to trade shows. Trade shows 

generate 10 to 20 percent of sales leads, depending on the industry.
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 Some retail or consumer industries also have major shows. For example, boat 

manufacturers use boat shows as an important way to expose consumers to 

their products. County fairs attract exhibitors of arts and crafts, gourmet 

foods, and gardening supplies. Computer shows showcase new equipment. If 

your industry has a major show for the public, I highly recommend that you 

try to exhibit there. Send your in-house list of customers and friends an invita-

tion, too — the more traffic you can get in your booth, the better. (In fact, you 

should plan to begin direct marketing to announce the event and give people 

incentives to come, starting at least two months before the show!)

The sections that follow explain how you can take advantage of trade shows 

in order to get more face-to-face contacts.

Knowing what trade shows 
can accomplish for you
You can generate leads, find new customers, and maintain or improve your 

current customers’ perceptions of you at trade shows. You can also use 

trade shows to introduce a new product or launch a new strategy. You can 

even introduce back-office people (like the sales support staff or even the 

company president) to your customers in person. At a minimum, trade show 

presence makes you visible, building awareness of your brand that helps with 

future sales. Make sure you bring lots of marketing materials and samples to 

hand out (if at all possible) to help build your visibility and seed future sales.

 Use trade shows to network in your industry. You usually find the best manu-

facturers’ representatives and salespeople by making connections at trade 

shows. And if you’re secretly hoping to find a better employer, a little mingling 

may yield an offer at the next big trade show. Also, be sure to talk with a lot of 

attendees and noncompetitive exhibitors in order to find out about the newest 

trends and what your competitors are doing in the market. The information a 

good networker gleans from a trade show is often worth more than the price 

of attendance. Never mind selling — get out there and chat!

Building the foundations for a good booth
Marketers traditionally focus on the booth when they think about how to 

handle a trade show. But you should consider the booth just a part of your 

overall marketing strategy for the show. Develop a full-blown show strategy 

by answering each of these questions:
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 ✓ How do we attract the right people to the show and to our booth?

 ✓ What do we want visitors to our booth to do at the show and in our 

booth?

 ✓ How can we communicate with and motivate visitors when they get to 

the booth?

 ✓ How can we capture information about them, their interests, and their 

needs?

 ✓ What can we send visitors away with that will maximize the chances of 

them getting in touch with us after the show?

 ✓ How can we follow up to build or maintain our relationship with our 

booth visitors?

Your strategy has to start by attracting a lot of prospects and customers, and 

the easiest way to do so is to just go with the flow by picking a show that 

your potential customers already plan to attend. Find out what shows your 

customers are going to attend. For example, if you import gift items and your 

customers include the buyers from retail gift stores, then where do they go to 

make their purchases? Can the New York Gift Show give you full access to the 

market, for example, or do you need to go to regional shows, like the Boston 

Gift Show and the Portland Gift Show? You can ask the sponsoring organiza-

tions for data on who attended last year’s show and who has registered for this 

year’s show, using this information to help you decide. Also ask your custom-

ers where they plan to go. Remember: You need to see high numbers of your 

target customers; otherwise, the show wastes your marketing time and money.

 Don’t overlook the drawing power of simple things, like fresh flowers or 

food. At a recent trade show where my company rented a booth, we offered 

free fresh-baked cookies each day. It was a simple gesture but a remarkably 

effective one in terms of drawing traffic to our booth and putting visitors in 

a positive mood! Other times, we’ve used comfort as our draw by setting up 

some cushy seats in the booth. People stand for hours at these shows, so they 

appreciate a chance to rest — and of course, if someone sits there too long, 

you can launch into your hard sell and either win an order or politely drive 

him from the booth to open the seat to someone else. A massage chair or 

bottles of cold spring water can also draw weary visitors to your booth.

Locating trade shows
How do you find out about possible trade shows? I thought you’d never ask! 

If you subscribe to trade magazines, the shows in your industry find you 

because the magazines sell their lists to the show sponsors. But don’t go 

just by what comes in your junk mail, because you may overlook something 

important.
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 Your most reliable source for trade show info is your customers. The whole 

point of exhibiting at a trade show is to reach customers, so why not just ask 

them where you should exhibit? Call or drop by a selection of your best cus-

tomers and ask them for advice on where and when to exhibit. They know 

what’s hot right now and what’s not.

 Here’s where else to look for the scoop on trade shows:

 ✓ American Exhibition Services: AES handles more than 300 major shows, 

so add www.aesmarketing.com to your list of resources to check out.

 ✓ PR Newswire’s trade show area: For recent listings and press announce-

ments of trade shows and other industry events, visit PR Newswire’s trade 

show area at www.eventnewscenter.com. (Or announce your own event 

by using PR Newswire’s online distribution of corporate press releases.)

 ✓ Trade Show Exhibitors Association: TSEA can provide you with infor-

mation about shows in your industry. The association also offers a great 

source of information and training for trade show booth designers and 

exhibitors. Find out more at www.tsea.org.

 ✓ The Ultimate Trade Show Directory: This Web site (www.tsnn.com) is 

a useful clearinghouse of listings for vendors and companies involved in 

the trade show industry.

Renting the perfect booth
If you decide to rent a booth, you need to select a location and booth size. 

You want to aim for anywhere near a major entrance, the food stands, bath-

rooms, or any other place that concentrates people. Being on the end of an 

aisle can also help. And bigger is better — in general, you should get the big-

gest booth you can afford.

Even if you end up with a miniature booth in the middle of an aisle, don’t 

despair. Many shoppers try to walk all the aisles of a show, and these loca-

tions can work too, provided the show draws enough of the right kind of 

customers for you. In fact, smart buyers often look at the smallest, cheapest 

booths in the hope of discovering something hot and new from an up-and-

coming entrepreneurial supplier.

Setting up other kinds of displays
 The firms that make trade show booths can also help with many other kinds 

of displays, such as lobby and conference room kiosks and tabletop displays. 

These smaller-scale displays can be effective in the right spot and often cost 

you less than a trade show booth, so explore all the options before you decide 

what fits your marketing program and budget best.
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Experts can help you design and build your booth or other display, manage 

your trade show program, and handle the sales leads that result from it. 

Freeman of Dallas, Texas (800-453-9228; www.freemanexhibit.com) builds 

exhibits, manages leads, and coordinates international and domestic trade 

show programs. Table 12-1 highlights some additional established U.S. com-

panies that help with a range of displays and booths to get you started in 

your search.

Table 12-1 Trade Show Display Companies
Company 
Name

Location Phone 
Number

Web Site Specialty

Design 
Marketing 
Group, Inc.

Sarasota, 
FL

941-377-
6709

www.dmg
sarasota.
com

Trade show 
booths and 
kiosks (as well 
as general 
design services)

FLEXi 
Display 
Marketing, 
Inc.

Farmington 
Hills, MI

800-875-
1725

www.flexi
display.
com

Portable trade 
show displays 
and booths

Bonnie 
Gilchrist 
Events

Lake 
Oswego, 
OR

503-635-
9191

www.bonnie
gilchrist
events.com

Events and 
trade shows for 
nonprofits

Studio 
Displays, 
Inc.

Pineville, 
NC

704-588-
6590

www.studio
displays.
com

High-end 
source of 
custom display 
cases for spe-
cial purposes

Many other firms also provide booth design services, so consult business 

directories at a library or cruise the Internet for leads. And don’t count ad 

agencies out; many of them handle trade shows as part of an overall market-

ing communications program. (Another option is to search for used booth 

equipment that you can convert to your needs.)

 Be sure to get opinions and quotes from multiple vendors (and ask for credit 

references and the contact names of some recent clients) before choosing the 

right company for your job. Also, share your budget constraints upfront to 

find out whether the company you’re talking to is appropriate for you. Some 

can do very economical, small-scale projects with ease, whereas others are 

more oriented to large-scale corporate accounts.
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Doing trade shows on a dime
A major booth at a big national convention or trade show is costly (some-

where between $15,000 and $50,000, depending on scale), so if that’s beyond 

your current budget, look for more modest ways to participate, such as the 

following ideas:

 ✓ Share a booth. You may want to consider sharing a booth with a similar 

(but not closely competing) business if the expenses are too high and 

you aren’t sure you can get a good return on the cost of a booth. We 

use this money-saving strategy at my firm. We buy half-booths at some 

regional human-resources meetings by working with our regional affili-

ates, smaller local training companies. These affiliates show our prod-

ucts, and they also sell themselves and their own services. We both get 

good leads — at half the regular cost. However you do it, make sure you 

show up so you can do some face-to-face marketing.

 ✓ Work with a sales rep. If you can’t afford even a shared booth, you may 

still be able to appear in the exhibit hall of a trade show by working 

with a sales representative. If your industry has any sales reps, consider 

contracting with one and letting him include your products in his wider 

assortment at the next major show. (Flip to Chapter 17 for more on 

working with sales reps.)

 ✓ Make a presentation at the show. Start early with a proposal to speak 

at the event. Many trade shows are coupled with conferences, so get 

in touch with the person in charge of selecting presenters and pitch a 

workshop during regular conference hours (but avoid the final morning 

of a multiday conference because attendance is usually very low then). 

Speakers are selected as much as a year in advance, so plan ahead. You 

can wait to decide how big of a booth to rent until you find out whether 

you’ll also have an opportunity to present, because your presentation 

can help drive traffic to the booth and make your investment more 

worthwhile.

Passing out premiums
Premium items, as the industry calls them, are gifts you give to your custom-

ers, clients, prospects, or employees. Trade show booths usually give away 

premium items, so you should think about what you can give away if you 

exhibit at a convention or trade show. I recommend that you give a fun or 

interesting premium (a puzzle, joke book, or toy, for example) as a token of 

appreciation for filling in a registration form. You want to focus your market-

ing resources on finding and qualifying leads, so focus everything you do, 

from advance mailings and e-mailings to booth design and signs, on this goal. 
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Giving everyone who wanders by your booth a premium is silly and requires 

such a large volume of premiums that you can’t afford something nice. But 

there are exceptions to this rule. Free bottles of cold spring water, cookies, 

or other draws can be offered to all as a way to attract people to your booth. 

Then add a more durable premium as a thank-you gift when you give out bro-

chures and collect information from serious leads.

 If you’re selecting premium items for a trade show or other event to which 

people travel for long distances, stick with easy-to-carry items. Keep premiums 

small, durable, and suitable for airport security. Also make an effort to keep 

your marketing materials (such as brochures) compact and durable enough 

that they won’t be left in the hotel room or ruined in someone’s luggage. Heavy 

catalogs are usually deserted, but informative, compact brochures stand a 

better chance of making it home with the prospect — especially if they contain 

special offers for samples or introductory discounts.

Demonstrating your wares
Seeing is believing. This old saying contains 
wisdom, and if you think a demonstration is 
applicable to your goods or services, you should 
definitely consider giving one. Demonstrations 
are often the most effective ways of introduc-
ing a new product, or even introducing an old 
product to new customers. When Weddings 
For Dummies launched at a publishing industry 
trade show called Book Expo America, the PR 
staff gave out slices of wedding cake in the For 

Dummies booth. Talk about a big hit! Everybody 
wanted a piece, and everybody became aware 
of the new book.

You can do a demonstration anywhere. Really. 
Even when you sponsor someone else’s event. 
If you ask early on, that person can often find a 
time and place for you to stage a demonstra-
tion. And when you control the event or a part 
of it, you have considerable freedom to design 
demonstrations.



Chapter 13

Going Direct with Your Marketing
In This Chapter
▶ Making your direct marketing better than the pack

▶ Designing effective direct-response advertisements

▶ Using direct mail

▶ Setting up a call center to service your direct customers

▶ Engaging in telemarketing to pump up sales

Doing direct marketing is easy, but doing it well is difficult. You have to 

master it to the degree that you can beat the odds and obtain higher-

than-average response rates. I share multiple ways to achieve this goal in this 

chapter as I help you review the varied problems and practices of direct mar-

keting. This chapter focuses on conventional media: print ads, conventional 

mail (versus e-mail; that’s covered in Chapter 10), and the telephone. These 

media can all be integrated with (or sometimes replaced with) Web-based 

marketing, which I fill you in on in Chapter 10.

Beating the Odds with Direct Marketing
Direct marketing, relationship marketing, one-to-one marketing, and interac-

tive marketing: They’re all the same thing at heart, so I don’t care what term 

you use. To me, direct marketing occurs whenever you, the marketer, take it 

upon yourself to create and manage customer transactions through one or 

more media.

 The odds of success in direct marketing aren’t particularly good. The average 

direct appeal to consumers or businesses goes unanswered. If you can up the 

response rate even a little bit over the average, you can make some serious 

money in direct marketing. Make sure your marketing message is well targeted 

at prospects when they want and need to buy. Your message should also be 

well crafted, meaning professional, clear, and with an appealing hook and call 

to action.
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To get you started on the right foot, the following sections point out how to 

maximize your direct marketing and minimize your risks.

Recognizing that practice makes perfect
Practice makes perfect in direct marketing, if you make sure to keep records 

of what you do and track the responses. That way you can tell when a change 

improves response rates. Even if you have little or no experience in direct 

marketing, have faith that a small initiative can generate enough information 

for you to get a grip on how to direct market better and on a larger scale. The 

best way to become good at direct marketing is simply to start doing it.

 Ease into direct marketing with a modest program to minimize your downside 

risk and start growing from there. This principle is true, whether you’re big or 

small, a retailer or wholesaler, a for-profit or nonprofit business. Include a reg-

istration card with shipments of product and add a registration option to your 

Web site to begin building your in-house list. Also, consider buying a list of 

prospects from an established list broker and testing it with a mailing or 

e-mailing. Positive responses to this test mailing may be added to your in-

house list. Then keep mailing and e-mailing your in-house list regularly so as 

to keep it fresh and up to date.

The importance of civility in direct marketing
Many marketers are rushing to direct market-
ing in the often-mistaken belief that they can 
handle their customers better than any inter-
mediaries can. But if you aren’t accustomed to 
dealing directly with customers, you can easily 
offend them rather than win them over. If you’re 
in your customers’ faces, you’re probably get-
ting on their nerves — the exact opposite of 
what you want to accomplish.

Remember: Direct marketing should build a per-
manent bridge between you and the customer. 
No matter what direct marketing you do, always 
keep it civil and polite. If you do, you’ll get much 

better results. Avoid impolite calls, errors on 
labels, and anything else that may offend the 
average person. Cull lists to eliminate duplica-
tions and errors. Also, avoid using the cheapest 
call centers to handle your outbound or inbound 
telemarketing calls because they tend to have 
high employee turnover and low quality.

You have to make a positive impression if you 
want to achieve high response rates, so keep 
this mantra in mind: It’s better to contact a 
hundred people well than a thousand people 
poorly.
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Knowing what you’re up against
Failure is the most common outcome of direct-response advertising. So your 

real goal is to minimize failure. Direct marketing basically doesn’t generate 

very high response rates, which means you need to make realistic projec-

tions before deciding to pay for a program. Check out these average statistics 

to see what you’re up against:

 ✓ A full-page magazine ad typically pulls between 0.05 and 0.2 percent of 

circulation (the pull rate is the percentage of readers who respond to 

the ad by calling or mailing, according to the ad’s instructions). So you 

can expect only two responses per thousand from a decent ad. Pretty 

bad, huh?

 ✓ An individually addressed direct-mail letter typically pulls between 0.5 

and 5 percent of the names you mailed to. So you can expect, at most, 50 

responses per thousand from a decent letter. Better, but still pretty bad. 

By the way, the cost per thousand (or CPM, from the Roman numeral M 

meaning “one thousand”) of a letter is often higher, so you don’t neces-

sarily get a better deal from direct mail than from magazine ads.

 ✓ A direct-mail showing of your product in a portfolio of products, as in 

a catalog or card deck, pulls far less. Divide that 50-per-thousand figure 

by the number of competing products for a rough idea of the average 

response rate (prominent placement does improve the rate; so does any 

tendency of customers to make multiple purchases from the catalog). 

For example, if your product is on one postcard in a shrink-wrapped 

deck of 50 cards, the maximum response may be 1 per thousand. That’s 

really bad, unless you happen to be selling something expensive enough 

to give you a good return at low numbers.

 ✓ A telemarketing center making calls to a qualified list can do somewhat 

better. The center may pull in the 0.75- to 5-percent range for a con-

sumer product, but that pull can get as high as 10 to 15 percent for some 

business-to-business sales efforts. However, the CPM of telemarketing is 

often higher than direct mail because it’s more labor intensive.

Before you despair, know that good direct-marketing programs beat these 

odds and can be highly profitable. And if you’re looking to build up a list of 

good customers, you may be happy just to find them now and wait for them 

to reorder before you see profits from your direct-marketing campaign.
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Focusing on tactics that create 
high response rates

 In order to boost sales from your offers, you need to be focused on the goal of 

generating high responses to your direct marketing. Here are some tips that 

can help:

 ✓ Send a letter, special announcement, small catalog, or brochure by 

first-class mail once in a while to find out how well your mailing list 

responds. The U.S. Post Office returns undeliverables if you use first-

class mail, so you can remove or update out-of-date addresses.

 ✓ Run a very small ad in an appropriate magazine. Limit yourself to 

15 words or less. Describe in a simple headline and one or two brief 

phrases what you have to sell and then ask people to contact you for 

more information. Here’s a hint: Including a simple photo of the product 

eliminates the need for wordy description. (See Chapter 7 for tips on 

designing and placing your print ad.)

 ✓ Create a landing page on the Web with a more detailed direct-

response ad on it and bid on key terms on Google to drive leads to 

your landing page. A landing page is a dedicated Web page where you 

explain your offer and guide customers to a form to fill out or a shopping 

cart to fill up. Check out Chapter 10 for more info.

 ✓ Use testimonials on your Web landing page and in direct-mail letters 

and direct-response ads. Testimonials are quotes either from happy 

customers praising your product or firm or from news coverage dis-

cussing your firm or product. These comments attract more buyers 

because they seem more believable than positive things you say about 

yourself.

 ✓ Trade customer lists with a related business to boost your list size for 

free. For example, a magazine specializing in your industry may be will-

ing to exchange its readership list for your customer list.

 ✓ Give away a simple, useful, or fun gift. You can give the gift in 

exchange for placing an order, or simply as an inexpensive premium 

(giveaway product) in your mailing. Nicely decorated pens, pencils, 

stickers, refrigerator magnets, or anything with utility can boost 

response rates by making your mailing more interesting and memorable. 

After all, who doesn’t love receiving gifts? (Check out Chapter 11 for 

some premium ideas.)

 ✓ Send a thank-you note or card to customers by mail or e-mail after 

they place a purchase. This polite gesture often wins a repurchase. It 
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also lets you test your contact information and habituates customers to 

reading your messages so that they’re more likely to pay attention to a 

sales-oriented message later on.

 ✓ Send birthday or holiday greetings in the form of cards or gifts to your 

in-house list. If you consider them valuable customers, let them know it. 

You may be surprised at how many contact you afterward to place a new 

order, even though your mailing to them was noncommercial.

 ✓ Change the medium or form of your communication every now and 

then. If you always send a sales letter, try a color postcard or an e-mail 

newsletter once in a while. Such variations can increase customer inter-

est, and you may also find that different customers respond best to dif-

ferent forms of communication.

 ✓ Include a photograph of a person’s face, looking directly at the viewer 

with a friendly expression, in print ads, mailings, Web banner ads, 

and Web landing pages. The person should represent a user or an 

expert on the product, or relate to the product or offer in some other 

way. A face attracts attention and increases sales for most direct-

response ads and direct-mail letters. (On the Web, streaming video and 

audio permit you to upgrade to a video spokesperson.)

 ✓ Use a clear, appealing photo of the product in your ads, mailings, 

Web banner ads, and Web landing pages. Showing what you have to 

sell attracts appropriate customers simply and effectively. And if some 

details don’t show up in the photo, add close-up photos. Seeing is believ-

ing, and believing is a prerequisite for buying! Few businesses use largely 

visual direct-response ads, though I can’t tell you why. Visual direct-

response ads can outsell wordy ones by a wide margin.

 ✓ Post a short how-to or demonstration video on the Web. The video can 

feature a new product, and you can end the video with a link to a special 

trial offer.

 ✓ Try an old-fashioned radio advertisement using a lot of amusing sound 

effects and asking people to call a toll-free number or visit a Web site. 

Radio ads can be fun! Flip to Chapter 9 for help constructing one.

 ✓ Run your direct-response ad in Yellow Pages phone directories. Get 

a local number for each directory you list your ad in. You can have the 

calls forwarded to your central office; ask your local phone company for 

details.

 Behind every effective direct-marketing program stands a well-managed data-

base of customer and prospect names. (If you need some help with your data-

base, see the nearby sidebar.)
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Making Your Direct-Response Ads Work
Direct-response ads are ads that stimulate people to respond with an inquiry 

or purchase. (Some marketers call them direct-action ads. Take your pick.) 

The registration cards that Levi’s now includes with each pair of jeans fall 

into this category, although you see direct-response ads more commonly in 

print media — magazines and newspapers — and on the fax machine (I don’t 

recommend this approach) and the Web (a better idea) as well. Additionally, 

the ads and purchased listings on Web search engines give you new, and 

often highly effective, forms of direct-response advertising (see Chapter 10 

for details on how to use them).

 The people who respond to direct-response advertising are self-selecting as 

customers or prospects. You need to do two things with them:

 ✓ Try your best to close the sale by getting them to buy something.

 ✓ Find out as much as you can about them and put the information in your 

database for future direct-marketing efforts.

Using computerized marketing databases
A drawer of customer folders and a box of index 
cards make up the simplest forms of marketing 
databases, but nowadays almost all direct mar-
keters use computerized databases. The old-
fashioned system is just fine for many smaller 
businesses, but if your business has more than 
a hundred customers, I strongly encourage you 
to manage your lists electronically.

A wide variety of customer relationship man-
agement (CRM) software platforms are avail-
able. You’ll need to do your own research, 
based on your budget and specific require-
ments, to know which one is right for you, but 
here’s a starting list of some of the best-known 
brands to consider:

 ✓ Prophet is a leader in CRM software, which 
can be used for direct sales as well as for 
mailings and e-mail contacts.

 ✓ Sage offers its ACT! software for customer 
list management; many small businesses 
seem to find this product useful.

 ✓ MarketingPilot offers a host of specialized 
software applications for all aspects of 
marketing, including list management.

 ✓ Vision 6 Pty Ltd has a customer list program 
(appropriately named Vision 6) that empha-
sizes e-mail contact management and 
marketing.

 ✓ E-mail Vision offers a one-stop solution 
for e-mail marketing called Campaign 
Commander.

If you’re unfamiliar with the use of CRM and 
database programs, you may want to take 
a workshop on database management for 
marketing. Or consult the For Dummies prod-
uct line, which contains reference books on a 
wide variety of computer programs at www.
dummies.com. And at www.insights
formarketing.com, I’ve posted products I 
think may help you.
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Many businesses build a direct-marketing capacity through this very process. 

They place ads in front of what they hope is an appropriate target market and 

wait to see who responds. Then they attempt to build long-term direct-marketing 

relationships with those who respond (for example, by sending them catalogs, 

e-mails, and letters). Over time, the businesses add respondents to their direct-

marketing databases, information about the respondents builds up, and many of 

those respondents become regular direct purchasers.

The high failure rates of direct-response ads (presented in the earlier 

“Knowing what you’re up against” section) make sense if you consider how 

much more these types of ads must do than the typical image-building or 

brand-oriented ad. A direct-response ad must create enough enthusiasm to 

get people to close the sale, on their own initiative, right now. How do you 

accomplish this goal? By making sure your direct-response ad

 ✓ Appeals to target readers: A good story, a character they can identify 

with and want to be more like — these factors make up the timeless ele-

ments of true appeal (I cover appeal in greater detail in Chapter 6).

 ✓ Supports your main claim about the product fully: Because the ad 

must not only initiate interest but also close the sale, it has to give suf-

ficient evidence to overcome any reasonable objections on the reader’s 

part. If you think the product’s virtues are obvious, show those virtues 

in a close-up visual of the product. If the appeal isn’t so obvious (as 

in the case of a service), then use testimonials, a compelling story, or 

statistics from objective product tests — in short, use some form of evi-

dence that’s logically or emotionally convincing, or better yet, both.

 ✓ Speaks to readers in conversational, personal language: Your ad must 

be natural and comfortable for readers. Don’t get fancy! Write well, yes. 

Polish and condense, yes. Seek better, catchier, clearer expressions, yes. 

Just don’t be stiff or formal.

 ✓ Targets likely readers: Your ad’s readership dramatically affects your 

response rate. In fact, the same ad, placed in two different publications, 

can produce response rates at both ends of the range. So the better you 

define your target consumers, the easier it becomes to find publications 

relevant to those target consumers, and the better your ad performs.

  Highly selective publications and Web sites work better for direct-

response advertising. A special-interest magazine may deliver a reader-

ship far richer in targets than a general-interest magazine or newspaper. 

If you’re focusing on women, select a publication or Web site read by 

them. That specification ups your response rate by 50 percent right off 

the bat! Good Housekeeping, for example, reaches more than 5 million 

readers — most of them women.

 ✓ Is timed correctly: The right prospect is no use if the timing is off. Don’t 

sell lawn and garden care in December, or tropical vacations in August. 

Getting the timing right can greatly increase response rates.
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 ✓ Makes responding easy: If readers can make a purchase easily, ask them 

to do so. If the product is complicated or difficult to buy (because it’s 

technical, for example), then just ask people to contact you for more 

information and try to close the sale when they do so. Sometimes, you 

need an intermediate step (a way for the customer to find out more about 

the product before making the final decision to buy). When in doubt, try 

two versions of your ad: one with an intermediate step and one that tries 

to make the sale on the spot. Then see which one produces the most 

sales in the long run.

Both print and television advertising have fairly successful track records 

when it comes to direct response. Radio may work, too, but you have to 

innovate to overcome the problem of people rarely writing down what they 

hear on the radio. In other words, you need to convert the otherwise pas-

sive medium of radio into an action-oriented medium by making your call to 

action easy to remember. A memorable Web site address may do the trick. 

And Web advertising is quite good for direct response because many people 

have grown accustomed to purchasing on the Web and are willing to enter a 

credit card number and complete their transaction while online.

Hats off to good direct-response advertising
A modern classic illustrates the ability of some 
direct-response ads to close the sale without 
any intermediate steps. You may still find this 
small, simple, black-and-white ad running in the 
back pages of The New York Times Magazine. 
The advertiser is David Morgan of Bothell, 
Washington, a distributor of the Cattleman, a 
“traditional Australian Stockman’s hat” made 
by Akubra of Australia. The ad simply shows 
a photo of a felt hat, along with a body-copy 
description that includes information such as 
“Pre-shaped in Akbura’s Imperial Quality pure 
fur felt, fully lined, 31/4-inch brim, ornamental 
band.” The ad also gives an article number 
and the price (plus shipping and handling). The 
company lists a toll-free number for ordering, 
provides an address for those who prefer to 
write, and gives an e-mail address and a Web 
address.

I’ve seen this ad, without alterations, in dozens 
of magazines for years. That means it works. 
And works. And works. Why? Well, the ad stars 
a product that somebody wants. Men who like 
unusual hats know about hats like this and want 
to find a source. The copy is stark and simple — 
no stories here — but the ad is engaging to 
those who can see themselves wearing that 
hat. The ad also provides an easy way for read-
ers to make contact. David Morgan gives three 
different options: phone, mail, and e-mail. The 
ad makes clear that you can call to request 
a catalog, not just to order the hat, so the ad 
gives the reader two follow-up options. All of 
this information goes into an inexpensive back-
section advertisement.
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Delivering Direct Mail
Direct mail is the classic form of direct marketing — in fact, the whole field 

used to be called direct mail until changing practice forced marketers to 

adopt a broader term. Direct mail is the use of personalized sales letters, 

and it has a long tradition all its own. Direct mail is really another form of 

print advertising. No more, no less. So before you design, or hire someone to 

design, a direct-mail piece, please think about it in this context (and refer to 

Chapters 6 and 7).

 Actually, a direct-mail piece isn’t like a print ad. It’s more like two print ads:

 ✓ The first ad is the one the target sees when the mail arrives (usually 

an envelope). This ad has to accomplish a difficult action goal: get the 

viewer to open the envelope rather than recycle it. Most direct mail ends 

up in the recycling pile without ever getting opened or read! Keep this 

fact in mind and devote extra care to making your envelope

 • Stand out (it must be noticeable and different)

 • Give readers a reason to open it (sell the benefits or engage their 

curiosity or, even better, promise a reward)

  Note: If you’re sending a color catalog with a stunning front and back 

cover that people can’t resist, make sure the recipient can see the cata-

log’s exterior. Don’t hide it under a dull envelope.

 ✓ The second ad goes to work only if the first succeeds. The second ad is 

what’s inside, and it needs to get the reader to respond with a purchase 

or inquiry. In that respect, this ad works in much the same way as any 

other direct-response ad. The same rules of persuasive communication 

apply — plus a few unique ones that I present in the sections that follow.

Unlocking the secrets of great direct mail
 A great many so-called formulas exist for successful direct-mail letters. None 

of them work, so avoid the temptation to make anything about your letter for-

mulaic. Your letter must have creative copywriting and design at its best. It 

needs to use the secrets of direct-response advertising design (as described in 

the earlier “Making Your Direct-Response Ads Work” section) and employ the 

principles of creative marketing and good communications, which you can 

find in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. However, certain strategies can help you 

employ these principles of good design in a direct-mail piece.
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 The most effective direct-mail letters generally include several elements, each 

with its own clear role:

 ✓ Bait: You should include some sort of bait that catches the reader’s eye 

and attention, getting her to read the letter in the first place.

 ✓ Argument: You then need to provide a sound argument — logical, emo-

tional, or both — as to why your great product can solve some specific 

problem for the reader. Marketers devote the bulk of many letters to 

making this case as persuasively as possible, and you should keep this 

sound practice in mind when drafting your direct-mail letter.

 ✓ Call to action: Finally, you should make an appeal to immediate action, 

some sort of hook that gets readers to call you, send for a sample, sign 

up for a contest, place an order, whatever. As long as they act, you can 

consider the letter a success. Your call to action is really the climax of 

the letter, and you need to design everything about the piece to ensure 

your call works.

These three essential elements are sometimes called the star, chain, and 

hook. Although the terminology — and metaphors — differ, the basic con-

cept is the same: You need to include something attractive (the star or bait) 

to catch attention, followed by something substantive to arouse enthusiasm 

(the chain of argument that pulls the reader through the copy), followed by 

some kind of call to action that hooks the reader into responding.

These formulas refer specifically to the text of your letter itself, but that 

doesn’t mean you should forget about what else goes into your mailing. The 

outside of the envelope needs to entice readers and get them to open your 

letter in the first place. Following are some techniques to make your envelope 

enticing enough to open:

 ✓ The stealth approach envelope: You disguise your letter so that it looks 

like a bill or personal correspondence — or so that it can’t be identified 

at all. The theory is that the reader will open the envelope just to find 

out what’s inside.

 ✓ The benefits approach envelope: You include a headline, perhaps a 

little supporting copy, and even some artwork to let people know what 

the mailing is about and to summarize why you think your offer is 

worthy of their attention. I like this approach best because it’s honest 

and direct (this is direct marketing, after all!). Furthermore, this method 

ensures that those who do open the envelope have self-selected based 

on interest in your offer. But this technique only works if you have a 

clear benefit or point of difference to advertise on your envelope. If you 

can’t say “Open immediately for the lowest price on the XYZ product 

ranked highest in Consumer Reports,” then this ploy may not work.
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 ✓ The special offer envelope: This envelope entices with your call to 

action — never mind your offer. By letting consumers know that they 

can enter a sweepstakes to win a billion dollars, or get free samples, or 

find valuable coupons or a dollar bill enclosed, this envelope gives them 

a reason to read the letter inside. But the envelope doesn’t try to sell the 

product; it leaves that to the carefully crafted letter inside.

 ✓ The creative envelope: If your mailing is unique enough, everyone 

wants to open it just to find out who you are and what you’re up to. 

Consider an oversized package in an unexpected color, an envelope with 

a very funny cartoon or quote on the back, or a window teasing readers 

with a view of something interesting inside. Or how about an envelope 

that reads “Don’t open this envelope!” You can make your envelope 

the most exciting thing in someone’s mailbox by using any number of 

creative ideas. Yet this strategy is the least common, probably because 

creative envelopes cost more. But don’t be penny wise and pound fool-

ish. If you spend 25 percent more to double or triple the response rate, 

then you’ve saved your company a great deal of money on the mailing 

by spending more on the envelope!

What else should go into your mailing? In general, a letter combined with 

a circular — a simple catalog-style description of your product(s) — pulls 

more strongly than a letter alone. Circulars don’t work for all products (don’t 

bother for magazine subscriptions), but they do work well for any product 

or service the consumer sees as expensive or complex. Be sure to make the 

circular more elaborate, involving, glossy, colorful, and large where involve-

ment should be higher. Think big circulars for big-ticket items and little ones 

for simple items.

Also include reply forms that allow readers to easily get in touch with you 

in multiple ways. Give readers some choices about what offers they want to 

respond to, if possible. Postage-free (or prepaid) reply forms generally ensure 

a higher response rate and thus justify their cost many times over. Don’t 

skimp on the form because, after all, getting that response is the whole point 

of your mailing.

The final design issue is deciding how to send the letter. Should you use the 

U.S. Postal Service’s standard mail (what used to be called third class) versus 

first class? Should you use an overnight air service for an offer to business 

customers? Perhaps you need to send the letter by e-mail? In general, the U.S. 

Postal Service is still best. And, on average, standard mail (which costs less) 

pulls as well as first class, so save your money unless timeliness is important 

or you want to check your list (first-class postage means the envelope comes 

back to you if the address is no good).
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 When writing a direct-response e-mail, include the bait, the argument, and the 

call to action, just as you would in a traditional mailing. However, when writing 

the copy, think computer screens, not pages. It takes as much effort (and 

involvement) to click on the next screen as it does to turn the page, yet a 

screen holds less than a page. So be more precise and less wordy, or else your 

e-mail can’t pull as well as the same letter in printed form. And pay attention 

to each transition between screens. Break the text in a way that creates sus-

pense and gives viewers a reason to click or scroll onward toward the final 

offer (the call to action or hook).

Getting your letter mailed
One little detail often puzzles first-time direct mailers: how to actually get 

their mailing printed, folded, stuffed, and mailed. If you don’t know, you 

need to hire someone who does. Your local telephone directory lists some 

companies that do this kind of work under Mailing or Marketing headings. 

Commercial printers regularly do this type of work as well, and they can 

often handle anything from a small envelope to a major catalog. Talk to vari-

ous printers to get an idea of the range of services and prices.

If you’re planning small-scale mailings — say, less than 2,000 a pop — then 

you may find doing the work in-house offers you a cheaper and quicker route. 

Many local businesses and nonprofits do small-scale mailings, and they’d be 

throwing away money by hiring printers. If you want to set up this in-house 

capability, talk to your local post office to find out how to handle metered or 

permit mail. And consider purchasing mailing equipment, such as the follow-

ing (all of these items can process standard-format mailings): feeders, seal-

ers, scales to weigh the mailings, and meters. Combine this equipment with 

your local photocopy shop’s ability to produce, fold, and stuff a mailing, and 

you have an efficient small-scale direct-mail center!

Purchasing mailing lists
I cover the topic of mailing lists in more depth in my book Marketing Kit For 
Dummies, 3rd Edition (Wiley), but I cover the basics here in case you want to 

use purchased lists to prospect for leads. Don’t expect purchased lists to work 

very well — response rates can be low, and you may get high returns or unde-

liverables. That’s okay though, because you’re just using the purchased lists to 

build up your own higher-quality in-house list of purchasers. So plan to send 

relatively inexpensive mailings with easy-to-say-yes-to offers and then focus on 

the replies. If you get any calls, faxes, or postcards from these purchased lists, 

qualify them as leads or customers and move them to your own list.
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I recommend buying one-time rights to mailing lists, with phone numbers 

(plus e-mail, if it’s offered) to make replying to a response easier for you. One-
time use means you’re just renting the list; you don’t actually own it. You do, 

however, own the replies. As soon as someone contacts you from that mailing 

and you begin to interact with her and gather information about her, you can 

add that person to your own list.

 Buy lists from list brokers or other vendors; you can find hundreds (I’ve 

posted some links at www.insightsformarketing.com). List suppliers 

usually have minimums. I recommend buying the minimum (it comes on sticky 

mailing labels or in a database, depending on what’s easiest and cheapest for 

you to use in your business). Then test the list with a mailing and see what 

happens. If you get some good customers out of it, go back and buy a larger 

number of names, excluding the ones you already used. Or if you’re disap-

pointed in the response, buy a different list next time. And if your mailing is 

too expensive to test on the minimum — which is often 1,000 names — just 

mail to the first 250. That’s enough to find out how the list performs.

 You have so many lists to choose from that you can keep shopping until you 

find one that works for you. But remember the basic principle of list-buying: 

The best indicator of future purchase is past purchase. Try to find lists of 

people who’ve purchased something similar to what you’re selling, preferably 

through the mail, rather than people who fit your customer profile in other 

ways.

Establishing and Running a Call Center
A call center is the place where telephone calls from your customers are 

answered. It can be a real, physical place: a big room full of phones staffed 

by your employees. Or it can also be a virtual place: a telephone number that 

rings to whatever subcontractor you’re currently using to handle telemarket-

ing for you.

 Every business is a call center, but most don’t realize it. If you have telephones 

and people calling in and out on them, you need to manage this point of cus-

tomer contact very carefully. Small businesses may not operate on a big 

enough scale to hire or build a dedicated call center, but they still must 

manage this function wisely if they want to win customers, rather than lose 

them, on the phone.

When you use the telephone in your marketing, you need to follow the common-

sense principles that I cover in the following sections.
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Make your brand available by phone
 In the United States, three-fourths of all consumers use a toll-free number at 

least once each year. And more than $500 billion in sales take place over the 

phone. In spite of the growing dominance of Web commerce, many services 

are still purchased by a consumer who uses the local Yellow Pages phone 

directory and calls the number of a company with an appealing ad in it. Don’t 

lose control of your inbound calls just because the Web is hot and advertising 

your business on craigslist is cool. The phone may still be your most powerful 

tool for finding and closing on new prospects. Answer it!

Although telemarketing requires nothing but a telephone, combining it with 

toll-free, inbound calling usually makes it the most effective. In the United 

States, you can offer free calling to your customers and prospects on num-

bers with prefixes of 800, 888, 877, or 866. Toll-free numbers are becoming 

increasingly available in similar forms in other countries, as well. The beauty 

of toll-free numbers, no matter your location, is that you, the marketer, get to 

pick up the cost of the customer’s telephone call, thereby removing her pos-

sible objection to calling.

 Here’s a little-known alternative to the toll-free number that’s particularly 

effective if you’re in a business that values local relationships (such as pest 

control, lawn care, or computer repair): You can arrange for most phone com-

panies to list a local number in each local market you sell to and then have the 

phone company bill you the added cost of transferring that call to your non-

local office. That way, people pay only for their local call and feel that they’re 

dialing a local business rather than an impersonal national business. List the 

local number in the local Yellow Pages or other phone directories for effective 

local advertising.

Be accessible to desirable customers 
when they want to call you
Being accessible to your customers in part means having staff by the phones. 

If you service businesses, then you can use business hours to answer busi-

ness calls (but make sure that you cover business hours in the customers’ 

time zones, not just your own). If you service consumers, be prepared to take 

calls at odd hours. Some of the best customers for clothing catalogs do their 

shopping late at night — just before bed, for example.
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Of course, you also need to make sure nobody gets a busy signal. Your phone 

company offers a variety of services to help solve this problem; ask it for 

details. If you answer your phone faster than the competition does, you can 

gain some market share from them. (Note: A hidden advantage of keeping 

your call center in-house is that managers can keep an eye on the accessibil-

ity issue and add more lines and staff quickly if a problem arises.)

You’ll inevitably need to put some callers on hold some of the time. An outgo-

ing message that includes an upbeat, attractively professional voice deliver-

ing your brand name and thanking callers for waiting is therefore essential. 

Also include your Web site address and let callers know what functions the 

site supports so that if they don’t want to bother waiting on the phone, they 

may still place an order on the Web.

 Whatever you do, always measure and minimize customer wait time. Don’t 

leave people sitting on hold for more than what they perceive to be a moder-

ate amount of time. Depending upon the nature of your product and customer, 

that time limit is probably less than two perceived minutes. A perceived 
minute is the time period a customer on hold thinks she has waited for a 

minute — and that time typically comes out to be more like 40 seconds when 

you measure it on the clock. You have to convert actual wait times to per-

ceived wait times in order to appreciate the customer’s perspective.

 If you don’t want to set up a call center yourself, you can either hire a consul-

tant to design a call center for you or simply use a service firm to perform the 

function for you. Following are some recommended service providers:

 ✓ 24-7 INtouch: This Canadian company (available at 800-530-1121 or 

www.24-7intouch.com) operates call centers and has recently added 

the capacity for online support and chat centers.

 ✓ AnswerNow!: This Arizona-based company (which you can reach at 

800-226-0491 or www.answernowinc.com) can provide a simple virtual 

receptionist or a full-blown order handling center with credit card pro-

cessing capacity.

 ✓ CallCenterOps.com: This provider features an information-rich Web site 

(www.callcenterops.com). You can read the online newsletter Call 
Center News at news.callcenterguide.com.

Trade associations may also be able to provide you with information, referrals, 

and training. Try contacting the International Customer Service Association 

(ICSA; www.icsatoday.org) and the Association of TeleServices International 

(ATSI; www.atsi.org).
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Capture useful information about 
each call and caller
One of the most important functions for your call center is to field inqui-

ries or orders from new customers as they respond to your various direct-

response advertisements (think magazine ads, letters to purchased lists, and 

your Web page). These callers are hot leads that you need to gather informa-

tion about. Have operators ask each caller how she heard of your company, 

perhaps along with a few other qualifying questions.

 The best way to capture callers’ info for your customer database is to have 

your operators online so they can enter the data directly into your database 

as they obtain it. At the very least, give them a printed information form they 

can fill in. If you’re the one answering those customer calls, make yourself a 

form so you don’t forget to capture useful information about the prospects, 

their needs, and how they found your number.

Putting your operators online also solves the related problem of recognizing 

repeat customers. Repeat customers’ names pop up onscreen for the opera-

tor’s reference. That way, the operators don’t have to ask stupid questions, 

and they can surprise customers with their knowledge. (Refer to the “Using 

computerized marketing databases” sidebar in this chapter, or go to your 

favorite online search engine and look for “providers of call center manage-

ment software” if you don’t already have software that supports your sales 

and service function.)

Gather data on the effectiveness of 
direct-response ads and direct mail

 I’m often amazed by how little information marketers gather about the effec-

tiveness of their own work. What you don’t know does hurt you in marketing! 

You can easily find out which direct-response ads (both print and Web), call 

scripts, or mailings pull the best. Just have your call center operators or staff 

ask every new caller where he or she heard about you and ask repeat custom-

ers what prompted this latest call. (For Web-only customers, include a check-

list so they can report where they first heard about you.) You can track the 

performance of each individual ad, letter, or promotion by giving it a unique 

code so you can discover which approaches pay off and which don’t.

 Everything you send out should have your phone number and Web address on 

it. It’s amazing how often I find myself staring at a catalog page, package, prod-

uct, Web site, bid, bill, or memo trying to find a phone number that just isn’t 

there. Then what? I may just call the competition instead. The solution? Audit 

and order.
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 ✓ First, audit your mailings, Web pages, packaging, and other customer 

communications to find those holes where you’ve accidentally left out 

contact information.

 ✓ Next, order up some simple contact information stickers with your brand 

or business name, phone numbers, address(es), and Web site and e-mail 

information. Pop those stickers on folders, boxes, cards, products, 

scribbled notes, or anywhere else anyone may conceivably look when 

thinking of calling you with a question or order.

Drumming Up Business by Phone
If you decide to prospect for new customers by phone (in other words, if you 

choose to engage in outbound telemarketing), you can do so in a couple ways:

 ✓ You can do a little bit of outbound telemarketing informally as part of a 

broader routine of contacting customers and following up on leads.

 ✓ You may have a full-blown outbound telemarketing program set up in a 

call center that you either run yourself or contract.

One way or the other, though, every marketer makes some calls to customers 

and prospects and must be prepared for the reality that outbound telemar-

keting yields plenty of rejections. In fact, I don’t generally recommend out-

bound telemarketing for cold call lists, or lists of strangers who’ve never done 

business with you before. You can buy such lists from list brokers easily, but 

expect lower response rates than from lists you build yourself.

The next sections explain in more depth how you can use a phone to garner 

business while keeping legal.

Developing a good call list
You can improve the success rate of outbound telemarketing dramatically by 

developing a good list before you start calling. Preferably, this list is of people 

who’ve had some contact with you before (they’ve purchased, returned an 

inquiry card, tried a sample, or responded to an ad). With a good list, you can 

afford to put competent salespeople on the phones so that your company 

puts its best face forward.

I don’t know why most telemarketers haven’t figured out that the first contact 

between their company and a prospective customer shouldn’t be in the hands 

of a temp worker who can’t even pronounce the name of the product correctly. 

To avoid such problems, you need to develop good call lists and a script that 

gives your callers at least a 10-percent success rate — about ten times the 

average for typical bottom-feeder consumer telemarketing operations.
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Writing a winning telemarketing script
 Before you call someone, you absolutely must make sure you know what you’re 

going to say — and that means crafting a script. Always write, role-play, revise, 

and test a script before asking anyone to make an outbound telemarketing call. 

Keep your script upbeat, simple, short, and clear. Demonstrate the script to 

your telemarketers by making a few calls yourself and remind them to stay 

friendly and positive (by smiling into the phone) no matter what happens.

Here’s a seven-element template for writing a simple and effective telemarket-

ing script with sample text for a magazine subscription offer (but substitute 

your own offer and text to make this script work for your marketing program):

 1. Introduce yourself.

  For example, “Hello, I’m [full name], and I’m calling from [company 

name] . . .”

 2. Give the caller a very brief explanation about why you’re calling.

  For example, “. . . to offer you a chance to extend your subscription at a 

50-percent discount.”

 3. Request permission.

  “May I tell you about our special offer? It will only take 30 seconds.”

 4. If the person on the phone gives you permission, provide a longer yet 

succinct explanation about why you’re calling.

  “When your subscription expires next [month], we will extend it for 

another year at half the price of a regular subscription, if you will con-

firm now by phone. This offer is only good for orders placed by phone, 

because it is more economical for us to process subscriptions this way.”

  If she doesn’t give you permission, thank her for her time and be 

professional.

 5. Pause for questions and answer them with simple facts, using as polite 

of manners as possible and remembering to smile when speaking.

  For example, “Yes, the regular subscription is $40 per year, and our spe-

cial offer costs you only $20.”

 6. Close the deal.

  “Very well, then shall I sign you up for another year’s subscription to 

[name of magazine]?”

 7. Confirm the details.

  “Good. We’re almost done. Now I just need to confirm your name, 

address, and credit card information.”
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 When crafting your script, be careful to avoid anything deceptive or mislead-

ing. Failing to do so is just opening yourself up for trouble.

Keeping legal
Make sure you’re honest and accurate about who’s calling and avoid using 

deceptive scripts. Deceptive telemarketing is all too common, and it sours 

the market for honest telemarketers. I’m sure you’ve hung up on inappropri-

ate callers many times. I have too.

 Unfortunately, many telemarketing scripts are improper and may lead to legal 

complications. Why? Because the pressure is on. Selling anything over the 

phone is much harder than it used to be, whether it’s a magazine or a long-

distance telephone service. People are getting sick of these sales calls and 

adding their names to “don’t call lists” by the millions, and businesses are 

setting up impenetrable phone systems to duck telemarketing calls. Conse-

quently, marketers are experimenting with stealth techniques, and these 

techniques lead them into dangerous ethical and legal territory. The next 

section offers some sensible alternatives to persisting with deceptive calls 

when you find it too hard to close the deal with normal lists and scripts.

Looking at new telemarketing strategies
Telemarketers need to find new strategies for their increasingly mature 

medium. Some of these strategies include

 ✓ Using the phone to follow up on leads, not to find them: Whenever 

possible, use your Web marketing activities (see Chapter 10), events 

(check out Chapter 12), and advertising (see “Beating the Odds with 

Direct Marketing,” earlier in this chapter, plus all of Part III in this book), 

to generate telephone or personal sales call leads. When you generate 

inquiries about your product or service, you have permission to call. 

The prospect takes your call gladly in 99 percent of these cases, and you 

close a sale in many of them.

 ✓ Not overusing the phone: Save calls for issues that really deserve per-

sonal contact from the prospect’s perspective and try to call people who 

actually know you or your firm or will welcome the call for some other 

good reason. If you have something truly important to talk about, then you 

don’t need a misleading hook to keep people on the phone. Remember 

that every marketing program should use a balanced mix of media and 

methods. You can’t do all jobs with one tool. Also remember that even 

when telephoning is appropriate, your customers and prospects don’t 

want you to call constantly. Give them a little breathing room.
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 ✓ Scripting a message to leave on voice mail: Write a short (less than 30 

seconds) script for a voice mail message in which you introduce your-

self, provide a brief explanation of the offer, and then give the person 

two or three options for follow-up (your return number, your e-mail, and 

a Web address to a page with details of the offer).

 ✓ Being respectful: Remember that you’re interrupting anyone you reach 

by phone. If someone clearly doesn’t want to talk with you, don’t be a 

jerk. Get off the phone politely, thanking her for her time, so that you at 

least leave behind a positive impression of your firm or brand.

 ✓ Compensating telemarketers for building relationships, not frying 

them: If telemarketers are paid only by the kill (commission on sales), 

then they can get frustrated and start berating and hanging up on your 

prospects and customers. Note that this rule means you shouldn’t use 

subcontractors (specialized companies that telemarket for you) if they 

pay by the kill — and most of them do.

 ✓ Guarding existing customers from bad telemarketing: Deceptive, high-

pressure, or irritating phone sales tactics may produce a good-looking 

end-of-day sales report, but they’re guaranteed to increase customer 

turnover. Why? Because they bring in deal-prone customers who can be 

taken away by the next telemarketer, and they irritate rather than reward 

your loyal customers. At the very least, use two different strategies and 

scripts: one for existing customers and one for deal-prone prospects. 

At best, focus your telemarketing on building existing customer loyalty; 

for example, by calling to see whether you can improve the product or 

service quality.



Part V
Selling Great Products 

to Anyone, Anytime, 
Anywhere



In this part . . .

If you can design a great product, give it an appropriate 

brand name, package it well, and then turn it over to a 

good salesperson, you may be able to dispense with 

everything else covered in this book. The combination of 

an appealing product or brand, plus good sales and ser-

vice, can make a business highly successful.

I once was hired to consult for the chief executive of a 

specialty chemicals company. He wanted me to evaluate 

his overall business plan and suggest ways of making the 

business grow. After poking around the premises for a few 

hours and interviewing a bunch of his people, I discovered 

a startling thing: The company apparently did no market-

ing at all. It had no marketing department, no brochures, 

no ads, no publicity, and no Web site. So how had it gotten 

this far, and where in the world did its customers come 

from? The business had grown to a significant size largely 

from word of mouth. The first customer was so happy he 

told others, who called up and asked for appointments to 

discuss their work, and so forth. The company’s strategy 

was to do very hands-on consultative selling that felt a lot 

more like helping than pitching, at least to the customers.

In this part, I explain the secrets of companies like this 

one. I show you how to maximize the impact of your prod-

uct and its packaging, tell you how to price your products 

and services, keep you from underselling yourself by mak-

ing common mistakes associated with distribution and 

pricing, and help you approach sales and service like an 

old pro.



Chapter 14

Making Your Brand Stand Out
In This Chapter
▶ Creating a powerful brand identity

▶ Naming your brand well

▶ Fitting your products into branded product lines

▶ Pumping up current products and introducing new ones

▶ Knowing when it’s time to improve or replace a product

The brand is the heart and soul of any marketing program. If the product is 

good and has a strong, appealing identity (the brand), then the marketing 

program has a high chance of success. In this book, I use the word product as 

an umbrella term that means a product, a service, or anything else your com-

pany wants to sell. The brand is the special identity you give this product, or 

line of products, through your marketing. You may even think of yourself as a 

branded product at times — for instance, when applying for jobs or running 

for office. The marketer’s approach to branding products is a powerful one, 

and this chapter has tons of great tools and techniques you can use, whatever 

your current marketing challenge may be.

Burning Your Brand into 
Your Customers’ Minds

The term brand comes from the old practice of burning a permanent mark, or 

brand, onto the flanks of cattle to identify a herd. It was a common practice 

in the Western United States because cattle roamed widely and an owner 

could easily lose his valuable herd without a durable, unique identifier. Today 

the term is used a bit differently. A brand is no longer burned into the skin. 

However, marketers still hope to burn their brand into their customers’ 

minds.
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 You may get some clues to successful branding from looking at the history of 

branding by ranchers. A traditional cattle brand took one of three forms: the 

name in simplified form (usually two initials), the initials plus a simple symbol, 

or a symbol alone. Today’s business, consumer, and nonprofit brands still take 

one of these three simple forms, and yours should too. Whichever form it 

takes (name alone, name plus symbol, or symbol alone), your brand needs to 

be clear, distinctive, appropriate, and appealing; you also need to repeat it 

consistently and frequently so people can recognize it instantly.

Whether you’re starting from scratch or have been in business for some time, 

taking a closer look at your brand and how you use it in your marketing can 

pay off. The following sections help you do just that.

Getting tough about your brand identity
 Many businesses fail to control their brand presentation and allow more varia-

tion than is good for their marketing. You need to have a standard for your 

brand that’s as hard, clear, and unwavering as an iron brand. If your brand 

isn’t iron-hard, then you need to review it and settle on a single, strong iden-

tity that you can use in all media at all times. Variation in your brand presenta-

tion confuses people, reduces recognition, and generally dilutes the strength 

of your brand. Get tough about your branding and stick to your guns!

Don’t follow the example of Herb Chambers Business Consulting, a regional 

consulting practice founded by Herbert Chambers. On its letterhead and 

business cards, the firm used a simple, text-based brand: the name Herb 

Chambers Business Consulting in black Times type capitals. The firm’s Web 

site used a variation of the brand: the company name in bright blue Helvetica 

type (because the young designer who created the Web site thought Times 

was old-fashioned). Brochures, report covers, and presentation folders used 

a range of type styles depending on who designed them and what was in 

fashion at the time. When representatives of the firm gave presentations, 

they often showed the firm’s name in Calibri, simply because that was the 

default font in the version of Microsoft Excel that they used for making their 

slides. These same representatives also abbreviated the company name as 

Chambers Business Consulting, HCBC, or CBC, because the full name was 

too long to fit neatly onto a title slide or handout cover sheet. Furthermore, 

founder Herbert Chambers used the name Ask Herb Chambers to identify 

himself in his blog — making it unclear as to whether he was promoting him-

self or his firm.

A number of companies out there are just like Herb Chambers Business 

Consulting in that they waver on important branding decisions each and 

every day. Don’t let your business be one of them.
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Narrowing logo options down 
to one strong design
Indecision is the enemy of effective branding. Think about the brands you 

know best, such as Coca-Cola, Nike, Starbucks, or IBM. You may see minor 

(and highly intentional) variations in how their logos are presented, but 

generally, they’re as clear and consistent as if they were burned by an iron 

brand. Is yours?

 To ensure that customers and prospects recognize your brand immediately, 

you need to have a single, strong logo design in place. But first you need to 

choose that winning design from a variety of options. If you hire someone to 

help you define or refine your brand, ask him to give you a broad selection of 

possible logos. Most designers do this on their own, but sometimes designers 

just want to come up with one design, which is why you need to push them to 

develop alternatives so you can see the possibilities before deciding on one.

Figure 14-1 shows a number of options that were under consideration by 

Herb Chambers Business Consulting (see the preceding section), which was 

trying to come up with one clear, bold, appealing version of its brand identity 

to use in all of its marketing communications. Even though Herb Chambers 

Business Consulting had been in business for many years, its brand identity 

was never a marketing asset, so the company asked a graphic designer to 

come up with some suggestions for a new logo. Before the designer came up 

with any options, she recommended that the company simplify its name to 

Chambers Business Consulting. This change made sense to the staff mem-

bers, who’d already been shortening the name in many of their marketing 

communications.

As you can see in Figure 14-1, the options for a Chambers Business 

Consulting logo included a variety of ways to brand the name using different 

typefaces, plus some ideas involving the use of the business’s initials.

 

Figure 14-1: 
A selection 

of design 
ideas for 

branding a 
consulting 

firm.
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 After you have an initial selection of design ideas for your logo, take a week 

or more to evaluate them and make sure that one really stands out as supe-

rior and that it meets all of your needs. If no one option really stands out, 

identify what you like and dislike about the top three designs and send the 

designer back to come up with another set of options. Sometimes it takes 

many of these design-and-review cycles to come up with the perfect logo, so 

don’t be impatient.

 The perfect logo appeals visually to everyone involved in marketing, stands 

out from competitors and other well-known brands, contributes to a strongly 

positive brand image or personality, and makes your brand name memorable.

In the case of Chambers Business Consulting, none of the initial designs 

seemed to work well, so it was back to the drawing board. The main objec-

tions were that the logos based on the name alone (see Figure14-1) lacked 

visual strength and appeal, while the logos based only on the initials were 

visually stronger but failed to remind people of the firm’s name. Also, some of 

the designs seemed too modern to the firm’s partners, who wanted to project 

a solid, traditional look that clients would view as highly trustworthy and 

professional. With this feedback, the designer came up with more options.

Figure 14-2 shows the completed, approved design for the new Chambers 

Business Consulting brand identity. This logo presents the company’s brand 

name in a distinguished font called Engravers MT, which, as its name implies, 

is based on traditional engravings in stone and metal. The idea was to convey 

a sense of solidity and traditional reliability through the brand’s appearance. 

On stationery and business cards, the logo may be shown in plain black ink. 

However, when color is an option (like on the Web, in PowerPoint slide pre-

sentations, or in full-color brochures), the logo can appear as if it’s carved 

into a bronze plaque (the firm even uses a real bronze plaque as the sign in 

its office lobby). The firm’s new logo presents a strong, easily recognized 

brand identity in a consistent manner wherever the firm’s name appears. As 

you can see from this example, you need to present your company’s name 

the same way everywhere it appears.

 

Figure 14-2: 
The final 

design 
improved 
upon the 

initial 
concepts.
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 To help you keep your brand consistent, maintain a master style sheet specify-

ing the font size and type style and how the design elements relate to each 

other. Don’t permit any variations beyond the style sheet; otherwise you’re 

failing to protect your logo.

The Chambers Business Consulting case is a good model for you to follow as 

you examine your own brand identity and make sure it’s as strong and consis-

tent as possible. Is your brand presenting strongly and well with a good clear 

logo that you repeat everywhere you can? Figure 14-3 shows two additional 

brand identities to give you more ideas about how to approach the important 

challenge of designing the strongest logo you can for your brand. Note that 

both logos include a clear, simple visual element along with the brand name 

written in a standardized type style. The relationship between the type and 

the art should be fixed — relative spacing and size should never vary, even 

when the logo is enlarged for signs or reduced for business cards.

 

Figure 14-3: 
Distinctive 

brand 
identities 
for small 

businesses.
 

Branding throughout your “herd”
As a marketer, you need to be just as systematic and strong about your 

branding as an old-fashioned rancher branding his herd. You can think of 

your modern-day marketing herd as all the (possibly hundreds) of different 

ways you may communicate with customers, prospects, and the world at 

large.

Whether you’re marketing through your blog, a YouTube video, signs, 

stationery, brochures, or other means, you need to burn your brand into 

these initiatives clearly and strongly, without variation in the essentials of 

its design. Evaluate your brand identity to make sure it’s presented con-

sistently and that it appears everywhere possible. If you already have a 
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distinctive brand, stick with it and focus on rolling it out consistently every-

where you can. If it suffers from weak design or is virtually unknown, then 

redesign it before rolling it out aggressively.

 Your brand name and logo don’t have to be the most beautiful, sophisticated, 

or clever to be successful. In fact, many top brands are strikingly simple. What 

sets them apart from other brands is that they’re recognizable and known, 

which in turn gives them value and helps them sell products. Rolling your 

brand out consistently and strongly is even more important than perfecting 

your logo design. Choose something that’s clear and simple and then stick to 

it no matter what. Pretend your brand identity is an old-fashioned iron brand. 

If you see it as carved in metal, you’ll resist any efforts to treat it as something 

flexible.

Figure 14-4 shows a sample logo I’m working on for an art gallery (a project 

that’s still in the design phase as of this writing). The gallery’s plan is to 

promote itself as a leading source of classic representational, or figurative, 

fine art. After considering many other options, it occurred to us that we can 

use one of the products as part of the logo, specifically an old drawing by 

the artist Jean-Leon Gerome. The drawing is monochrome (not in color) so 

it works for all applications, including business cards and stationery. When 

rolling it out to the Web, we’re looking at a simple design for the home page 

that features a rotating large painting, placed in a central column beneath the 

logo, to make sure we consistently “star” this logo and promote the brand.

 

Figure 14-4: 
A sophisti-

cated brand 
identity 

works well 
when the 

product 
itself is 

sophisti-
cated.

 

Figure 14-5 shows a rough concept-level design for the new art gallery’s home 

Web page. We haven’t designed the Web site yet, but we wanted to anticipate 

it sufficiently to make sure the logo design would work on the Web as well as 

in print.
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Figure 14-5: 
Make sure 
your brand 

identity 
has a star-
ring place 

in Web 
designs.

 

 Many Web sites fail to present a brand properly and well, so make sure your 

brand doesn’t deteriorate in new media. Your logo should be at the top of your 

home page (and preferably in a consistent place on every page). Don’t allow 

your Web designer to alter your logo just to “go with” some new Web design 

or color scheme. Make the Web design match your brand, not the other way 

around. And when the designer lays out a basic grid for a Web page, insist that 

it be sized so as to showcase your logo at the top.

Coming Up with a Brand Name
In order to brand your company or new product, you want to make sure it 

has a name that customers can easily identify with you. You have several 

important factors to consider, and the next sections can help.

Naming your brand with personality
Branding a product or company is a little like giving a new puppy a name. 

You want to get a feel for its personality first, so you can give it a name that 

fits. You can call a standoffish poodle Fifi, but that name doesn’t fit a play-

ful mutt. When naming your brand, you want to give it a clear personality 

that becomes its intangible signature. Customers don’t see the personality 

directly, but they still know it’s there because it’s reflected in everything, 

from choice of fonts and colors to the style and approach of advertising copy.

 The Ford Mustang, an extremely successful brand name, used this strategy. 

Marketers presented the car as having the personality of the small, hardy 

horse of the American plains from which the car took its name. Those market-

ers hoped that the driver saw himself as a modern-day cowboy, akin to the 
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real cowboys who broke and used the mustangs for their work. This strategy 

has a powerful effect because it uses existing terms whose meaning marketers 

apply to their products.

 So how can you ensure your brand name exudes a winning personality? Try 

one of these two simple exercises that can help you start to define your 

brand’s personality:

 ✓ Select an animal that’s most like your brand or what you want your 

brand to be. What animal did you come up with? An elephant — big, 

powerful, intelligent and long lasting? A bee — busy and industrious? A 

cat — quick, sleek, attractive, and smart? An eagle — a natural leader 

flying high above the rest? Don’t laugh at this exercise. Many brands 

receive the personalities commonly associated with animals. For exam-

ple, the United States is branded as an eagle for its intended leadership 

role on the world stage.

 ✓ Ask yourself what your brand would be like if it were human. Would it 

be female or male? An adventurous teenager or a wise elder? What per-

sonality would it have?

Identifying your brand’s personality traits
When defining your brand’s personality, use the tools of modern psychol-

ogy. I like to use a personality self-assessment instrument — a fancy name for a 

survey-type form in which you select descriptions or adjectives that fit you 

and then key out your type (or profile) from the answers. (I use these ques-

tionnaires to describe my product, not me!)

Research psychologists rarely agree on anything, but they do agree that 

human beings have five broad dimensions to their outward personalities. 

Every person can be defined by where he or she falls on these five dimen-

sions. To define your brand more clearly, you may describe it by using these 

five factors of human personality: extroversion, agreeableness, conscien-

tiousness, emotional stability, and openness to experience.

 Table 14-1 shows the range of options. Check one of the two columns on each 

row to define your brand’s characteristic personality. Then reference this 

table whenever you design anything, from a logo to a letter, and make sure 

your marketing communications are consistent with the brand personality 

you’ve chosen. Over time, you’ll teach the market about your brand’s unique 

personality, and consumers will become increasingly comfortable with your 

brand because they’ll feel like they really know it.
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Table 14-1 Defining Your Brand’s Unique Personality
Does Your Brand Seem . . . Your Answer

Extroverted: Outgoing. Makes friends easily. Sociable. Takes 
charge.

Yes No

Agreeable: Makes people feel at ease. Is on good terms with 
nearly everyone. Trusts people. Thinks of others first.

Yes No

Conscientious: Does a thorough job. Well-prepared. Gets 
chores done right away. Does things according to a plan.

Yes No

Emotionally stable: Relaxed. Calm. Handles stress well. Not 
easily bothered.

Yes No

Open to experiences: Imaginative. Creative. Intelligent. Has 
many interests. Quick to understand things.

Yes No

Source: Alex Hiam, The Big Five Personality Test, Trainer’s Spectrum, 2009, www.tspectrum.com

 Unlike humans, brands may have simple, one-dimensional personalities, so if 

you check only one “yes” in Table 14-1, that’s okay. Perhaps you define your 

brand simply as conscientious. This trait would be perfect for a line of file cab-

inets, for example. Or you may create a richer personality for your brand by 

adding one or two additional traits (your line of file cabinets could also be 

emotionally stable). With these two traits, designers and writers can consis-

tently present a calm, organized personality for your brand of file cabinets, 

which will help market it.

You get to pick the traits you consider most helpful for marketing your brand. 

For instance, a new line of cosmetics may be portrayed as extroverted and 

open to experiences. Dynamic, exciting colors and sounds will help convey 

this sociable, creative, enthusiastic personality to consumers, who’ll buy the 

brand in order to add those traits to their own lives when they feel the need 

for them.

Giving a memorable and meaningful name
Would a rose by any other name really smell as sweet? In poetry perhaps, but 

not in marketing. The name rose is a wonderful brand identity for the flower. 

It’s short and simple yet smooth and pleasant to speak, and it has come to 

be associated with the most popular and romantic of all flowers. But what 

if your brand name isn’t as appealing? For example, someone who has just 

purchased a small business called Franz Gingleheimer Heritage Rose Nursery 
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may find it prudent to change the name to Antique Roses, which has a nicer 

sound and is easy to remember. How do you pick a new or improved name 

that makes your brand as appealing as a rose?

 Following are some approaches you can take to name your brand so readers 

can remember and identify with your product:

 ✓ Give your brand an informational name. Doing so makes spreading 

the word about your offerings easier. For example, a business called 

Amherst Gallery of Figurative Art is clearly an art gallery selling figura-

tive works. If it were called The Amherst Salon, some people would think 

it was a hair salon, not an art salon. Is your name informative? If not, 

consider making it describe your business more accurately. If you can 

add information power to your brand name easily and without making it 

too big of a mouthful, then do.

 ✓ Pick a name for your brand that’s clear, simple, short, and easy to 

say. How a brand feels and sounds when spoken is very important. Say 

“Coca-Cola” and think about the feel of it in your mouth as you speak. 

It’s satisfying to say. It moves through and out of the mouth in a nice 

way. Root beer is harder and less pleasant to pronounce, which helps 

explain why it’s less popular than cola.

 ✓ Select a brand name that has good visual appeal. The look of a brand is 

also important, so give careful thought to the imagery evoked by a name 

and choose a name that has good visual associations. People are very 

visual, so visual recognition and appeal can add tremendously to the 

impact of a brand. For example, star is a nice word. It evokes the image 

of a symbolic star, usually a five-pointed geometric form. Star Computer 

Repair sounds good and can easily be made to look good with a logo 

that includes a star along with the name. Many logos tap into the visual 

appeal of a simple symbol, and you can too. Shell Oil Company benefits 

from the strong visual appeal of its logo, a golden scallop outlined in red 

(visit www.shell.com to see how the logo is always placed right above 

the company’s name). The company is usually known simply as Shell 

due to the power of its visual logo.

 ✓ Make up a brand-new word that has no prior meaning and hasn’t been 

used before. This approach gives you something you can more easily pro-

tect in a court of law, but it isn’t necessarily effective at communicating 

the character of your product. Also, you have to invest considerable time 

and money in creating a meaning for the new name in consumers’ minds.

  When you use meaningful components for your made-up names, they’re 

called morphemes, which NameLab, Inc. (a San Francisco–based leading 

developer of such names) defines as the semantic kernels of words. For 

example, NameLab started with the word accurate (from the Latin word 

accuratus) and extracted a morpheme from it to use as a new car brand: 
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Acura. The company also developed Compaq, Autozone, Lumina, and 

Zapmail in the same manner. Each one is a new word to the language, 

but each word communicates something about the product because of 

the meanings consumers associate with that word’s components.

Designing a Product Line
A product line is any logical grouping of products offered to customers. 

(Remember: Products can be goods, services, ideas, or even people — such 

as political candidates or movie stars.) You usually identify product lines by 

an umbrella brand name with individual brand identities falling under that 

umbrella. After you establish a strong brand (see the earlier sections in this 

chapter for help doing just that), you can extend it to a line of products. The 

stronger the brand (if people know and like it, of course), the longer the line 

of products. A really well-established brand name has the strength to make a 

wide range of products appealing.

The sections that follow provide valuable insight about what to consider 

when developing your product line, how to manage the product line after you 

develop it, and what to do to protect its identity.

Eyeing depth and breadth
You have two key issues to consider when designing your product line:

 ✓ Depth: How many alternatives should you give customers within any 

single category? For example, should you make a single T-shirt design 

in a range of sizes? How about offering the design in a variety of colors? 

Both of these options increase depth because they give customers more 

options. Depth gives you an advantage because it improves the likeli-

hood of a good fit between an interested customer and your product. 

You don’t want to miss a sale because somebody was too big to wear a 

size large.

  Increase depth when you’re losing customers because you don’t have a 

product for them. Increasing your depth of choice reduces the chance of 

disappointing a prospective customer.

 ✓ Breadth: Breadth comes from offering more types or categories of 

products. For example, if you sell one popular T-shirt design, you can 

increase your product line’s breadth by offering more T-shirt designs or 

(to go even broader) by adding sweatshirts, baseball caps, and other 

items that can be silkscreened with designs. When you add anything 
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that the customer views as a separate choice, not a variant of the same 

choice, you’re adding breadth to your product line. A broad line of 

T-shirts includes dozens and dozens of different designs. A broad and 

deep product line offers each of those designs in many sizes and on 

many different colors and forms of T-shirts.

   Increase breadth whenever you can think of a new product that seems 

to fit in the product line and that you believe will increase your sales 

without sacrificing profits. By fit, I mean that customers can see the 

new product’s obvious relationship to the line. Don’t mix unrelated 

products — that’s not a product line, because it doesn’t have a clear, 

logical identity to customers. But do keep stretching a successful line 

as long as sales continue to grow. Doing so makes sense for one simple 

reason: You sell new products to old customers. Of course, the line 

may also reach new customers, which is great. But you can sell to your 

old customers more easily (read: less costly), so you definitely want to 

do more business with them in the future; offering them new products 

within a popular product line is a great way to do this.

Managing your product line effectively
The secret to good product management is the motto “Don’t leave well 

enough alone.” But if you keep growing your product lines, you can obvi-

ously bump into some practical limits after a while. How do you know when 

the pendulum is going to swing the other way — when it’s time to do some 

spring-cleaning?

You should decrease your depth or breadth (or both; see the preceding 

section for more on these concepts) if you find that certain items never or 

hardly ever sell. Also prune back if your distribution channels don’t display 

the full product line to customers. Often distribution becomes a bottleneck, 

imposing practical limits on how big a product line you can bring to the cus-

tomer’s attention.

 When I consulted for the Kellogg Brush Company some years ago, I was 

amazed to discover it made many hundreds of different items. Yet the grocery 

and hardware stores selling its products never displayed more than a couple 

dozen items. Obviously, the company’s product line was far broader and 

deeper than its end customers ever realized. I recommended that the com-

pany either develop a direct catalog- or Internet-based distribution channel in 

order to bring these choices to customers or cut its product line back to the 

top 20 or 30 items purchased by retailers and try to make those items better 

and cheaper. (It chose the latter option.)
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Protecting your product line and brand
You can gain legal protection for your product, a specific line of products, 

or even your entire company by using, and obtaining legal recognition for, a 

unique identifier. This protection can apply to names, short verbal descrip-

tions, and visual symbols. All of these forms of identification are marks that 

can represent the identity of the thing you apply them to. A tangible prod-

uct’s name and/or visual symbol is a trademark. A service name is termed a 

service mark (U.S. law treats a service mark similarly to a trademark). A busi-

ness name is a trade name (again, with similar protection under U.S. law).

 In the United States, you establish and protect your rights to exclusive use of 

any unique trademark by using it. Yes, you should register it (with the U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office — contact any law firm handling intellectual 

property to find out how). But registering the trademark isn’t nearly as impor-

tant as using the trademark. In other countries, usage and registration also 

matter, but sometimes governments reverse the emphasis, meaning without 

registration, usage gives you no protection. So check with local authorities in 

each country where you plan to use a trademark.

For more information on establishing and strengthening trademarks, con-

tact your lawyer, any experienced ad agency that does brand marketing, 

or a name lab. More detailed coverage of the topic can be found in Patents, 
Copyrights & Trademarks For Dummies, by Henri Charmasson (Wiley). 

Additionally, free information is available at the U.S. Patent and Trademark 

Office’s trademark-specific Web site (www.uspto.gov/main/trademarks.
htm). There you can download a free book, search the database, and dis-

cover info about U.S. trademark law. You can also file a trademark application 

online using the Trademark Electronic Application System (TEAS), although I 

don’t really recommend doing it yourself unless you have working knowledge 

of trademark law. Here’s how to reach the USPTO to request information by 

mail, phone, or e-mail: U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), Crystal 

Plaza 3, Room 2C02, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313; phone 800-786-9199 

or 571-272-1000; e-mail usptoinfo@uspto.gov.

To register your trademark in other countries, you must contact a lawyer 

who specializes in intellectual property. Most of the countries in which you 

may want to do business (including the United States) subscribe to the Berne 

Convention, which means your legal protection for a published work (even a 

label or ad) in one participating country is also honored in other participat-

ing countries.
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Strengthening an Existing Product
Your existing products have some degree of brand identity and a certain 

amount of customer loyalty already. Often your best investment is to boost 

the strength of their brand image or improve their design or packaging. Doing 

so takes advantage of any existing brand equity, which is easier than starting 

from scratch.

Here’s a list of simple and quick actions you can take to build customer loy-

alty and grow sales by working on your product:

 ✓ Update the appearance. Many companies present good products to the 

world in poorly designed exteriors that don’t dress those products for 

success. Look at the product itself (colors, attractiveness, and visibility 

of brand names).

 ✓ Freshen up the packaging. A consumer product that sits on a shelf wait-

ing for someone to pick it up should be highly visible and appealing. Can 

you add a brighter color to the packaging to attract the eye? Can you 

mention key features on the outside? Perhaps you can add a clear 

window to show the actual product? If you can possibly do so, you 

should convert to green (recycled or recyclable) packaging and promote 

this fact on the packaging. More and more buyers are looking for green 

brands.

 ✓ Make sure the product is attractive and easy to use. Your product 

should also feel nice — smooth, polished, soft, or whatever texture is 

appropriate to the product’s use. Even very minor changes in your prod-

uct’s look, feel, and function can improve its appeal, as well as custom-

ers’ satisfaction.

 ✓ Refresh any printed materials that come with the product. Can you 

improve their appearance? Dress them up? Make them clearer or more 

useful? Whatever you do, please make sure these printed materials 

instill pride of ownership in the product. I have a 1994 Jaguar XJS con-

vertible, and the manuals for it are stored inside a beautiful black leather 

pocket folder with the Jaguar logo on the outside. If I ever have to sell 

that car, I’m keeping the binder!

 ✓ Choose your product’s best quality. Coin a short phrase to communicate 

this best quality to the consumer and put that phrase in prominent places 

on the product, its packaging, and its literature. Have simple (but attrac-

tive) color-printed stickers made up for this purpose, if you want — that’s 

the quickest and cheapest way to add a marketing message to something.
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 ✓ Eliminate confusion about which product does what for whom. If you 

have more than one product, clarify the differences and uses of your 

products by pricing and naming them distinctly (to make them obvi-

ously different). You’d be amazed how confusing most product lines look 

to the average buyer.

 ✓ Make your logo beautiful. Apple Computer, Inc. switched from a some-

what dated-looking rainbow-colored version of its distinctive apple-

shaped logo to a sophisticated version made of a clear plastic panel 

backlit with diffused white light. This logo sits on the top of all of its 

newer laptops, giving those computers a more sophisticated appeal. Can 

you upgrade your image by improving the appearance of your logo on 

your products? (For help updating your logo, see the earlier “Narrowing 

logo options down to one strong design” section.)

 ✓ Pick up a related but noncompeting product from another company 

and repackage and distribute it as part of your product line. Adding 

another good product your customers like can increase their average 

purchase size significantly. I recommend that you use distributor-style 

arrangements that eliminate the investment of product development, 

giving you a good way to expand your product line in a hurry if you so 

choose. Selling a new (or new to you) product to an existing customer is 

often easier than finding a new customer for an existing product.

I hope this list of simple ideas for action has your marketing blood circulat-

ing! As you can see, you can do a lot with and for your products, even if you 

don’t have the cash or time right now to develop and introduce an entirely 

new product. Of course, in the long run, you’re only as good as your prod-

ucts, so you also need to try to update, upgrade, or perhaps even replace 

your current line of products. It’s a long-term but vital activity that most mar-

keting plans need to include, just as gardeners have to remember to plan the 

next planting along with their more routine weeding and watering duties.

Identifying When and How to 
Introduce a New Product

If your market is like most, innovations give you a major source of competi-

tive advantage. A competitor’s major new product introduction probably 

changes the face of your market — and upsets your sales projections and 

profit margins — at least once every few years. So you can’t afford to ignore 

new product development. You should introduce new products as often as 

you can afford to.
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Okay, you think you need a hot new product. But where do you get the idea? 

First, check out the basic creativity skills covered in Chapter 5. That chapter 

offers a host of brainstorming and idea-generating techniques you can use. If 

you and your fellow marketers are stale, bring in people from the sales field, 

production department, repair area, or service call center. Or try bringing in 

some customers for a brainstorming session. There’s no single formula for 

inventing new products. You just need to engage in a new and different think-

ing process. Remember: Do something new to produce something new.

The following sections highlight various ways of coming up with new prod-

ucts, as well as a suggestion for making your new product stand out as some-

thing noticeably new and different.

Making the old new again
Old ideas are any product concepts that you or another company have previ-

ously abandoned. They may have been considered but rejected without being 

marketed, or they can even be old products that have fallen out of use but 

can be revived with a twist. Because people have been struggling to develop 

new product concepts for decades in most markets, many abandoned ideas 

and old products are around.

Often companies fail to keep good records, so you have to interview old-timers 

and poke through faded files or archived catalogs to discover those old ideas. 

But old ideas may be a treasure trove, because technical advances or chang-

ing customer taste may make yesterday’s wild ideas today’s practical ones. 

Even if you can’t use any old ideas you find, they may lead you to fresh ways 

of thinking — perhaps they suggest a customer need that you hadn’t thought 

of before.

Stealing — er, borrowing — ideas
You can often profit from other people’s ideas through licenses. A private 

inventor may have a great new product concept and a patent for it, but he 

may lack the marketing muscle and capital to introduce the product. You can 

provide that missing muscle and pay the inventor 5 or 10 percent of your net 

revenues as reward for his inspiration. Many companies generate inventions 

that fall outside of their marketing focus. These companies are often willing 

to license to someone specializing in the target market. That’s the official way 

to use other people’s ideas.
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 Unofficially, you can simply steal ideas. Now, by steal, I don’t mean to take any-

thing that isn’t legally yours. A patent protects a design; a trademark protects a 

name or logo; and a copyright protects writing, artwork, performances, and 

software. You must respect these legal rights that protect other people’s 

expressions of their ideas. But often the underlying ideas are fair game so long 

as you implement them in your own fresh way (when in doubt, check with 

your lawyer!). I call this activity “stealing” in humor. It isn’t really, if you do it 

legally. Some people call it benchmarking; others call it “being inspired by 

others.” Whatever you call it, be aware of new concepts and keep your prod-

uct offerings up to date with them.

 If the ideas make it to your ears or eyes through a legitimate public channel 

of communication, then you can often use them. Just don’t bug your competi-

tor’s headquarters, go through its dumpster, or get its engineers drunk — 

doing so may violate trade secrecy laws; ask your lawyer about any 

questionable research.

Although a competitor may be upset to see you knocking off or improving 

upon its latest idea, nothing can stop you as long as your source was public 

(not secret) and you aren’t violating a patent, trademark, or copyright. In 

most markets, competitors milk each others’ ideas as a matter of routine. 

Also look at other industries for inspiration you can apply in your industry.

Picking your customers’ brains
A final source of new product ideas comes from your customers. Customers 

are actually the best source, but they don’t know it. Ask a customer to 

describe a brilliant new product you should provide for him, and you get a 

blank stare or worse. Yet frustrations with the existing products and all sorts 

of dissatisfactions, needs, and wants lurk in the back of all customers’ minds. 

You may be able to introduce a new product that helps them with their 

gripes.

 How do you mine the treasure trove of customer needs, many of them latent or 

unrecognized? Collecting customers’ words helps you gain insight into how 

they think — so talk to them and take notes that use quotes, or record and 

transcribe their comments. Get them talking and let them wander a bit so you 

have a chance to encounter the unexpected. Also, watch customers as they 

buy and use your product. Observation may reveal wasted time and effort, inef-

ficiencies, or other problems that the customer takes for granted — problems 

that the customer may happily say goodbye to if you point them out and 

remove them.
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Using the significant difference strategy
New product development has a downside: Almost all new products fail. To 

achieve real success, you have to introduce something that really looks new 

and different to the market. The product needs a clear point of difference. 

Innovations that consumers recognize quickly and easily provide the mar-

keter with a greater return. Researchers who study new product success use 

the term intensity to describe this phenomenon. The more intense the differ-

ence between your new product and old products, the more likely the new 

product can succeed.

The Product Development and Management Association (PDMA), 15000 

Commerce Parkway, Suite C, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054; phone 800-232-5241; 

Web site pdma.org publishes reviews of good new books on product devel-

opment via its Web site. PDMA also offers conferences, training, and other 

services to its members.

When to Upgrade an Existing Product
Some products are so perfect that they fit naturally with their customers, 

and you should just leave them alone. For example . . . well, I suppose the for-

mula for Coca-Cola is one example, but I’d be hard-pressed to come up with 

another. That alone tells you something important about product manage-

ment: You’d better modify your products to improve performance, value, and 

quality with each new season and each new marketing plan.

 You’re competing on a changing playing field. Your competitors are trying 

hard to make their products better, and you have to do the same. Always seek 

insights into how to improve your product. Always look for early indicators of 

improvements your competitors plan to make and be prepared to go one step 

further in your response. And always go to your marketing oracle — the cus-

tomer — for insights into how you can improve your product. The next two 

sections describe tests that a product must pass to remain viable. If your 

product doesn’t pass, you need to improve or alter it somehow.

 If you need more information on how to replace an old product and develop 

and introduce a new one, check out www.insightsformarketing.com 

where I’ve posted a white paper on the topic that you can download.
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Passing the differentiation test
At the point of purchase — that place or time when customers make their 

actual purchase decisions — your product needs to have something special. 

It must pass the differentiation test by reaching out to at least a portion of 

the market and being better than its competition on certain criteria due to 

inherent design features. Or it needs to be about as good as the rest but a 

better value, which gives you a sustainable cost advantage. (Do you actually 

have such a cost advantage? Marketers generally underestimate the rarity of 

them! Don’t slash prices unless you actually have lower costs to support the 

low prices.) Or the product needs to be the best option by virtue of a lack of 

other options.

 Don’t assume your lack of special features means that your product isn’t spe-

cial. You can be special just by being there when customers need the product. 

You can justify keeping a product alive just by having a way of maintaining 

your distribution advantage. But a product at the point of purchase must have 

at least something special about it if you expect it to generate a good return in 

the future. Otherwise it gets lost in the shuffle.

If your customers don’t think your product is unique in any way, then you 

may need to kill that product. But don’t set up the noose too quickly. First, 

see whether you can work to differentiate the product in some important 

way. (See the “Strengthening an Existing Product” section, earlier in this 

chapter, for help reinvigorating your current product offerings.)

Passing the champion test
Champions are those customers who really love your product, who insist on 

buying it over others, and who tell their friends or associates to do the same. 

Champions are great to have, but they’re also rather rare.

 The championship test is tougher to pass than the differentiation test 

(described in the preceding section). Many products lack champions. But 

when a product does acquire them — when some customers anywhere in the 

distribution channel really love it — then that product is assured an unusually 

long and profitable life. Such high customer commitment should be your con-

stant goal as you manage the life cycle of your product.
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Products with champions get great word of mouth, and their sales and 

market shares grow because of that word of mouth. Even better, champions 

faithfully repurchase the products they rave about. And this repeat business 

provides your company with high-profit sales, compared with the higher 

costs associated with finding new customers. (This is one of the principles of 

good marketing, which you can read more about in Chapter 1.)

The hook? The repeat buyer must want to repeat the purchase. He needs to 

be a dedicated fan of the product. Otherwise, you need to think of each sale 

as a new sale that costs you almost as much as selling to someone who has 

never used the product before.

 If your product doesn’t seem to have champions and sales aren’t growing, the 

product itself may be holding your brand identity hostage. Upgrading your 

brand image in your marketing may not be enough. You may need to improve 

or replace the old product so you actually deliver as much excitement to the 

user as your well-crafted brand identity promises. Don’t be afraid to renew 

your product offerings regularly. Strong brands outlive individual products.



Chapter 15

Finding the Right Pricing Approach
In This Chapter
▶ Facing the facts about pricing

▶ Establishing or modifying your list price

▶ Crafting price-based special offers

▶ Staying out of legal hot water

Getting the price just right is the hardest task you face as a marketer, 

but finding the right pricing approach makes success much easier to 

achieve. The bottom line is that the customer needs to pay — willingly and, 

you hope, rapidly — for your products or services. But how much will he or 

she pay? Should you drop your prices to grow your market? Or would raising 

the price and maximizing profits be better? What about discounts and special 

promotional pricing? Getting the price part of your marketing plan right is 

hard, but this chapter helps you through it by giving you a clearer idea about 

the many questions you may have about pricing and what it means to your 

bottom line.

Eyeing Pricing Opportunities 
and Constraints

Many companies fall prey to the myth that customers choose a product 

based on its list price (the published selling price in a catalog, on a price 

list, or on the product itself). Setting your list prices lower than you need to 

is tempting. So is trying to boost sales by offering discounts or free units. 

However, being too liberal with price cuts, discounts, and free offers is a mis-

take as well. So where exactly do you set your prices? The following sections 

provide you with some strategies you can undertake when setting your pric-

ing, including increasing the price to sell more, staying clear of underpricing, 

and looking at how pricing affects what your customers buy. The goal is to 

feel that you’re in control of your margins and able to make plenty of sales at 

the price points you choose.
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Raising your price and selling more
If you insist on selling your product or service on the basis of low price, 

your customers will get in the habit of shopping for the lowest price. To 

counteract that, take appropriate action by combining conservative pricing 

with aggressive branding to win a higher net price and a bigger profit margin. 

Remember: Your goal should be to see how much you can sell your product 

for, not how little.

To raise your price and sell more, you may decide to

 ✓ Build brand equity: Better-known brands command a premium price.

 ✓ Increase quality: People talk up a good product, and that word of mouth 

earns the product a 5 to 10 percent higher price than the competition.

 ✓ Use prestige pricing: Giving your product a high-class image can boost 

your price 20 to 100 percent.

 ✓ Create extra value through time and place advantages: Customers 

consider the available product worth a lot more than the one they can’t 

get when they need it. (That’s why a cup of coffee costs twice as much at 

the airport. Who’s really going to leave the terminal, get in a taxi, and go 

somewhere else to save a couple bucks?)

 Sometimes my readers tell me that competition and/or their distributors force 

them to lower prices to the point where they barely make any profits. If this 

situation happens to you, then face the fact that you’ve lost control over your 

own pricing. You should be able to price fairly, meaning fairly to both you and 

your customer. If you’re forced to slash costs and lose money, then you can’t 

control your own pricing. Either get out of that line of business at once or 

lower your costs by changing your business model (cut out a middle man, for 

example).

Avoiding underpricing
You’re always going to have an easier time lowering a price than raising it. In 

general, you want to set price a bit on the high side and see what happens. 

You can take back any price increase with a subsequent price cut — just be 

wary of underpricing your product or service because you may find you’ve 

given away your profits.
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Exploring the impact of pricing 
on customers’ purchases
Price sensitivity is the degree to which purchases are affected by price level. 

You need to estimate how price sensitive your customers are. Specifically, 

you want to be able to predict how many sales you’ll lose or gain from a spe-

cific increase or decrease in your sales price. This information can tell you 

whether you’ll profit from a change in price.

 You can estimate customers’ price sensitivity through observation and tests. 

For example, if you think a 5-percent increase in prices won’t affect sales, try 

that increase in a test market or for a short period of time, holding the rest of 

your marketing constant. Were you right? If so, roll out the increase nation-

wide (or townwide if you’re part of a small business).

 If customers think your pricing is reasonable, and if no cheaper competitors 

exist that customers think are comparable, then they won’t be especially price 

sensitive. You’ll face little or no pressure to cut prices. In fact, you may even 

be able to raise prices modestly without hurting sales.

However, if you find new competitors with lower prices than yours and they’re 

taking some of your business, then you can conclude that your customers 

are price sensitive. You need to match the competitive prices in order to stop 

losing customers. That’s too bad, but it happens often, and when it does, you 

have to turn to cost controls if you want to save your profit margins.

Finding profits without raising prices
 When you think about profits, you may assume that your focus should be on 

the price. But many factors drive your company’s cash flows and profits, not 

just the list price of your products. Here are some ways to boost profits with-

out raising prices:

 ✓ Check to see how quickly you’re making collections. Cutting that time 

may make up the needed profits without any price increase.

 ✓ Look at all the discounts and allowances you offer. These factors affect 

your revenues and profits, so you need to review them before assum-

ing that price is the culprit. Are customers taking advantage of quantity 

discounts to stock up inexpensively and then not buying between the 

discount periods? If so, you have a problem with your sales promotions, 

not your list prices.
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 ✓ Examine how you assess fees. Perhaps your company is failing to 

collect the appropriate fees in some cases. (This one is particularly 

important if you’re in a service business that charges a base price 

plus fees for special services and extras.)

 ✓ Determine whether your fee structure is out of date. If it is, your cost 

structure likely isn’t reflected accurately. For example, a bank that 

charges a low price for standard checking accounts, plus a per-check 

processing fee, may well find its profits slumping as customers switch 

to automated checking over the bank’s computers. Why? Because banks 

often set the introductory fees for this service low or waive them to 

stimulate trials. If so, the problem isn’t with the base price of a checking 

account, it’s with the nature of the fee structure.

Setting or Changing Your List Price
If you need to establish a price, you’re stuck with one of the toughest tasks 

anybody does in business. Surveys of managers indicate they suffer from a 

high degree of price anxiety. The sections that follow take you through the 

process of setting or changing your price logically, step by step. (Figure 15-1 

illustrates the process that I describe in the following sections.)

Determining discount structures
Here’s how to compute prices and discounts 
in a complex distribution channel: Say that 
you discover the typical discount structure in 
the market where you want to introduce your 
product is 30/10/5. What does that mean? If you 
start with a $100 list price, the retailer pays at a 
discount of 30 percent off the list price (0.30 × 
$100 = $70). The retailer, who pays $70 for the 
product, marks it up to (approximately) $100 and 
makes about $30 in gross profit.

The 30/10/5 discount structure tells you that 
other intermediaries exist — one for each dis-
count listed. The distributor, who sells the prod-
uct to the retailer, has a discount of 10 percent 
off the price that she charges the retailer. That’s 
0.10 × $70 = $7 of gross profit for the distributor.

And this distributor must have paid $70 – $7, 
or $63, for the product to another intermediary 
(probably a manufacturer’s representative or 
wholesaler). The marketer sells to this interme-
diary. And the 30/10/5 formula shows that this 
intermediary receives a 5-percent discount: 
0.05 × $63 = $3.15 in profit for her.

Subtracting again, you can also determine that 
the marketer must sell the product to this first 
intermediary at $63 – $3.15, or $59.85. You, as 
the marketer, must give away more than 40 per-
cent of that $100 list price to intermediaries if 
you use this 30/10/5 discount structure. So you 
have to calculate any profit you make from a 
$100 list price as costs subtracted from your net 
of $59.85. That’s all you ever see of that $100!
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Figure 15-1: 
A helpful 

pricing 
process.

 

Find out how much control
you have over prices.

1.

Examine your costs to get
your bottom price range.

2.

Examine customer attitudes
and behaviors to set the top 
of your price range and 
estimate price sensitivity.

3.

Set your strategic objectives
to establish the final list price.

4.

If necessary, discount the
price to attract new customers
by using special offers.

5.

Step 1: Figure out who sets prices
The step of determining who sets the price isn’t obvious. You, as the mar-

keter, can set a list price. But the consumer may not ultimately pay your 

price. You may encounter a distributor or wholesaler as well as a retailer, 

all of whom take their markups. Furthermore, the manufacturer generally 

doesn’t have the legal right to dictate the ultimate selling price. The retailer 

gets that job. So your list price is really just a suggestion, not an order. If the 

retailer doesn’t like your suggested price, she sells your product for another 

price.

 As you determine the price of your product, involve these parties in your 

decision-making by asking some of them what they think about the pricing 

of your product. They may tell you that you have constraints to consider. 

Know what those constraints are before you start. For example, if you’re 

setting the price for a new book, you may find that the big bookstore chains 

in the United States expect a 60-percent discount off the list price. Knowing 
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that, you can set a high enough list price to give you some profit, even at a 

60-percent discount rate. But if you don’t realize that these chains expect 

much higher discounts than other bookstores, you may be blindsided by 

their requirement.

Marketers who operate in or through a multilevel distribution channel, mean-

ing that they have distributors, wholesalers, rack jobbers (companies that 

keep retail racks stocked), retailers, agents, or other sorts of intermediaries, 

need to establish a trade discount structure. Trade discounts (also called func-
tional discounts) are what you give these intermediaries. They’re a form of 

cost to the marketer, so make sure you know the discount structure for your 

product before you move on. Usually, marketers state the discount structure 

as a series of numbers, representing what each of the intermediaries gets as 

a discount. But you take each discount off the price left over from the dis-

count before it, not off the list price. See the nearby sidebar for more detailed 

advice.

Step 2: Examine your costs
In practice, you may not have good, accurate information on the true costs of 

a specific product or service. That’s why you need to carefully examine your 

costs. Take some time to try to estimate what you’re actually spending and 

remember to include some value for expensive inventories if they sit around 

for a month or more (assume you’re paying interest on the money tied up in 

those products to account for the loss of having your capital wrapped up in 

inventory).

After you examine your costs carefully, you should have a fairly accurate 

idea of the minimum amount you can charge — at the very least, that charge 

should be your actual costs. (Okay, maybe sometimes you want to give away 

a product for less than the cost in order to introduce people to it, but don’t 

use this ploy to take customers from competitors or you can be sued for 

dumping. See the later “Staying Out of Trouble with the Law” section for the 

dirt on dumping.) More often, you need a price that includes the cost plus a 

profit margin — say, 20 or 30 percent. So that means you have to treat your 

cost as 70 or 80 percent of the price, adding in that 20- or 30-percent margin 

your company requires.

This cost-plus-profit figure is the bottom of your price range (see Figure 15-2). 

Now you need to see whether customers permit you to charge this price — 

or even (if you’re lucky) allow you to charge a higher price.
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Step 3: Evaluate customers’ 
price preferences
Your costs and profit requirements impose a lower limit on price, but your 

customers’ price preferences impose an upper limit. You need to define both 

of these limits to know your possible price range. That means you need to 

figure out what price customers are willing to pay.

In Figure 15-2, I label the price that customers favor as customers’ preference. 
Note that customer preference may not be the upper limit. If customers 

aren’t too price sensitive, they may not notice or care if you set your price 

somewhat higher than their preferred price.

Pricing experts sometimes call the difference between the customer’s desired 

price and a noticeably higher price the indifference zone. Within the indif-

ference zone, customers are indifferent to both price increases and price 

decreases. However, the zone gets smaller (on a percent basis) as the price of 

a product increases. How big or small is the zone of indifference in your prod-

uct’s case? (See the earlier “Exploring the impact of pricing on customers’ 

purchases” section for help gauging your customers’ price sensitivity.) The 

zone is small if your customers are highly price sensitive; the zone is large if 

they aren’t that price sensitive.

 You can also get at customer preference by looking at the current pricing 

structure in your market. What are people paying for comparable products? 

Does a downward or upward trend exist in the prices of comparable products? 
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Are prices stable? Go shopping to figure out the existing price structure; you 

get excellent clues as to how customers may react to different prices for your 

product this way.

 In many markets, Web prices are beginning to set the standard by undercut-

ting traditional distributors while still maintaining quality, so you may want to 

make a list of all the prices of competing products from Web vendors.

Through these sorts of activities, I assume you have at least back-of-the-

envelope figures for your customers’ preferred price and how much higher 

you can price without drawing attention. Guess what? You’ve established the 

top of your price range!

The simplest approach to pricing is to set your price at the top of the range. 

As long as the price range is above your bottom limit (as long as your pre-

ferred price plus the indifference zone is equal to or greater than your cost 

plus your required profit), you’re okay. But you can’t always set your price at 

the top of the range. In the next step of the pricing process, I show you how 

to figure out what your final price should be.

Step 4: Consider secondary 
influences on price
Your costs and your customers’ preferred prices aren’t the only factors you 

need to consider when trying to set or change your price. Yes, they’re your 

primary considerations, but you also need to examine secondary influences. 

These factors may influence your decision by forcing you to price in the 

middle or bottom of the price range rather than at the top, for example.

Following are the key secondary influences you need to consider:

 ✓ Competitive issues: Do you need to gain market share from a close 

competitor? If so, either keep price on par with your competitor’s pric-

ing and do aggressive marketing or adjust your price to be slightly (but 

noticeably) below the competitor’s price.

 ✓ If you’re tempted to undercut a key competitor, be careful not to start a 

price war in which you and the competitor keep trying to undercut each 

other’s prices until you’re both giving your products away.

 ✓ Likely future price trends: Are prices trending downward in this 

market? Then you need to adjust your figures down a bit to stay in sync 

with your market.
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 ✓ Currency fluctuations: Any fluctuation in currency may affect your 

costs and, consequently, your pricing options. If you’re concerned that 

you may take a hit from the exchange rate, better to be safe than sorry 

and price at the high end of the range.

 ✓ Product line management: This factor may dictate a slightly lower or 

higher price. For example, you may need to price a top-of-the-line prod-

uct significantly higher than others in its line just to make it clear to the 

customer that this product is a step above its competition.

Step 5: Set your strategic objectives
You may have objectives other than revenues and profit maximization. That’s 

fine, but you need to clearly understand what those other objectives are. 

For instance, many marketers price near the bottom of their price range to 

increase their market share. (They price low because a high market share 

later on will probably give them more profits. It’s an investment strategy.)

 This low-price strategy only makes sense if the customer is fairly price sensi-

tive! If not, you’re throwing away possible revenues without any real gain in 

market share. You should be pricing at the top of the range and using the extra 

revenues to invest in product and service quality along with brand-building 

marketing promotions in order to increase market share (see Chapter 2 for 

details on these and other strategy options).

Sometimes marketers price low because they want to minimize unit volume, 

like when they’re introducing a new product. They may not have had the 

capacity to sell the product to a mass market at first, so they skimmed the 
market by selling the product at such a high price that only the very wealthy 

or least price-sensitive customers could buy it. Then they lowered prices 

later on, when they’d made maximum profits from the high-end customers 

and had added production capacity.

 Don’t use a skimming strategy unless you’re sure that you’re safe from aggres-

sive competition in the short term.

Step 6: Master the psychology of prices
To effectively set or change your price, you must possess a clear understand-

ing of how customers perceive price. Believe it or not, psychology plays a big 

role in this process. What you set as your price and how customers perceive 

that price can have a significant impact on your level of sales. The following 

sections help you understand the psychology behind three different pricing 

methods available to you.
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 If you’re in the service business, set a price that’s consistent with your quality. 

Don’t accidentally cheapen the perceived quality of your service by setting 

your price too low.

Odd-even pricing
The odd-even pricing method lowers the rounded-up price of an object by a 

cent or so, which people perceive as significantly lower than the rounded-up 

price. For example, if the top of your price range for a new child’s toy is $10, 

you probably want to drop the price down to $9.99 because most custom-

ers think this price is much cheaper. Assuming your customers are in any 

way price sensitive, they buy more of the lower-priced product, even though 

the price difference amounts to only one cent. Why? Because people perceive 

prices ending in 9 as cheaper — generally 3 to 6 percent cheaper in their 

memories than the rounded-up price. It’s just something about the way your 

customers see your price, and you can take advantage of it.

 Odd-even pricing used to be confined largely to quick retail purchases where 

the consumer glanced at the price and didn’t register it in detail, so that the 

beginning number stuck in her mind and she didn’t round up and recognize 

that she was paying significantly more. Maybe most people these days are get-

ting more hurried (or worse at math?) because odd-even pricing is becoming 

more effective with big-ticket items too. Use odd-even pricing for consumer 

products when you want to make the price more enticing and blunt the impact 

of a round number. In other words, it’s generally better to price at $1.99 or 

$199 than at $2 or $200.

 The only catch to using odd-even pricing is that customers sometimes associ-

ate prices ending in 9 with cheap products that have worse quality and are 

hyped with aggressive advertising. So don’t use odd-even pricing when your 

customers are quality sensitive and cautious. For example, odd-even pricing 

may cheapen the image of an original work of art for sale in an art gallery. If 

you really think you need to make a list price for an expensive, important 

product more appealing, drop it by a significant amount. Don’t play around 

with pennies. A collectible painting worth approximately $7,000 could be 

priced in a gallery at $6,900, for instance. But don’t price it at $6,899.99 

because doing so may make people wonder whether it’s really a valuable 

antique or just an overpriced consumer product.

Price lining
The price lining method fits your product into a range of alternatives, giving 

the product a logical spot in customers’ minds. By adjusting your price to 

make it fit into your product line or into the range of products sold by your 

retailers or distributors, you make it clear what the competition is and how 

consumers should think about the product’s value.
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 When you shop for a MacBook Pro laptop (made by Apple Computer, Inc.), 

you find that the pricing is fairly easy to understand. A series of products pro-

vide increasing amounts of computing power, screen size, and other key fea-

tures, and are priced accordingly. As of July 2009, the options were: MacBook 

Pros with 13-inch screens, which start at $1,199; MacBook Pros with 15-inch 

screens, which start at $1,699; and MacBook Pros with 17-inch screens, which 

start at $2,499. The biggest cost variable for Apple is the size of the screen; 

Apple uses this feature to define the price points in the product line. Take a tip 

from Apple and present your consumers with simple, clear options at several 

price points based on your biggest cost variable (which depends on what you 

produce and sell).

Notice that Apple uses two other strategies along with its price lining strat-

egy — and you can too. First, Apple uses odd-even pricing for the individual 

prices ($2,499 versus $2,500). Doing so makes the line of products appear at 

first to be a bit more affordable. Second, Apple uses the phrase “starts at” 

to describe its list prices. By doing so, Apple encourages purchasers to add 

extras, such as memory upgrades and software that often add hundreds to 

the list price. Apple could’ve integrated more options into its line at firmer 

list prices, but the result would’ve been far more confusing and would’ve 

given consumers less choice. Choice equals control, and consumers of com-

plex products like laptops often prefer to feel in control of the details.

Competitive pricing
The competitive pricing method calls for you to set your price relative to that 

of an important competitor or set of competitors. Should you price above or 

below a tough competitor? That decision depends on whether you offer more 

or fewer benefits and higher or lower quality. It may also depend on the rela-

tive values of your brands. If you’re facing a larger competitor with a famous 

brand name, recognize that you may need to price 5 to 10 percent less just 

because your brand isn’t as well-known.

 In the competitive pricing model, if you offer your customer fewer benefits or 

less quality, you must make your price significantly lower so you look like a 

better value. If you offer greater benefits, you can make your price a little 

higher to signal this fact — but not too high because you want to be sure your 

product seems like a better value than the competition. And if you want to dis-

tinguish your product on the basis of some subtle difference, price exactly at 

your competitor’s price so that customers’ attention is focused on the differ-

ence rather than the price.

 If you want to appear significantly superior to the competition, make sure your 

prices are significantly higher. If Tiffany & Co. priced its jewelry too low, the 

jewelry would lose its prestigious image. In fact, this loss of image is just what 

happened when Avon bought Tiffany. Avon tried to mass-market the Tiffany 
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name by putting it on inexpensive jewelry. Millions of dollars of losses later, 

Avon sold out, and Tiffany went back to success — by reverting to its exclu-

sively high prices. These events happened nearly 20 years ago. Since then, 

Tiffany & Co. has resisted the temptation to cheapen its brand name. The rise 

of Internet shopping has created a myriad of Web sites pretending to sell 

Tiffany products, often with clever variations on the Tiffany name. Many of 

these sites have been driven out of business by Tiffany & Co.’s complaints, but 

they’ll probably reemerge under new names. They sell cheap pseudo-Tiffany 

products to deal-hungry consumers, but Tiffany & Co. continues to offer a pre-

mium shopping experience to more quality-conscious consumers through its 

stores and its Web site, www.tiffany.com (thereby avoiding using cheaper 

distributors). The company seems to have learned its lesson from the Avon 

experience.

Some competitors try to convince customers that their product is better but 

costs less than the competitors’ products. Nobody believes this claim — 

unless you present evidence. If you do, customers will love you. After all, 

everyone hopes to get more for less! For example, a personal computer with 

a new, faster chip may really be better but cost less, and a new antiwrinkle 

cream may work better but cost less if you’ve discovered a new formula. As 

long as you have — and can communicate to the customer — a plausible 

argument, you can undercut your competitors’ prices at the same time that 

you claim superior benefits. But make sure you back up the claim, or the 

customer may assume that your lower price means your product is inferior.

 If you’re in a highly competitive market, you should exercise competitive 

pricing. Decide which competing products customers may view as closest to 

yours and then make your price sufficiently higher or lower to differentiate 

your product. How much difference is enough difference depends upon 

the size of customers’ indifference zone (see the section “Step 3: Evaluate 

customers’ price preferences” earlier in this chapter to find out about the 

indifference zone).

Designing Special Offers
Special offers are temporary inducements to make customers buy on the 

basis of price. Regardless of the form special offers appear in (typically a 

coupon), they give consumers or intermediaries a way to get the product for 

less — at least while the offer lasts. When you design a special offer such as 

a temporary discount or a redeemable coupon, make the offer as large — but 

only just as large — as needed to attract attention and stimulate increased 

purchases. A discount of 1 percent may not be enough to motivate custom-

ers, but a 5-percent discount may attract a lot of action. Similarly, a 25-cent 

coupon is too small for most people to bother with, but a coupon worth a 
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dollar or more often generates action. The following sections cover some 

types of special offers you can try, as well as how to use them, how to deter-

mine their cost, and when to end them.

Creating coupons and other discounts
You can offer coupons, refunds, premiums (gifts), free extra products, free 

trial-sized samples, sweepstakes and other event-oriented premium plans, 

and any other special offer you can think up — just check with your lawyers 

to make sure the promotion is legal. (Legal constraints do exist. You can’t 

mislead consumers about what they get. And a sweepstakes or contest within 

the United States has to be open to all, not tied to product purchase. See the 

“Staying Out of Trouble with the Law” section later in this chapter for more 

on marketing’s legal no-nos.)

A large majority of all special offers takes the form of coupons (any certifi-

cate entitling the holder to a reduced price), which is why I focus on them in 

explaining how to design special offers in the next few sections.

Pick your medium
The design of your coupon depends on the medium you want to use to reach 

your target audience. The medium is the communication channel; it can be a 

newspaper, magazine, fax, mailing, or printable e-mail or Web site coupon. In 

today’s world, you’re no longer limited to printed, clip-out offers on paper. A 

small, blinking display ad on high-traffic Web sites (such as Facebook) or an 

e-mail to your house list can be just as effective — if not more so — than the 

traditional newspaper coupon.

 When picking your medium, make sure you select a vehicle (such as a newspa-

per or a Web site) that you’re confident reaches a large number of your poten-

tial buyers. The biggest variable is what percentage of the audience is in your 

target market, so look closely at readership or usage statistics to decide which 

medium is most efficient. For example, if you want to target an offer at young 

adults who’re buying auto insurance for the first time, avoid newspapers 

because very few young adults read newspapers. A Facebook ad may be more 

optimal because many Facebook users are prospective customers.

Although newspapers used to be the most common way to distribute a 

coupon to customers, in today’s evolving technological world, the Internet 

has made getting coupons to the masses way easier and a lot more effective. 

When a customer does a key-term search on an Internet search engine, you 

can have your offer pop up on her screen. She can then click on a special 

landing page to find more information about the offer (see Chapter 10 for tips 

on Web marketing).
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You can also use direct mailings and e-mails to pitch an offer; these options 

usually work best for a fairly big discount or a special bundled offer, because 

you need to have something newsworthy to write about. If you’re holding an 

event (such as a clearance sale), try using additional mediums (think transit 

and billboard ads, vehicle advertising, local television, and Web radio) to 

spread the word and turn out a crowd.

Craft the look and feel
To get a good feel for the options and approaches to coupons, collect a 

bunch of recent coupons from your own and other industries. And don’t 

forget to do key-term searches online, like your customers might, to see what 

special offers pop up on the Web. This collection of recent coupons and spe-

cial offers gives you the current benchmark for your industry.

 Your offer needs to look appealing in the context of recent marketing activity 

by your competitors. If they’re offering significant discounts, don’t waste your 

time on a chintzy coupon that knocks off only 3 percent of the list price, 

because customers won’t waste their time on you.

Appeal to intermediaries
If you’re promoting to the trade, marketers’ name for intermediaries such 

as wholesalers and retailers, then you can offer things like free-goods deals, 

buy-back allowances, display and advertising allowances, and help with their 

advertising costs (called cooperative, or co-op, advertising).

 Any offer that helps the intermediary run her business more profitably is 

going to help you move product, so don’t be afraid to get creative in how you 

craft your special offers to the trade.

Figuring out how much to offer
How much of a deal should you offer customers in a coupon or other special 

offer? The answer depends on how much attention you want. Most offers fail 

to motivate the vast majority of customers, so keep in mind that the typical 

special offer in your industry probably isn’t particularly effective. A good ad 

campaign probably reaches more customers.

 You can greatly increase the reach of your special offer simply by making the 

offer more generous (of course, the higher the price sensitivity of your cus-

tomers, the more notice you generate). In consumer nondurables, whether 

toothpaste or canned soup, the classic research shows that you have to offer 

at least 50 cents off of your list price to attract much attention. All but the 

most dedicated coupon clippers ignore the smaller offers — less than 10 per-

cent of consumers surveyed find these small offers attractive. But when offers 

rise above the 50-cent level, those coupons are a lot more attractive, appealing 
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to up to 80 percent of customers! Within this larger percentage of interested 

consumers, you can find many brand-loyal, core customers — both yours and 

your competitors. Note: These core customers are far more attractive than the 

knee-jerk coupon clippers who flock to smaller offers.

 I think (and I disagree with many marketers on this point) that you do better 

to use fewer, bigger offers than to run endless two-bit coupons. Too much 

noise exists already, so why add to the clutter of messages when you can 

focus your efforts into fewer, more effective coupons?

Forecasting redemption rates
Designing your offer isn’t the hardest part. The biggest trick is guessing the 

redemption rate (or percentage of people who use the coupon). You raise the 

stakes when you use big offers, which makes them riskier to forecast (good 

luck trying to forecast these rates). Test an offer on a small scale first and 

gather some real data about how it works. Then use the info in this section to 

help make your guesstimate a bit more accurate.

 On average in North America, customers redeem a little over 3 percent of cou-

pons (and the average coupon offers around 50 cents off the list price). You 

can use these statistics as a good starting point for your estimate, but the 

range is wide — some offers are so appealing, and so easy to use, that custom-

ers redeem 50 percent of those coupons. For others, the redemption rate can 

be close to zero.

To forecast whether your coupon will have a high or low redemption rate, 

compare your offer to others. Are you offering something more generous or 

easy to redeem than you have in the past? Than your competitors do? If so, 

you can expect significantly higher-than-average redemption rates — maybe 

twice as high or higher.

 If you’ve ever used coupons before, your company should have rich informa-

tion about response rates. Just be sure that you examine past offers carefully 

to pick ones that truly match the current offer before assuming the same 

response rate can be repeated. And if you’re switching your medium — for 

example, from newspapers or fliers to the Web — then do a test first, because 

the redemption rate may be very different when you start dabbling with differ-

ent mediums.

 Mathematical formulas for estimating the effect of a discount or coupon offer 

are out there, but they’re complex and difficult to use, plus they tend to be 

more theoretical than practical. The best way to find out what effect an offer 

has is to test it on a small scale. Start with a modest offer. If it produces the 

bump-up in sales you want, then keep using it. If not, modify it (possibly by 

making it more generous) and see whether the modified version works better.
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After you find an offer that produces added sales, check that it’s profitable. If 

sales only go up a little but lots of existing customers make their regular pur-

chases at a discount, then you won’t make a profit from the offer. What you 

want is lots of new customers who buy because of the offer and then become 

regular users. If you don’t get these new customers the first time, try a differ-

ent medium that reaches new prospects better.

Many coupons don’t shift the price very far beyond the indifference zone 

(see the earlier “Step 3: Evaluate customers’ price preferences” section) — 

that’s why they generally attract those fringe customers who buy on price 

but don’t attract the core customers of other brands. That’s also why 

redemption rates are only a few percent, on average. However, if your coupon 

does shift the price well beyond the indifference zone, you’re likely to see a 

much higher redemption rate than usual.

Predicting the cost of special offers
After you think about the redemption rate that I cover in the previous sec-

tion, you need to determine what the cost of your special offer will be. For 

example, say you believe that 4 percent of customers will redeem a coupon 

offering a 10-percent discount on your product. To estimate the cost of your 

coupon program, you must first decide whether this 4 percent of customers 

accounts for just 4 percent of your product’s sales over the period in which 

the coupon applies. Probably not. Customers may stock up in order to take 

advantage of the special offer, so you must estimate how much more than 

usual they’ll buy.

If you think customers will buy twice as much as usual (that’s a pretty high 

figure, but it makes for a simple illustration), just double the average pur-

chase size. Four percent of customers, buying twice what they usually do in a 

month (if that’s the term of the offer), can produce how much in sales? Now 

apply the discount rate to that sales figure to find out how much the special 

offer may cost you. Can you afford it? Is the promotion worth the money? 

That’s for you to decide, and it’s a true judgment call — the math can’t tell 

you what to do.

 Some marketers have their cake and eat it too when it comes to special offers. 

They use self-liquidating premiums, which don’t cost them any money at all in 

the long run. A premium is any product that you give away to customers or 

sell at a discount as a reward for doing business with you. A self-liquidating pre-
mium is a gift that customers end up paying for — at least, they cover your 

costs on that product. Say you run a contest in which some of the customers 

who open your packaging are instant winners, able to send away for a special 

premium by enclosing their winning ticket plus $4.95. If your direct costs (the 

wholesale price plus any out-of-pocket costs for handling) for the premium are 

$4.95, you don’t have to pay out of pocket for what the customer may see as a 

fun and valuable benefit.
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Keeping special offers special
A price cut is easy to do, but it’s hard to undo. A special offer allows you to 

temporarily discount your product’s or service’s price while still maintaining 

the list price at its old level. When the offer ends, the list price is the same — 

you haven’t permanently given anything away.

Here are some cases in which maintaining your list price can be important:

 ✓ When your reason for wanting to cut the price is a short-term one, like 

wanting to counter a competitor’s special offer or respond to a new 

product introduction

 ✓ When you want to experiment with the price (to find out about customer 

price sensitivity) without committing to a permanent price cut until you 

see the data

 ✓ When you want to stimulate consumers to try your product or service, 

and you believe that after they try it, they may like it well enough to buy 

it again at full price

 ✓ When your list price needs to stay high in order to signal quality (pres-
tige pricing) or be consistent with other prices in your product line 

(price lining strategy)

 ✓ When your competitors are all offering special lower prices and you 

think you have no choice because consumers have come to expect 

special offers

Sometimes competitors make such heavy use of special offers that consum-

ers begin to expect them all the time and wait for an offer before they buy. 

These competitors have effectively lowered their prices, because consumers 

are no longer willing to buy at list price and assume they won’t ever have to. 

If this situation happens in your industry and you’re a relatively small com-

petitor, you may be stuck with having to make special offers every month. 

But try not to create the problem through your own marketing. I recommend 

keeping special offers special as opposed to the norm.

 When competitors get too focused on making and matching each other’s spe-

cial offers, they flood their customers with price-based promotions. Discounts 

and other freebies begin to outweigh brand-building marketing messages, 

focusing consumer attention on price rather than brand and benefit consider-

ations. Special promotions can and do increase customer sensitivity to price. 

They attract price switchers, people who aren’t loyal to any brand but just 

shop on the basis of price. Frequent special offers encourage people to 

become price switchers, thus reducing the size of the core customer base and 

increasing the number of fringe customers. Special offers are clearly useful, 

but they have the potential to erode brand equity, reduce customer loyalty, 

and cut your profits. Be careful not to lose your footing on this slippery slope!
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Staying Out of Trouble with the Law
 When dealing with special offers, you want to make sure you stay on the right 

side of the law. Although I suggest you check with your attorney before making 

any final decision concerning special offers, this short list includes some of 

the more common and serious illegal pricing practices, as indicated by the 

federal laws of the United States. Allow me to reiterate — make sure you never 
engage in any of the following:

 ✓ Price fixing: Don’t agree to (or even talk about) prices with other com-

panies. The exception is a company you sell to — but note that you can’t 

force any company to resell your product at a specific price.

 ✓ Price fixing in disguise: Shady marketers have tried a lot of ideas, none 

of which work. If your competitors want you to require the same amount 

of down payment, start your negotiations from the same list prices as 

theirs, use a standardized contract for extending credit, or form a joint 

venture to distribute all of your products (at the same price), recognize 

these seemingly friendly suggestions for what they are — forms of price 

fixing. Just say no. And in the future, refuse even to take phone calls 

from competitors who talk about price fixing.

 ✓ Price fixing by purchasers: If retailers you sell to are joining together in 

order to dictate the wholesale prices they want you to give them, that 

may also be price fixing. Have a lawyer review any such plans.

 ✓ Exchanging price information: You can’t talk to your competitors about 

prices. Ever. Okay? If it comes to light that anyone in your company 

gives out information about pricing and receives some in return, you’re 

in big trouble, even if you don’t feel you acted on that information. Take 

this warning seriously. (By the way, price signaling — announcing a 

planned price increase — is sometimes seen as an unfair exchange of 

price information, because competitors may use such announcements 

to signal to others that everyone should make a price increase.)

 ✓ Bid rigging: If you’re bidding for a contract, the preceding point applies. 

Don’t share any information with anyone. Don’t compare notes with 

another bidder. Don’t agree to make an identical bid. Don’t split by agree-

ing not to bid on one job if the competitor doesn’t bid on another. Don’t 

mess with the bidding process in any manner, or you’ll be guilty of bid 
rigging.

 ✓ Parallel pricing: In some cases, the U.S. government can charge you 

with price fixing, even if you didn’t talk to competitors, just because you 

have similar price structures. After all, the result may be the same — to 

boost prices unfairly. In other cases, the law considers similar prices as 

natural. To be safe, avoid mirroring competitors’ prices exactly.
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 ✓ Price squeezes, predatory pricing, limit pricing, and dumping: To 

the average marketer, these four illegal acts are effectively the same 

(although they’re tested under different U.S. regulations). They all 

involve using prices to push a competitor out of business, or to push or 

keep a competitor out of a particular market. Following are brief expla-

nations of each act:

 • The classic squeeze involves setting wholesale prices too high for 

small-sized orders. It drives the independent or small retailer out 

of business, giving unfair advantage to the big chain buyers that 

can qualify for a volume discount.

 • At the retail level, predatory pricing involves setting prices so low 

that local competitors can’t keep up. Predatory pricing is also used 

by chains and multinationals to drive locals out of business. If 

you’re pricing at or below cost, you’re probably engaging in preda-

tory pricing.

 • Similarly, if your prices are so aggressive that they lock other com-

petitors out of a market (even if you price above cost), then you’re 

probably guilty of limit pricing.

 • A variant of limit pricing is dumping, in which you try to buy your 

way into a new market by dumping a lot of product into that 

market at artificially low prices. Don’t ever do this.

Because so many pricing techniques are illegal, some people throw up their 

hands in despair. They say, “What can I do?” Well, trying to influence prices 

in certain ways is okay. You can offer volume discounts to encourage larger 

purchases, as long as those discounts don’t force anybody out of the market. 

And although you, as a marketer, can’t force retailers to charge a certain 

price for your product, you can encourage them to by advertising the sug-

gested retail price and listing it as such on your product.

Additionally, you can always offer an effective price cut to consumers 

through a consumer coupon or other special offer (as explained earlier in 

this chapter). Retailers usually agree to honor such offers (check with an 

ad agency, the retailer, or a lawyer to find out how to form such contracts). 

However, if you offer a discount to your retailers, you can’t force them to 

pass that discount on to your customers. They may just put the money in the 

bank and continue to charge customers full price. Test such offers to see how 

your intermediaries respond before assuming the offer will reach all the way 

to the end consumer.

 Ultimately, know that you really do have a lot of influence on the price of your 

product. Just be careful to steer clear of illegal pricing actions. Consult a com-

petent lawyer to safely avoid anything that might be illegal. (Note: Pricing is 

regulated to varying degrees in different countries, so check local regulations 

when operating outside of the United States.)
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Chapter 16

Distributing Your Product Where 
Your Customers Are

In This Chapter
▶ Building your business with strong distribution strategies

▶ Finding distributors and retailers

▶ Considering the best marketing channel structure and maximizing retail sales

▶ Thinking about point-of-purchase incentives and displays

The companies with the widest distribution are often the most successful 

because that distribution system gives them access to so many potential 

customers. Often the easiest way to grow your sales and profits is to improve 

your distribution systems. Adding retailers and increasing your accessibil-

ity on the Web are two good ways to expand distribution. If you sell to other 

businesses, then you can expand your network of salespeople in order to 

increase the reach of your distribution system.

Taking a Strategic Approach
You need to decide how broadly to distribute your product (or service). In 

order to do so, you must have a firm grasp of the myriad distribution choices 

available to you. After you understand the different options, you can take a 

strategic approach and select the strategy that’s right for your organization. 

Following are some of the main distribution strategies and advice as to when 

and why you may want to implement them:

 ✓ Selective distribution strategy: This strategy focuses on a small number 

of outlets and often creates a sense of scarcity, allowing for higher pric-

ing and prestige branding. An old saying among entrepreneurs advises 

to “Stay small and keep it all.” Does this strategy fit your marketing 

model and brand? Will it bring you enough business, or do you need 

more volume?
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 ✓ Exclusive distribution strategy: This strategy is the extreme version of 

a selective strategy, in which you sell through one or a few specialized 

distributors only. You may make your product available through a bou-

tique store in a major city, or through a Web or eBay store. If you have 

a unique product or service, why not limit the distribution and make 

customers come to you? This strategy gives you low costs and lets you 

support a relatively high price, so it can be highly profitable — but only 

if your product is special enough to make customers want to go looking 

for it.

 ✓ Intensive distribution strategy: This strategy (the opposite of selective 

distribution) aims to flood the market by making your product widely 

available in as many outlets as possible. If you offer a retail product 

to consumers, intensive distribution probably means getting onto the 

roster of accepted vendors for one or more of the giant retail chains. 

They’re the key to high retail volume in the United States today, but they 

require you to use their software and systems so they can pull inventory 

from your warehouse as needed. Ramping up to the scale needed to do 

business with a giant chain is costly if you’re a small business, so you 

may want to start with a selective distribution strategy and gain some 

experience and success before approaching the largest retail chains in 

your market.

 ✓ 80/20 strategy: This strategy applies to distributors. You get 80 percent 

or more of your sales from just 20 percent of your distributors. Giving 

those hard-working top distributors plenty of attention, excellent service, 

and excellent trade deals (see Chapter 15) is a good strategy. You want to 

develop a strong personal relationship with them because if they know 

you, they’re more likely to get in touch with helpful news or ask for your 

assistance with a problem. To do so, invest in wining and dining them 

and spending authentic time with them. After you give your top distribu-

tors plenty of attention, focus on a few of the low-producing ones and see 

whether you can move them into the high-producing category. If you can 

get 30 percent of your weaker distributors to sell at high volume, you can 

boost sales by an average of 50 percent, which is a good return for your 

investment in strengthening your distributor network.

You also have to decide whether you want to develop parallel distribution 
channels, also sometimes called competitive channels. Traditionally, a manu-

facturer would never sell direct to consumers if it also sold through wholesal-

ers and retailers, so as to avoid competing with its own distributors who may 

get mad and stop selling its products. But parallel channels are increasingly 

common and accepted. For example, computer company Dell Inc. is well 

known for its direct sales, but it also works with retailers through a network 

of 35,000 registered partners in 148 countries.
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Parallel distribution channels often lead to issues and tensions between 

company-direct and partner sales, but if you make an effort to communicate 

frequently and negotiate in good faith, such problems can almost always be 

worked out. The advantage for Dell is that it can reach two different kinds of 

customers — those who like to buy direct and those who prefer to go into a 

store. In a very different industry, the producer of an independent film called 

Island targeted the seafood industry by showing his film at their conferences 

and building a mailing list of fishermen. The film also showed through movie 

theaters and film festivals, but because it was set in a fishing community, the 

direct distribution to this sector helped boost sales.

 Here are more ways to get the most out of your distribution program:

 ✓ Expand your distribution network. If you can add distributors or get 

more out of the ones you have, you may be able to make your product 

available to more people and increase your sales. Also consider boost-

ing availability on the Web (see Chapter 10) and using more direct-

response marketing (see Chapter 13) and events (such as trade shows; 

see Chapter 12), which bypass distributors and reach out directly to 

customers.

 ✓ Move more inventory, more quickly. Increasing the availability of prod-

ucts in your distribution channel can also help boost sales and profits. 

Can you find ways to get more inventory out there? Can you speed the 

movement of products out to customers so they feel they can more 

easily find your product when they need it? Either strategy can have a 

dramatic impact on sales by allowing more customers to find what they 

want more easily when and where they want it.

 ✓ Increase your visibility. Another way you can use distribution strate-

gies to boost sales is to increase the visibility of your product or service 

within its current distribution channel by making sure it’s better dis-

played or better communicated. Many retail chain stores provide better 

shelving (such as end-cap displays or eye-level shelving with a sign) if 

you offer them special promotional discounts or cooperative advertising 

fees, so see whether you can take advantage of one of their programs.

 ✓ Target larger or more desirable customers. Perhaps you can find a 

way to shift your distribution slightly so as to give you access to more 

lucrative customers. A consultant I know who helps small businesses 

with their hiring and employment issues is beginning to visit the human 

resources directors of large businesses in her area to explore what she 

can do for them. One contract with a big firm may be as valuable to her 

as 10 or 20 smaller clients, so this new effort to reach out to the largest 

companies in her area may grow her business significantly.
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Getting close to your customer on eBay
To distribute on eBay, you must first get your 
auction or fixed-price listing noticed. The goal 
is to make sure it pops up near the top when 
prospective customers do a search on eBay. 
The problem is that thousands of other listings 
also compete for a prime spot on the first page 
or two of the search results. These tips can help 
you place your listing where people can see it:

 ✓ Provide a detailed, descriptive title. 
Describe exactly what you’re selling in 
detail (for example, “Women’s Fatboy 
cowboy boots size U.S. 7 new camouflage”). 
You get 55 characters, so take advantage of 
them (the preceding example is 54 charac-
ters). Feel free to repeat the category name 
in the title if that’s appropriate to describing 
what you’re selling.

 ✓ Fill in all the Item Specifics fields. Be very 
detailed and complete as you fill in the Item 
Specifics for your listing. Any left-out cat-
egories (such as Condition) may hurt you in 
the competition for a high place in search 
results.

 ✓ List your product in two categories if cus-
tomers may not know which one to search 
in. This way, you’re visible no matter which 
category they choose for their search. But 
note that you have to pay double the inser-
tion fee when listing in two categories, plus 
you may want to pay some upgrade fees for 
both listings (such as the added cost of a 
bold-type title). Don’t bother with a double 
listing if it’s obvious that your product 
belongs in one category.

 ✓ Offer free shipping. eBay prefers listings 
with free shipping and gives them prefer-
ence in its rank ordering of search results. 
eBay encourages free shipping because it 
requires you to build your shipping costs 
into the item price, which eBay takes a 
commission on. Make sure you do your 

math right and set a starting or reserve 
auction price, or a fixed price, that’s higher 
than the product cost you need to cover 
plus normal ground shipping.

 ✓ Avoid keyword spamming. Keyword spam-
ming is when you slip a popular keyword 
into your item description that doesn’t 
really belong there. For example, saying “If 
you love Ralph Lauren’s designs, you’ll love 
these bath towels” is against eBay policy 
and may get your listing, and you, kicked off 
if the towels aren’t actually Ralph Lauren 
towels.

 ✓ Become a PowerSeller. High-volume sell-
ers with a 98-percent-plus feedback rating 
get promoted to PowerSeller status, which 
makes their listings more prominent. List lots 
of products, even if you have to pad your list-
ings with things you sell at or near cost, in 
order to achieve a high sales volume. And, 
obviously, be sure to consistently provide 
excellent (meaning fast, reliable, accurate, 
friendly) service and honest ads and avoid 
inaccurate descriptions (be honest about 
any problems or signs of wear) so you’ll 
earn perfect feedback. Remind buyers that 
you need good feedback if you’ve done a 
good job and give them good feedback as 
sellers.

 ✓ Consider opening an eBay store. That way, 
you can cross-promote so shoppers who 
view one of your listings also see relevant 
additional listings.

Note that eBay isn’t a free service for sellers. 
You have to pay to list items, and you also have 
to pay a sales commission. In general, assume 
you’ll spend about 10 percent of sales on eBay 
fees and commissions, so build this expense 
into your pricing. Also, recognize that this is a 
modest cost for the extensive distribution eBay 
offers.
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Tracking Down Ideal Distributors
Distributors want items that are easy to sell because customers want to buy 

them. It’s that simple. So the first step in getting customers on your side is to 

make sure your product is appealing. (See Chapter 14 for help making your 

brand stand out.) After you’re confident you have something worth selling, 

ask yourself which distributors can sell it most successfully. Who’s willing 

and able to distribute for you? Are wholesalers or other intermediaries going 

to be helpful? If so, who are they and how many of them can you locate? 

Phone companies traditionally publish business-to-business telephone direc-

tories by region for most of the United States (call the business office of your 

local phone company to order them); these directories often reference the 

category of intermediary you’re looking for in their Yellow Pages sections. Or 

cruise the Web to track down possible distributors more quickly.

Here are some additional suggestions for locating your dream distributors:

 ✓ Reach out to a trade association or trade show specializing in dis-

tributors in your industry. For example, the International Foodservice 

Distributors Association (www.ifdaonline.org) puts on an annual 

conference for food distributors. A couple of days at an event like that, 

and you can locate dozens of possible distributors for your products.

 ✓ Attend major conventions in your industry. Hop on a plane, bring prod-

uct samples and literature, put on comfortable shoes, and walk around 

the convention hall until you find the right distributors.

 ✓ Contact the American Wholesale Marketers Association. The AWMA 

publishes a member directory and stages a number of conferences and 

expos. Find out more about the AWMA by calling 703-208-3358 or by 

visiting www.awmanet.org.

 ✓ Consult any directory of associations for extensive listings. Such 

directories are available in the reference sections of most libraries. 

You can also go to the American Society of Association Executives’ 

Gateway to Associations, a Web database found at www.asaecenter.
org/directories/associationsearch.cfm.

 Want to find the retailers that may help you sell? The good news is they’re 

easier to find than wholesalers for the simple reason that they’re in the busi-

ness of being easy to find. You can find listings for retail stores in the Yellow 

Pages phone directories in any U.S. metropolitan areas you’re interested in. 

These stores also have their own trade associations, such as the International 

Council of Shopping Centers (www.icsc.org; 646-728-3800). ICSC’s U.S. head-

quarters is in New York City, but it also has offices in London, Mexico, 

Singapore, and Beijing.
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Understanding Channel Structure
Efficiency is the driving principle behind distribution channel design. 

(Channel refers to the pathways you create to get your product out there and 

into customers’ hands.) Traditionally, channels have evolved to minimize the 

number of transactions because the fewer the transactions, the more efficient 

the channel.

As Figure 16-1 shows, a channel in which 4 producers and 4 customers do 

business directly has 16 (4 × 4) possible transactions because each producer 

has to make four separate transactions to get its product to all four consum-

ers. In reality, the numbers get much higher when you have markets with 

dozens or hundreds of producers and thousands or millions of customers.

You lower the number of transactions greatly when you introduce an inter-
mediary (someone who handles the business transactions for you) because 

now you only have to do simple addition rather than multiplication. In the 

example shown in Figure 16-1, you only need 8 (4 + 4) transactions to connect 

all 4 customers with all 4 producers through the intermediary. Each producer 

or customer only has to deal with the intermediary, who links him to all the 

producers or customers he may want to do business with.

 

Figure 16-1: 
Reducing 

transactions 
through 

interme-
diaries.

 

Producers

Consumers

Producers

Consumers

Intermediary
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Although intermediaries add their markup to the price, they often reduce the 

overall costs of distribution because of their effect on the number of transac-

tions. Adding a level of intermediaries to a channel reduces the total number 

of transactions that all producers and customers need to do business with 

each other.

This example is simplistic, but you can see how the logic applies to more 

complex and larger distribution channels. Introduce a lot of customers and 

producers, link them through multiple intermediaries (perhaps adding a 

second or third layer of intermediaries), and you have a typical indirect mar-
keting channel (one involving intermediaries, as opposed to a direct marketing 
channel where you handle customers). Odds are you have some channels like 

this one in your industry.

Many channels are simpler and shorter than they used to be because handling 

numerous transactions is easier than it used to be. For example, Wal-Mart 

sources directly from manufacturers in many cases, relying on them to provide 

just-in-time deliveries into inventory in response to electronic messages. In 

the past, a retailer may have gone through a wholesaler who did business with 

manufacturers.

 The trend is toward simpler, more direct channels, and you need to be pre-

pared to handle a large number of customer transactions in order to be in step 

with this trend. A good general rule for you as a marketer is to only use as 

many intermediaries and layers of intermediaries as seems absolutely neces-

sary to reach your customers. Try to keep it simple and only add more parties 

if you can’t do it well yourself.

 In deciding what kind of distribution channels will work for your product, I 

suggest you draw up a list of tasks you want distributors to do. For example, 

you may want distributors to find you more customers than you can find on 

your own. Decide what you want them to do and then seek distributors who 

say they want to do those things for you. That way, you’re more likely to get a 

good match. Here’s a starting list of functions you may want your intermediar-

ies to perform; you may also have others:

 ✓ Finding more customers for your product than you can on your own

 ✓ Researching customer attitudes and desires

 ✓ Buying and selling

 ✓ Breaking down bulk shipments for resale

 ✓ Setting prices

 ✓ Managing point-of-purchase promotions (which I cover in “POP! 

Stimulating Sales at the Point of Purchase” later in the chapter)

 ✓ Advertising at the local level (pull advertising, which is designed to bring 

people to a store or other business)
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 ✓ Transporting products

 ✓ Inventorying products

 ✓ Financing purchases

 ✓ Qualifying sales leads (separating poor-quality leads from serious 

customers)

 ✓ Providing customer service and support

 ✓ Sharing the risks of doing business

 ✓ Combining your products with others to offer appropriate assortments

Reviewing Retail Strategies and Tactics
If you decide to improve sales at a retail store and you bring in a special-

ized retail consultant, you may soon be drawing planograms of your shelves 

(diagrams showing how to lay out and display a store’s merchandise) and 

counting SKUs (stock-keeping units — a unique inventory code for each item 

you stock). You may also examine the statistics on sales volume from end-of-

aisle displays (higher sales) versus middle of the aisle (lower sales), and from 

eye-level displays (higher sales) versus bottom or top of the shelf (lower 

sales). Great. Go for it. However, I have to warn you that although a technical 

approach has its place, you can’t use this method to create a retail success 

story. The following sections show you why traffic flow is so important and 

how to capitalize on that traffic with the right merchandizing strategies, store 

atmosphere, and pricing.

 The real winners in retail are the result of creative thinking and good site 

selection — in that order. The two big-picture issues that determine whether 

your store has low or high performance are a creative, appealing store con-

cept and a spot that has the right sort of traffic (and a lot of it).

Looking for heavy traffic
Traffic is a flow of target customers near enough to the store for its external 

displays and local advertising to draw them in. You want a great deal of traf-

fic, whether it’s foot traffic on a sidewalk, automobile traffic on a road or 

highway, or virtual traffic at a Web site. Retailers need to have people walk-

ing, driving, or surfing into their stores (see Chapter 10 for more on Web mar-

keting). Customers don’t come into a store or onto a Web site in big numbers 

unless you have plenty of people to draw from, so you need to figure out 

where high traffic is and find a way to get some of it into your store.
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 An old joke about retailing goes like this: “The retail business has three secrets 

of success — location, location, and location.” Not very funny, really, unless 

you’ve ever tried to market a store in a poor location. Then you laugh pretty 

hard over the joke, but with a certain hysteria. Pick a location carefully, 

making sure you have an excess of the right sort of traffic nearby. Think of 

designing a retail store like digging a pond. You wouldn’t dig a pond unless 

running water was nearby to fill it. Yet people dig their retail ponds in deserts 

or up steep hills, far from the nearest flow of traffic, all the time.

You also wouldn’t dig a huge reservoir beside a small stream. You must suit 

your store to the amount and kind of traffic in its area — or else move to find 

more appropriate traffic. If you’re in a small town, don’t open a highly spe-

cialized store that appeals to only a few percent of shoppers, because you 

won’t have enough to keep you in business. A restaurant is a good option for 

a small town because just about everyone likes to eat out from time to time. 

If, however, you’re determined to open a specialized store, such as a store 

for rock collectors or a boutique specializing in trendy clothing for pregnant 

women, then look for a high-traffic location in a major mall or in the shopping 

district of a mid-sized or large city.

You can optimize your business in any particular location by making sure 

your store has enough appeal to draw a healthy share of the shopping traffic 

in the area. The ultimate trick is to make your store and its merchandise so 

appealing to sell that people go out of their way to visit the store. This attrac-

tion power is termed pull or draw, and few retail concepts are so unique that 

they can draw traffic from beyond their immediate area. But some do.

For example, a jewelry store in my town has such a good selection of mer-

chandise that it draws far more traffic than the surrounding stores. And its 

owner carefully stimulates this traffic through a direct-mail program and 

by giving the store a unique and highly visible appearance — the store is 

in a huge, ornate, yellow Victorian house with lots of ground-floor windows 

displaying interesting gifts. The store’s strategy focuses on the one thing 

that old joke about retailing leaves out: the store concept. The concept is a 

creative mix of merchandising strategy and atmosphere (see the following 

sections for more on these) that you can use to give your store higher-than-

average drawing power. An exciting, well-executed concept makes shopping 

an enjoyable event and can boost traffic and sales tenfold.

Developing merchandising strategies
Whether you retail services or goods, you need to think about your merchan-

dising strategy. You do have one, whether you know it or not — and if you 

don’t know it, your strategy is based on conventions in your industry and 
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needs a kick in the seat of the pants to make it more distinctive. Merchandising 
strategy, the selection and assortment of products offered, is an important 

source of competitive advantage or disadvantage for retailers.

I suggest a creative approach to merchandising. The majority of success 

stories in retail come about because of innovations in merchandising. So you 

should be thinking of new merchandising options daily — and trying out the 

most promising ones as often as you can afford to. The next few sections 

describe some existing strategies that may give you ideas for your business. 

Perhaps no one has tried them in your industry or region, or perhaps they 

suggest novel variations to you.

General merchandise retailing
The general merchandise retailing strategy works because it brings together 

a wide and deep assortment of products, thus allowing customers to easily 

find what they want — regardless of what the product may be. Department 

stores and variety stores fall into this category. Hypermarkets, the European 

expansions of the grocery store that include some department store product 

lines, are another example of the general merchandise strategy. In the United 

States, Wal-Mart is a leader because it offers more variety (and often better 

prices) than nearby competitors. Warehouse stores, such as Home Depot and 

Staples, give you additional examples of general merchandise retailing. And 

as this varied list of examples suggests, you can implement this strategy in 

many ways.

Limited-line retailing
The limited-line retailing strategy emphasizes depth over variety. For example, 

a bakery can offer more and better varieties of baked goods than a general 

food store because a bakery sells only baked goods. Limited-line retailing is 

especially common in professional and personal services. Most accounting 

firms just do accounting. Most chiropractic offices just offer chiropractic ser-

vices. Most law firms just practice law. For some reason, I’ve seen little inno-

vation in the marketing of services.

 Try to combine several complementary services into a less-limited line than 

your competitors. If you can expand your line without sacrificing your quality 

or depth of offerings, you can give customers greater convenience — and that 

convenience should make you a winner.

After all, the limited-line strategy only makes sense to customers if they gain 

something in quality or selection in exchange for the lack of convenience. 

Regrettably, many limited-line retailers fail to make good on this implied 

promise — and they’re easily run over when a business introduces a less-

limited line nearby. What makes, say, the local stationery or shoe store’s 

selection better than what a Staples or Wal-Mart offers in a more convenient 

setting? If you’re a small businessperson, you should make sure you have 
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plenty of good answers to that question! Know what makes your merchandise 

selection, concept, or location different and better than that of your monster 

competitors — then make sure your potential customers know it, too.

Scrambled merchandising
Consumers have preconceived notions about what product lines and cat-

egories belong together. Looking for fresh produce in a grocery store makes 

sense these days because dry goods and fresh produce have been combined 

by so many retailers. But 50 years ago, the idea would’ve seemed radical 

because specialized limited-line retailers used to sell fresh produce. When 

grocery stores combined these two categories, they were using a scrambled 
merchandising strategy, in which the merchant uses unconventional combi-

nations of product lines. Today, the meat department, bakery, deli section, 

seafood department, and many other sections combine naturally in a grocery 

store. And many stores are adding other products and services, such as 

coffee bars, banks, bookshops, dry cleaners, shoe repair, hair salons, photog-

raphers, flower shops, post offices, and so on. In the same way, gas stations 

combine with fast food restaurants and convenience stores to offer pit stops 

for both car and driver. These scrambled merchandising concepts are now 

widely accepted, so see whether you can create a combination of your own 

that appeals to consumers in your area.

Creating atmosphere
A store’s atmosphere is the image that it projects based on how you deco-

rate and design it. Atmosphere is an intangible — you can’t easily measure 

or define it, but you can feel it. And when the atmosphere feels comforting, 

exciting, or enticing, this feeling draws people into the store and enhances 

their shopping experiences. So you need to pay close attention to atmosphere.

 Atmospherics are important because consumers increasingly seek more from 

retail shopping than just finding specific products. In consumer societies, 

shopping is an important activity in its own right. Surveys suggest that less 

than a quarter of shoppers in malls went there in search of a specific item. 

Consumers often use shopping to alleviate boredom and loneliness, avoid 

dealing with chores or problems in their lives, seek fulfillment of their fanta-

sies, or simply to entertain themselves. If that’s what motivates many shop-

pers, you need to take such motivations into consideration when you design 

your store.

Sophisticated retailers hire architects and designers to create the right atmo-

sphere and then spend far too much on fancy lighting, new carpets, and racks 

to implement their plans. Sometimes this approach works, but sometimes it 
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doesn’t. And at any point in time, most of the professional designers agree 

about what stores should look and feel like, which means your store looks 

like everyone else’s.

 I think you should develop the concept for your store yourself. If you think a 

virtual tropical forest gives the right atmosphere, hire some crazy artists and 

designers to turn your store into a tropical forest. Or maybe you have some 

steam-punk friends and you really like old-fashioned steam engines. Great. 

Make that the theme of your children’s toy store or men’s clothing boutique. 

Run model train tracks around the store, put up huge posters of oncoming 

steam engines, and incorporate the occasional train whistle into your back-

ground music. Some people will love it; others will think you’re nuts. But 

nobody will ever forget your store.

Perhaps you can honestly and simply provide some entertainment for your 

customers. Just as a humorous ad entertains people and attracts their atten-

tion long enough to communicate a message, a store can entertain for long 

enough to expose shoppers to its merchandise. For example, some Barnes 

& Noble bookstores create comfortable, enclosed children’s book sections 

with places to play and read (or be read to) so families with young children 

can linger and enjoy the experience. When consumers can shop online from 

the comfort of home, it’s important to make your store a special place worth 

going to.

Positioning your store on price
Retail stores generally have a distinct place in the range of possible price and 

quality combinations. Some stores are obviously upscale boutiques, special-

izing in the finest merchandise for the highest prices. Others are middle class 

in their positioning, and still others offer the worst junk from liquidators but 

sell it for so little that almost anybody can afford it. In this way, retailing still 

maintains the old distinctions of social class, even though those class distinc-

tions are less visible in other aspects of modern U.S. and European society.

As a retailer, this distinction means that customers get confused about who 

you are unless you let them know where you stand on the class scale. And 

that means you have to know where you stand, so ask yourself whether your 

store has an upper-class, upper-middle-class, middle-class, or lower-middle-

class pedigree. Do you see your customers as white collar or blue collar? And 

so on.

 After you make a decision about how to place your store, you’re ready to 

decide what price strategy to pursue. In general, the higher-class the store’s 

image, the higher the prices that store can charge. But the real secret to suc-

cess is to price just a step below your image. That way, customers feel like 

they’re buying first-class products for second-class prices.
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Stimulating Sales at Point of Purchase
The point of purchase (POP) is the place where customer meets product. It 

may be in the aisles of a store or even on a catalog page or computer screen, 

but wherever this encounter takes place, the principles of POP advertising 

apply. Table 16-1 shows you just how important point of purchase is; it gives 

you an idea of how much (or how little) shoppers’ purchases are influenced 

by their predetermined plans. The statistics are from Point of Purchase 

Advertising International; its members are professionals working on POP dis-

plays and advertising, so the organization does a fair amount of research on 

shopping patterns and how to affect those patterns at points of purchase.

Table 16-1 Nature of Consumers’ Purchase Decisions
Supermarkets Percent 
of Purchases

Mass Merchandise 
Stores Percent of 
Purchases

Unplanned 60% 53%

Substitute 4% 3%

Generally planned 6% 18%

Specifically planned 30% 26%

 Customers plan some purchases outside of the store; 30 percent of supermar-

ket purchases, and 26 percent of mass merchandise purchases fall into this 

category. In these cases, customers make a rational decision about what 

stores to go to in order to buy what they want. Because they have a clear idea 

of what they want to purchase, their purchases aren’t highly subject to mar-

keting influence. Even so, the right merchandise selection, location, atmo-

sphere, and price strategy can help get customers to choose your store for 

their planned purchases rather than a competing store. And the right store 

layout and POP displays help customers find what they want quickly and 

easily. So even with so-called “specifically planned purchases,” you do have an 

influence over what happens.

You can sway purchasing decisions your way and boost sales by design-

ing appealing displays that consumers can pick your products from. Free-

standing floor displays have the biggest effect, but retailers don’t often use 

them because they take up too much floor space. Rack, shelf, and counter-

based signs and displays aren’t quite as powerful, but stores use these kinds 

of displays more often than free-standing displays.
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Retailers are likely to use any really exciting and unusual display if they 

think it boosts store traffic and sales or boosts the sale of the products it 

promotes. Exciting displays add to the store’s atmosphere or entertainment 

value, and store managers like that addition. Creativity drives the success of 

POP displays. A good display should

 ✓ Attract attention: Make your displays novel, entertaining, or puzzling to 

draw people to them.

 ✓ Build involvement: Give people something to think about or do in order 

to involve them in the display.

 ✓ Sell the product: Make sure the display tells viewers what’s so great 

about the product. It must communicate the positioning (you better 

hope you have one!). Simply putting the product on display isn’t enough. 

You have to sell the product too, or else the retailer doesn’t see the 

point. Retailers can put products on display themselves — they want a 

marketer’s help in selling those products.

As you work on a POP design, check with some of your retailers to see 

whether they like the concept. Between 50 and 60 percent of marketers’ POPs 

never reach the sales floor. If you’re a product marketer who’s trying to get 

a POP display into retail stores, you face an uphill battle. The stats say that 

your display or sign needs to be twice as good as the average, or the retailer 

simply tosses it into the nearest dumpster.

 If you’re selling through a Web store of your own or on eBay (see the nearby 

sidebar for some eBay selling tips), don’t think POP doesn’t apply to you. You 

should consider options like more and better photographs, a streaming video 

demonstration of the product, the use of bold or prominent titles and cap-

tions, and special offers with time limits.

 Wherever your product is for sale — whether in a store, at a business or 

professional trade show, or on the Web — you need to present and promote 

it at that point of purchase if you want to stimulate a good response from 

prospective customers. Use in-store displays to boost retail sales and use 

extra photos, bold listings, and linked banner ads to boost sales of certain 

products on your Web site.



Chapter 17

Succeeding in Sales and Service
In This Chapter
▶ Designing your sales program

▶ Evaluating sales talent

▶ Managing the sales and service process

▶ Organizing and compensating sales staff

▶ Practicing great service and recovering unhappy customers

The whole point of marketing is to make a sale. In fact, the whole point 

of business is to make a sale. Nothing else can happen without that. But 

do you need to be doing personal sales and service that involves interact-

ing with people directly as part of your marketing? The answer is always 

yes. Whether or not you have a formal sales role, selling should be a natural, 

everyday part of business life — something you do whether you’re interact-

ing with clients, ringing sales at a register, meeting other professionals, or 

taking a phone call.

 However, personal selling is of varying importance from business to business. 

How important is it to your business? Paying sales commissions can be costly, 

so if you can succeed easily without a salesperson to close each sale, then try 

to do without. Even costly, complex purchases, like automobiles, are some-

times sold without a salesperson to hand-hold the buyer through the process 

(for example, eBay sells thousands of cars direct from seller to buyer). So be 

open-minded about searching for less-costly approaches, but also be prepared 

to succeed at personal selling. Sometimes it’s truly the best marketing 

method.
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Knowing When to Emphasize 
Personal Selling

How do you know whether you need personal selling — that is, selling face to 

face — as part of your marketing process? To find out whether your business 

should rely on sales, take the following sales-needs quiz.

  

Are personal sales and service the key to your marketing program?

❏ Yes ❏ No Our typical customer makes many small purchases 
and/or at least a few very large ones in a year.

❏ Yes ❏ No Our typical customer usually needs help figuring out what 
to buy and/or how to use the product.

❏ Yes ❏ No Our typical customer’s business is highly complex and 
imposes unique requirements on our products/services.

❏ Yes ❏ No Our products/services are an important part of the 
customer’s overall business process.

❏ Yes ❏ No Our typical customer is accustomed to working with 
salespeople and expects personal attention and 
assistance.

❏ Yes ❏ No Our competitors make regular sales calls on our 
customers and/or prospects.

❏ Yes ❏ No We have to provide customized service to retain a 
customer.

If you gave one or more “yes” answer to the questions in the sales-needs quiz, 

you can probably use personal sales effectively. If you gave three or more 

“yes” answers, then you definitely should consider making it an important 

part of your marketing plan and budget, along with good follow-up service. 

Although you certainly also want to use many other marketing methods, think 

of the rest of your marketing efforts as support for the personal sales process.
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If personal selling is going to be the key to your success or failure, you need 

to give careful thought to how you hire, manage, organize, support, and 

motivate salespeople. Their performance determines whether your market-

ing succeeds or fails. You also need to decide whether you’ll personally play 

a key role in selling. Do you have the time to make sales calls and follow 

through on them? And do you have the inclination and talent to be a top 

salesperson? To find out, read the next section.

Taking Stock of Your Sales Skills
If you’re reasonably talented at selling, the more contact you have with cus-

tomers and prospects, the better. If, however, you aren’t skilled at selling, 

then it may be a waste of your time — and your customers’ time — to have 

you play this role. You’d do better to hire a salesperson or use sales repre-

sentatives in your place.

The following questionnaire is a simple test of your sales ability. Take five 

minutes to answer the questions and then another couple minutes to score 

them. At the end, you find some useful feedback about your overall sales abil-

ity right now and your potential sales ability — areas you need to focus on if 

you want to improve your score in the future.

 Employers, take note. I didn’t design this test to screen candidates for 

hiring (and therefore candidates may find it possible to “fake” good results). 

Tests like this one don’t guarantee someone’s success — your management 

and the rest of your marketing program affect a salesperson’s performance 

as much as her sales ability does. Also, ability alone doesn’t go very far 

without appropriate training and technique. That said, anyone who ranks 

low on the qualities this test measures is unlikely to be a star salesperson. 

To hire someone with these qualities, look for corroborating information on 

each of the dimensions of this test in your interview process and when 

checking references.
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Measuring Your Sales Ability
Check any statements that describe you well. If a statement doesn’t fit you, 
leave it blank.

❏ 1. I feel good about myself much of the time.

❏ 2. I usually say the right thing at the right time.

❏ 3. People seek out my company.

❏ 4. I don’t get discouraged, even if I fail repeatedly.

❏ 5. I’m an excellent listener.

❏ 6. I can read people’s moods and body language with ease.

❏ 7. I project warmth and enthusiasm when I first meet people.

❏ 8. I’m good at sensing and bringing out the real reasons behind a negative answer.

❏ 9. I can see many ways to define a problem and understand its causes.

❏ 10. I’m skilled at drawing out other people’s concerns and problems.

❏ 11. I know enough about business to help others solve their problems with ease.

❏ 12. I’m so trustworthy and helpful that I quickly persuade people to work with me in
                                  true collaborations.

❏ 13. I manage my time so well that I’m able to get to everything that’s important in a
                                  workday.

❏ 14. I focus on the big-picture goals that matter most to me and my company instead of
                                  always reacting to the latest crisis or chore.

❏ 15. I can balance the need for finding new customers with the demands of maintaining
                                  and strengthening all existing customer relationships.

❏ 16. I keep looking for and finding ways to be more effective and efficient.

❏ 17. I find that a sense of accomplishment is even more rewarding than money.

❏ 18. My internal standards and expectations are higher than any imposed on me by 
                                  others.

❏ 19. I don’t care how long it takes to succeed at a task — I know I can succeed in the
                                  end.

❏ 20. I feel I deserve the respect and admiration of my customers and associates.
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Scoring:

A. Positive personality?

 Total number of checks on Statements 1 through 4:

 Fewer than three checks means you need improvement on personal 
attitude, emotional resiliency, and self-confidence.

B. Interpersonal skills?

 Total number of checks on Statements 5 through 8:

 Fewer than three checks means you need improvement on 
communication and listening skills, including your ability to control your 
own nonverbal communications and read others’ body language.

C. Solution-finding skills?

 Total number of checks on Statements 9 through 12:

 Fewer than three checks means you need improvement on 
problem-finding, creative problem-solving, and collaborative negotiating 
skills.

D. Self-management skills?

 Total number of checks on Statements 13 through 16:

 Fewer than three checks means you need improvement on organization, 
strategy, and focus skills.

E. Self-motivation?

 Total number of checks on Statements 17 through 20:

 Fewer than three checks means you need to build your personal 
motivation and figure out how to find rewards in the pleasures of doing a 
job well and accomplishing a goal.

F. Overall level of sales ability?

 Total number of checks, all statements (1 through 20):

Check out Table 17-1 to determine what your total score means.

Table 17-1 Figuring Out What Your Score Means
Total Number of Checks Score

0–5 Guaranteed to fail. Sorry, but you should let some-
body else do the selling!

(continued)
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Table 17-1 (continued)
Total Number of Checks Score

6–9 Low sales ability. Not likely to succeed.

10–12 Low sales ability. May become moderately capable 
with practice and study.

13–15 Moderate sales ability. Capable of improvement.

16–18 High sales ability. Will become expert with practice.

19–20 Superstar potential!

If you have a total of 13 or more checks, you have enough ability to be out 

there on the road making sales calls right now. However, this score doesn’t 

mean you’re perfect. If you checked fewer than 19 or 20 boxes, you should 

work on your weak areas — and when you do, your sales success rate should 

go up. (Be aware that rating yourself on such tests can be difficult and inac-

curate. What do you think your customers would rate you on each item? 

Finding out may be useful!)

 Technique can and often does trump natural ability. The salesperson who 

starts with high-quality prospects and then uses the right strategy at the right 

time doesn’t have as tough a sales task as the salesperson who starts with 

less. You can close a sale far more easily when you start with good-quality 

leads (see the later “Generating sales leads” section for some help finding 

such leads).

Making the Sale
To manage sales effectively, divide sales into multiple steps and focus on one 

step at a time as you prepare a sales plan or look for ways to improve your 

sales effectiveness. As with any complex process, a weak link always exists. 

Try to find the step in your sales process that you perform most poorly right 

now and work to improve it.

Figure 17-1 displays the sales and service process as a flowchart. Note that 

the chart doesn’t flow automatically from beginning to end. You may be 

forced to cycle back to an earlier stage if things go wrong. But ideally, you 

never lose prospects or customers forever — they just recycle into sales 

leads, and you can mount a new effort to win them over.
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Figure 17-1: 
This flow-

chart shows 
you the pro-
cess behind 

sales and 
service — 

try it!
 

Define target market

Find sales leads

Qualify leads

Approach prospects

Make presentations

Close
sales

Handle
objections

Build relationships

Respond to service
problems and

new opportunities

Rebuild relationships

or

hot prospects

customers

needs

leads

prospects

calls

valuable
customers

invaluable
customers

Lose customer

Lose customer

Reject; unable to research

Reject; unapproachable

Reject; poor match

Lose customer

Reject; not qualified

The Sales/Service Process

Figure 17-1 integrates the sales and service processes. Why? Because that’s 

real-world selling. You can’t stop when you close a sale and write the order. 

Your competitors certainly don’t stop trying to win that client or account. 

So you need to think of a completed sale as the beginning of a relationship-

building process. More sales calls, further presentations, and efforts to find 
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new ways to serve the customer can help you retain and grow the account. 

The next sections delve into facets of this flowchart in more depth and help 

you seal the deal.

Generating sales leads
The most common weakness in sales processes is lead generation — the 

first and most important step. Pay close attention to how you find leads 

and see whether you can improve the quantity and, especially, the quality 

of your leads. Qualifying a lead means gathering enough information about 

someone (or some business) to make sure she’s appropriate. By appropriate, 
I mean that the prospective customer fits a profile of a good customer. What 

is this profile? You need to decide, based on criteria such as wealth, age, and 

interests (for a consumer sale), or size, industry, timing, and location (for a 

business sale).

 Don’t throw unqualified or underqualified leads into your sales and service 

process. Make sure you feed your sales process with a constant flow of quality 

sales leads. Know what your customer profile is and seek out qualified pros-

pects with questions or screening criteria that allow you to sift through and 

eliminate poor-quality prospects quickly.

Sales leads can come from any of the other marketing activities I describe 

in this book. In fact, I recommend you try using as many alternatives as pos-

sible so you can find out which ones work best for you. Your Web site may 

produce the best leads (see Chapter 10), or joining a professional group or 

association may help you network and meet potential clients. A direct-mail 

campaign may produce leads, or you may find good sales leads by using 

direct-response advertising (Chapter 13 covers both). Then you can consider 

telemarketing (also in Chapter 13), trade shows and event sponsorship (see 

Chapter 12), and so on. You get the idea.

 You can use almost any kind of marketing to produce leads. You just have to 

find a good way to communicate with people who seem like good prospects 

and ask whether they’re interested in your product or service. You also need 

to begin by asking for factual information: who they are, how to contact them, 

what they’ve bought or used in the past, and what their current needs are.

 Here’s a simple way to generate leads:

 1. Select a magazine, Web site, or newspaper that your potential custom-

ers are likely to read.

 2. Find the smallest, cheapest display ad in that publication or on that 

Web site and buy ad space for the shortest possible time.

  Aim for just one insertion, if you can.
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 3. Write a short, simple description of what you do or sell, keeping it 

clear and factual.

  Include a clear, simple photo, if you have a relevant one (you can show 

the product if you’re in a product business), or use your name and logo 

to illustrate the ad.

 4. End the ad with the following sentence: “Please contact us to find 

out more about our offerings by calling 800-xxx-yyyy or by using the 

inquiry form on our Web site at www.mywebsite.com.”

These four steps produce a basic direct-response ad designed to generate 

sales leads. It may or may not work very well — you always have to experi-

ment to get your lead-producing formulas down — but it certainly gives you 

a start. (If you already use some good lead-generation techniques, why not 

test something simple in a new medium? You should always be experimenting 

in marketing; otherwise you may not improve.) If you get no response, try a 

variation and see what happens. Keep experimenting until you find a way to 

reliably generate inquiries from an inexpensive ad or from a key-term search 

on Google (see Chapter 10 for how to bid on searches and get your listing to 

appear).

Purchasing lists for lead generation
 To cast a wider net for leads, buy names from list brokers. Mailing, e-mail, 

and call lists are widely available (I maintain some links to the better vendors 

of U.S. lists on this book’s site at www.insightsformarketing.com). You 

may find purchased names useful in your quest for leads, but don’t make the 

mistake of thinking that they’re leads in and of themselves. Nobody can sell 

you leads; you have to make them for yourself. Write a phone script, letter, 

or e-mail describing your offer and what you do, and make sure you clearly 

and persuasively describe your brand’s special qualities — whatever you’re 

especially good at and want to be known for — along with a specific, action-

oriented sales offer. Send your message out to the purchased list and see 

how many responses you get. You can also check out Telephone Sales For 
Dummies by Dirk Zeller (Wiley) for more general info about generating leads.

 To increase your response rate, try including a special short-term offer and a 

prepaid postcard or fax form for recipients’ replies. Or try following up on a 

letter or e-mail with a phone call to the recipient. You may have to make multi-

ple contacts to sort out the real leads from the rest of the list (see the next 

section).

After you get some responses and capture their names and other information, 

you can call them leads. You own these leads and have the opportunity to 

follow up on them and see how many actually turn into customers. Good luck!
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Conducting multistep lead generation
A multistep lead-generation process is one that draws possible leads from a 

plentiful source and then uses additional steps to identify the most promising 

ones and cull the rest out.

Lynden International in Seattle, Washington, used a multistep system to 

generate qualified sales leads for its 60 salespeople. The close ratio for sales 

calls improved by 70 percent after the company instituted this system. Here’s 

how it works:

 1. Start by pulling the names of potential prospects from a database of 

U.S. companies called Dun & Bradstreet’s MarketPlace.

  This source groups companies by SIC code (a U.S. government designa-

tion based on product type), location, and size (as indicated by annual 

sales) so you can target companies by industry and city and eliminate 

any that seem too small.

  Dun & Bradstreet recently migrated and expanded this database on its 

Web site, www.dnb.com. Click on the Small Business button at the top of 

the page to find the Small Business Services division, which sells sales 

and marketing lists and offers services and support for your research 

efforts. You can get reports on firms of interest to you for a small fee. 

These reports include telephone numbers, addresses, the name of at 

least one top executive, and some financial information (such as annual 

sales) to help you decide whether a company makes a good prospect. 

Anyone doing business-to-business sales finds this resource invaluable 

for lead generation.

 2. Call the names yourself or use a telemarketing firm (or hire a temp 

telemarketer) to call each of these companies.

  You make this first call to find the appropriate decision-maker and ask 

her some basic informational or qualifying questions to see whether she 

uses or may have a need for what you sell.

 3. Analyze the responses you get to identify prospects who should be 

interested in the kind of services or products you provide.

  These leads, qualified by the telemarketing, now just need salespeople 

who can use them to set up personal meetings with the decision-makers.

 Many companies these days give telemarketers a survey script for the calls 

they make to qualify leads. People answer a survey more often than they talk 

to a salesperson. But this practice is deceptive. As a card-carrying member of 

the American Marketing Association, I happen to recall that its code of ethics 

prohibits selling or fundraising under the guise of conducting research. Why? I 

can give you a couple reasons:
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 ✓ The practice abuses the respondent’s trust. (And deception in sales can 

run afoul of fraud laws — so it may be illegal as well as unethical.)

 ✓ Deceptive prospecting irritates respondents, and if it’s widely done, people 

stop participating in legitimate market research. That consequence, which 

is beginning to happen, poses a big problem for marketers.

 You can use the preceding multistep process successfully, without deceiving 

people, just by making your sources good and your script short and honest. 

As long as you keep your questions short, to the point, and clear, the majority 

of decision-makers take the time to answer you. And remember, telemarketers 

are the first people from your company to talk with decision-makers at these 

prospective companies, so make sure they’re well-spoken and polite. Better 

yet, have your salespeople select and train your telemarketers (or do it your-

self if you have a smaller business) so you have plenty of control over that 

vital first impression.

You can also use a Web page or professional blog to reach out for prospects 

and generate visits and inquiries that you can turn into sales leads. See 

Chapter 10 for more ideas on how to use the Web to supply your salespeople 

with better leads. Another idea is to ask your current customers to supply 

you with referrals and to thank them or even reward them with gifts or dis-

counts for the referral. Current customers can often find you good-quality 

leads through their personal networks.

 If you do consumer marketing, consider following the lead of a couple of 

the most successful cosmetics companies. Avon reaches households by 

networking — using personal and professional contacts to set up appoint-

ments, usually after working hours. This strategy gets through people’s 

natural suspicions and busy schedules. In North America alone, Avon has 

about half a million salespeople, evidence that person-to-person selling 

isn’t dead in the retail industry. You just have to do it differently, and with 

a bit more finesse, than in days of old. Mary Kay uses a similar strategy 

with success — its salespeople typically schedule a personal showing or 

a neighborhood event through their network of contacts, allowing sales 

representatives to successfully sell cosmetic products in the home.

Developing great sales presentations 
and consultations
At the sales presentation, the salesperson must convince the prospect 

to become a customer, which can be a challenge. Only a truly great sales 

presentation can persuade prospects to become customers at a high rate 

of success.
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 What makes a sales presentation great? Success. Any presentation that works, 

that gets customers to say “yes” quickly and often, is an exceptional presenta-

tion. Be prepared to think creatively and experiment until you come up with a 

presentation that works well for you and your customers.

Giving emotionally intelligent sales presentations
A sales presentation that’s smart and thoughtful should cover both basic 

fact needs and basic feelings needs. Your presentation needs to inform while 

also making the prospect comfortable. Avoid sounding desperate for the 

sale, because doing so makes prospects uneasy. A calmly optimistic bearing 

is best. Present yourself well, avoid appearing messy or smelling strongly 

(whether of sweat or perfume), and behave in a friendly but respectful 

manner at all times. Avoid too much touching; give the prospect plenty of 

personal space. Your presence should be calming and reassuring, not stress-

ful or anxiety producing.

Acting like a consultant rather than a salesperson
If the prospect is uncertain about what she needs, the right approach to the 

sales presentation is to be consultative. Start by asking thoughtful questions 

to figure out what the customer needs and then propose a somewhat cus-

tomized solution, not just a generic purchase. Avoid rapid-fire questions. A 

consultative approach is good in cases where you sell complex services or 

products with many technical options and details.

 Consultative selling may not be right for you if you can’t see any obvious ways 

to sell customized services along with your product. If you just want to deliver 

an excellent product and let the customer worry about what to do with it, then 

the last thing you want your salespeople to do is pretend they’re consultants.

 Whether you use a simple, scripted approach or a sophisticated, consultative 

approach depends on what you sell and what the customer wants. Be sure to 

tailor your sales style to accommodate your customers’ needs, purchase pref-

erences, and habits.

Hitting your main points
I generally advise against a fully scripted sales presentation. Using a script 

makes you look like an amateur who has had to memorize her lines because 

she can’t be trusted to speak for herself. However, I strongly recommend that 

you make a bullet list of three to five main selling points and memorize this 

list so you can be sure to cover your main points during your sales call. Your 

list of main points should include the main features and benefits of the prod-

uct. If you anticipate that the prospect will want to compare your offering to 

the competition, then include two to three reasons why yours is superior.
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Showing, not telling
 Showing is usually better than telling. Bring the product with you if at all pos-

sible. If you can’t, show a demo video (which you should post to your Web site 

so the prospect can watch it again or share it with colleagues). Also, prepare 

and bring professional printed sales materials, such as a catalog, spec sheet, 

or brochure (see Chapters 6 and 7). Last but not least, consider a short (15 

slides or less) PowerPoint slide presentation that you can show on your laptop 

or on a digital projector. Sometimes the prospect wants a structured, formal 

presentation, especially when you’re making a business-to-business sales call. 

Be prepared. Have your slides at the ready and make sure you’ve rehearsed 

your presentation in advance.

Even if you have a good slide show, don’t force unwilling or obviously bored 

prospects to sit through your formal presentation. Instead, engage them in 

conversation by asking questions that probe for insights into their motives 

and concerns. Then take a consultative sales approach.

Processing orders accurately and promptly
 Take care of the order you receive before going on to your next sales call. If 

your customer says yes, make sure you collect all the information needed to 

get the order processed. Then follow up to see that everything is delivered 

promptly and properly. You’d be amazed at how often a new customer places 

an order and then cancels it in disgust because of some problem that arises.

Responding to problems
You have to anticipate problems. Inevitably something will go wrong that will 

upset, disappoint, or even anger your customer. That’s why the sales process 

has to include a service recovery step. Make sure that the customer knows to 

call her salesperson when a problem occurs. If you think you can use even 

more help in the customer service arena, read the later section “Retaining 

Customers through Great Service” and then consider Customer Service For 
Dummies, 3rd Edition, by Karen Leland and Keith Bailey (Wiley), my addi-

tional coverage of the topic in Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition (also 

from Wiley), and the free content I’ve put up for you at www.insightsfor
marketing.com.

 How well does the salesperson respond to a problem? If she finds herself 

overscheduled with sales calls, she can’t take the time to solve problems. 

Therefore, budget, say, 1 in 20 sales calls as service recovery time to prepare 

for this contingency. (Over time, you should be able to drive down the need 

for recoveries; perhaps you only need to budget 1 in 50 calls next year if you 

make a point of trying to eliminate the most common root causes of these 
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problems.) And keep in mind that the salesperson needs some resources, in 

addition to time, to solve customer problems and rebuild relationships. Give 

her some spending authority so she can turn the customer’s anger into satis-

faction (or, if you’re a small business, budget some funds for yourself to use on 

service recovery).

The most faithful customers are the ones who’ve had a problem that you 

managed to solve in a fair and generous manner.

Organizing Your Sales Force
Who does what, when, and where? Such organizational questions plague 

many sales or marketing managers, and those questions can make a big dif-

ference to sales force productivity. Should your salespeople work out of local, 

regional, or national offices? Should you base them in offices where staff 

members provide daily support and their boss can supervise their activities 

closely? Or should you set them free to operate on the road, maximizing the 

number of calls they can make and communicating with the company through 

high-tech laptop computers rather than through regional offices? Or — if you 

have a small business — should you do all the selling, or does bringing in a 

salesperson on commission make sense? These decisions depend on your sit-

uation, but I can help you decide by giving you an idea of the several options 

available and by sharing some of the conventional wisdom that helps you 

assess your particular situation.

Determining how many 
salespeople you need
If you have an existing sales force, you can examine the performance of each 

territory to decide whether more salespeople can help or whether you can 

do with less. Are some territories rich in prospects that salespeople just 

don’t get to? Then consider splitting those territories. Also consider split-

ting — or adding a second person to create — a sales team if you’re experi-

encing high customer turnover in a territory. Turnover probably indicates a 

lack of service and follow-up visits. Alternatively, if you see some territories 

that have little sales potential, you may be able to merge those territories 

with other territories. (And if you own a small business, you should consider 

adding commissioned salespeople if you can’t cover all prospects adequately 

because of time or travel constraints.)
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You can also use another, more systematic approach — which you really 

need when you have to design a sales force from scratch. Study your market 

to decide how many sales calls you want to make over a year-long period. 

The process isn’t very complicated, and I explain it in detail in the sidebar 

“How many salespeople does it take to sell a light bulb?”

Hiring your own or using reps
You have to decide whether to hire salespeople yourself or subcontract. 

Most industries have good sales companies that take on the job of hiring 

and managing salespeople for you. Called sales representatives (or just reps), 

they usually work for a straight commission of between 10 and 20 percent, 

depending on the industry and how much room you have in your pricing 

structure for their commission. Also, in areas where you need more work 

done — customer support through consultative selling and customized 

service — reps earn, and deserve, a higher commission.

How many salespeople does it take 
to sell a light bulb?

Follow these steps to determine the number of 
salespeople you need to sell your product or 
service:

 1. Count how many potential customers you 
have in your entire market.

 2. Decide what proportion or how many of 
those customers you want to call on.

 3. Decide how many calls you want to make 
over the next year for each customer, on 
average (for example, 2 per month or 24 
per year).

 4. Multiply the answer to Step 2 by the answer 
to Step 3.

  Doing so gives you the total sales calls you 
need for the entire year.

 5. Decide how many calls one person can 
reasonably make in a day.

  The answer depends on the nature of the call 
and the travel time between customers.

 6. Multiply the daily figure from Step 5 by the 
number of working days in your company’s 
calendar.

 7. Divide the total number of calls needed per 
year (from Step 4) by the number of calls 
one salesperson can make per year (from 
Step 6).

  Doing so gives you the number of sales-
people needed to make all of those calls.

For example, 10,000 sales calls needed next 
year, divided by 1,000 calls per salesperson 
per year, means you need a sales force of ten 
people to execute your plan. If you only have 
five on staff, you’d better hire five more or bring 
on some sales reps to help your staff. If you 
can’t, scale back your sales goals by half. You 
won’t ever sell that light bulb to 10,000 custom-
ers with only five salespeople.
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 If you have a small company or a short product line, I recommend using sales 

reps. They’re the best option whenever you have scale problems that make jus-

tifying the cost of hiring your own dedicated salespeople somewhat difficult. 

Scale problems arise when you have a too-short product line, which means 

that salespeople don’t have very much to sell to customers. Each sales call 

produces small orders that don’t cover the cost of the call. Reps usually 

handle many companies’ product lines so that they have more products to 

show prospects when they call.

 If you have a long enough product line to justify hiring and managing your own 

dedicated salespeople, by all means do. You have much more control and better 

feedback from the market this way, and a dedicated sales force generally out-

sells a sales rep by between two and ten times as much. Why? The dedicated 

salesperson is focused and dependent on your products. Often, the rep doesn’t 

care what she sells, as long as the client buys something. Consequently, reps 

tend to make the easy sales, which may not be yours.

The following sections help you figure out how to locate quality sales reps 

and keep them under your control.

Finding good sales reps
How do you find sales reps? The obvious doesn’t work because you can’t 

find them listed in most directories. I don’t know why, but rep firms prefer 

that you find them by networking. Doing so may avoid a lot of requests from 

companies that don’t know the industry and don’t have decent products. But 

if you want to find reps, you have to do it on the reps’ terms, which means 

getting word-of-mouth referrals or meeting them at a trade show or industry 

conference. Or, even simpler, ask the buyers of products such as the one you 

sell for names of reps who currently call on them.

 As far as word-of-mouth referrals go, I recommend asking the companies that 

reps sell to for their opinions about the best rep firms. After all, you need the 

reps to sell your product to these customers, so their opinions are the most 

important! You can also get referrals from other companies that sell (noncom-

peting) products through the same kinds of reps. And if you have some reps 

already, they can tell you about firms that cover other territories.

I also highly recommend networking for reps at trade shows in your industry. 

Reps attend the trade shows, and many of them rent booths to represent 

their products. You can find them just by wandering the exhibition hall, using 

your eyes and nose, and asking questions.

Managing your reps — with an iron glove!
After you have reps lined up for each territory, your work has only just 

begun. You must — absolutely must — monitor their sales efforts on a regu-

lar basis. Which rep firms sell the best (and worst)? Usually, 10 or 15 percent 
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of the reps make almost all of your sales. If you notice such a pattern devel-

oping, you can quickly put the others on notice. And if they don’t heat up in a 

hurry, you can replace them.

Renting a salesperson
Many businesses have made temps popular these days, so why not temporary 

salespeople? Temp agencies have been providing telemarketers on a tempo-

rary basis for years. Businesses often use those temporary telemarketers for 

a few weeks in conjunction with any special project that requires telephone 

prospecting or follow-up — such as generating leads for a new product or new 

territory.

 Temp agencies can fill a short-term need for experienced telemarketers, sales-

people, trade show staff, and other marketing people. Look under the 

Employment Contractors — Temporary Help heading in your local Yellow 

Pages telephone directory (or try looking under Employment Agencies if your 

book doesn’t have this listing). One of the big, national temp agencies may 

have an office nearby as well, so you can also check your directory for Kelly 

Services (www.kellyservices.com) or Manpower (www.manpower.com). 

Specialized recruiting firms can also help you find and hire competent sales-

people or sales reps. Sales Talent (www.salestalentinc.com) is a good 

example, as is GotSales (www.gotsales.com).

Compensating Your Sales Force
You face one of the toughest and most important management decisions 

in marketing when you have to figure out how to compensate salespeople. 

Compensation has a significant impact on the sales staff’s motivation and 

performance, and salespeople’s performance has a big effect on sales. The 

issue becomes difficult because compensation’s effect on motivation isn’t 

always obvious.

 If you want to recruit special salespeople, you may need to offer them a spe-

cial compensation plan. You want to do something sufficiently different from 

the norm in your industry to make your job openings really stand out. For 

example, if you want to make sure your salespeople take a highly consultative, 

service-oriented approach, with long-term support and relationship building, 

make your compensation salary-based. If you give them sales incentives, con-

sider bonuses linked to long-term customer retention or to building sales with 

existing customers. Your compensation plan thereby stands out from your 

competitors and sends a clear signal about the kind of sales behavior you 

expect. Similarly, if you want the hottest, most self-motivated salespeople, 

offer more commission than the competition.
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 The details of what you must offer in base salary and in commissions vary so 

much from industry to industry and region to region that you need to research 

comparable positions to establish a base before you design your compensa-

tion plan. Search for sales openings in similar businesses to your own, as if 

you were looking for a job yourself. Most job listings include a detailed 

description of the compensation plan. Build a table of at least a half-dozen 

comparable job postings, including columns for base pay, commission rates 

and caps, and perks (such as a company car or health benefits). Then craft 

your own position’s compensation so as to make it competitive enough to 

attract good candidates.

Retaining Customers through 
Great Service

Sales and service go hand in hand. When your business relies on personal 

selling — like in many business-to-business markets and a variety of con-

sumer markets as well — you can bet that you also need great customer 

service. Why? Although personal selling produces new customers, personal 

service keeps them. If you don’t know how to keep new customers, you 

shouldn’t waste your time seeking them — you’ll just lose ’em anyway. The 

following sections show you simple methods for keeping customers happy.

Measuring the quality of customer service
Do you know your customer turnover rate (the percent of customers who 

leave each year; also called a churn rate)? If your turnover goes over 5 per-

cent in most industries, you probably have a customer service problem, and 

you need to build retention to lower that percentage. Find out by comparing 

customer lists from two consecutive years — or by asking your salespeople 

(if you have any) to gather the data if you can’t do so easily from your central 

customer database or billing records.

 Sometimes companies define a lost customer as one whose business has fallen 

by more than half, which gives you a more conservative measure than one 

based only on customers who’ve stopped ordering entirely.

To figure your rate of customer turnover, follow these steps:

 1. Compare last year’s and this year’s customer lists to find out how 

many customers you lost during the year.

  Ignore new customers for this calculation.
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 2. Count the total number of customers on the list from the previous 

year.

  That gives you your base, or where you started.

 3. Divide the number of lost customers (from Step 1) by the total number 

of customers (from Step 2) to get your turnover rate.

For example, if you started the year with 1,500 customers and lost 250, your 

turnover rate is 250 ÷ 1,500, or nearly 17 percent. If you find yourself in that 

situation, you fail my 5 percent test and need to focus on improving your 

customer service.

Profiting from good manners
Good manners and aggressive sales don’t usually go hand in hand, but they 

should. Don’t assume you have to be pushy and overly assertive to maximize 

sales. In fact, the opposite is true: Polite sales and service personnel do far 

better in most cases. Emphasize being polite to prospects and customers, 

and keep your ear tuned to how your employees and salespeople are treating 

your customers. Set a good example and hold people accountable for their 

manners.

 Here are a few tips for making a positive, polite impression with customers:

 ✓ Avoid saying no. Try to find a way to say yes, even if it has to be a quali-

fied yes. When you say no to customers, you reduce their enthusiasm 

for doing business with you.

 ✓ Listen more than you talk. Be attentive and take an interest in what the 

customer has to say.

 ✓ Get to know your customers bit by bit. Don’t ask pushy, personal ques-

tions, but do ask appropriate questions and make note of the answers so 

you remember next time you talk to them.

 ✓ If you aren’t available, prep someone else to handle calls and e-mails 

from your customers. Make sure they’re always in good hands.

 ✓ Warn impolite and rude employees three times (documenting the 

warnings in their files), and if they haven’t shaped up by then, fire 

them. The sooner you get rid of impolite employees, the fewer custom-

ers you’ll lose.

 ✓ Thank customers for their business. A personal thank you, a note, or a 

small but tasteful gift lets customers know you appreciate them placing 

their business, and their trust, in you.
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Practicing service recovery
Service recovery starts with recognizing when service isn’t going well. What 

makes your customer unhappy? Which customers are stressed or frustrated? 

Talking and thinking about these questions can lead to a list of the five top 

warning signs of an unhappy customer. I’m not going to write your list for 

you because every company has a different one. Whatever your top warn-

ing signs, educate your employees to recognize them and to leap into action 

whenever they see one of them.

 Service recovery requires empathy and polite sensitivity. You should make the 

starting point just paying polite attention to someone. In fact, sometimes that 

can be enough to turn the customer around. To win the customer back by 

solving her problem, you have to start with her unhappy feelings. Use your 

emotional intelligence to empathize with her. Let her vent or complain and 

don’t argue with her (the unhappy customer is always right). After she has 

calmed down a bit and is ready to listen to you and look to you for help, you 

can ask factual questions and give her information in return.

 Every service recovery starts with working on the (hurt) feelings of the dis-

gruntled customer, not on the facts. That important insight can save a lot of 

customer relationships and help you build a reputation as a great company to 

buy from.



Part VI
The Part of Tens



In this part . . .

If you manage to avoid the most common errors that 

plague marketers, you’ll be far ahead of the average. 

That’s why I include ten typical marketing errors and 

what you can do to steer clear of them. And if you want to 

save as much money as you can, this part has a chapter to 

help you be an economical marketer.

Finding ways to save money is always helpful. When I was 

writing this book, the global economy was emerging from 

a major economic downturn. Marketers who kept their 

operations lean and flexible survived, but others didn’t. 

This part has a chapter to help you become robust 

enough to weather the next storm.

I also round up some great tips for boosting Web sales. 

Why? Because that’s where new growth is going to come 

from for the majority of folks. Granted, the migration to 

Web-based sales isn’t always easy, but this part can help 

your Web site or Web store capture as much business as 

possible. (FYI, if you finish this part and still want more, 

feel free to have a look around www.insightsformarketing.

com, where I post more tips and lists of what to do — and 

what not to do — to succeed in marketing.)



Chapter 18

Ten Common Marketing Mistakes 
(And How to Avoid Them)

In This Chapter
▶ Understanding that marketing to everyone and relying on discounts hurts profits

▶ Recognizing the importance of treating all customers (even angry ones) with respect

▶ Realizing why you should keep up your marketing momentum

Perhaps nothing’s worse than reinventing the wheel — especially if 

you invent a square one. This chapter presents ten all-too-common 

marketing mistakes so you know how to avoid them and keep your sales 

and marketing efforts on track. (I post more good examples of bad mistakes 

at www.insightsformarketing.com in the hope that nobody has to 

repeat any of them.)

Selling to the Wrong People
Most people are the wrong people — meaning they probably don’t want to 

buy your product, or even if they do, the timing is wrong. Case in point: My 

office keeps getting free subscriptions to CFO Magazine even though we don’t 

have a chief financial officer. When you market on the Web, you can easily 

sort by many variables, including interests and tastes, and then eliminate the 

obvious mismatches. By pulling out these mismatches, you get rid of lost-

cause prospects and avoid wasting your money on them.

That’s why I think the future of advertising is on the Web, not in print. A 

highly targeted Google key-term ad or Facebook display ad is highly profit-

able compared to running the same message in a newspaper, where you have 

to pay for every reader, including many who couldn’t care less.
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Competing on Price
Many marketers devote half or more of their budgets to price-oriented pro-

motions, perhaps because a manager says something like, “Sales seem to be 

off this month. Why don’t we cut prices and see whether that helps?” Sure, 

discounts and price cuts have their role, but you should never use them 

unless you have clear evidence that the net result can be profitable. And it 

usually isn’t, as I demonstrate in Chapter 15.

 Sometimes customers are highly price sensitive, competitors undercut you, 

and you have no choice but to slash your prices too. But in general, you don’t 

want to compete on price. Making a profit (and staying in business) is far 

easier when you compete on the elements that make you different and better 

from the competition.

Forgetting to Edit Before You Print
If your letter, e-mail, Web site, print ad, sign, or billboard has a typo in it, 

people remember that goof and forget the rest. I often see business cards 

and signs outside of businesses or on vehicles that have obvious typos. Talk 

about making a bad first impression! Edit carefully and get someone else to 

look over your shoulder to make sure nothing slips by. Your brand’s reputa-

tion will thank you.

Not Emphasizing the Brand
Quick, think of a TV ad that greatly amused you. Got it? Good. Now, what 

brand was it for? Having trouble remembering? Me too. Most people do, likely 

because about half of the really amusing and memorable TV ads out there fail 

to brand the brand name into consumers’ minds. The end result is that view-

ers get distracted by the amusing story or imagery and don’t recall what the 

ad was for.

 A good general rule is to hit the brand name both visually and in type about 

twice as often as you think you need to. Go back and add more references 

to the brand in your marketing communications (TV ad, catalog, Web site, 

mailing — you name it). Make the logo larger. Repeat the brand name more 

often. Whatever else your ad accomplishes, make sure it drills the brand 

name into everyone’s heads!
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Offering What You Can’t Deliver
Telling customers you’ll give them something that you really can’t is bad 

business and bad publicity. Perhaps you recall what happened in the mid-

1990s when BellSouth (now AT&T) marketed its long-distance telephone 

service in a mailing sent to some states where it didn’t yet have regulatory 

approval to do so. Aside from confusing and angering some customers, 

BellSouth got in trouble with the U.S. Federal Communications Commission, 

and the media had a field day writing about how stupid the company was.

 You may not have regulatory limits on what you can do and sell, but you cer-

tainly have many practical limits. Don’t advertise a new service or product 

until you’re sure that it works and you can deliver it promptly and that you 

can scale up with demand. And if you’re a service business, avoid getting 

sucked into the temptation of bidding on work that you don’t have enough 

expertise to do well. Wandering from your core always hurts the bottom line 

in the long run, whereas success usually comes from having a sharp focus on 

that core.

Succumbing to the Wish-We-Could Trap
Every business has its core specialty and does best when it stays close to 

that. Sometimes you should expand into a new market area or try a new kind 

of product or service — but do this expansion with a careful, well-researched, 

and well-funded strategic thrust (see Part I of this book). Otherwise, trying to 

play in someone else’s backyard is a big mistake. The grass may look greener 

on the other side of the fence, but someone put the fence there for a good 

reason.

Treating Customers Impersonally
Every customer is a person who likes to be treated as such. Yet sometimes 

businesses send out generic bills or mailings that have misspellings of cus-

tomers’ names, and occasionally whoever answers the phone doesn’t know 

that the caller is an old customer. You can make these casual mistakes often 

without even noticing. To avoid doing so, put yourself in the customer’s 

shoes and take a hard look at all of your customer interactions. Are they 

as personal as they should be? If not, invest in better list-checking, a cen-

tral database of customers, training in how to pronounce customer names, 

and whatever else it takes to allow your business to treat all customers like 

important individuals.
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Blaming the Customer
It’s easy to think that an irate customer must be crazy, but what if his reaction 

is actually quite reasonable given the treatment he received? A while back, my 

company received a past-due notice on a bill from a cleaning and maintenance 

company we’d used many months ago. My bookkeeper was puzzled because 

she thought she remembered paying the bill when it first came in. After review-

ing her records, she called the company and provided the check number, date, 

and amount of our payment and asked the contractor to correct its records. 

The manager on the other end of the phone then chewed her out for “sending 

a misleading check” and “not making it completely clear which account it 

applied to” (even though she’d returned the invoice with the check). So 

instead of apologizing for the confusion, this contractor blamed us for the 

error. He may have felt better after venting on the phone, but he lost our busi-

ness forever. Don’t make the same mistake with your customers, please!

Avoiding Upset Customers
 Avoiding someone who’s irritated with you is a natural reaction — but don’t 

give in to it. Customers can get unpleasant or abusive if they feel they’ve been 

treated poorly, even if you don’t think they have been. Treat an unhappy cus-

tomer as your top marketing priority. And don’t stop working on him until he’s 

happy again. If you win him back, he’s especially loyal and brings you new 

business. If you let him walk away mad, he becomes an antimarketer, actively 

trying to drive others away from your business.

Losing Your Marketing Momentum
When all is going well, you may be tempted to relax and let marketing costs 

slip (as a percent of sales) while you enjoy higher profit margins. If you have 

a loyal following and a recognized brand name, you can probably stop active 

marketing for a little while without noticing any significant drop in sales. But 

eventually this halt in your marketing efforts will undermine sales and erode 

your customer base.

I don’t want your business to meet the same fate as Kitts, a once-popular 

candy made by a Kentucky manufacturer. Years ago, every candy store 

throughout the Midwestern United States carried Kitts. But the company 

didn’t promote its brand, and more aggressive marketers gradually elbowed 

it aside. Now, finding the candy is almost impossible. I can’t make this point 

strongly enough: Keep up your marketing momentum at all times!



Chapter 19

Ten Ways to Launch Guerilla 
Marketing Attacks

In This Chapter
▶ Finding creative ways to market for (almost) free

▶ Staying close to home with effective guerilla marketing

▶ Boosting your visibility in small and local markets

The term guerilla marketing is sometimes used for the most inexpensive, 

small-scale, and short-term marketing techniques. I define it as marketing 

that uses creativity and effort to increase impact and cut costs. This chapter 

reviews ten of the best techniques for so-called guerilla marketing, in which 

the goal is to boost visibility or sales in a small, highly focused area or group 

without engaging traditional marketing media. Such low-cost to no-cost tech-

niques can’t make up your entire marketing program, because they lack the 

sustained impact needed to build your business, but they can and should be 

used when the opportunity arises.

Spot Where You Can Put Free Material
Walk (yes, walk; don’t drive!) around your town (or around a conference or 

convention center, or wherever your target customers are) and identify all 

the places where you can place your marketing materials for free. Evaluate 

what forms these materials are in and how they’re presented. They can come 

in the form of trifold brochures in small boxes or racks, miniposters on bul-

letin boards, fliers propped on tables or windowsills, notices with tear-off 

phone numbers and Web sites, and so on.

 In small-scale local marketing, you can always find free placement opportuni-

ties. Make a point of using them routinely. It doesn’t take many new customers 

to profit from printing a small run of fliers, brochures, or posters — especially 

when the placement is free.
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Participate Actively Online
If you think a Facebook identity or other free online presence is worthless 

for building business, think again. Sites such as MySpace, Facebook, and 

LinkedIn, are great avenues to talk about your business and network with 

others. Thirty minutes every other evening is enough to maintain a lively 

online social network that can do a lot to build your brand and increase your 

visibility.

 If you’re a consultant, accountant, designer, or someone else who provides 

professional services, be yourself on social networking sites because you want 

to boost your own visibility and make your name better known. If you’re sell-

ing a brand, then establish a page for the brand (for example, a resort hotel 

can maintain a Facebook identity and announce current events). On sites 

where you have to be an individual to post an identity, have staff set up identi-

ties in their professional roles (for example, the head of customer service can 

write a blog on maintenance).

Give Your Product or Service Away
Let your product find you more customers by seeking ways to hand out free 

products or services as often as possible. Sure, I like to make money as much 

as the next guy, but if you visit my company’s Web site, you find a surprising 

amount of free material on it. You can even download whole copies of some 

of my publications. Why give this content away when my competitors don’t? 

Because I believe in the quality of my products and services and know that 

they can make the sale for me after people have a chance to experience them. 

Often when I give someone one of my products or some free time on the 

phone, I win a happy new customer who may buy more and tell others about 

me and my company. Or at least I obtain a new lead I can try to upgrade to a 

customer later on.

Take Advantage of Your Own Ad Space
 Don’t overlook possible advertising space in your own mailings and on your 

own buildings and vehicles. For instance, the vast majority of company-owned 

vehicles don’t have any signs on them, yet these same companies pay good 

money to buy expensive advertising space elsewhere. Use any vehicles, build-

ings, windows, packaging, envelopes, or mailers to spread the good word 

about your brand or company.
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Get Yourself Published
Getting published is a great (and free) way to boost your visibility and build 

your business. Numerous ways of getting published exist, so strive to get 

your business in print at least once every few months. You don’t have to be a 

writing pro (although I do suggest having someone review your text to catch 

any potential typos); nearly anyone can get something published.

 Keep your eyes open for newspapers, magazines, Web sites, and blogs where 

you can contribute an editorial or a short article (about 250 words or less) on 

something you know all about because of your work. Then get ready to reap 

the benefits of your published prose!

Reward Customers with 
Gifts They Can Share

Do you have loyal customers? Then why not reward them in a way that 

encourages them to share that reward — and their enthusiasm about your 

product or service — with others? Rewarding good customers is one of 

the most immediate ways to create word-of-mouth marketing. Along with a 

thank-you note, give your customers a tin of home-baked cookies, a tray of 

brownies, a “coffee break” consisting of a big box of hot coffee and a tray of 

pastries, or some other treat that lends itself to being given away or passed 

along. Note: Customers who feel you’ve treated them well always send new 

customers your way.

Give Out Decals, Stickers, and More
Cars are everywhere. Harness them for your marketing program by creating 

window decals, small stickers printed on clear material that are designed to 

adhere temporarily to car windows (although sometimes people put them on 

other windows too). You can have your design printed for between 25 and 

50 cents, depending on how many you purchase (search the Web for “pro-

motional auto window decals” to find sources; a minimum order is usually 

around 250). If you take the time to create an attractive design, people may 

place your marketing message on their cars, making it visible to a wide range 

of prospective customers.
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You can also pass out bumper-sticker versions of your logo and company 

name (with your Web address). Not to mention giving out premium items 

(pens, mugs, caps, shirts, notepads, whatever — just make sure you’ve made 

them nice enough that people will actually use them). This way, your custom-

ers and the people in their extended networks can all begin to promote your 

business for you.

Do Good Works
If you can budget even 1 percent of your time and marketing money into 

charitable activities, you may find them well worth your while in terms of 

goodwill and visibility. Supporting charities is a natural way to integrate your 

business — and your enthusiasm and goodwill — into your community. The 

more you give, the more respect and interest you attract for your brand.

Throw a Party
Events attract people, and a party is an event whose purpose is largely plea-

sure. Hold an open house or benefit event and distribute e-mail and printed 

invitations (I recommend postcard-sized invites for their low printing cost). 

Offer homemade food and good cheer — or if your business image and 

budget suggest a more sophisticated approach, hire a caterer. Even if you 

don’t have the time or money to create a major marketing event, throwing a 

simple party can attract interest and generate enthusiasm for your business.

Join and Participate
Embrace the J and P strategy, short for “joining and participating,” by joining 

community and professional groups, sponsoring or coaching youth sports 

teams, volunteering at a local community service agency, helping raise funds 

for a local museum, or going to educational and cultural events (especially 

those events at which you can mingle with other professionals, like art gal-

lery openings and ribbon-cutting ceremonies). Get out there and participate 

in these many fun and rewarding activities, and you’ll find that your network 

grows quite naturally.



Chapter 20

Ten (Or So) Ways to Survive 
Sales Downturns

In This Chapter
▶ Controlling costs in a local, sectorwide, or national slump

▶ Adding diversity to your customer base and product offerings

▶ Making the most of product turnover while cutting your losses

The goal of marketing is steady growth, but sometimes things don’t 

happen the way you plan for them to. Whenever you experience a down-

turn in sales and your profits are squeezed, you need to respond promptly. 

Continue marketing, switching from high-cost and fixed-cost methods to low-

cost and variable-cost methods to make sure you survive the downturn intact 

and come out in a strong position on the other side. This chapter presents 

ten (or so) tips to help you navigate the rough waters of a sales downturn.

Minimize Fixed Costs
Fixed costs are those costs that you incur — and owe — regardless of how 

much you sell. For example, if you contract to place print ads in the next six 

monthly issues of an industry publication, that’s a fixed cost you’re stuck 

paying regardless of whether business is booming or declining. As soon as 

you suspect a downturn in your sales, stop agreeing to fixed-cost contracts 

and see what you can do to renegotiate any existing ones. Also, switch to 

marketing methods that align costs with actual results. For example, pay-

per-click search engine advertising links costs to results (see Chapter 10).

A sales commission also varies with results, so a downturn is a good time 

to use commission-based sales reps. But lay off sales and service personnel 

who’re on fixed hourly or weekly salaries because their productivity will go 

down while their pay won’t. Salaries are one of the largest fixed costs in most 

organizations — keep a tight lid on ’em!
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Broaden Your Customer Base
Having a diverse range of customers spreads risk and helps keep your growth 

steadier and more predictable. Why? Because inevitably some customers are 

buying while others aren’t. A business-to-business marketer who sells solely 

to one industry is vulnerable to that industry’s cycles. Similarly, a consumer 

or retail business that specializes in one region or one type of customer is 

more vulnerable to downturns than a business that spreads the risk across 

two or three markets. Broaden your scope to increase the diversity of your 

customer portfolio (just don’t stretch yourself so that you’re trying to sell to 

customers you don’t know anything about). Chapter 2 reviews strategies that 

may help you broaden your customer base.

Diversify Your Product Line
 If you want to protect your product line from sudden shifts in demand or new 

competition, embrace diversity. Don’t just rely on one bestselling product to 

carry the weight of your product line (and by extension your company). As 

soon as you realize that a particular product is succeeding, start investing in 

the next crop of products to avoid the risk of putting all of your eggs in one 

basket.

Approach Huge Contracts with Caution
 Securing a big contract to supply products to a giant buyer (think companies 

such as Wal-Mart, General Motors, and the like) may seem like you’ve finally 

“made it” into the big time, but you need to tread very carefully. Don’t commit 

to any single contract that would make up more than a quarter of your sales. 

You can easily be forced out of business thanks to the price-cutting or supplier-

switching behavior of large buyers if too much of your sales are invested in 

those buyers.

Minimize Inventories
If you sell anything tangible (as opposed to a service), you inevitably have 

to tie up some of your money in inventory. How much money is the question. 

Often smaller businesses put a bigger share of their money into inventory 

than large businesses do because they’re eager to take advantage of quantity 

discounts in purchasing or production. However, big inventories — no matter 

how good the purchase price — expose you to big risks.
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 If you can’t sell your entire inventory in the next few months, you’re probably 

buying too far in advance. Demand may fall, and then you’ll be stuck holding a 

lot of product. Take the more prudent approach and focus on keeping invento-

ries at a modest level and building good supplier relationships so you can 

restock quickly in response to changing demand.

Maximize Product Turnover
Rapid sales are the secret to high profits in marketing. Just think about a 

large grocery store. Somehow all that real estate and all those employees are 

funded by the 10 or 20 cents of profit on a half-gallon container of milk. The 

trick is that grocery stores sell a lot of containers of milk, bottles of soda, and 

loaves of bread. You don’t need a big profit margin if you make a sale every 

few minutes.

 If you have certain items that sell frequently, focus on marketing those 

and build your business on the back of their success. If other items rarely 

sell, weed them out of your product line. Continue adjusting your product 

offerings — and your pricing, distribution, and promotion — with the goal 

of increasing the frequency of orders or sales. Keep working toward more 

frequent sales and faster turnover so your business can be healthy enough 

to survive the occasional sales downturn.

Replace Employees with Contractors
Why have a huge payroll when you can farm out the work to subcontractors 

and suppliers? Converting fixed in-house labor and equipment costs to variable 

outside costs is the secret to being lean and mean and ready to survive bad 

times (or grow rapidly when times are good and opportunity presents itself). 

So take a hard look at your entire operation — not just your marketing — and 

sub out any functions you possibly can. Also, make sure your contracts are 

flexible based on your needs and volumes.

Eliminate Loss Centers
Almost every business has some activities or operations that make more 

of a profit than others. On the flip side, every business also has loss centers 

(product lines, customers, or activities that don’t make a profit). The cus-

tomers that demand discounts and require lots of your time and service, as 
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well as any products that have lower-than-average profit margins for you, 

are examples of typical loss centers. Take a look at your entire range of 

activities and target your loss centers for elimination or reformation.

 In tough times, shrinking your operation by eliminating the least profitable 

areas and focusing on the most profitable ones makes perfect sense. You may 

be smaller, but you’ll be more profitable and therefore better able to grow and 

prosper in the future.

 To apply the principle of eliminating loss centers to your marketing program, 

take a look at the costs and yields of each marketing activity you engage in. 

Perhaps you support a sales force because that’s traditional in your industry, 

but in fact more of your business comes from your Web site. Web orders are 

far less expensive to produce — in other words, they’re more profitable — so 

consider cutting the sales force back to a bare minimum and boosting your 

Web-related spending.

Switch to Lower-Cost Marketing Methods
Many marketers rely on just a handful of techniques every year, repeating 

the basic formula without major modifications. If you’re following last year’s 

plan, stop and consider whether you can refocus your marketing program 

by replacing its most-expensive elements. There are always alternative ways 

of getting your message out, so it pays to experiment until you find less-

expensive approaches that are just as effective. For example, if you’re buying 

local television spot ads, try replacing them with ad time on on-demand 

movies over the Web and on cable television, where the costs are probably 

lower. Similarly, if you’re mailing an expensive color catalog, experiment with 

a postcard to your mailing list that tells people to check out the new offerings 

in your online catalog. Chapters 8 through 11 cover these and other low-cost 

options in detail.
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Ten (Plus One) Tips for 
Boosting Web Sales

In This Chapter
▶ Improving your Web store for optimal sales

▶ Making your products shine

▶ Increasing the contact and support for shoppers

▶ Building an appealing and trusted Web brand

Good Web merchandising is surprisingly rare. Give some careful thought 

to what you can do to make it easier for shoppers to select the product 

of their choice and feel confident enough about your store, product, and pric-

ing to click on the purchase button. This chapter includes 10 (actually 11) 

tactics for boosting orders on your Web store.

Take Well-Lit Product Photos
In a store, people can see and touch the products. On the Web, they have 

to rely on text and any audiovisual aids you can provide in order to get a 

clear idea of what you’re offering. Your photos should clearly show your 

products — which means making sure your products are well lit when you 

photograph them. Bright, diffused light is the key to clear, high-resolution 

photos (or videos) that don’t have a grainy look, whitewashed spots, or 

dark areas. To capture the best lighting possible, use studio-quality lighting 

sources (which are brighter than ordinary interior lighting) and diffuse the 

light with a photo screen or white umbrella.

 If you’re on a budget and can’t afford professional photography, you can still 

create great lighting by hanging a thin piece of white cotton a few feet in front 

of two powerful halogen work lights positioned at a 45-degree angle to the 

product. Doing so simulates studio lighting until you can afford more profes-

sional gear. Check out Photography For Dummies, 2nd Edition, by Russell Hart 

(Wiley) for more info.
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Choose the Right Backdrop
An effective backdrop for your product shot is second only to quality lighting 

when it comes to capturing the perfect product photo for your online shop. 

The goal is to make your product stand out, so stick to neutral or clean back-

drops that allow the product to pop. To create a neutral backdrop, you can 

usually stretch or hang a white or off-white cotton or linen cloth (without any 

wrinkles!) behind the product. Taupe may work better than white for subtle 

colors or for products displayed on a human model. Black can be effective 

for contrast, especially when the product is very light in color (for instance, 

a white dress or a string of pearls looks best against a black linen or velvet 

cloth). Whatever you do, avoid bright red or bold textures, which typically 

draw the eye’s focus away from the product.

Also give some thought to the coloring of your Web page because this is the 

backdrop on which your product photo will appear. A modest contrast that 

doesn’t call too much attention is best. For example, a pale blue background 

color for your Web page sets off a white background in a product photo. If 

your Web page is bright white, then a bright white photo backdrop is still 

okay, but you’ll have to add a thin blue-gray border around the image to help 

define the photo.

Include Info for Comparative Shoppers
Usually I feel that less is more in the realm of marketing text, but the opposite 

is true when writing for an online store. Most Web shops don’t offer enough 

information about their products. Any details you can provide about your 

product (think technical info, measurements, performance specifications, 

and so on) are helpful to the shopper and can build the confidence needed 

for her to click on that Buy Now button.

 Consider including a table to summarize the main features or benefits of your 

product for at-a-glance viewing. If you can honestly show that your product 

beats the competition, include columns for the competition in your table too. 

If your Web store gets big enough to make scanning all the offerings at once a 

chore, consider adding a feature to your site that makes shopping recommen-

dations based on customers’ search and purchase histories. Personalized rec-

ommendations often increase the size and frequency of Web orders because 

they present products shoppers may find appealing.
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Add Streaming Video
Streaming video can boost sales by giving shoppers even more information 

and confidence about your product. Show the product in use, walk viewers 

through a 20-second review of the product’s greatest features, and include 

short clips of happy customers giving honest testimonials. But don’t force 

everyone to watch the video, because other shoppers may value speed and 

simplicity of purchase and be chased away by a video that stands between 

them and the order form.

Provide Prompt E-mail Support
Buying is a process, and e-mails can keep the buyer company and help her 

stay oriented throughout that process. Make sure you integrate plenty of 

informative, helpful, and prompt e-mail contact into your customers’ Web 

shopping experiences. Every time someone fills in a form, requests informa-

tion, participates in a promotion, or makes even the smallest purchase, she 

should immediately receive a confirmation e-mail. If you do business on a 

small scale, you can write these e-mails yourself, but usually the frequency is 

too great, so an auto-responder (a software application that sends prescripted 

responses) is necessary.

 eBay PowerSellers are often good role models for effective use of automatic 

e-mail responses. If you’re not familiar with this strategy, try shopping on a 

few eBay stores and take careful note of all the e-mails that rush to you with 

each step you take as a shopper.

Supply a “Contact Me Now” Option
Some people don’t feel confident enough about the product, or about the 

seller, to make an online purchase. For shoppers who need a more personal 

touch, include a Contact Me Now button that produces a simple contact 

form in which the customer can enter her name, address, phone number, 

and e-mail address and type up a short note with her question or request 

and how she prefers to be contacted. By offering this feature, you won’t lose 

people who are unsure of what to purchase on your Web site, or who don’t 

think they see exactly what they need.
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Design a Clean, Uncluttered Site
Cramming too much into your opening page can turn off potential custom-

ers. Make your Web store’s home page simple enough to take in at a glance 

(which means you may need to focus your content better than you have in 

the past). Figure out your most important content and cue it up front and 

center, putting other content behind tabs or clickable buttons.

Offer Straightforward Site Navigation
A prospective customer should always be able to move around your Web 

store easily, so don’t let the navigation get too complicated. Avoid dead ends 

and long, winding pathways. Keep the links logical and don’t give the site too 

many layers. Also, make sure the shopping cart icon is visible on every page, 

because purchasing something should be quick and easy every time. Test 

your Web store over and over to identify any quirks, confusions, and com-

plexities that need to be removed.

Build an Appealing, Trustworthy Brand
 Your Web site’s identity needs to give shoppers a good feeling about the 

products you sell. Is your Web brand so appealing that people would rather 

buy from you than from your competitors? Branding is just as important on 

the Web as it is in the real world, so make sure your logo and name are pre-

sented in a clean, professional, and appealing manner on the top of each and 

every page of your site. Also, use colors and typestyles that complement your 

logo and remind shoppers in a subtle way that they’re still under your brand 

umbrella.

Place Promo Offers on Your Home Page
If you’re willing to offer promotional items, such as a special discount or a 

free sample of a new product if people make a purchase through your site 

before the end of the next month, put this offer in a prominent place on your 

home page. A simple offer may just increase your Web sales and boost inqui-

ries to your site.
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Put Your Web Address Everywhere
Use your other marketing communications to promote your Web site. 

(Believe it or not, most marketers overlook this no-brainer!) Every e-mail that 

your firm sends should have an attractive, clickable logo linking to your site, 

as well as your address and phone number(s) for follow-up. Also put your 

Web address on everything you print, including business cards, envelopes, 

brochures, bills, packaging, and letters. Make it easy for people to find you!
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141 Chapter 7: Perfecting Your Printed Materials

Figure 7-5: 
A simple, 

multipurpose 
brochure 

layout.
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160 Part III: Advertising for Fun and Profit 

Figure 8-3: 
Three 
strong 

options for 
vehicle 

signage.
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Flagging down your customers
I have a theory that the first branding by human beings took the form of a 

flag. Powerful back then, a flag (an outdoor message on canvas or synthetic 

cloth) is still a simple but strong way to communicate an identity or brand. 

Think of a flag as a more dynamic kind of sign and try to find ways to use it to 

build brand awareness, make your location(s) more visible, or get a market-

ing message displayed in more forms and places than you could otherwise. 

Also, note that the costs of cloth-based forms of advertising can be surpris-

ingly reasonable.

 If you find yourself in a community where you may encounter problems with 

public acceptance of a large billboard message, try a more low-key, decora-

tive approach by using multiple flags and banners instead. Just know that you 

need to find lower, nearer locations to display them because they’re smaller 

than a billboard. Check with a local realty firm to line up building owners will-

ing to fly your flags.

A number of companies specialize in making custom-designed flags and ban-

ners. Of course, you see tacky paper banners — often produced by the local 

photocopy store — hanging in the windows of retail shops on occasion. But 

I’m not talking about those banners (because they probably don’t help your 

image). I mean a huge, beautiful, cloth flag flapping in the breeze. Or a bold 

3-x-5-foot screen-printed flag suspended like a banner on an office or trade-

show wall. Or a nylon table banner that turns the front and sides of a table 
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